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Abstract: On May 22, 1997, DOE published a Notice of Intent in the Federal Register (62 Federal

Register 28009) announcing its decision to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) that would tier from

the analysis and decisions reached in connection with the Storage and Disposition of Weapons- Usable Fissile

Materials Final Programmatic EIS. At that time, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency decided to be a

cooperating agency. The Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SPD Draft

EIS) (DOE/EIS-0283-D) was prepared in accordance with NEPA and issued in July 1998. It identified the

potential environmental impacts of reasonable alternatives for the proposed siting, construction, and operation

of three facilities for the disposition of up to 50 metric tons (55 tons) of surplus plutonium, as well as a No

Action Alternative. These three facilities would accomplish pit disassembly and conversion, plutonium
conversion and immobilization, and mixed oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication.

For the alternatives that included MOX fuel fabrication, the SPD Draft EIS described the potential environmental

impacts of using from three to eight commercial nuclear reactors to irradiate MOX fuel. The potential impacts

were based on a generic reactor analysis that used actual reactor data and a range of potential site conditions. In

May 1998, DOE initiated a procurement process to obtain MOX fuel fabrication and reactor irradiation services.

In March 1999, DOE awarded a contract to Duke Engineering & Services, COGEMA Inc., and Stone & Webster
(known as DCS) to provide the requested services. A Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS was issued in

April 1999, which analyzed the potential environmental impacts of using MOX fuel in six specific reactors named

in the DCS proposal. Those reactors are Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 in South Carolina, McGuire

Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 in North Carolina, and North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 in Virginia.

DOE has identified the hybrid approach as its Preferred Alternative for the disposition of surplus plutonium. This

approach allows for the immobilization of 17 metric tons (19 tons) of surplus plutonium and the use of 33 metric
tons (36 tons) as MOX fuel. DOE has identified the Savannah River Site near Aiken, South Carolina, as the

preferred site for all three disposition facilities (Alternative 3). DOE has also identified Los Alamos National



| Laboratory in New Mexico as the preferred site for lead assembly fabrication, and Oak Ridge National

Laboratory in Tennessee as the preferred site for postirradiation examination of lead assemblies.

Public Involvement: In preparing the SPD Final EIS, DOE considered comments on the SPD Draft EIS and the

Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS received via mail, fax, and email, and comments recorded by phone and

transcribed from videotapes. In addition, comments were captured by notetakers during interactive public

meetings held on the SPD Draft EIS in August 1998 in Amarillo, Texas; Idaho Falls, Idaho; North Augusta,

South Carolina; Portland, Oregon; and Richland, Washington, as well as during a public meeting on the

| Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS held in June 1999 in Washington, D.C. Comments received and DOE's

| responses to these comments are found in Volume III, the Comment Response Document, of the SPD Final EIS.

Information on the surplus plutonium disposition program can be obtained by visiting the Office of Fissile

Materials Disposition Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.
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Metric Conversion Chart
To Convert Into Metric To Convert Out of Metric

If You Know Multiply By To Get If You Know Multiply By To Get

Length
inches 2.54 centimeters centimeters 0.3937 inches

feet 30.48 centimeters centimeters 0.0328 feet

feet 0.3048 meters meters 3.281 feet

yards 0.9144 meters meters 1.0936 yards
miles 1.60934 kilometers kilometers 0.6214 miles

Area
sq. inches 6.4516 sq. centimeters sq. centimeters 0.155 sq. inches

sq. feet 0.092903 sq. meters sq. meters 10.7639 sq. feet

sq. yards 0.8361 sq. meters sq. meters 1.196 sq. yards
acres 0.40469 hectares hectares 2.471 acres
sq. miles 2.58999 sq. kilometers sq. kilometers 0.3861 sq. miles

Volume
fluid ounces 29.574 milliliters milliliters 0.0338 fluid ounces

gallons 3.7854 liters liters 0.26417 gallons
cubic feet 0.028317 cubic meters cubic meters 35.315 cubic feet

cubic yards 0.76455 cubic meters cubic meters 1.308 cubic yards

Weight
ounces 28.3495 grams grams 0.03527 ounces
pounds 0.45360 kilograms kilograms 2.2046 pounds
short tons 0.90718 metric tons metric tons 1.1023 short tons

Temperature
Fahrenheit Subtract 32 then Celsius Celsius Multiply by 9/5ths, then Fahrenheit

multiply by 5/9ths add 32

Metric Prefixes
Prefix Symbol Multiplication Factor

exa- E 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 = 1018
peta- P 1 000 000 000 000 000 = 1015
tera- T 1 000 000 000 000 = 1012

giga- G 1 000 000 000 = 109

mega- M 1 000 000 = 106

kilo- k I 000 = l03
hecto- h 100 = 102
deka- da 10 = 101
deci- d 0.1 = 10-
centi- c 0.01 = 10-2
milli- m 0.001 = l0o-

micro- - 0.000 001 = 10.6

nano- n 0.000 000 001 = 10-9
pico- p 0.000 000 000 001= 10-12
femto- f 0.000 000 000 000 001I = I0'5

atto- a 0.000 000 000 000 000 001= lo-,,
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Responses: 18,620 Burden Hours:
64,310.

Abstract: The LESCP is being (
conducted in response to the legislative
requirement in P.L. 103-382, Section
1501 to assess the implementation of
Title I and related education reforms.
The information will be used to
examine changes-over a 3-year
period-that are occurring in schools
and classrooms. Teachers and teacher
aides will complete a mail survey, and
district Title I administrators,
principals, school-based staff, and
parents will be interviewed during on-
site field work.

[FR Doc. 97-1307 Filed 1-17-97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4000-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Record of decision for the Storage and
Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Materials Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Record of Decision.

SUMMARY: The Department of Energy
(DOE) has decided to implement a
program to provide for safe and secure
storage of weapons-usable fissile
materials (plutonium and highly
enriched uranium [HEU]) and a strategy
for the disposition of surplus weapons-
usable plutonium, as specified in the
Preferred Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Materials Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (S&D
Final PEIS, DOE/EIS-0229, December
1996). The fundamental purpose of the
program is to maintain a high standard
of security and accounting for these
materials while in storage, and to ensure
that plutonium produced for nuclear
weapons and declared excess to
national security needs (now, or in the
future) is never again used for nuclear
weapons.

DOE will consolidate the storage of
weapons-usable plutonium by
upgrading and expanding existing and
planned facilities at the Pantex Plant in
Texas and the Savannah River Site
(SRS) in South Carolina, and continue
the storage of weapons-usable HEU at
DOE's Y-12 Plant at the Oak Ridge
Reservation (ORR) in Tennessee, in
upgraded and, as HEU is dispositioned,
consolidated facilities. After certain
conditions are met, most plutonium
now stored at the Rocky Flats
Environmental Technology Site (RFETS)
in Colorado will be moved to Pantex
and SRS. Plutonium currently stored at
the Hanford Site (Hanford), the Idaho

N4ational Engineering Laboratory (INEL),
and the Los Alamos National Laboratory
,LANL) will remain at those sites until
disposition (or movement to lag storage
it the disposition facilities).

DOE's strategy for disposition of
surplus plutonium is to pursue an
approach that allows immobilization of
surplus plutonium in glass or ceramic
material for disposal in a geologic
repository pursuant to the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act, and burning of some
of the surplus plutonium as mixed
oxide (MOX) fuel in existing, domestic,
commercial reactors, with subsequent
disposal of the spent fuel in a geologic
repository pursuant to the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act. DOE may also burn
MOX fuel in Canadian Deuterium
Uranium [CANDUI reactors in the event
of an appropriate agreement among
Russia, Canada, and the United States,
as discussed below. The timing and
extent to which either or both of these
disposition approaches (immobilization
or MOX) are ultimately deployed will
depend upon the results of future
technology development and
demonstrations, follow-on (tiered) site-
specific environmental review, contract
negotiations, and detailed cost reviews,
as well as nonproliferation
considerations, and agreements with
Russia and other nations. DOE's
program will be subject to the highest
standards of safeguards and security
throughout all aspects of storage,
transportation, and processing, and will
include appropriate International
Atomic Energy Agency verification.

Due to technology, complexity,
timing, cost, and other factors that
would be involved in purifying certain
plutonium materials to make them
suitable for potential use in MOX fuel,
approximately 30 percent of the total
quantity of plutonium (that has or may
be declared surplus to defense needs)
would require extensive purification to
use in MOX fuel, and therefore will
likely be immobilized. DOE will
immobilize at least 8 metric tons (MT)
of currently declared surplus plutonium
materials that DOE has already
determined are not suitable for use in
MOX fuel. DOE reserves the option of
using the immobilization approach for
all of the surplus plutonium.

The exact locations for disposition
facilities will be determined pursuant to
a follow-on, site-specific disposition
environmental impact statement (EIS) as
well as cost, technical and
nonproliferation studies. However, DOE
has decided to narrow the field of
candidate disposition sites. DOE has
decided that a vitrification or
immobilization facility (collocated with
a plutonium conversion facility) will be

located at either Hanford or SRS, that a
potential MOX fuel fabrication facility
will be located at Hanford, INEL,
Pantex, or SRS (only one site), and that
a "pit" disassembly and conversion
facility will be located at Hanford, INEL,
Pantex, or SRS (only one site). ("Pits"
are weapons components containing
plutonium.) The specific reactors, and
their locations, that may be used to burn
the MOX fuel will depend on contract
negotiations, licensing, and
environmental reviews. Because there
are a number of technology variations
that could be used for immobilization,
DOE will also determine the specific
immobilization technology based on the
follow-on EIS, technology
developments, cost information, and
nonproliferation considerations. Based
on current technological and cost
information, DOE anticipates that the
follow-on EIS will identify, as part of
the proposed action, immobilizing a
portion of the surplus plutonium using
the "can-in-canister" technology at the
Defense Waste Processing Facility
(DWPF) at the Savannah River Site.

The use of MOX fuel in existing
reactors would be undertaken in a
manner that is consistent with the
United States' policy objective on the
irreversibility of the nuclear
disarmament process and the United
States' policy discouraging the civilian
use of plutonium. To this end,
implementing the MOX alternative
would include government ownership
and control of the MOX fuel fabrication
facility at a DOE site, and use of the
facility only for the surplus plutonium
disposition program. There would be no
reprocessing or subsequent reuse of
spent MOX fuel. The MOX fuel would
be used in a once-through fuel cycle in
existing reactors, with appropriate
arrangements, including contractual or
licensing provisions, limiting use of
MOX fuel to surplus plutonium
disposition.

The Department of Energy also retains
the option of using MOX fuel in
Canadian Deuterium Uranium (CANDU)
reactors in Canada in the event a
multilateral agreement is negotiated
among Russia, Canada, and the United
States to use CANDU reactors for
surplus United States' and Russian
plutonium. DOE will engage in a test
and demonstration program for CANDU
MOX fuel as appropriate and consistent
with future cooperative efforts with
Russia and Canada.

These efforts will provide the basis
and flexibility for the United States to
initiate disposition efforts either
multilaterally or bilaterally through
negotiations with other nations, or
unilaterally as an example to Russia and
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other nations. Disposition of the surplus
plutonium will serve as a
nonproliferation and disarmament
example, encourage similar actions by
Russia and other nations, and foster
multilateral or bilateral disposition
efforts and agreements.
EFFECTIVE DATE: The decisions set forth
in this Record of Decision (ROD) are
effective upon issuance of this
document, in accordance with DOE's
National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) Implementing Procedures and
Guidelines (10 CFR Part 1021) and the
Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) regulations implementing NEPA
(40 CFR Parts 1500-1508).
ADDRESSES: Copies of the S&D Final
PEIS, the Technical Summary Report
For Long-Term Storage of Weapons-
Usable Fissile Materials, the Technical
Summary Report for Surplus Weapons-
Usable Plutonium Disposition, the
Nonproliferation and Arms Control
Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Material Storage and Plutonium
Disposition, and this ROD may be
obtained by writing to the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Fissile
Materials Disposition, MD-4, 1000
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20585, or by calling
(202) 586-4513. The 56-page Summary
of the S&D Final PEIS, the other
documents noted above (other than the
full PEIS), and this ROD are also
available on the Fissile Materials
Disposition World Wide Web Page at:
http://web.fie.com/htdoc/fed/DOE/fsl/
pub/menu/any/
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
information on the storage and
disposition of weapons-usable fissile
materials program or this ROD contact:
Mr. J. David Nulton, Director, NEPA
Compliance and Outreach, Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition (MD-4),
U.S. Department of Energy, 1000
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20585, telephone (202)
586-4513.

For information on the DOE NEPA
process, contact: Carol M. Borgstrom,
Director, Office of NEPA Policy and
Assistance (EH-42), U.S. Department of
Energy, 1000 Independence Ave., SW,
Washington, DC 20585, telephone (202)
586-4600 or leave a message at (800)
472-2756.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background
The end of the Cold War has created

a legacy of surplus weapons-usable
fissile materials both in the United
States and the former Soviet Union.
Further agreements on disarmament
may increase the surplus quantities of

these materials. The global stockpiles of
weapons-usable fissile materials pose a
danger to national and international
security in the form of potential
proliferation of nuclear weapons and
the potential for environmental, safety,
and health consequences if the materials
are not properly safeguarded and
managed.

In September 1993, President Clinton
issued a Nonproliferation and Export
Control Policy in response to the
growing threat of nuclear proliferation.
Further, in January 1994, President
Clinton and Russia's President Yeltsin
issued a Joint Statement Between the
United States and Russia on
Nonproliferation of Weapons of Mass
Destruction and the Means of Their
Delivery. In accordance with these
policies, the focus of the U.S.
nonproliferation efforts in this regard is
five-fold: (i) To secure nuclear materials
in the former Soviet Union; (ii) to assure
safe, secure, long-term storage and
disposition of surplus weapons-usable
fissile materials; (iii) to establish
transparent and irreversible nuclear
arms reductions; (iv) to strengthen the
nuclear nonproliferation regime; and (v)
to control nuclear exports. The policy
also states that the United States will
not encourage the civil use of plutonium
and that the United States does not
engage in plutonium reprocessing for
either nuclear power or nuclear
explosive purposes.

To demonstrate the United States'
commitment to these objectives,
President Clinton announced on March
1, 1995, that approximately 200 metric
tons of U.S.-origin weapons-usable
fissile materials, of which 165 metric
tons are HEU and 38 metric tons are
weapons-grade plutonium, had been
declared surplus to the United States'
defense needs.' The safe and secure
storage of weapons-usable plutonium
and HEU, and the disposition of surplus
weapons-usable plutonium, consistent
with the Preferred Alternative in the
S&D Final PEIS and the decisions
described in section V of this ROD, are
consistent with the President's
nonproliferation policy.

I The Secretary of Energy's Openness Initiative
announcement of February 6, 1996, announced that
the United States has about 213 metric tons of
surplus fissile materials, Including the 200 metric
tons the President announced in March, 1995. Of
the 213 metric tons of surplus materials, the
Openness Initiative announcement indicated that
about 174.3 metric tons are HEU and about 38.2
metric tons are weapons-grade plutonium.
Additional quantities of plutonium maybe declared
surplus in the future: therefore, the S&D Final PEIS
analyzes the disposition of a nominal 50 metric ton:
of plutonium, as well as the storage of 89 metric
tons of plutonium and 994 metric tons of HEU.

II. Decisions Made in This ROD

This ROD encompasses two categories
of decisions: (1) The sites and facilities
for storage of non-surplus weapons-
usable plutonium and HEU, and storage
of surplus plutonium and HEU pending
disposition; and (2) the programmatic
strategy for disposition of surplus
weapons-usable plutonium. This ROD
does not encompass the final selection
of sites for plutonium disposition
facilities, nor the extent to which the
two plutonium disposition approaches
(immobilization or MOX) will
ultimately be implemented. Those
decisions will be made pursuant to a
follow-on EIS. However, DOE does
announce in this ROD that the slate of
candidate sites for plutonium
disposition has been narrowed. This
ROD does not include decisions about
the disposition of surplus HEU, which
were made in July 1996 in the separate
ROD for the Disposition of Surplus
Highly Enriched Uranium Final
Environmental Impact Statement, 61 FR
40619 (Aug. 5, 1996).2

III. NEPA Process

A. S&D Draft PEIS
On June 21, 1994, DOE published a

Notice of Intent (NOD in the Federal
Register (59 FR 31985) to prepare a
Storage and Disposition of Weapons-
Usable Fissile Materials Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement (S&D
PEIS), which was originally to address
the storage and disposition of both
plutonium and HEU. DOE subsequently
concluded that a separate EIS on
surplus HEU disposition would be
appropriate. Accordingly, DOE
published a notice in the Federal
Register (60 FR 17344) on April 5, 1995,
to inform the public of the proposed
plan to prepare a separate EIS for the
disposition of surplus HEU.

DOE published an implementation
plan (IP) for the S&D PEIS in March
1995 (DOE/EIS-0229-IP). The IP
recorded the issues identified during the
scoping process, indicated how they
would be addressed in the S&D PEIS,
and provided guidance for the
preparation of the S&D PEIS. DOE
issued the Storage and Disposition of
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Draft
Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (S&D Draft PEIS, DOE/EIS-
0229-D) for public comment in
February 1996. On March 8, 1996, both
DOE and the Environmental Protection

2 The material considered in the S&D Final PEIS,
i and covered by the decisions in this ROD, does not

include spent nuclear fuel, irradiated targets,
uranium-233, plutonium-23

8 , plutonium residues
of less than 50-percent plutonium by weight, or
weapons program materials-in-use.
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Agency (EPA) published Notices of
Availability of the S&D Draft PEIS in the
Federal Register (61 FR 9443 and 61
9450), announcing a public comment
period from March 8 until May 7, 1996.
In response to requests from the public,
DOE on May 13, 1996 published another
Notice in the Federal Register (61 FR
22038) announcing an extension of the
comment period until June 7, 1996.
Eight public meetings on the S&D Draft
PEIS were held during March and April
1996 in Washington, DC and in the
vicinity of the DOE sites under
consideration for the proposed actions.

During the 92-day public comment
period, the public was encouraged to
provide comments via mail, toll-free fax,
electronic bulletin board (Internet), and
toll-free telephone recording device. By
these means, DOE received 8,442
comments from 6,543 individuals and
organizations for consideration. In
addition, 250 oral comments were
recorded from some of the 734
individuals who attended the eight
public meetings. All of the comments
received, and the Department's
responses to them, are presented in
Volume IV (the Comment Response
Document) of the S&D Final PEIS. All of
the comments were considered in
preparation of the S&D Final PEIS, and
in many cases resulted in changes to the
document. The Notice of Availability for
the S&D Final PEIS was published by
EPA in the Federal Register on
December 13, 1996 (61 FR 65572). DOE
published its own Notice of Availability
for the S&D Final PEIS in the Federal
Register on December 19, 1996 (61 FR
67001).

B. Alternatives Considered

The S&D PEIS analyzes the reasonable
action alternatives in addition to the
Preferred Alternative and the No Action
Alternative. The Preferred Alternative,
which is described below in section V,
Decisions, and which DOE has decided
to implement, represents a combination
of alternatives for both storage and
disposition.

1. The Proposed Action

The proposed action, as described in
the S&D PEIS, would involve the
following actions for U.S. weapons-
usable fissile materials:

* Storage-provide a long-term
storage system (for up to 50 years) for
nonsurplus plutonium and HEU that
meets the Stored Weapons Standard 3

3 The "Stored Weapons Standard" for weapons-
usable fissile materials storage was Initially defined
in Management and Disposition of Excess Weapons
Plutonium. National Academy of Sciences, 1994.
DOE defines the Stored Weapons Standard as
follows: The high standards of security and

and applicable environmental, safety,
and health standards while reducing
storage and infrastructure costs.

* Storage Pending Disposition-
provide storage that meets the Stored
Weapons Standard for inventories of
weapons-usable plutonium and HEU 4
that have been or may be declared
surplus.

* Disposition-convert surplus
plutonium and plutonium that may be
declared surplus in the future to forms
that meet the Spent Fuel Standard,5

thereby providing evidence of
irreversible disarmament and setting a
model for proliferation resistance.

2. Long-Term Storage Alternatives and
Related Activities

a. No Action. Under the No Action
Alternative, all weapons-usable fissile
materials would remain at existing
storage sites. Maintenance at existing
storage facilities would be done as
required to ensure safe operation for the
balance of the facility's useful life. Sites
covered under the No Action
Alternative included Hanford, INEL,
Pantex, the ORR, SRS, RFETS, and
LANL. Although there are no weapons-
usable fissile materials within the scope
of the S&D PEIS stored currently at
Nevada Test Site (NTS), it was also
analyzed under No Action to provide an
environmental baseline against which
impacts of the storage and disposition
action alternatives were analyzed.

b. Upgrade at Multiple Sites. Under
this alternative for storage, DOE would
either modify certain existing facilities
or build new facilities, depending on
the site's ability to meet standards for
nuclear material storage facilities, and
would utilize existing site infrastructure
to the extent possible. These modified
or new facilities would be designed to
operate for up to 50 years. Plutonium

accounting for the storage of intact nuclear weapons
should be maintained, to the extent practical, for
weapons-usable fissile materials throughout
dismantlement, storage, and disposition.

4 The S&D PEIS covers long-term storage of
nonsurplus HEU and storage of surplus HEU
pending disposition. Until storage decisions are
Implemented, surplus HEU that has not gone to
disposition will continue to be stored pursuant to,
and not to exceed the 10-year Interim storage time
period evaluated In, the Environmental Assessment
for the Proposed Interim Storage of Enriched
Uranium Above the Maximum Historical Storage
Level at the Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge, Tennessee (Y-
12 EA) (DOE/EA-0929, September 1994) and
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).

5 The "Spent Fuel Standard" for disposition was
also initially defined in Management and
Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium, National
Academy of Sciences, 1994. DOE defines the Spent
Fuel Standard as follows: The surplus weapons-
usable plutonium should be made as inaccessible
and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger
and growing quantity of plutonium that exists in
spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.

materials currently stored at Hanford,
INEL, Pantex, and SRS would remain at
those four sites (in upgraded or new
facilities), and HEU would remain at
ORR (in upgraded, consolidated
facilities). This alternative does not
apply to NTS because NTS does not
currently store weapons-usable fissile
materials.

A sub-alternative of relocating
portions of the plutonium inventory (a
total of 14.4 metric tons according to
DOE's Openness Initiative
announcements of December 7, 1993,
and February 6, 1996, respectively) from
RFETS and LANL to one or more of the
four existing plutonium storage sites is
analyzed. Storage of surplus materials
without strategic reserve and weapons
research and development (R&D)
materials is also included as a sub-
alternative. Within some of the five
candidate storage sites under this
alternative, there are also multiple
storage options.

c. Consolidation of Plutonium. Under
this alternative, plutonium materials at
existing sites would be removed, and
the entire DOE inventory of plutonium
would be consolidated at one site, while
the HEU inventory would remain at
ORR. Again, Hanford, INEL, Pantex and
SRS would be candidate sites for
plutonium consolidation. In addition,
NTS would be a candidate site for this
alternative. Consolidation of plutonium
at ORR would result in a situation in
which inventories of plutonium and
HEU were collocated at one site; this
alternative was therefore analyzed as
one option under the Collocation
Alternative (see below). A sub-
alternative to account for the separate
storage of surplus materials without
strategic reserve and weapons R&D
materials was also included.

d. Collocation of Plutonium and
Highly Enriched Uranium. Under the
Collocation Alternative, the entire DOE
inventory of plutonium and HEU would
be consolidated and collocated at the
same site. The six candidate sites would
be Hanford, NTS, INEL, Pantex, ORR,
and SRS. A sub-alternative for the
separate storage of surplus materials
without strategic reserve and weapons
R&D materials was also included.

3. Plutonium Disposition Alternatives
and Related Activities

The disposition technologies analyzed
in the S&D PEIS were those that would
convert surplus plutonium into a form
that would meet the Spent Fuel
Standard. For the purpose of
environmental impact analyses of the
various disposition alternatives, both
generic and specific sites were used to
provide perspective on these
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alternatives. Under each alternative, alternative. These "variants" (such as shown in Table 1 to provide a range of

there are various ways to implement the the can-in-canister 6 approach) are available options for consideration.

TABLE 1.-DESCRIPTION OF VARIANTS UNDER PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives analyzed Possible variants

* Deep Borehole Direct Disposition * Arrangement of plutonium in different types of emplacement canisters.

* Deep Borehole Immobilized Dis- . Emplacement of pellet-group mix.
position

* Pumped emplacement of pellet-grout mix.
* Plutonium concentration loading, size and shape of ceramic pellets.

. New Vitrification Facilities . Collocated pit disassembly/conversion, plutonium conversion, and immobilization facilities.
. Use of either Cs-1 37 from capsules or HLW as a radiation barrier.
* Wet or dry feed preparation technologies.
* An adjunct melter adjacent to the DWPF at SRS, in which borosilicate glass frit with plutonium (without

highly radioactive radionuclides) is added to borosilicate glass containing HLW from the DWPF.
* A can-in-canister approach at SRS in which cans of plutonium glass (without highly radioactive radio-

nuclides) are plaed in DWPF canisters which are then filled with borosilicate glass containing HLW in
the DWPF (see Appendix 0 of the Final PEIS).

* A can-in-canister approach similar to above but using new facilities at sites other than SRS.

. New Ceramic Immobilization Fa- *Collocated pit disassembly/plutonium conversion, and immobilization facilities.
cilities

* Use of either Cs-137 from capsules or HLW as a radiation barrier.
* Wet or dry feed preparation technologies.
. A can-in-canister approach at SRS in which the plutonium is immobilized without highly radioactive

radionuclides in a ceramic matrix and then placed in the DWPF canisters that are then filled with

borosilicate glass containing HLW (See Appendix 0 of the Final PEIS).
* A can-in-canister approach similar to above but using new facilities at sites other than SRS.

. Electrometallurgical Treatment . Immobilize plutonium into metal ingot form.
(glass-bonded zeolite form)

* Locate at DOE sites other than ANL-W at INEL.
. Existing LWR With New MOX * Pressurized or Boiling Water Reactors.

Facilities
. Different numbers of reactors.
* European MOX fuel fabrication.
* Modification/completion of existing facilities for MOX fabrication.
* Collocated pit disassembly/conversion, plutonium conversion, and MOX facilities.
* Reactors with different core management schemes (plutonium loadings, refueling intervals).

* Partially Completed LWR With . Same as for existing LWR (except that MOX fuel would not be fabricated in Europe).
New MOX Facilities

. Evolutionary LWR With New * Same as for partially completed LWR.
MOX Facilities

* Existing CANDU Reactor With . Different numbers of reactors.
New MOX Facilities

* Modification/completion of existing facilities for MOX fabrication.
* Collocated pit disassembly/conversion, plutonium conversion, and MOX facilities.
. Reactors with different core management schemes (plutonium loadings, refueling intervals).

Note: ANL-W=Argonne National Laboratory-West; Cs-137=cesium-137; HLW=high-level waste; LWR=light water reactor

The first step in plutonium
disposition is to remove the surplus
plutonium from storage, then process
this material in a pit disassembly/
conversion facility (for pits) or in a
plutonium conversion facility (for non-
pit materials). The processing would
convert the plutonium material into a
form suitable for each of the disposition
alternatives described in the following
sections. The pit disassembly/
conversion facility and the plutonium
conversion facility would be built at a
DOE site. The six candidate sites for
long-term storage were evaluated for the
potential environmental impacts of
constructing and operating these
facilities.

6In the can-in-canister variant, cans of plutonium
in a glass or ceramic matrix would be placed in a
canister. This canister would then be filled with

a. No Disposition Action. A "No
Plutonium Disposition" action means
disposition would not occur, and
surplus plutonium-bearing weapon
components (pits) and other forms, such
as metal and oxide, would remain in
storage in accordance with decisions on
the long-term storage of weapons-usable
fissile materials.

b. Deep Borehole Category. Under this
category of alternatives, surplus
weapons-usable plutonium would be
disposed of in deep boreholes that
would be drilled at least 4 kilometers
(km) (2.5 miles Imil) into ancient,
geologically stable rock formations
beneath the water table. The deep
borehole would provide a geologic

borosilicate glass containing high-level radioactive
waste (HLW) or highly radioactive material such as
cesium. This variant, at an existing facility (the

barrier against potential proliferation. A
generic site was evaluated for the
construction and operation of a borehole
complex where the surplus plutonium
would be prepared for emplacement in
the borehole. This complex would
consist of five major facilities:
Processing; drilling; emplacing/sealing;
waste management; and support
(security, maintenance, and utilities).

(1) Direct Disposition (Borehole).
Under the Direct Disposition
Alternative, surplus plutonium would
be removed from storage, processed as
necessary, converted to a form suitable
for emplacement, packaged, and placed
in a deep borehole. The deep borehole
would be sealed to isolate the

Defense Waste Processing Facility [DWPFI at SRS),

is described in Appendix 0 of the S&D Final PEIS.
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plutonium from the accessible
environment. Long-term performance of
the deep borehole would depend on the
stability of the geologic system. A
generic site was used for the borehole
complex to analyze the environmental
impact of this alternative.

(2) Immobilized Disposition
(Borehole). Under the Immobilized
Disposition Alternative, the surplus
plutonium would be removed from
storage, processed, and converted to a
suitable form for shipment to a ceramic
immobilization facility. The output of
this facility would be spherical ceramic
pellets containing plutonium,
facilitating handling during
transportation and emplacement. The
ceramic pellets (about 2.54 centimeters
[cm] [1 inch {in}] in diameter and
containing 1 percent plutonium by
weight) would then be placed in drums
and shipped to the borehole complex.
At the deep borehole site, the ceramic
pellets would be mixed with non-
plutonium ceramic pellets and fixed
with grout during emplacement. The
deep borehole would be sealed to isolate
the plutonium from the accessible
environment. Long-term performance of
the deep borehole would depend on the
stability of the geologic system.

Although a generic site was used for
analyses of the borehole complex in this
alternative, the ceramic immobilization
facility would be built at a DOE site.
Therefore, the six candidate sites for
long-term storage were used to evaluate
the environmental impacts of the
borehole immobilization facility.

c. Immobilization Category. Under
this category of alternatives, surplus
plutonium would be immobilized to
create a chemically stable form for
disposal in a geologic repository
pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (NWPA).7 The plutonium material
would be mixed with or surrounded by
high-level waste (HLW) or other
radioactive isotopes and immobilized to
create a radiation field that could serve
as a proliferation deterrent, along with
safeguards and security comparable to
those of commercial spent nuclear fuel,

7 Also referred to as a permanent, or HLW
repository. Pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act, DOE is currently characterizing the Yucca
Mountain Site In Nevada as a potential repository
for spent nuclear fuel and HLW. Legislative
clarification, or a determination by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission that the immobilized
plutonium should be isolated as HLW, may be
required before the material could be placed in
Yucca Mountain should DOE and the President
recommend, and Congress approve, its operation.
No Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) wastes would be immobilized unless the
immobilization would constitute adequate
treatment under RCRA. The immobilized product
would be consistent with the repository's waste
acceptance criteria.

thereby achieving the Spent Fuel
Standard. All immobilized plutonium
would be encased in stainless steel
canisters and would remain in onsite
vault-type storage until a geologic
repository pursuant to the NWPA is
operational.

(1) Vitrification. Under the
Vitrification Alternative, surplus
plutonium would be removed from
storage, processed, packaged, and
transported to the vitrification facility.
In this facility, the plutonium would be
mixed with glass frit and highly
radioactive cesium-137 (Cs-137) or HLW
to produce borosilicate glass logs (a
slightly different process, using HLW,
would be used for the can-in-canister
variant, as discussed in Appendix 0 of
the S&D Final PEIS). The Cs-137 isotope
could come from the cesium chloride
(CsCl) capsules currently stored at
Hanford or from existing HLW if the site
selected for vitrification already
manages HLW. Each glass log produced
from the vitrification facility would
contain about 84 kilograms (kg) (185
pounds [lb]) of plutonium. The
vitrification facility would be built at a
DOE site. The six candidate sites for
long-term storage were analyzed for this
alternative.

(2) Ceramic Immobilization. Under
the Ceramic Immobilization Alternative,
surplus plutonium would be removed
from storage, processed, packaged, and
transported to a ceramic immobilization
facility. In this facility, the plutonium
would be mixed with nonradioactive
ceramic materials and Cs-137 or HLW to
produce ceramic disks (a slightly
different process, using HLW, would be
used for the can-in-canister variant, as
discussed in Appendix 0 of the S&D
Final PEIS). Each disk would be
approximately 30 cm (12 in) in diameter
and 10 cm (4 in) thick, and would
contain approximately 4 kg (9 lb) of
plutonium. The Cs-137 or HLW would
be provided as previously described.
The ceramic immobilization facility
would be built at a DOE site. The six
candidate sites for long-term storage
were analyzed for this alternative.

(3) Electrometallurgical Treatment.
Under the Electrometallurgical
Treatment Alternative, surplus
plutonium would be removed from
storage, processed, packaged, and
transported to new or modified facilities
for electrometallurgical treatment. This
process could immobilize surplus fissile
materials into a glass-bonded zeolite
(GBZ) form. With the GBZ material, the
plutonium would be in the form of a
stable, leach-resistant mineral that is

incorporated in durable glass materials.8
Existing electrometallurgical facilities at
INEL were used as a representative site
for analysis of potential environmental
impacts.

d. Reactor Category. Under the reactor
alternatives considered in the S&D PEIS,
DOE would fabricate surplus plutonium
into MOX fuel for use in reactors. The
irradiated MOX fuel would reduce the
proliferation risks of the plutonium
material, and the reactors would also
generate electricity. MOX fuel would be
used in a once-through fuel cycle, with
no reprocessing or subsequent reuse of
spent fuel. The spent nuclear fuel
generated by the reactors would then be
sent to a geologic repository pursuant to
the NWPA.

Because the United States does not
have a MOX fuel fabrication facility or
capability, a new dedicated MOX fuel
fabrication facility would be built at a
DOE or commercial site.9 The surplus
plutonium from storage would be
processed, converted to plutonium
dioxide (PuO2), and transferred to the
MOX fuel fabrication facility. In this
facility, Pu02 and uranium dioxide
(UO2) (from existing domestic sources)
would be blended and fabricated into
MOX pellets, loaded into fuel rods, and
assembled into fuel bundles suitable for
use in the reactor alternatives under
consideration.

(1) Existing Light Water Reactors.
Under the Existing Light Water Reactor
(LWR) Alternative, the MOX fuel
containing surplus plutonium would be
fabricated and transported to existing
commercial LWRs in the United States,
where the MOX fuel would be used
instead of conventional UO2 fuel. The
LWRs employed for domestic electric
power generation are pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) and boiling water
reactors (BWRs). Both types of reactors
use the heat produced from nuclear
fission reactions to generate steam that
drives turbines and generates electricity.
Three to five reactor units would be
needed. 10

sIn May 1996, the Department issued a Finding

of No Significant Impact (FONSI) (61 Fed. Reg.
25647) and decision to proceed with the limited
demonstration of the electrometallurgical treatment
process at Argonne National Laboratory-West
(ANL-W) at INEL for processing up to 125 spent
fuel assemblies from the Experimental Breeder
Reactor 11 (100 drivers and 25 blanket assemblies).
Although this alternative could be conducted at
other DOE sites, ANL-W is described in the S&D
PEIS as the representative site for analysis.

9 Although a generic commercial site was
evaluated in the S&D PEIS, it is not part of the
Preferred Alternative or the decisions in this ROD.

'OIt is possible that an existing LWR can be
configured to produce tritium, consume plutonium
as fuel, and generate revenue through the
production of electricity. This configuration is
called a multipurpose reactor. Environmental
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(2) Partially Completed Light Water
Reactors. Under the Partially Completed
LWR Alternative, commercial LWRs on
which construction has been halted
would be completed. The completed
reactors would use MOX fuel containing
surplus plutonium. The characteristics
of these LWRs would be the same as
those of the existing LWRs discussed in
the Existing LWR Alternative. The
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant located along
the west bank of the Tennessee River in
Alabama was used as a representative
site for the environmental analysis of
this alternative. Two reactor units (such
as those at the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant)
would be needed to implement this
alternative.

(3) Evolutionary Light Water Reactors.
The evolutionary LWRs are improved
versions of existing commercial LWRs.
Two design approaches were considered
in the S&D PEIS. The first is a large
PWR or BWR similar to the size of the
existing PWR and BWR. The second is
a small PWR approximately one-half the
size of the large PWR. Two large or four
small evolutionary LWRs would be
needed to implement this alternative.

Under each design approach for this
alternative, evolutionary LWRs would
be built at a DOE site. Therefore, the six
candidate sites for long-term storage
were used to evaluate the environmental
impacts of this alternative.

(4) Canadian Deuterium Uranium
Reactor. Under the CANDU Reactor
Alternative, the MOX fuel containing
surplus plutonium would be fabricated
in a U.S. facility, then transported for
use in one or more commercial heavy
water reactors in Canada. The Ontario
Hydro Bruce-A Nuclear Generating
Station identified by the Government of
Canada was used as a representative site
for evaluation of this alternative. This
station is located on Lake Huron about
300 km (186 mi) northeast of Detroit,
Michigan. Environmental analysis of
domestic activities up to the U.S./
Canadian border is presented in the S&D
PEIS. The use of CANDU reactors would
be subject to the policies, regulations,
and approval of the Federal and
Provincial Canadian Governments.
Pursuant to Section 123 of the Atomic

analysis of the multipurpose reactor is included in
Chapter 4 of the Final Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement for Tritium Supply and Recycling
(TSR PEIS) (DOE/EIS-0161, October 1995) and
Appendix N of the S&D PEIS. In the TSR PEIS ROD
(December 1995), the multipurpose reactor was
preserved as an option for future consideration. The
Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) at Hanford has been
under consideration for tritium production, and
could also use surplus plutonium as reactor fuel if
it were shown to be useful for tritium production.
This ROD does not preclude use of the FFTF for
tritium production or the potential use of surplus
plutonium as fuel for the FFTF.

Energy Act, any export of MOX fuel
from the United States to Canada must
be made under the agreement for
cooperation between the two countries.
Spent fuel generated by a CANDU
reactor would be disposed under the
Canadian spent fuel program.

C. Preferred Alternative

The S&D Final PEIS presented the
Department's Preferred Alternative for
both storage and disposition. DOE has
decided to implement the Preferred
Alternative as described in the S&D
Final PEIS. Thus, the Preferred
Alternative is described in Section V of
this ROD, Decisions.

D. Environmental Impacts

Chapter 4 and the appendices of the
S&D Final PEIS analyzed the potential
environmental impacts of the storage
and disposition alternatives in detail.
The S&D Final PEIS also evaluated the
maximum site impacts that would result
at Hanford, INEL, Pantex, and SRS from
combining the Preferred Alternative for
storage with the Preferred Alternative
for disposition. Consistent with the
Preferred Alternative, Hanford, INEL,
Pantex, and SRS are each a possible
location for all or some plutonium
disposition activities. The siting,
construction, and operation of
disposition facilities will be covered in
a separate, follow-on EIS. The S&D Final
PEIS described the total life cycle
impacts that would result from the
Preferred Alternative at the DOE sites
identified for potential placement of the
disposition facilities.

Based on analyses in the S&D Final
PEIS, the areas where impacts might be
significant are as follows:

* The use of groundwater at the
Pantex Plant for storage and disposition
facilities could contribute to the overall
declining water levels of the Ogallala
Aquifer. The projected No Action
Alternative water usage at Pantex in the
year 2005 reflects a reduction from
current usage due to planned
downsizing over the next few years. The
Preferred Alternative would require a
72-percent increase in the projected No
Action Alternative water use; the total
amount (428 million liters per year) is
considerably less than what is currently
being withdrawn (836 million liters per
year) at Pantex.

* A set of postulated accidents was
used for each plutonium disposition
alternative over the life of the campaign
to obtain potential radiological impacts
at the four DOE sites where disposition
facilities could be built. The PEIS
analyzes the risk of latent cancer
fatalities (reflecting the probability of
accident occurrence and the latent

cancer fatalities potentially caused by
the accident) for accidents that have low
probabilities of occurrence and severe
consequences, as well as those that have
higher probabilities and low
consequences. For potential severe
accidents, the risk of latent cancer
fatalities to the population located
within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of the
accident for the "front-end" disposition
process campaign would range from
4.5x10- 1

6 (that is, approximately 1
chance in 2 quadrillion) to 1.7x10-4
(approximately 1 chance in 6,000) for
the pit disassembly/conversion facility,
and from 1.5x10- 1 6 to 1.3x10-4 for the
plutonium conversion facility. This risk
would range from 2.8x10- 14 to
1.8x10-5 for the vitrification facility,
from 7.0x10- 16 to l.9x10-7 for the
ceramic immobilization facility, and
from 4.6x10- 1 6 to 4.3x10-4 for the
MOX fuel fabrication facility. To
estimate the change in risk associated
with using MOX fuel instead of uranium
fuel in existing LWRs, the severe
accident scenarios assumed a large
population distribution near a generic
existing LWR and extreme
meteorological conditions for dispersal,
leading to large doses that were not
necessarily reflective of actual site
conditions. The resultant change in risk
of cancer fatalities to a generic
population located within 80 km (50 mi)
of the severe accidents was estimated to
range from -2.0x10-4 to 3.0x10- 5 per
year 11, reflecting a postulated risk of
using MOX fuel that ranges from seven
percent lower to eight percent higher
than the risk of using uranium fuel.
Under the Preferred Alternative, the
estimated risk of cancer fatalities under
severe accident conditions using MOX
fuel in existing LWRs ranges from 0.01
to 0.098 for an 1 1-year campaign.

* Under the Preferred Alternative,
HEU would continue to be stored at the
Y-12 Plant at ORR in existing facilities
that would be upgraded to meet
requirements for withstanding natural
phenomena, including earthquakes and
tornadoes. This upgrade would reduce
the expected risk for the design basis
accidents analyzed in the Y-12 EA (for
example, Building 9212) by
approximately 80 percent, resulting in a
latent cancer fatality risk of 7.4x10-6
(approximately 7 in a million) to the
maximally exposed individual,
5.7x10-8 (approximately 6 in 100

I " Accidents severe enough to cause a release of
plutonium involved combinations of events that are
highly unlikely. Estimates and analyses presented
in Chapter 4 and summarized in Table 2.5-3 of the
PEIS indicate a range of latent cancer fatalities of
5,900 to 7,300 and a risk of 0.016 to 0.15 of a fatality
in the population for the 17-year campaign
analyzed under the Existing LWR Alternative.
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million) to a non-involved worker, and
5.1x10- 7 (approximately 5 in 10
million) to the 80-km offsite population.

* Under the Preferred Alternative,
safe, secure storage would continue for
materials at Hanford, INEL, and ORR,
pending disposition. Therefore, there
would be no transportation impact at
these sites until disposition. The storage
transportation impact would come from
movement of the RFETS materials to
Pantex and SRS. If, following the EIS for
construction and operation of
plutonium disposition facilities,
potential plutonium disposition
activities were added to Hanford, INEL,
Pantex, and SRS, the estimated total
health effects for the life of the project
from transportation of surplus
plutonium (including transportation of
those materials from RFETS to Pantex
and SRS) would range from 0.193
fatalities for transportation to Pantex, to
1.87 fatalities for transportation to SRS
(primarily from normal expected traffic
accidents, not from radiological
releases). In addition to the disposition
activities at DOE sites, there would be
transportation of the MOX fuel from the
DOE fuel fabrication site to existing
LWRs. The location of the LWRs and the
destination of the MOX fuel could be
either the eastern or western United
States. For 4,000 km (2,486 mi) of such
transportation, there could be up to an
additional 3.61 potential fatalities
(primarily from normal expected traffic
accidents, not from radiological
releases) for the life of the campaign,
assuming 100 percent of the surplus
plutonium would be used in
commercial reactors. The actual amount
would be smaller, and therefore
potential fatalities would be lower,
under the Preferred Alternative.

* At Hanford, INEL, Pantex, and SRS
the Preferred Alternative would slightly
increase regional employment and
income. At RFETS, phaseout of
plutonium storage would result in the
loss of approximately 2,200 direct jobs.
Compared to the total employment in
the area, the loss of these jobs and the
impacts to the regional economy would
not be severe.

DOE has fully considered all of the
environmental analyses in the S&D
Final PEIS in reaching the decisions set
forth in Section V, below.

E. Avoidance/Minimization of
Environmental Harm

For the long-term storage of fissile
material, there are four sites (Hanford,
NTS, INEL, and LANL) where the
Preferred Alternative is "no action";
that is, no plutonium would be stored
at NTS, and at Hanford, INEL, and
LANL, DOE would continue storage at

existing facilities, using proven nuclear
materials safeguards and security
procedures, until disposition. These
existing facilities would be maintained
to ensure their safe operation and
compliance with applicable
environmental, safety and health
requirements. At RFETS, the Preferred
Alternative is to phase out storage of
weapons-usable fissile materials, thus
mitigating environmental impacts at
RFETS. There are three sites (Pantex,
ORR, and SRS) where the Preferred
Alternative is to upgrade existing and
planned new facilities. Site-specific
mitigation measures for storage at these
sites have been described in the S&D
Final PEIS, and are summarized as
follows:

* At Pantex, to alleviate the effects
from using groundwater from the
Ogallala Aquifer, the city of Amarillo is
considering supplying treated
wastewater to Pantex from the
Hollywood Road Wastewater Treatment
Plant for industrial use; the Department
will use such treated wastewater to the
extent possible. Radiation doses to
individual workers will be kept low by
maintaining comprehensive badged
monitoring and programs to keep
worker exposures "as low as reasonably
achievable" (ALARA).

* At ORR, radiation doses to
individual workers will be kept low by
maintaining comprehensive badged
monitoring and ALARA programs,
including worker rotations. Upgrades
for HEU storage to meet performance
requirements will include seismic
structural modifications as documented
in Natural Phenomena Upgrade of the
Downsized/Consolidated Oak Ridge
Uranium/Lithium Plant Facilities. These
modifications will reduce the risk of
accidents to workers and the public.

* At SRS, to minimize soil erosion
impacts during construction, storm
water management and erosion control
measures will be employed. Mitigation
measures for potential Native American
resources will be identified through
consultation with the potentially
affected tribes. Radiation doses to
individual workers will be kept low by
maintaining comprehensive badged
monitoring and ALARA programs
including worker rotations. The
modified Actinide Packaging and
Storage Facility (APSF) will be designed
and operated in accordance with
contemporary DOE Orders and
regulations to reduce risks to workers
and the public.

From a nonproliferation standpoint,
the highest standards for safeguards and
security will be employed during
transportation, storage, and disposition.

With respect to transportation, DOE will
coordinate the transport of plutonium
and HEU with State officials, consistent
with current policy. Although the actual
routes will be classified, they will be
selected to circumvent populated areas,
maximize the use of interstate
highways, and avoid bad weather. DOE
will continue to coordinate emergency
preparedness plans and responses with
involved states through a liaison
program. The packaging, vehicles, and
transport procedures being used are
specifically designed and tested to
prevent a radiological release under all
credible accident scenarios.

For the Preferred Alternative for
disposition, site-specific mitigation
measures will be addressed in the
follow-on, site-specific EIS. In the
Nonproliferation and Arms Control
Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Material Storage and Plutonium
Disposition Alternatives, measures are
proposed to reduce the possibility of the
theft or loss of material. For both
immobilization and MOX fuel
fabrication, bulk processing is the point
in the disposition process when the
material is most vulnerable to covert
attempts to steal or divert it. A variety
of opportunities for improving
safeguards, some of which are already
implemented at large, modern facilities,
include near real-time accounting,
increased automation in the process
design, and improved containment and
surveillance.

The security risks posed by
transportation can be reduced by
minimizing the amount of
transportation required (for example,
putting the plutonium processing and
MOX fabrication operations at the same
site), minimizing the number of sites to
which material has to be shipped, and
minimizing the distance between those
sites.

F. Environmentally Preferable
Alternatives

The environmental analyses in
Chapter 4 of the S&D Final PEIS
indicate that the environmentally
preferable alternative (the alternative
with the lowest environmental impacts
over the 50 years considered in the
PEIS) for storage of weapons-usable
fissile materials would be the Preferred
Alternative, which consists of No
Action at Hanford, NTS, INEL, and
LANL pending disposition, phaseout of
storage at RFETS, and upgrades that
would ultimately reduce environmental
vulnerabilities at ORR, SRS, and Pantex.

For disposition of surplus plutonium,
the environmentally preferable
alternative would be the No Disposition
Action alternative, because the
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plutonium would remain in storage in
accordance with decisions on the long-
term storage of weapons-usable fissile
materials, and there would be no new
Federal actions that could impact the
environment. For normal operations,
analyses show that immobilization
would be somewhat preferable to the
existing LWR and preferred alternatives,
although these alternatives, with the
exception of waste generated, would be
essentially environmentally
comparable. 12

Severe facility accident
considerations indicate that
immobilization options would be
environmentally preferable to the
existing reactor and preferred
alternatives, although the likelihood of
occurrence of severe accidents and the
risk to the public are expected to be
fairly low. Although No Disposition
Action would be environmentally
preferable, it would not satisfy the
purpose and need for the Proposed
Action, because the stockpile of surplus
plutonium would not be reduced, and
the Nonproliferation and Export Control
Policy would not be implemented.

The hybrid approach (pursuing both
reactors/MOX and immobilization) is
being chosen over immobilization alone
because of the increased flexibility it
will provide by ensuring that plutonium
disposition can be initiated promptly
should one of the approaches ultimately
fail or be delayed. Establishing the
means for expeditious plutonium
disposition will also help provide the
basis for an international cooperative
effort that can result in reciprocal,
irreversible plutonium disposition
actions by Russia. (See discussion in
sections IV and V, below.)

IV. Non-Environmental Considerations

A. Technical Summary Reports

To assist in the preparation of this
ROD, DOE's Office of Fissile Materials
Disposition prepared and in July 1996
issued a Technical Summary Report for
Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium
Disposition and a Technical Summary
Report for Long-Term Storage of
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials.
These Technical Summary Reports
(TSRs) summarize technical, cost, and
schedule data for the storage and
disposition alternatives that are
considered in the S&D PEIS. After
receiving comments on each of the

1
2
The potential risk of latent cancer fatality for

a maximally exposed individual of the public from
lifetime accident-free operation under the various
alternatives are: 1.2xlO-9 to 1.2x10-

7 
for boreholes,

1.2xl-
9 to 1.2xlO-

7 
for immobilization

(vitrification or ceramic immobilization), 1.3xl 0-
6

to 2.6xlO-
6 

for existing LWRs, and 9.0xl0-
7 

to
l.7xIO for the Preferred Alternative.

TSRs, DOE issued revised versions of
the reports in October and November,
1996, respectively.

1. Storage Technical Summary Report

This report provides technical, cost
and schedule information for long-term
storage alternatives analyzed in the S&D
PEIS. The cost information for each
alternative is presented in constant 1996
dollars and also discounted or present
value dollars. It identifies both capital
costs and life cycle costs. The following
costs are in 1996 dollars.

The cost analyses show that the
combination (preferred) alternative for
the storage of plutonium would provide
advantages to the Department with
respect to implementing disposition
technologies and would be the least
expensive compared to other storage
alternatives. The cost of the
combination (preferred) alternative
would be approximately $30 million in
investment and $360 million in
operating costs from inception until
disposition occurs. The cost of the
upgrade at multiple sites alternative
would be approximately $380 million in
investment and $3.2 billion in operating
costs for 50 years. The costs for the
consolidation alternative could range
from approximately $40 million to $360
million in investment and $600 million
to $ 1.1 billion for operating costs for 50
years, depending on the extent to which
existing facilities and capabilities can be
shared with other programs at the sites.

The schedule analysis shows that the
upgraded storage facilities for
plutonium under the combination
(preferred) alternative could be
operational by 2004 at Pantex (Zone 12),
and by 2001 at SRS. The upgrade for the
storage of HEU could be completed by
2004 (or earlier). RFETS pits could be
received at Pantex beginning in 1997 in
Zone 4 on a temporary basis until Zone
12 upgrades are completed. The other
analyzed alternatives (upgrade and
consolidation) would require about six
years to complete.

2. Disposition Technical Summary
Report

This report provides technical
viability, cost, and schedule information
for plutonium disposition alternatives
and variants analyzed in the S&D PEIS.
The variants analyzed in the report are
based on pre-conceptual design
information in most cases.

a. Technical Viability Estimates. The
report indicates that each of the
alternatives appears to be technically
viable, although each is currently at a
different level of technical maturity.
There is high confidence that the
technologies are sufficiently mature to

allow procurement and/or construction
of facilities and equipment to meet
plutonium disposition technical
requirements and to begin disposition in
about a decade.13

Reactor Alternatives-Light water
reactors (LWRs) can be readily
converted to enable the use of MOX
fuels. Many European LWRs currently
operate on MOX fuel cycles. Although
some technical risks exist, they are all
amenable to engineering resolution.
Sufficient existing domestic reactor
capacity exists, unless significant delays
occur in the disposition mission.
CANDU reactors appear to be capable of
operating on MOX fuel cycles, but this
has never been demonstrated on any
industrial scale. Therefore, additional
development would be required to
achieve the level of maturity for the
CANDU reactors that exists for light
water reactors. Partially complete and
evolutionary LWRs would involve
increased technical risk relative to
existing LWRs, as well as the need to
complete or build (and license) new
reactor facilities. The spent MOX fuel
waste form that results from reactor
disposition of surplus plutonium will
have to satisfy waste acceptance criteria
for the geologic repository.

Immobilization Alternatives-All
vitrification alternatives require
additional research and development
prior to implementation of
immobilization of weapons-usable
plutonium. However, a growing
experience base exists relating to the
vitrification of high-level waste. These
existing technologies can be adapted to
the plutonium disposition mission,
though different equipment designs and
glass formulations will generally be
necessary due to criticality
considerations and chemical differences
between plutonium and HLW that may
affect the stability of the glass matrix.
Vitrification and ceramic
immobilization alternatives are similar
with regard to the technical maturity of
incorporating plutonium in their
respective matrices. The technical
viability of electrometallurgical
treatment has not yet been established
for the plutonium disposition mission.
The experimental data base for this
alternative is limited, and critical
questions on waste form performance
are not yet resolved. This alternative is
considered practical only if the
underlying technology is further

13 Actual timing would depend on technical
demonstrations, follow-on site-specific
environmental review, detailed cost estimates, and
international agreements.
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developed for spent nuclear fuels.' 4 All
of the immobilization alternatives will
require qualification (to meet
acceptance criteria) of the waste form
for the geologic repository, and may
require legislative clarification or NRC
rulemaking.

Deep Borehole Alternatives-
Uncertainties for the deep borehole
alternatives relate to selecting and
qualifying a site; additional legislation
and regulations, or legislative and
regulatory clarification, may be
required. The front-end feed processing
operations for the deep borehole
alternatives are much simpler than for
other alternatives because no highly
radioactive materials are processed, thus
avoiding the need for remote handling
operations. Emplacement technologies
are comprised of largely low-technology
operations which would be adaptations
from existing hardware and processes
used in the oil and gas industry.

Hybrid Approaches-Two hybrid
approaches that combine technologies
were considered as illustrative
examples, using existing LWR or
CANDU reactors in conjunction with a
can-in-canister (immobilization)
approach. Hybrids provide insurance
against technical or institutional hurdles
which could arise for a single
technology approach for disposition. If
any significant roadblock is encountered
in any one area of a hybrid, it would be
possible to simply divert the feed
material to the more viable technology.
In the case of a single technology, such
roadblocks would be more problematic.

b. Cost Estimates. The following
discussion is in constant 1996 dollars
unless otherwise stated.

(1) Investment Costs.
* The investment costs for existing

reactor variants tends to be about $1
billion; completing or building new
reactors increases the investment cost to
between $2 billion and $6 billion.

* The investment cost for the
immobilization alternatives ranges from
approximately $0.6 billion for the can-
in-canister variants to approximately $2
billion for new greenfield variants.t5

* Hybrid alternatives (combining both
immobilization and reactor alternatives)
require approximately $200 million
additional investment over the existing

14 A recent study by the National Research
Council concludes that the electrometallurgical
treatment technology is not sufficiently mature to
provide a reliable basis for timely plutonium
disposition. "An Evaluation of the
Electrometallurgical Approach for Treatment of
Excess Weapons Plutonium" (National Academy
Press, Washington, D.C., 1996).

15 "Greenfield" means a variant involving a new
facility, with no existing plutonium-handling
infrastructure.

light water reactor stand-alone
alternatives.

* Investment costs for the deep
borehole alternatives range from about
$1.1 billion for direct emplacement to
about $1.4 billion for immobilized
emplacement.

* Alternatives that utilize existing
facilities for plutonium processing,
immobilization, or fuel fabrication
would realize significant investment
cost savings over building new facilities
for the same function.

* Large uncertainties in the cost
estimates exist, relating to both
engineering and institutional factors.

* A significant fraction of the
investment cost for an alternative/
variant is related to the front-end
facilities for the extraction of the
plutonium from pits and other
plutonium-bearing materials and for
other functions that are common to all
alternatives.

(2) Life Cycle Costs.
* The life cycle costs for hybrid

alternatives are similar to the stand-
alone reactor alternatives. For the
existing LWR/immobilization hybrid
alternative (preferred alternative), the
cost is $260 million higher than the
stand-alone reactor alternative; for the
CANDU/immobilization hybrid
alternative, the cost is $70 million
higher.

* The combined investment and net
operating costs for MOX fuel are higher
than for commercial uranium fuel; thus,
the cost of MOX fuel cannot compete
economically with low-enriched
uranium fuel for LWRs or natural
uranium fuel for CANDU reactors.

* The can-in-canister approaches are
the most attractive variants for
immobilization based on cost
considerations.

* The deep borehole alternatives are
more expensive than the can-in-canister
and existing reactor alternatives. The
immobilized borehole alternative life
cycle cost is $1 billion greater than that
for the direct emplacement alternative
($3.6 billion vs. $2.6 billion).

* Large uncertainties in the cost
estimates exist, relating to engineering,
regulatory, and policy considerations.

c. Schedule Estimates. The key
conclusions of the Disposition
Technical Summary Report with respect
to schedules are as follows:

* Significant schedule uncertainties
exist, relating to both engineering and
institutional factors.

* Opportunities for compressing or
expanding schedules exist.

(1) Reactor Alternatives. * The rate at
which MOX fuel is consumed in
reactors will depend on the rate that
MOX fuel is provided and fabricated,

and the rate that plutonium oxide is
provided to the MOX fuel fabrication
facility.

* The time to attain production scale
operation in existing LWRs and CANDU
reactors could be about 8-12 years,
depending on the need for and source
of test assemblies that might be
required.

* The time to complete the
disposition mission is a function of the
number of reactors committed to the
mission, among other factors. For the
variants considered, the time to
complete varies from about 24 to 31
years.

(2) Immobilization Alternatives.
* The time to start the disposition

mission ranges from 7 to 13 years,
depending on the technology used and
whether existing facilities are used.

* The operating campaign for the
immobilization alternatives at full-scale
operation would be about 10 years; it is
possible to compress or expand the
operating schedule by several years, if
desired, by resizing the immobilization
facility designs selected for analysis in
this study. The overall mission duration
(including research and development,
construction, and operation) is expected
to be about 18 to 24 years.

* Potential delays for start-up of the
immobilization alternatives involve
completing process development and
demonstration, and qualifying the waste
form for a geologic repository.

(3) Deep Borehole Alternatives. * The
time to start-up is expected to be 10
years.

* The operating duration of the
mission would be about 10 years,
although completing all burial
operations at the borehole site in 3 years
is possible. Therefore, the overall
mission duration is estimated to be 20
years with accelerated emplacement
reducing the duration by about 7 years.

* The schedule for the deep borehole
alternatives would depend in part on
selecting and qualifying a site, and
obtaining legislative and regulatory
clarification as well as any necessary
permits.

(4) Hybrid Approaches. * In general,
the schedule data that apply to the
component technologies apply to the
hybrid alternatives as well.

* Confidence in an early start-up and
an earlier completion can both be
improved with a hybrid approach,
relative to stand-alone alternatives.

* Hybrid alternatives provide an
inherent back-up technology approach
to enhance confidence in attaining
schedule goals.
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B. Nonproliferation Assessment

To assist in the development of this
ROD, DOE's Office of Arms Control and
Nonproliferation, with support from the
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition,
prepared a report, Nonproliferation and
Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-
Usable Fissile Material Storage and
Plutonium Disposition Alternatives. The
report was issued in draft form in
October 1996, and following a public
comment period, was issued in final
form in January 1997. It analyzes the
nonproliferation and arms reduction
implications of the alternatives for
storage of plutonium and HEU, and
disposition of excess plutonium. It is
based in part on a Proliferation
Vulnerability Red Team Report
prepared for the Office of Fissile
Materials Disposition by Sandia
National Laboratory. The assessment
describes the benefits and risks
associated with each option. Some of
the "options" and "alternatives"
discussed in the Nonproliferation
Assessment are listed as "variants"
(such as can-in-canister) in the S&D
Final PEIS. The key conclusions of the
report, as presented in its Executive
Summary, are reproduced below.

1. Storage. * Each of the options
under consideration for storage of U.S.
weapons-usable fissile materials has the
potential to support U.S.
nonproliferation and arms reduction
goals, if implemented appropriately.

* Each of the storage options could
provide high levels of security to
prevent theft of nuclear materials, and
could provide access to excess materials
for international monitoring.

* Making excess plutonium and HEU
available for bilateral U.S.-Russian
monitoring and International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards, while
protecting proliferation-sensitive
information, would help demonstrate
the U.S. commitment never to return
this material to nuclear weapons,
providing substantial arms reduction
and nonproliferation benefits in the
near-term.

2. Disposition of U.S. Excess
Plutonium

a. In General. * Each of the options
for disposition of excess weapons
plutonium that meets the Spent Fuel
Standard would, if implemented
appropriately, offer major
nonproliferation and arms reduction
benefits compared to leaving the
material in storage in directly weapons-
usable form. Taking into account the
likely impact on Russian disposition
activities, the no-action alternative
appears to be by far the least desirable
of the plutonium disposition options

from a nonproliferation and arms
reduction perspective.

* Carrying out disposition of excess
U.S. weapons plutonium, using options
that ensured effective nonproliferation
controls and resulted in forms meeting
the Spent Fuel Standard, would:

* reduce the likelihood that current
arms reductions would be reversed, by
significantly increasing the difficulty,
cost, and observability of returning this
plutonium to weapons;

* increase international confidence in
the arms reduction process,
strengthening political support for the
nonproliferation regime and providing a
base for additional arms reductions, if
desired;

* reduce long-term proliferation risks
posed by this material by further
helping to ensure that weapons-usable
material does not fall into the hands of
rogue states or terrorist groups; and

* lay the essential foundation for
parallel disposition of excess Russian
plutonium, reducing the risks that
Russia might threaten U.S. security by
rebuilding its Cold War nuclear
weapons arsenal, or that this material
might be stolen for use by potential
proliferators.

* Choosing the "no-action
alternative" of leaving U.S. excess
plutonium in storage in weapons-usable
form indefinitely, rather than carrying
out disposition:

* would represent a clear reversal of
the U.S. position seeking to reduce
excess stockpiles of weapons-usable
materials worldwide;

* would make it impossible to
achieve disposition of Russian excess
plutonium;

* could undermine international
political support for nonproliferation
efforts by leaving open the question of
whether the United States was
maintaining an option for rapid reversal
of current arms reductions; and

* could undermine progress in
nuclear arms reductions.

* The benefits of placing U.S. excess
plutonium under international
monitoring and then transforming it into
forms that met the Spent Fuel Standard
would be greatly increased, and the
risks of these steps significantly
decreased, if Russia took comparable
steps with its own excess plutonium on
a parallel track. The two countries need
not use the same plutonium disposition
technologies, however.

* As the 1994 NAS committee
report 1

6 concluded, options for
disposition of U.S. excess weapons
plutonium will provide maximum

16 See footnote 3, above.

nonproliferation and arms control
benefits if they:

* minimize the time during which the
excess plutonium is stored in forms
readily usable for nuclear weapons;

* preserve material safeguards and
security during the disposition process,
seeking to maintain to the extent
possible the same high standards of
security and accounting applied to
stored nuclear weapons (the Stored
Weapons Standard);

* result in a form from which the
plutonium would be as inaccessible and
unattractive for weapons use as the
larger and growing quantity of
plutonium in commercial spent fuel (the
Spent Fuel Standard).

* In order to achieve the benefits of
plutonium disposition as rapidly as
possible, and to minimize the risks and
negative signals resulting from leaving
the excess plutonium in storage, it is
important for disposition options to
begin, and to complete the mission as
soon as practicable taking into account
nonproliferation, environment, safety,
and health, and economic constraints.
Timing should be a key criterion in
judging disposition options. Beginning
the disposition quickly is particularly
important to establishing the credibility
of the process, domestically and
internationally.

* Each of the options under
consideration for plutonium disposition
has its own advantages and
disadvantages with respect to
nonproliferation and arms control, but
none is clearly superior to the others.

* Each of the options under
consideration for plutonium disposition
can potentially provide high levels of
security and safeguards for nuclear
materials during the disposition
process, mitigating the risk of theft of
nuclear materials.

* Each of the options under
consideration for plutonium disposition
can potentially provide for effective
international monitoring of the
disposition process.

* Plutonium disposition can only
reduce, not eliminate, the security risks
posed by the existence of excess
plutonium, and will involve some risks
of its own:

* Because all plutonium disposition
options would take decades to
complete, disposition is not a near-term
solution to the problem of nuclear theft
and smuggling. While disposition will
make a long-term contribution, the near-
term problem must be addressed
through programs to improve security
and safeguarding for nuclear materials,
and to ensure adequate police, customs,
and intelligence capabilities to interdict
nuclear smuggling.
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* All plutonium disposition options
under consideration would involve
processing and transport of plutonium,
which will involve more risk of theft in
the short term than if the material had
remained in heavily guarded storage, in
return for the long-term benefit of
converting the material to more
proliferation-resistant forms.

* Both the United States and Russia
will still retain substantial stockpiles of
nuclear weapons and weapons-usable
fissile materials even after disposition of
the fissile materials currently
considered excess is complete. These
weapons and materials will continue to
pose a security challenge regardless of
what is done with excess plutonium.

* None of the disposition options
under consideration would make it
impossible to recover the plutonium for
use in nuclear weapons, or make it
impossible to use other plutonium to
rebuild a nuclear arsenal. Therefore,
disposition will only reduce, not
eliminate, the risk of reversal of current
nuclear arms reductions.

* A U.S. decision to choose reactor
alternatives for plutonium disposition
could offer additional arguments and
justifications to those advocating
plutonium reprocessing and recycle in
other countries. This could increase the
proliferation risk if it in fact led to
significant additional separation and
handling of weapons-usable plutonium.
On the other hand, if appropriately
implemented, plutonium disposition
might also offer an opportunity to
develop improved procedures and
technologies for protecting and
safeguarding plutonium, which could
reduce proliferation risks and would
strengthen U.S. efforts to reduce the
stockpiles of separated plutonium in
other countries.

* Large-scale bulk processing of
plutonium, including processes to
convert plutonium pits to oxide and
prepare other forms for disposition, as
well as fuel fabrication or
immobilization processes, represents
the stage of the disposition process
when material is most vulnerable to
covert theft by insiders or covert
diversion by the host state. Such bulk
processing is required for all options,
however; in particular, initial
processing of plutonium pits and other
forms is among the most proliferation-
sensitive stages of the disposition
process, but is largely common to all the
options. More information about the
specific process designs is needed to
determine whether there are significant
differences between the various
immobilization and reactor options in
the overall difficulty of providing
effective assurance against theft or

diversion during the different types of
bulk processing involved, and if so,
which approach is superior in this
respect.

a Transport of plutonium is the point
in the disposition process when the
material is most vulnerable to overt
armed attacks designed to steal
plutonium. With sufficient resources
devoted to security, however, high
levels of protection against such overt
attacks can be provided. International,
and particularly overseas, shipments
would involve greater transportation
concerns than domestic shipments. 17

b. Conclusions Relating to Specific
Disposition Options.

* The reactor options, homogeneous
immobilization 18 options, and deep
borehole immobilized emplacement
option can all meet the Spent Fuel
Standard. The can-in-canister options
are being refined to increase the
resistance to separation of the
plutonium cans from the surrounding
glass, with the goal of meeting the Spent
Fuel Standard. The deep borehole direct
emplacement option substantially
exceeds the Spent Fuel Standard with
respect to recovery by sub-national
groups, but could be more accessible
and attractive for recovery by the host
state than spent fuel.

* The reactor options have some
advantage over the immobilization
options with respect to perceived
irreversibility, in that the plutonium
would be converted from weapons-
grade to reactor-grade, even though it is
possible to produce nuclear weapons
with both weapons and reactor-grade
plutonium. The immobilization and
deep borehole options have some
advantage over the reactor options in
avoiding the perception that they could
potentially encourage additional
separation and civilian use of
plutonium, which itself poses
proliferation risks.

* Options that result in accountable
"items" (for purposes of international
safeguards) whose plutonium content
can be accurately measured (such as

17 International shipments would be involved
(from the United States to Canada) if the CANDU
option were pursued as a result of international
agreements among the U.S.. Canada, and Russia.
Overseas shipments would be involved if European
MOX fuel fabrication were utilized in the interim
before a domestic MOX fabrication facility were
completed. The Preferred Alternative and the
decisions in this ROD do not involve European
MOX fuel fabrication.

18 The term "homogeneous immobilization"
refers to mixing of solutions of plutonium and
either HLW or cesium in liquid form, followed by
solidification of the mixture in either glass or
ceramic matrices. This contrasts with the "can-in-
canister" variant, in which the plutonium and HLW
or cesium materials are never actually mixed
together.

fuel assemblies or immobilized cans
without fission products in the "can-in-
canister" option) offer some advantage
in accounting to ensure that the output
plutonium matches the input plutonium
from the process. Other options (such as
homogeneous immobilization or
immobilized emplacement in deep
boreholes) would require greater
reliance on containment and
surveillance to provide assurance that
no material was stolen or diverted-but
in some cases could involve simpler
processing, easing the task of providing
such assurance,

* The principal uncertainty with
respect to using excess weapons
plutonium as MOX in U.S. LWRs relates
to the potential difficulty of gaining
political and regulatory approvals for
the various operations required.

* Compared to the LWR option, the
CANDU option would involve more
transport and more safeguarding issues
at the reactor sites themselves (because
of the small size of the CANDU fuel
bundles and the on-line refueling of the
CANDU reactors). Demonstrating the
use of MOX in CANDU reactors by
carrying out this option for excess
weapons plutonium disposition could
somewhat detract from U.S. efforts to
convince nations operating CANDU
reactors in regions of proliferation
concern not to pursue MOX fuel cycles,
but these nations are likely to base their
fuel cycle decisions primarily on factors
independent of disposition of this
material. Disposing of excess weapons
plutonium in another country long
identified with disarmament could have
significant symbolic advantages,
particularly if carried out in parallel
with Russia. Disposition of Russian
plutonium in CANDU reactors,
however, would require resolving
additional transportation issues and
additional questions relating to the
likely Russian desire for compensation
for the energy value of the plutonium.

* The immobilization options have
the potential to be implemented more
quickly than the reactor options. They
face somewhat less political uncertainty
but somewhat more technical
uncertainty than the reactor options.

* The likelihood of very long delays
in gaining approval for siting and
construction of deep borehole sites
represents a very serious arms reduction
and nonproliferation disadvantage of
the borehole option, in either of its
variants. While the deep borehole
direct-emplacement option requires
substantially less bulk processing than
the other disposition options, that
option may not meet the Spent Fuel
Standard for retrievability by the host
state, as mentioned above. Any potential
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advantage from the reduced processing
is small compared to the large timing
uncertainty and the potential
retrievability disadvantage.

* Similarly, the electrometallurgical
treatment option, because it is less
developed than the other
immobilization options, involves more
uncertainty in when it could be
implemented, which represents a
significant arms reduction and
nonproliferation disadvantage. It does
not appear to have major compensating
advantages compared to the other
immobilization options.

* The "can-in-canister"
immobilization options have a timing
advantage over the homogeneous
immobilization options, in that, by
potentially relying on existing facilities,
they could begin several years sooner.
As noted above, however, modified
systems intended to allow this option to
meet the Spent Fuel Standard are still
being designed.

C. Comments on the S&D Final PEIS
After issuing the Final PEIS, DOE

received approximately 100 letters from
organizations and individuals
commenting on the alternatives
addressed in the PEIS. Many of these
letters expressed opposition to the MOX
fuel approach for surplus plutonium
disposition. The major concern raised in
these letters was the contention that the
use of MOX fuel is associated with
proliferation risk as well as additional
delays, costs, and safety and
environmental risks. One of these letters
was from a coalition of 14 national
organizations recommending that the
Department decide to utilize
immobilization for the disposition of all
surplus plutonium and that MOX be
retained for use, if at all, only as an
"insurance policy" if immobilization
should prove infeasible. Several of those
14 organizations also wrote separately
making similar points. Conversely,
many of the letters provided comments
in support of the use of MOX fuel and/
or a dual path, while a few expressed
opposition to the immobilization
alternatives.

Seven of the letters received suggested
the use of disposition approaches that
were not analyzed in the PEIS. Three of
these approaches (dropping plutonium
into volcanoes, burying it in the sea at
the base of a volcano, and storing it in
large granite or marble structures) are
similar to options that were either
considered (but found to be
unreasonable) in a screening process
that preceded the PEIS, or were
addressed in the PEIS Comment
Response Document. These approaches
were considered to be potentially

damaging to the environment, among
other things, and were therefore
dismissed as unreasonable. Three other
alternatives (plasma technology, binding
and neutralizing plutonium with a new
organic material, and use in rocket
engines) recommended in these letters
would require a substantial amount of
development and could not be
accomplished in the same time frame as
alternatives analyzed in the PEIS. One
commentor suggested adding the
plutonium to the radioactive sludge
being stored at Hanford for eventual
disposal. The Department views this as
unreasonable because of delays and
increased costs that would be incurred
in the program to manage the wastes in
the Hanford tanks. One commentor was
opposed to the utilization of Hanford's
Fuels and Materials Examination
Facility for MOX fuel fabrication and
the Fast Flux Test Facility for MOX fuel
burning.

All of the issues raised in these letters
are covered in the body of the Final
PEIS, in the Comment Response
Document, the Summary Report of the
Screening Process (DOE/MD-0002,
March 19, 1995), the Technical
Summary Report for Surplus Weapons-
Usable Plutonium Disposition, or the
Nonproliferation and Arms Control
Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Material Storage and Plutonium
Disposition Alternatives, which have
each been considered in reaching this
ROD.

The Department's decision for surplus
plutonium disposition is to pursue both
the existing LWR (MOX fuel) and
immobilization approaches. DOE
recognizes that the estimated life-cycle
cost of immobilization alone would be
less than that of the hybrid approach
(pursuing both), but the additional
expense would be warranted by the
increased flexibility should one of the
approaches ultimately fail, and the
increased ability to influence Russian
plutonium disposition actions. (The
lowest cost approach would be the No
Disposition Action alternative; however,
as noted in section III.F, above, that
option would not satisfy the purpose
and need for this program.) DOE also
recognizes that analyses in the PEIS
indicated that, for normal operation, the
environmental and health impacts
would be somewhat lower for
immobilization, although, with the
exception of waste generation, impacts
for the preferred, immobilization, and
existing LWR (MOX) alternatives would
be essentially comparable (see prior
discussion).

Potential latent cancer fatalities for
members of the public under the MOX
approach would be significantly higher

than under the immobilization approach
only under highly unlikely facility
accident scenarios; the risk (taking into
account accident probabilities) to the
public of latent cancer fatalities from
accidents would be fairly low for both
approaches.

From the nonproliferation standpoint,
results of the Nonproliferation and
Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-
Usable Fissile Material Storage and
Plutonium Disposition Alternatives (see
section IV.B) indicated that each of the
options under consideration for
plutonium disposition has its own
advantages and disadvantages, and each
can potentially provide high levels of
security and safeguards for nuclear
materials during the disposition
process, mitigating the risk of theft of
nuclear materials. Initial processing of
plutonium pits and other forms is
among the most proliferation-sensitive
stages of the disposition process, but is
largely common to all the options.
Although the Assessment also
concluded that none of the approaches
is clearly superior to the others, both the
Nonproliferation Assessment and a
letter from the Secretary of Energy
Advisory Board Task Force on the Non-
proliferation and Arms Control
Implications of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Materials Disposition Alternatives
(included as Appendix B to the
Nonproliferation Assessment)
concluded that the hybrid approach
(both reactors/MOX and
immobilization) is preferable because of
uncertainties in each approach and
because it would minimize potential
delays should problems develop with
either approach. Numerous comment
letters have made similar points.

One such letter was received from five
individuals who were the U.S.
participants on the U.S.-Russian
Independent Scientific Commission on
Disposition of Excess Weapons
Plutonium. This letter supported the
dual-track approach on the grounds that
"ruling out reactors and thus depending
solely on vitrification as the only
approach to plutonium disposition that
might be implementable anytime soon,
would have far bigger nonproliferation
liabilities then would the two-track
approach." These commentors argued
that designating only immobilization as
the preferred approach, with MOX as a
back-up, would have essentially all the
nonproliferation and arms reduction
liabilities of a one-track approach,
which would weaken the U.S. position
and have severe consequences for the
likely success of programs to carry out
permanent disposition of weapons
plutonium in Russia, and therefore
jeopardize the success of programs to
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carry out U.S. disposition. These
commentors stated that without the
dual-track approach, the U.S. will lose
any leverage it might have over the
conditions and safeguards
accompanying the use of Russian
plutonium in their reactors. They also
pointed out that pursuing both the MOX
option and immobilization in the U.S.
may be the best way to convince Russia,
which currently favors converting its
own plutonium to MOX fuel, of the
value of immobilization for a portion of
its excess plutonium. These
commentors argued that the dual-track
approach would not undermine U.S.
nonproliferation policy, would not
increase the risk of nuclear theft and
terrorism, and would not lead to a new
domestic plutonium recycle industry
since it would not significantly affect
the huge economic barriers to using
MOX fuel on a commercial basis.

Two commentors expressed
opposition to plutonium recycling
(reprocessing), citing the Final Generic
Environmental Statement on the Use of
Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel
in Light Water Cooled Reactors
(GESMO), NUREG-0002, which was
issued by the NRC in 1976, and
President Carter's decision to ban
plutonium recycling. DOE notes that
plutonium recycling is not part of the
plutonium disposition program or the
decisions in this ROD; on the contrary,
this ROD includes conditions on the use
of MOX fuel that are intended to
prevent the use of recycled plutonium.

The use of MOX fuel in existing
reactors would be undertaken in a
manner that is consistent with the
United States' policy objective on the
irreversibility of the nuclear
disarmament process and the United
States' policy discouraging the use of
plutonium for civil purposes. To this
end, implementing the MOX alternative
would include government ownership
and control of the MOX fuel fabrication
facility at a DOE site, and use of the
facility only for the surplus plutonium
disposition program. There would be no
reprocessing or subsequent reuse of
spent MOX fuel. The MOX fuel would
be used in a once-through fuel cycle in
existing reactors, with appropriate
arrangements, including contractual or
licensing provisions, limiting use of
MOX fuel to surplus plutonium
disposition.

One commentor, who opposed MOX
fuel use, urged DOE not to use European
MOX fuel fabrication capability if the
MOX approach is pursued. In this ROD,
DOE has not decided to use European
MOX fuel fabrication.

V. Decisions

A. Storage of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Materials

Consistent with the Preferred
Alternative in the S&D Final PEIS, the
Department has decided to reduce, over
time, the number of locations where the
various forms of plutonium are stored,
through a combination of storage
alternatives in conjunction with a
combination of disposition alternatives.
DOE will begin implementing this
decision by moving surplus plutonium
from RFETS as soon as possible,
transporting the pits to Pantex
beginning in 1997, and non-pit
plutonium materials to SRS upon
completion of the expanded Actinide
Packing and Storage Facility (APSF),
anticipated in 2001. Over time, DOE
will store this plutonium in upgraded
facilities at Pantex and in the expanded
APSF. Surplus and non-surplus HEU
will be stored in upgraded facilities at
ORR. Storage facilities for the surplus
HEU will also be modified, as needed,
to accommodate international
inspection requirements consistent with
the President's Nonproliferation and
Export Control Policy. Accordingly,
DOE has decided to pursue the
following actions for storage:

* Phase out storage of all weapons-
usable plutonium at RFETS beginning
in 1997; move pits to Pantex, and non-
pit materials to SRS upon completion of
the expanded APSF. At Pantex, DOE
will repackage pits from RFETS in Zone
12, then place them in existing storage
facilities in Zone 4, pending completion
of facility upgrades in Zone 12. At SRS,
DOE will expand the planned new
APSF, and move separated and
stabilized non-pit plutonium materials
from RFETS to the expanded APSF
upon completion. The small number of
pits currently at RFETS that are not in
shippable form will be placed in a
shippable condition in accordance with
existing procedures prior to shipment to
Pantex. Additionally, some pits and
non-pit plutonium materials from
RFETS could be used at SRS, LANL,
and Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) for tests and
demonstrations of aspects of disposition
technologies (see disposition decision,
below). All non-pit weapons-usable
plutonium materials currently stored at
RFETS are surplus.

The Department's decision to remove
plutonium from RFETS is based on the
cleanup agreement among DOE, EPA,
and the State of Colorado for RFETS, the
proximity of RFETS to the Denver
metropolitan area, and the fact that
some of the RFETS plutonium is
currently stored in buildings 371 and

376, two of the most vulnerable
facilities as defined by and identified in
DOE's Plutonium Working Group
Report on Environmental, Safety, and
Health Vulnerabilities Associated With
the Department's Plutonium Storage
(DOE/EH-0414, November, 1994).

* Upgrade storage facilities at Zone
12 South (to be completed by 2004) at
Pantex to store those surplus pits
currently stored at Pantex, and surplus
pits from RFETS, pending disposition.
Storage facilities at Zone 4 will continue
to be used for these pits prior to
completion of the upgrade.

* In accordance with the preferred
alternative in the Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for
Stockpile Stewardship and Management
(Stockpile Stewardship and
Management PEIS), store Strategic
Reserve pits at Pantex in other upgraded
facilities in Zone 12.

The Department's decision to
consolidate pit storage at Pantex places
the pits at a central location where most
of the pits already reside and where the
expertise and infrastructure are already
in place to accommodate pit storage.19

Pantex has more than 40 years of
experience with the handling of pits.
Zone 12 facilities would be modified for
long-term storage of the Pantex
plutonium inventory and the small
number of pits transferred from RFETS
and SRS for a modest cost (about $10
million capital cost). Pursuant to the
Final EIS for the Continued Operation of
the Pantex Plant and Associated Storage
of Nuclear Weapon Components (DOE/
EIS-0225), DOE is proposing to
continue nuclear weapons stockpile
management operations and related
activities at the Pantex Plant, including
interim storage of up to 20,000 pits.20

Consequently, the storage of surplus pits
at Pantex would offer the opportunity to
share trained people and other
resources, and a decreased cost could be
realized over other sites without similar
experience. Using the Pantex Plant for
pit storage would also involve the
lowest cost and the least new
construction relative to other sites.

* Expand the planned APSF at SRS
(Upgrade Alternative) to store those
surplus, non-pit plutonium materials
currently at SRS and surplus non-pit
plutonium materials from RFETS,
pending disposition (see disposition
decision, below). DOE analyzed the

19A small number of research and development
pits located at RFETS that have been and will
continue to be packaged and returned to LANL and
LLNL are outside the scope of the S&D PEIS and
this ROD.

2 0
The pits that are to be moved to Pantex

pursuant to this ROD fall within the 20,000 pit
limit.
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potential impacts of constructing and
operating the APSF in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement,
Interim Management of Nuclear
Materials (DOE/EIS-0220) and
announced the decision to build the
facility in the associated ROD (60 FR
65300, December 19, 1995). DOE,
pursuant to the decisions announced
here to store surplus non-pit plutonium
at SRS, will likely design and build the
APSF and the expanded space to
accommodate the RFETS material as
one building,2 ' which DOE plans to
complete in 2001. The RFETS surplus
non-pit plutonium materials 22 will be
moved to SRS after stabilization is
performed at RFETS under corrective
actions in response to Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board Recommendation
94-1; and after the material is packaged
in DOE-approved storage and shipping
containers pursuant to existing
procedures. The surplus plutonium
already on-site at SRS and the
movement of separated and stabilized
non-pit plutonium from RFETS would
result in the storage of a maximum of 10
metric tons of surplus plutonium in the
new, expanded APSF at SRS. In
addition, shipment of the non-pit
plutonium from RFETS to SRS, after
stabilization, would only be
implemented if the subsequent ROD for
a plutonium disposition site (see
Section V.B., below) calls for
immobilization of plutonium at SRS.
Placement of surplus, non-pit
plutonium materials in a new storage
facility at SRS will allow utilization of
existing expertise and plutonium
handling capabilities in a location
where disposition activities could occur
(see disposition decision, below). The
decision to store non-pit plutonium
from RFETS at SRS places most non-pit
material at a plutonium-competent site
with the most modem, state-of-the-art
storage and processing facilities, and at
a site with the only remaining large-
scale chemical separation and
processing capability in the DOE

21 Building the APSF in this way, rather than as
originally configured plus an expansion, will not
increase the potential impacts of constructing and
operating the facility beyond those analyzed in the
S&D Final PEIS in conjunction with the analyses in
the Final Environmental Impact Statement, Interim
Management of Nuclear Materials.

22 This decision does not include residues at
RFETS that are less than 50-percent plutonium by
weight, or scrub alloys. The management and
disposition of those materials has been or is being
considered in separate NEPA reviews. See
Environmental Assessment for Solid Residue
Treatment, Repackaging, and Storage (DOE/EA-
1120, April 1996); Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS
on the Management of Certain Plutonium Residues
and Scrub Alloy Stored at the Rocky Flats
Environmental Technology Site (61 FR 58866,
November 19, 1996).

complex. 23 Pits currently located at SRS
will be moved to Pantex for storage
consistent with the Preferred
Alternative in the Stockpile
Stewardship and Management PEIS.
There are no strategic non-pit materials
currently located at SRS.

* Continue current storage (No
Action) of surplus plutonium at Hanford
and INEL, pending disposition (or
movement to lag storage 24 at disposition
facilities when selected).25 This action
will allow surplus plutonium to remain
at the sites with existing expertise and
plutonium handling capabilities, and
where potential disposition activities
could occur (see disposition decision,
below). There are no non-surplus
weapons-usable plutonium materials
currently stored at either site.

* Continue current storage (No
Action) of plutonium at LANL, pending
disposition (or movement to lag storage
at the disposition facilities). This
plutonium will be stored in stabilized
form with the non-surplus plutonium in
the upgraded Nuclear Material Storage
Facility pursuant to the No Action
alternative for the site.

* Take No Action at the NTS. DOE
will not introduce plutonium to sites
that do not currently have plutonium in
storage.

* Upgrade storage facilities at the Y-
12 Plant (Y-12) (to be completed by
2004 or earlier) at ORR to store non-
surplus HEU and surplus HEU pending
disposition. Existing storage facilities at
Y-12 will be modified to meet natural
phenomena requirements, as
documented in Natural Phenomena
Upgrade of the Downsized/Consolidated
Oak Ridge Uranium/Lithium Plant
Facilities (Y/EN-5080, 1994). Storage
facilities will be consolidated, and the
storage footprint will be reduced, as
surplus HEU is dispositioned and
blended to low-enriched uranium,
pursuant to the ROD for the Disposition
of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium
Final Environmental Impact Statement
(61 FR 40619, August 5, 1996).
Consistent with the Preferred

23 SRS Is one of the preferred candidate sites for
plutonium disposition facilities, including the
potential for the early start of disposition by
immobilization using the can-in-canister option at
the DWPF.

24Lag storage is temporary storage at the
applicable disposition facility.

25 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) currently stores 0.3 metric tons of
plutonium, which are primarily research and
development and operational feedstock materials
not surplus to government needs. Adequate storage
facilities for this material currently exist at LLNL,
where it will be stored and used for research and
development activities. None of the plutonium
stored at LLNL falls within the scope of the
disposition alternatives in the S&D Final PEIS or
the disposition decisions in this ROD.

Alternative in the Stockpile
Stewardship and Management PEIS,
HEU strategic reserves will be stored at
the Y-12 Plant.

B. Plutonium Disposition

Consistent with the Preferred
Alternative in the S&D Final PEIS, DOE
has decided to pursue a strategy for
plutonium disposition that allows for
immobilization of surplus weapons
plutonium in glass or ceramic forms and
burning of the surplus plutonium as
mixed oxide fuel (MOX) in existing
reactors. The decision to pursue
disposition of the surplus plutonium
using these approaches is supported by
the analyses in the Disposition
Technical Summary Report (section
IV.A.2 above) and the Nonproliferation
Assessment (section IV.B above), as well
as the S&D Final PEIS. The results of
additional technology development and
demonstrations, site-specific
environmental review, detailed cost
proposals, nonproliferation
considerations, and negotiations with
Russia and other nations will ultimately
determine the timing and extent to
which MOX as well as immobilization
is deployed. These efforts will provide
the basis and flexibility for the United
States to initiate disposition efforts
either multilaterally or bilaterally
through negotiations with other nations,
or unilaterally as an example to Russia
and other nations.

Pursuant to this decision, the United
States policy not to encourage the civil
use of plutonium and, accordingly, not
to itself engage in plutonium
reprocessing for either nuclear power or
nuclear explosive purposes, does not
change. Although under this decision
some plutonium may ultimately be
burned in existing reactors, extensive
measures will be pursued (see below) to
ensure that federal support for this
unique disposition mission does not
encourage other civil uses of plutonium
or plutonium reprocessing. The United
States will maintain its commitments
regarding the use of plutonium in civil
nuclear programs in western Europe and
Japan.

The Disposition Technical Summary
Report (section IV.A.2 above) concluded
that the lowest cost option for
plutonium disposition would be
immobilization using the can-in-canister
variant and existing facilities to the
maximum extent possible, with a net
life-cycle cost of about $1.8 billion. The
Disposition Technical Summary Report
also estimated that the net life-cycle cost
of the hybrid immobilization/MOX
approach would be about $2.2 billion.
The additional expense of pursuing the
hybrid approach would be warranted by
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the increased flexibility it would
provide, as noted in the
Nonproliferation Assessment, to ensure
that plutonium disposition could be
initiated promptly should one of the
approaches ultimately fail or be
delayed. Establishing the means for
expeditious plutonium disposition will
also help provide the basis for an
international cooperative effort that can
result in reciprocal, irreversible
plutonium disposition actions by
Russia. This disposition strategy signals
a strong U.S. commitment to reducing
its stockpile of surplus plutonium,
thereby effectively meeting the purpose
of and need for the Proposed Action.

To accomplish the plutonium
disposition mission, DOE will use, to
the extent practical, new as well as
modified existing buildings and
facilities for portions of the disposition
mission. DOE will analyze and compare
existing and new buildings and
facilities, and technology variations, in
a subsequent, site-specific EIS. In
addition, all disposition facilities will
be designed or modified, as needed, to
accommodate international inspection
requirements consistent with the
President's Nonproliferation and Export
Control Policy. Accordingly, DOE has
decided to pursue the following strategy
and supporting actions for plutonium
disposition:

* Immobilize plutonium materials
using vitrification or ceramic
immobilization at either Hanford or
SRS, in new or existing facilities.
Immobilization could be used for pure
or impure forms of plutonium. In the
subsequent EIS (referenced above), DOE
anticipates that the preferred alternative
for vitrification or ceramic
immobilization will include the can-in-
canister variant, utilizing the existing
HLW and the DWPF at SRS (see below).
Alternatively, new immobilization
facilities could be built at Hanford or
SRS. The immobilized material would
be disposed of in a geologic repository.
Pursuant to appropriate NEPA review,
DOE will continue the research and
development leading to the
demonstration of the can-in-canister
variant at the DWPF using surplus
plutonium and the development of
vitrification and ceramic formulations.

* Convert surplus plutonium
materials into mixed oxide (MOX) fuel
for use in existing reactors. Pure surplus
plutonium materials including pits,
pure metal, and oxides could be
converted without extensive processing
into MOX fuel for use in existing
commercial reactors. Other, already
separated forms of surplus plutonium
would require additional purification.
(This purification would not involve

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.) The
Government-produced MOX fuel (from
plutonium declared surplus to defense
needs) would be used in existing LWRs
with a once-through fuel cycle, with no
reprocessing or subsequent reuse of the
spent fuel. In addition, DOE will
explore appropriate contractual limits to
ensure that any reactor license
modification for use of the MOX fuel is
limited to governmental purposes
involving the disposition of surplus,
weapons-usable plutonium, so as to
discourage general civil use of
plutonium-based fuel. The spent MOX
fuel would be disposed of in a geologic
repository. If partially completed LWRs
were to be completed by other parties,
they would be considered for this
mission. The MOX fuel would be
fabricated in a domestic, government-
owned facility at one of four DOE sites
(SRS, Hanford, INEL, or Pantex).

The Department reserves as an option
the potential use of some MOX fuel in
CANDU reactors in Canada in the event
that a multilateral agreement to deploy
this option is negotiated among Russia,
Canada, and the United States. DOE will
engage in a test and demonstration
program for CANDU MOX fuel
consistent with ongoing and potential
future cooperative efforts with Russia
and Canada.

The test and demonstration activities
could occur at LANL and at sites in
Canada, potentially beginning in 1997,
and will be based on appropriate NEPA
review. Fabrication of MOX fuel for
CANDU reactors would occur in a DOE
facility, as would be true in the case of
domestic LWRs. Strict security and
safeguards would be employed in the
fabrication and transport of MOX fuel to
CANDU reactors, as well as domestic
reactors. Whether, and the extent to
which, the CANDU option is
implemented will depend on multi-
national agreements and the results of
the test and demonstration activities.

Due to technology, complexity,
timing, cost, and other factors that
would be involved in purifying certain
plutonium materials to make them
suitable for potential use in MOX fuel,
approximately 30 percent of the total
quantity of plutonium that has been or
may be declared surplus to defense
needs would require extensive
purification for use in MOX fuel, and
therefore will likely be immobilized. Of
the plutonium that is currently surplus,
DOE will immobilize at least 8 metric
tons that it has determined are not
suitable for use in MOX fuel.26 DOE

26The S&D Final PEIS, for purposes of analysis
of impacts of the preferred alternative (using both
reactors and immobilization), assumed that about

reserves the option of using the
immobilization approach for all of the
surplus plutonium.

The timing and extent to which either
option is ultimately utilized will
depend on the results of international
agreements, future technology
development and demonstrations, site-
specific environmental review, detailed
cost proposals, and negotiations with
Russia and other nations. In the event
both technologies are utilized, because
the time required for plutonium
disposition using reactors would be
longer than that for immobilization, it is
probable that some surplus plutonium
would be immobilized initially, prior to
completion of reactor irradiation for
other surplus plutonium.
Implementation of this strategy will
involve some or all of the following
supporting actions:

* Construct and operate a plutonium
vitrification facility or ceramic
immobilization facility at either Hanford
or SRS. DOE will analyze alternative
locations at these two sites for
constructing new buildings or using
modified existing buildings in
subsequent, site-specific NEPA review.
SRS has existing facilities (the DWPF)
and infrastructure to support an
immobilization mission, and at Hanford,
DOE has proposed constructing and
operating immobilization facilities for
the wastes in Hanford tanks. 27 DOE will
not create new infrastructure for
immobilizing plutonium with HLW or
cesium at INEL, NTS, ORR, or Pantex.
Due to the substantial timing and cost
advantages associated with the can-in-
canister option, as discussed in the
Technical Summary Report For Surplus
Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition
and summarized in section IV.A.2,
above, DOE anticipates that the
proposed action for immobilization in
the follow-on plutonium disposition EIS
will include the use of the can-in-
canister option at the DWPF at SRS for
immobilizing a portion of the surplus,
non-pit plutonium material. 28

30 percent (approximately 17 MT) of the surplus
plutonium materials might be immobilized because
they are impure. DOE's decision here that
immobilization will be used for at least 8 MT
currently located at SRS and RFETS is based on
DOE's current assessment that that quantity of
material is so low in quality that its purification for
use in MOX fuel would not be cost-effective. This
decision does not preclude immobilizing all of the
surplus plutonium, but it does preclude using the
MOX/reactor approach for all of the material.

27 See Final Environmental Impact Statement for
the Tank Waste Remediation System, Hanford Site,
Richland, Washington (DOE/EIS-0189, August
1996); ROD expected early in 1997.

28 DOE expects to issue a Notice of Intent to

prepare the follow-on EIS shortly following this
ROD. Reasonable alternatives for the proposed
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* Construct and operate a plutonium
conversion facility for non-pit
plutonium materials at either Hanford
or SRS. DOE will collocate the
plutonium conversion facility with the
vitrification or ceramic immobilization
facility discussed above. In subsequent,
site-specific NEPA review, DOE will
analyze alternative locations at Hanford
and SRS for constructing new buildings
or using modified existing buildings for
the plutonium conversion facility.

* Construct and operate a pit
disassembly/conversion facility at
Hanford, INEL, Pantex, or SRS (only one
site). DOE will not introduce plutonium
to sites that do not currently have
plutonium in storage. Therefore, two
sites analyzed in the S&D PEIS, NTS
and ORR, will not be considered further
for plutonium disposition activities.
DOE will analyze alternative locations
at Hanford, INEL, Pantex, and SRS for
constructing new buildings or using
modified existing buildings in
subsequent, site-specific NEPA review.
Based on appropriate NEPA review,
DOE anticipates demonstrating the
Advanced Recovery and Integrated
Extraction System (ARIES) concept at
LANL for pit disassembly/conversion
beginning in fiscal year 1997.

* Construct and operate a domestic,
government-owned, limited-purpose
MOX fuel fabrication facility at Hanford,
INEL, Pantex, or SRS (only one site). As
noted above, NTS and ORR will not be
considered further for plutonium
disposition activities. In follow-on
NEPA review, DOE will analyze
alternative locations at Hanford, INEL,
Pantex, and SRS, for constructing new
buildings or using modified existing
buildings. The MOX fuel fabrication
facility will serve only the limited
mission of fabricating MOX fuel from
plutonium declared surplus to U.S.
defense needs, with shut-down and
decontamination and decommissioning
of the facility upon completion of this
mission. 29

DOE's program for surplus plutonium
disposition will be subject to the highest
standards of safeguards and security for
storage, transportation, and processing

action will be considered in the follow-on
disposition EIS.

29 DOE supports external regulation of its
facilities, and in the Report of Department of Energy
Working Group on External Regulation (DOE/UF-
0001, December 1996), DOE proposed to seek
legislation that would generally require NRC
licenses for new DOE facilities. Therefore, DOE
anticipates seeking an NRC license for the MOX
fuel fabrication facility, which would be limited to
a license to fabricate MOX fuel from plutonium
declared surplus to defense needs. DOE may also
seek legislation that would by statute limit the MOX
fuel fabrication facility to disposition of surplus
plutonium.

(particularly during operations that
involve the greatest proliferation
vulnerability, such as during MOX fuel
preparation and transportation), and
will include International Atomic
Energy Agency verification as
appropriate. Transportation of all
plutonium-bearing materials under this
program, including the transportation of
prepared MOX fuel to reactors, will be
accomplished using the DOE
Transportation Safeguards Division's
"Safe Secure Transports" (SSTs), which
affords these materials the same level of
transportation safety, security, and
safeguards as is used for nuclear
weapons.

Pursuant to appropriate NEPA
review(s), DOE will continue research
and development and engage in further
testing and demonstrations of
plutonium disposition technologies
which may include: dissolution of small
quantities of plutonium in both glass
and ceramic formulation; experiments
with immobilization equipment and
systems; fabrication of MOX fuel pellets
for demonstrations of reactor irradiation
at INEL; mechanical milling and mixing
of plutonium and uranium feed; and
testing of shipping and storage
containers for certification, in addition
to the testing and demonstrations
previously described for the can-in-
canister immobilization variant, the
ARIES system, and other plutonium
processes.

DOE has decided not to pursue
several disposition alternatives that
were evaluated in the S&D PEIS: two
deep borehole alternatives,
electrometallurgical treatment,
evolutionary reactors, and partially-
completed reactors (unless they were
completed by others, in which case they
would qualify as existing reactors).
Although the deep borehole options are
technically attractive, the institutional
uncertainties associated with siting of
borehole facilities make timely
implementation of this alternative
unlikely. To implement the borehole
alternatives, new legislation and
regulations, or clarification of existing
regulations, may be necessary. DOE has
decided not to pursue the
electrometallurgical treatment option for
immobilization because its technology
is less mature than vitrification or
ceramic immobilization. 30 DOE has
decided not to pursue evolutionary
reactors or partially-completed reactors
because they offer no advantages over
existing reactors for plutonium

30 An evaluation by the National Research
Council in a recent report (see footnote 12, above)
concluded that the electrometallurgical treatment
process is not sufficiently mature to provide a
reliable basis for timely plutonium disposition.

disposition and would involve higher
costs, greater regulatory uncertainties,
higher environmental impacts from
construction, and less timely
commencement of disposition actions.

VI. Conclusion

DOE has decided to implement a
program to provide for safe and secure
storage of weapons-usable fissile
materials and for disposition of
weapons-usable plutonium that is
declared excess to national security
needs (now or in the future), as
specified in the Preferred Alternative in
the S&D Final PEIS. DOE will
consolidate the storage of weapons-
usable plutonium by upgrading and
expanding existing facilities at the
Pantex Plant in Texas and SRS in South
Carolina, continuing storage of surplus
plutonium currently onsite at Hanford,
LANL, and INEL pending disposition,
and continuing storage of weapons-
usable HEU at DOE's Y-12 Plant in
Tennessee, in upgraded and, as surplus
HEU is down-blended under the ROD
for Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium Final Environmental
Impact Statement, consolidated
facilities. DOE will provide for
disposition of surplus plutonium by
pursuing a strategy that allows: (1)
Immobilization of surplus plutonium for
disposal in a repository pursuant to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, and (2)
fabrication of surplus plutonium into
MOX fuel, for use in existing domestic
commercial reactors (and potentially
CANDU reactors, depending on future
agreements with Russia and Canada).
The timing and extent to which each of
these disposition technologies is
deployed will depend upon the results
of future technology development and
demonstrations, site-specific
environmental review, detailed cost
proposals, and the results of
negotiations with Russia, Canada, and
other nations. This programmatic
decision is effective upon being made
public, in accordance with DOE's
regulations implementing NEPA (10
CFR 1021.315). The goals of this
program are to support U.S. nuclear
weapons nonproliferation policy by
reducing global stockpiles of excess
fissile materials so that they may never
be used in weapons again. This program
will demonstrate the United States"
commitment to its nonproliferation
goals, as specified in the President's
Nonproliferation and Export Control
Policy of 1993, and provide an example
for other nations, where stockpiles of
surplus weapons-usable fissile materials
may be less secure from potential theft
or diversion than those in the United
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States, to encourage them to take similar
actions.

The decision process reflected in this
Notice complies with the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy
Act (42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.) and its
implementing regulations at 40 CFR
Parts 1500-1508 and 10 CFR Part 1021.

Issued in Washington, D.C., January 14,
1997.
Hazel R. O'Leary,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 97-1355 Filed 1-17-97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6450-01-P

Energy Information Administration

Agency Information Collection
Activities: Proposed Collection;
Comment Request

SUMMARY: The Energy Information
Administration (EIA) is soliciting
comments concerning the proposed
three-year extension of existing form
DOE-887, "Department of Energy
Customer Surveys."
DATES: Written comments must be
submitted on or before March 24, 1997.
If you anticipate that you will be
submitting comments, but find it
difficult to do so within the period of
time allowed by this notice, you should
advise the contact listed below of your
intention to do so as soon as possible.
ADDRESSES: Send comments to Herbert
T. Miller, Office of Statistical Standards,
EI-73, Forrestal Building, U.S.
Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.
20585, (Phone 202-426-1103, FAX 202-
426-1081, or e-mail
hmiller@eia.doe.gov).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Requests for
additional information should be
directed to Herbert Miller at the address
listed above.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

1. Background
11. Current Actions
III. Request for Comments

I. Background

In order to fulfill its responsibilities
under the Federal Energy
Administration Act of 1974 (Pub. L. No.
93-275) and the Department of Energy
Organization Act (Pub. L. No. 95-91),
the Energy Information Administration
is obliged to carry out a central,
comprehensive, and unified energy data
and information program. As part of this
program, EIA collects, evaluates,
assembles, analyzes, and disseminates
data and information related to energy
resource reserves, production, demand,
and technology, and related economic
and statistical information relevant to

the adequacy of energy resources to
meet demands in the near and longer
term future for the Nation's economic
and social needs.

The Energy Information
Administration, as part of its continuing
effort to reduce paperwork and
respondent burden (required by the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (Pub.
L. 104-13)), conducts a presurvey
consultation program to provide the
general public and other Federal
agencies with an opportunity to
comment on proposed and/or
continuing reporting forms. This
program helps to ensure that requested
data can be provided in the desired
format, reporting burden is minimized,
reporting forms are clearly understood,
and the impact of collection
requirements on respondents can be
properly assessed. Also, EIA will later
seek approval by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) for the
collections under Section 3507(h) of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (Pub.
L. No. 104-13, Title 44, U.S.C. Chapter
35).

On September 11, 1993, the President
signed Executive Order No. 12862
aimed at " * * * ensuring the Federal
government provides the highest quality
service possible to the American
people." The Order discusses surveys as
a means for determining the kinds and
qualities of service desired by Federal
Government customers and for
determining satisfaction levels for
existing services. These voluntary
customer surveys will be used to
ascertain customer satisfaction with the
Department of Energy in terms of
services and products. Respondents will
be individuals and organizations that
are the recipients of the Department's
services and products. Previous
customer surveys have provided useful
information to the Department for
assessing how well the Department is
delivering its services and products and
for making improvements. The results
are used internally and summaries are
provided to the Office of Management
and Budget on an annual basis, and are
used to satisfy the requirements and the
spirit of Executive Order No. 12862.

II. Current Actions

The request to OMB will be for a
three-year extension of the expiration
date of approval for DOE to conduct
customer surveys. During the past
clearance cycle, over 20 customer
surveys have been conducted by
telephone and mail. (Examples of
previously conducted customer surveys
are available upon request.) Our
planned activities in the next 3 fiscal
years reflect our increased emphasis on

and expansion of these activities,
including an increased use of electronic
means for obtaining customer input
(CD-ROM and World Wide Web).

III. Request for Comments

Prospective respondents and other
interested parties should comment on
the actions discussed in item II. The
following guidelines are provided to
assist in the preparation of responses.

General Issues

A. Is the proposed collection of
information necessary, taking into
account its accuracy, adequacy, and
reliability, and the agency's ability to
process the information it collects in a
useful and timely fashion?

B. What enhancements can EIA make
to the quality, utility, and clarity of the
information to be collected?

As a Potential Respondent

A. Average public reporting burden
for a customer survey is estimated to be
.25 hours per response (8,333
respondents per year x 15 minutes per
response = 2,083 hours annually).
Burden includes the total time, effort, or
financial resources expended to
generate, maintain, retain, or disclose or
provide the information including: (1)
reviewing instructions; (2) developing,
acquiring, installing, and utilizing
technology and systems for the purposes
of collecting, validating, verifying,
processing, maintaining, disclosing and
providing information; (3) adjusting the
existing ways to comply with any
previously applicable instructions and
requirements; (4) training personnel to
respond to a collection of information;
(5) searching data sources; (6)
completing and reviewing the collection
of information; and (7) transmitting, or
otherwise disclosing the information.

Please comment on (1) the accuracy of
our estimate and (2) how the agency
could minimize the burden of the
collection of information, including the
use of automated collection techniques
or other forms of information
technology.

B. EIA estimates that respondents will
incur no additional costs for reporting
other than the hours required to
complete the collection. What is the
estimated (1) total dollar amount
annualized for capital and start-up costs
and (2) recurring annual dollar amount
of operation and maintenance and
purchase of services costs associated
with this data collection? The estimates
should take into account the costs
associated with generating, maintaining,
and disclosing or providing the
information.
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collection on the respondents, including
through the use of information
technology.

Dated: May 16,1997.
Gloria Parker,
Director, Information Resources Management
Group.

Office of Management

Type of Review: New.
Title: Department of Education

Federal Cash Award Certification
Statement and Department of Education
Federal Cash Quarterly Confirmation
Statement.

Frequency: Annually.
Affected Public: Business or other for-

profit; Not for Profit institutions;
Federal Government; State, Local or
Tribal Government, SEAs or LEAs.

Annual Reporting and Recordkeeping
Hour Burden:

Responses: 12,000.
Burden Hours: 38,160.

Abstract. The collection of the Federal
Cash Award Statement is necessary for
the Agency to monitor cash advanced to
grantees and to obtain expenditure
information for each grant from
grantees. Information collection is used
to report total outlays to the Office of
Management and Budget and the
Department of the Treasury and is used
to project the Federal government's and
the Department's financial condition.
This information collection also enables
the Department to provide Treasury
with outlay information to facilitate
Treasury's estimation of future
borrowing requirements. Respondents
include over 12,000 State, local, college,
university, proprietary school and non-
profit grantees who draw funds from the
Department.

The collection of Federal cash
quarterly confirmation statement
enables grantees to identify
discrepancies in grant authorizations,
and funds drawn and funds refunded.
Action is required only if a grantee's
records do not agree with the
information contained on the statement.
This information will be used to help
grantees report and initiate resolution of
discrepancies. Respondents include
over 12,000 State, local, college,
university, proprietary school and non-
profit grantees who draw funds from the
Department.

Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services

Type of Review: New.
Title: Grantee Reporting Form.
Frequency: Annually.
Affected Public: Business or other for-

profit; Not-for-profit institutions; State,
local or Tribal Gov't, SEAs or LEAs.

Annual Reporting and Recordkeeping
Hour Burden:

Responses: 165.
Burden Hours: 330.

Abstract: Rehabilitation Services
Administration (RSA) training grants
provide stipends to "RSA Scholars" in
order to train skilled rehabilitation
personnel. Grantees are required to
"track" scholars, relative to the
"payback" provision in the
Rehabilitation Act. Data collection is
reported annually to RSA in order to
monitor performance and report
progress to Congress.

[FR Doc. 97-13413 Filed 5-21-97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4000-01-M

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Surplus Plutonium Disposition
Environmental Impact Statement

AGENCY: Department of Energy
ACTION: Notice of intent

SUMMARY: The Department of Energy
(DOE) announces its intent to prepare
an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) pursuant to the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) on
the disposition of United States'
weapons-usable surplus plutonium.
This EIS is tiered from the Storage and
Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile
Materials Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (Storage and
Disposition PEIS) (DOE/EIS-0229),
issued in December 1996, and the
associated Record of Decision (62 FR
3014), issued on January 14, 1997.

The EIS will examine reasonable
alternatives and potential
environmental impacts for the proposed
siting, construction, and operation of
three types of facilities for plutonium
disposition. The first is a facility to
disassemble and convert pits (a nuclear
weapons component) into plutonium
oxide suitable for disposition. As
explained in the January 1997 Record of
Decision, this pit disassembly and
conversion facility will be located at
either DOE's Hanford Site, Idaho
National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory (INEEL),
Pantex Plant, or Savannah River Site
(SRS). The second is a facility to
immobilize surplus plutonium in a glass
or ceramic form for disposition in a
geologic repository pursuant to the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act. This second
facility will be located at either Hanford
or SRS, and include a collocated
capability to convert non-pit plutonium
materials into a form suitable for
immobilization. The EIS will discuss
various technologies for immobilization.

The third type of facility would
fabricate plutonium oxide into mixed
oxide (MOX) fuel. The MOX fuel
fabrication facility would be located at
either Hanford, INEEL, Pantex or SRS.
MOX fuel would be used in existing
commercial light water reactors in the
United States, with subsequent disposal
of the spent fuel in accordance with the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Some MOX
fuel could also be used in Canadian
deuterium uranium (CANDU) reactors
depending upon negotiation of a future
international agreement between
Canada, Russia, and the United States.
The EIS will also discuss
decommissioning and decontamination
(D&D) of the three facilities.

This Notice of Intent describes the
Department's proposed action, solicits
public input, and announces the
schedule for the public scoping
meetings.

DATES: Comments on the proposed
scope of the Surplus Plutonium
Disposition EIS (SPD EIS) are invited
from the public. To ensure
consideration in the draft EIS, written
comments should be postmarked by July
18, 1997. Comments received after that
date will be considered to the extent
practicable. DOE will hold interactive
scoping meetings near sites that may be
affected by the proposed action to
discuss issues and receive oral and
written comments on the scope of the
EIS. The locations, dates and times for
these public meetings are included in
the Supplementary Information section
of this notice and will be announced by
additional appropriate means.

ADDRESSES: Comments and questions
concerning the plutonium disposition
program can be submitted by calling
(answering machine) or faxing them to
the toll free number 1-800-820-5156, or
by mailing them to: Bert Stevenson,
NEPA Compliance Officer, Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition, U.S.
Department of Energy, Post Office Box
23786, Washington, DC 20026-3786.

Comments may also be submitted
electronically by using the Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition's web site.
The address is http://web.fle.com/fedix/
fisl.html.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
general information on the DOE NEPA
process, please contact: Carol
Borgstrom, Director, Office of NEPA
Policy and Assistance, U.S. Department
of Energy 1000, Independence Avenue,
S.W., Washington, DC 20585, 202-586-
4600 or 1-800-472-2756.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

The Storage and Disposition
Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) analyzed the potential
environmental consequences of
alternatives for the long-term storage (up
to 50 years) of weapons-usable fissile
materials and the disposition of surplus
plutonium. Surplus plutonium for
disposition refers to that weapons-
usable plutonium that the President has
declared surplus to national security
needs, as well as such plutonium that
may be declared surplus in the future.
As stated in the Record of Decision for
the Storage and Disposition PEIS, the
Department decided to pursue a hybrid

approach that allows immobilization of
surplus plutonium in glass or ceramic
form and burning of some of the surplus
plutonium as MOX fuel in existing,
commercial light water reactors in the
United States (and potentially in
Canadian Deuterium Uranium (CANDU)
reactors in Canada depending on future
international agreement). The
Department decided that the extent to
which either or both of these disposition
approaches would ultimately be
deployed would depend in part upon
future NEPA review, although the
Department committed to immobilize at
least 8 metric tons (tonnes) of currently
declared surplus plutonium and
reserved the option of immobilizing all
surplus weapons plutonium. In the

Record of Decision for the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, the Department
further decided to: (1) locate the
immobilization facility (collocated with
a plutonium conversion facility) at
either Hanford or SRS; (2) locate a
potential MOX fuel fabrication facility
at either Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, or
SRS; (3) locate a pit disassembly and
conversion facility at either Hanford,
INEEL, Pantex, or SRS; and (4)
determine the specific technology for
immobilization based in part on this
follow-on disposition EIS.

The processes, materials and
technologies involved in surplus
plutonium disposition are depicted in
Figure 1.
BILLING CODE 6450-01-P
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Figure 1. Plutonium Disposition Processes in DOE's Proposed Action
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Proposed Action

The Department proposes to
determine whether to continue with
both the immobilization and MOX
approaches for surplus plutonium
disposition and if so, to site, construct,
and operate and ultimately D&D three
types of facilities for plutonium
disposition at one or more of four DOE
sites, as follows:

* A collocated non-pit plutonium
conversion and immobilization facility
at either Hanford, near Richland,
Washington, or SRS, near Aiken, South
Carolina, with sub-alternatives for the
technology and facilities used to form
the immobilized plutonium.

* A pit disassembly/conversion
facility at either Hanford: SRS; INEEL,
near Idaho Falls, Idaho: or the Pantex
Plant, near Amarillo, Texas.

* A MOX fuel fabrication facility at
either Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, or SRS,
with sub-alternatives for fabrication of
Lead Test Assemblies for use in fuel
qualification demonstrations.

Construction of these facilities would
be on previously disturbed land and
could include the modification of
existing facilities where practicable, to
reduce local environmental impacts,
reduce costs, and shorten schedules. In
the pit disassembly and conversion
facility, the Department proposes to
disassemble surplus pits and convert
the plutonium in them to an
unclassified oxide form suitable for
disposition. The Department also
proposes to convert most non-pit
plutonium materials to plutonium oxide
at the plutonium conversion facility,
which will be collocated with the
immobilization facility.

Plutonium Disposition Decisions

The Department expects to make the
following decisions based upon the
results of this EIS and other information
and considerations:

* Whether to construct and operate
collocated plutonium conversion and
immobilization facilities, and if so,
where (including selection of the
specific immobilization technology).

* Whether to construct and operate a
pit disassembly/conversion facility, and
if so, where.

* Whether to construct and operate a
MOX fuel fabrication facility, and if so,
where (including selection of the site for
fabrication of Lead Test Assemblies).

The exact extent to which the MOX
approach would ultimately be deployed
will depend on a number of factors, in
addition to environmental impacts.
These are likely to include cost, contract
negotiations, and international
agreements.

Alternatives

No Action

A No Action alternative will be
analyzed (Alternative 1) in the SPD EIS.
Implementation of the No Action
alternative would mean that disposition
would not occur, and surplus weapons-
usable plutonium, including pits, metals
and oxides, would remain in storage in
accordance with the Storage and
Disposition PEIS Record of Decision.

Plutonium Disposition Alternatives

The SPD EIS will analyze alternatives
for the siting, construction and
operation of the three facilities at
various candidate sites as described in
the Proposed Action. These facilities
would be designed so that they could
collectively disposition surplus
plutonium (existing and future) over
their operating lives. Although the exact
quantity of plutonium that may be
declared surplus over time is not
known, for purposes of analysis a
nominal 50 tonnes of surplus plutonium
will be used for assessing the
environmental impacts of plutonium
disposition activities at the various
candidate sites. Under alternatives
involving the "hybrid" (immobilization
and MOX) approach selected in the
Storage and Disposition Record of
Decision, the SPD EIS will analyze the
same distribution of surplus plutonium
that was analyzed in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, which is fabrication of
pits and pure plutonium metal or oxide
(approximately 33 tonnes) into MOX
fuel, and immobilization of the
remaining non-pit plutonium
(approximately 17 tonnes). The Record
of Decision on the Storage and
Disposition PEIS states, "DOE will
immobilize at least eight tonnes of
currently declared surplus plutonium
materials that DOE has already
determined are not suitable for use in
MOX fuel." Since the issuance of that
decision, the Department has further
determined that a total of about 17
tonnes of surplus plutonium is not
suitable for use in MOX fuel without
extensive processing. Thus, an
alternative for fabricating all surplus
plutonium into MOX fuel will not be
analyzed. However, converting the full
50 tonnes of surplus plutonium into an
immobilized form will be analyzed as a
reasonable alternative.

Under each disposition approach,
DOE could in principle locate one, two,
or all three facilities at a candidate site.
However, locating one facility at each of
three sites would mean conducting
disposition activities at three widely
separated locations around the country.
This would substantially increase

transportation cost, unnecessarily
increase exposure of workers and the
public, and increase transportation
risks, without any apparent
compensating benefit. Therefore, the
Department is proposing to consider
only alternatives that locate two or more
facilities at one site, with the possibility
of one facility at a separate site. Further,
certain combinations of facilities and
sites are not being considered as
reasonable alternatives, because they
would also substantially increase
transportation cost, unnecessarily
increase exposure to workers and the
public, and increase transportation
risks, without any apparent
compensating benefit.

Based on the above considerations
and the candidate site selections in the
Storage and Disposition Record of
Decision, the following alternatives
have been developed in addition to the
No Action alternative. Table 1
summarizes the alternatives by site.
Alternatives 2 through 10 (see Table 1)
would involve immobilization of
approximately 17 tonnes of low purity
(non-pit) plutonium, and fabrication of
approximately 33 tonnes of high purity
plutonium (pits and plutonium metal)
into MOX fuel. The differences among
alternatives 2 through 10 are the
locations of the proposed facilities.
Alternatives 11 and 12 would involve
immobilization of all 50 tonnes of
plutonium at either Hanford or SRS.

The Department has identified
existing facilities that can be modified
for use in plutonium disposition at
various candidate sites. A summary of
the existing and new facilities (shown in
the parentheses in Table 1) to be used
in the SPD EIS analyses is given in
Table 1, where FMEF is the Fuel and
Materials Examination Facility, FPF is
the Fuel Processing Facility, and DWPF
is the Defense Waste Processing Facility.

Lead Test Assemblies

With respect to the MOX alternatives,
the Department would qualify MOX fuel
forms for use in existing commercial
reactors. DOE will analyze two sub-
alternatives for the fabrication of the
lead test assemblies needed to qualify
the fuel. In one sub-alternative, the lead
test assemblies would be fabricated in
the United States. Fabrication in the
United States would involve
constructing a pilot capability in
conjunction with the fuel fabrication
facility. Therefore, the potential sites
include the candidate sites for the fuel
fabrication facility (i.e., Hanford, INEEL,
Pantex, and SRS). The pilot capability
could also be located in an existing
small facility at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). The
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second alternative would be for sites exist (Belgium, France, and the sooner than with any facility under the

fabrication in existing European United Kingdom) that would allow United States alternative.

facilities; three potential fabrication fabrication of the Lead Test Assemblies

TABLE 1.-DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVES

Alternative/Site/Disposition Facility

Alt. No Pit MOX It Plutonium conversion and immobiliza- Amounts of plutonium
Al.N. disassembly pnto

1 No Action
2 . Hanford (FMEF) ........... Hanford (FMEF) ........... Hanford (FMEF) ......................... 1........ 17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

3 . SRS (New) ...... SRS (New) ...... SRS (New, or Bldg 221F, and DWPF) 17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

4 . Pantex (New) ....... Hanford (FMEF) ......... Hanford (FMEF) .17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

5 . Pantex (New) .......... SRS (New) .......... SRS (New, or Bldg 221 F, and DWPF) 17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

6 . Hanford (FMEF) ......... Hanford (FMEF) ......... SRS (New, or Bldg 221 F, and DWPF) 17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

7 . INEEL (FPF) ......... INEEL (New) ......... SRS (New, or Bldg 221 F, and DWPF) 17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

8 . INEEL (FPF) ....... INEEL (New) ....... Hanford (FMEF) .17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

9 . Pantex (New) ........ Pantex (New) ........ SRS (New, or Bldg 221 F, and DWPF) 17t Immobilization / 33t MOX.

10 . Pantex (New) ......... Pantex (New) ....... Hanford (FMEF) .17t Immobilization I 33t MOX.

11 . Hanford (FMEF) ......... N/A ....... Hanford (FMEF) .50t Immobilization / Ot MOX.

12. SRS (New) .......... N/A . ....... SR S (New, or Bldg 221 F, and DWPF) 50t Immobilization lOt MOX.

Immobilization Technology

The Record of Decision on the Storage
and Disposition PEIS stated, "Because
there are a number of technology
variations that could be used for
immobilization, DOE will also
determine the specific immobilization
technology based upon the follow-on
EIS * * *" (i.e., the SPD EIS). The
technologies to be considered are those
identified as variants in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS.

Preferred Alternative

For immobilization, the Department
prefers to use the "can-in-canister"
technology at the DWPF at SRS. Under
the can-in-canister approach, cans
containing plutonium in glass or
ceramic form would be placed in DWPF
canisters, which would be filled with
borosilicate glass containing high-level
waste.

Classified Information

The Department plans to prepare the
SPD EIS as an unclassified document
with a classified appendix. The
classified information in the SPD EIS
will not be available for public review.
However, the classified information will
be considered by DOE in reaching a
decision on the disposition of surplus
plutonium. DOE will provide as much
information as possible in unclassified
form to assist public understanding and
comment.

Research and Development Activities

The Department recently announced
its intent to prepare two environmental
assessments (EAs) for proposed research
and development activities that DOE
would conduct prior to completion of
the SPD EIS and ROD. One EA will

analyze the potential environmental
impacts of a proposed pit disassembly
and conversion integrated systems test
at LANL. In addition, to further the
purposes of NEPA, this EA will describe
other research and development
activities currently on-going at various
sites, including work related to
immobilization and to MOX fuel
fabrication. The other EA will be
prepared for the proposed shipment of
special MOX fuel to Canada for an
experiment involving the use of United
States and Russian fuel in a Canadian
test reactor, for development of fuel for
the CANDU reactors. This EA will
analyze the prior and future fabrication
and proposed shipment of the fuel
pellets needed for the experiment.

Relationships With Other DOE NEPA
Activities

In addition to the SPD EIS and the
EAs discussed above, the Department is
currently conducting NEPA reviews of
other activities that have a potential
relationship with the SPD EIS. They
include:

1. Waste Management Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement for
Managing Treatment, Storage and
Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous
Waste (DOE/EIS-0200D) (Draft issued:
September 22, 1995; 60 FR 49264).

2. Management of Certain Plutonium
Residues and Scrub Alloy Stored at the
Rocky Flats Environmental Technology
Site EIS (Notice of Intent to Prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement:
November 19, 1996; 61 FR 58866).

Invitation To Comment

DOE invites comments on the scope
of this EIS from all interested parties,
including potentially affected Federal,
State, and local agencies, and Indian

tribes. Comments can be provided by
any of the means listed in the Address
Section of this notice and by providing
oral and written comments at the
scoping meetings.

The Department is requesting, by
separate correspondence, that Federal
agencies I desiring to be designated as
cooperating agencies on the SPD EIS
inform DOE by July 18, 1997.

Scoping Meetings

Public scoping meetings will be held
near each site that may be affected by
the proposed action. The interactive
scoping meetings will provide the
public with the opportunity to present
comments, ask questions, and discuss
concerns regarding plutonium
disposition activities with DOE officials,
and for the Department to receive oral
and written comments on the scope of
the EIS. Written and oral comments will
be given equal weight in the scoping
process. Input from the scoping
meetings along with comments received
by other means (phone, mail, fax, web-
site) will be used by the Department in
refining the scope of the EIS. The
locations and dates for these public
meetings are as shown below. All
meetings will consist of two sessions
(1:00 pm to 4:00 pm and 6:00 pm to 9:00
pm).

Hanford Site:

July 1, 1997
Shilo Inn
50 Comstock
Richland, WA 99352
509-946-4661

' Arms Control and Disarmament Agency;
Department of Defense: Department of State:
Environmental Protection Agency: and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
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Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory

June 10, 1997
Shilo Inn
780 Lindsay Boulevard
Idaho Fall, ID 83402
208-523-0088

Pantex Plant

June 12, 1997
Radisson Inn Airport
7909 I-40 East at Lakeside
Amarillo, TX 79104
806-373-3303

Savannah River Site

June 19, 1997
North Augusta Community Center
495 Brookside Avenue
North Augusta, SC 29841
803-441-4290

Advanced registration for the public
meetings is requested but not required.
Please call 1-800-820-5134 and leave
your name and the location of the
meeting(s) you plan to attend. This
information will be used to determine
the size and number of rooms needed
for the meeting.

Scoping Meeting Format:

The Department intends to hold a
plenary session at the beginning of each
scoping meeting in which DOE officials
will more fully explain the framework
for the plutonium disposition program,
the proposed action, preliminary
alternatives for accomplishing the
proposed action and public
participation in the NEPA process.
Following the plenary session, the
Department intends to discuss relevant
issues in more detail, answer questions,
and receive comments. Each scoping
meeting for the Surplus Plutonium
Disposition EIS will have two sessions,
with each session lasting approximately
three to four hours.

Issued in Washington, DC this 16 day of
May, 1997, for the United States Department
of Energy.
Peter N. Brush,
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Environment, Safety and Health.

[FR Doc. 97-13494 Filed 5-21-97; 8:45 aml
BILLING CODE 6450-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[Docket No. RP97-165-003]

Alabama-Tennessee Natural Gas
Company; Notice of Compliance Filing

May 16,1997.
Take notice that on May 12, 1997,

Alabama-Tennessee Natural Gas

Company (Alabama-Tennessee)
tendered for filing the tariff sheets listed
in Appendix A to the filing, to be
effective June 1, 1997.

Alabama-Tennessee states that the
tariff sheets are submitted in
compliance with Order No. 587 and the
Commission's order issued on May 1,
1997 FERC 1 61,117).

Any person desiring to protest said
filing should file a protest with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
888 First Street, NE., Washington, DC
20426, in accordance with Section
385.211 of the Commission's
Regulations. All such protests must be
filed as provided in Section 154.2 10 of
the Commission's Regulations. Protests
will be considered by the Commission
in determining appropriate action to be
taken, but will not serve to make
protestants parties to the proceedings.
Copies of this filing are on file with the
Commission and are available for public
inspection.
Lois D. Cashell,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 97-13441 Filed 5-21-97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6717-01-M

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[Docket No. ES97-32-000]

Citizens Utilities Company; Notice of
Application

May 16,1997.
Take notice that on May 9, 1997,

Citizens Utilities Company (Applicant)
filed an application with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission under
§ 204 of the Federal Power Act
requesting orders (a) extending the
effectiveness of the order in Docket No.
ES95-34-000 until the close of business
on June 30, 1997, and (b) authorizing
the issuance, from time to time, of up to
50,000,000 shares of common stock as
stock dividends on shares of its
outstanding common stock during a
two-year period ending July 1, 1999.

Any person desiring to be heard or to
protest said application should file a
motion to intervene or protest with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
888 1st Street, NE, Washington, D.C.
20426 in accordance with Rules 211 and
214 of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385.211
and 385.214). All such motions or
protests should be filed on or before
May 20, 1997. Protests will be
considered by the Commission in
determining the appropriate action to be
taken, but will not serve to make the

protestants parties to the proceeding.
Any person wishing to become a party
must file a motion to intervene. Copies
of this filing are on file with the
Commission and are available for public
inspection.
Lois D. Cashell,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 97-13437 Filed 5-21-97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6717-01-M

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[Docket No. CP96-712-000]

Discovery Gas Transmission LLC;
Notice of Site Visit

May 16,1997.
On May 22, 1997, beginning at 9:30

a.m., the Office of Pipeline Regulation
(OPR) staff will conduct a compliance
inspection of the onshore facilities of
the Discovery Gas Transmission LLC
Pipeline Construction Project in
Lafourche Parish, Louisiana, beginning
at the Larose Gas Processing Plant site
(off state highway 24) in Larose.

All parties may attend. Those
planning to attend must provide their
own transportation (an air boat is
required for most of the pipeline route).

For further information, please
contact Paul McKee at (202) 208-1088.
Warren C. Edmunds,
Acting Director, Office of Pipeline Regulation.
[FR Doc. 97-13434 Filed 5-21-97; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6717-01-M

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[Docket No. ER97-2846-000]

Florida Power Corporation; Notice of
Filing

May 16,1997.
Take notice that on May 5, 1997,

Florida Power Corporation (Florida
Power) filed an Application for an Order
Approving Market-Based Rates for Sales
Outside of Florida. In its Application,
Florida Power requests authorization to
engage in wholesale, bulk power sales
outside of Florida at market-determined
prices, including sales not involving
Florida Power's generation or
transmission. Florida Power requests an
effective date of 60 days after this filing,
or the date on which the Commission
issues an order approving Florida
Power's application for market-based
rates, whichever is earlier.
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Dated: July 16, 1998.
Richard D. Wilson,
Acting Assistant Administrator.
[FR Doc. 98-19832 Filed 7-23-98; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 6560-50-P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

[ER-FRL-5494-11

Environmental Impact Statements and
Regulations; Availability of EPA
Comments

Availability of EPA comments
prepared July 6, 1998 Through July 10,
1998 pursuant to the Environmental
Review Process (ERP), under Section
309 of the Clean Air Act and Section
102(2)(c) of the National Environmental
Policy Act as amended. Requests for
copies of EPA comments can be directed
to the Office of Federal Activities AT
(202) 564-5076. An explanation of the
ratings assigned to draft environmental
impact statements (EISs) was published
in FR dated April 10, 1998 (63 FR
17856).

Draft EISs

ERP No. D-FRC-J05078-MT Rating
E02, Missouri-Madison Hydroelectric
(FERC No. 2188) Project, Issuing a New
licence (Relicense) for Nine Dams and
Associated Facilities, MT.

Summary: EPA expressed
environmental objections regarding
FERC's rejection of Section 10 0)
recommendations; inadequacies in the
analysis of thermal issues; the potential
for impairment to the beneficial uses;
and the rejection of some State Clean
Water Act 401 conditions. EPA believes
FERC should ensure license conditions
that require hydropower operations be
done in the best practicable manner to
minimize harm to beneficial uses.
License conditions also need to
incorporate thermal success criteria and
appropriate language to reopen the
license if success criteria are not
adequately attained by proposed
mitigation. EPA believes additional
information is needed to fully assess
and mitigate all potential impacts of the
management actions.

ERP No. D-IBR-J28020-UT Rating
E02, Narrows Dam and Reservoir
Project, Construction of Supplemental
Water Supply for Agricultural and
Municipal Water Use, Gooseberry Creek,
Sanpete and Carbon Counties, UT.

Summary: EPA expressed
environmental objections to the
proposed project, and stated that it
believes additional, less damaging
alternatives are available which would
reduce the project related impacts. EPA

requested additional detail on
mitigation, project impacts, and
alternatives.

ERP No. D-IBR-K39045-CA Rating
EC2, Programmatic EIS-Central Valley
Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) of
1992 Implementation, Central Valley,
Trinity, Contra Costa, Alameda, Santa
Clara and San Benito Counties, CA.

Summary: EPA expressed strong
support for the overall intent of CVPIA
implementation; alternatives which
provide a strong two-pronged
commitment to ecosystem restoration
and flexible, efficient use of developed
water supplies; and use of CVPIA tools
to provide efficient management of
existing, developed water supplies. EPA
requested additional information and
explanation on the range of
implementation, relationship between
PEIS and subsequent rules and
regulations, and to the relationship of
the PEIS to interim implementation
programs and the "Garamendi process"

ERP No. DR-DOI-K40222-TT Rating
E02, Palau Compact Road Construction,
Revision to Major Transportation and
Communication Link on the Island of
Babeldaob, Implementation, Funding,
Republic of Palau, Babeldaob Island,
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

Summary: EPA expressed
environmental objections because the
RDEIS did not provide sufficient
documentation that all practicable
means have been undertaken by the
Corps and the Republic of Palau to
avoid and minimize adverse impacts
associated with placing dredged or fill
material in wetlands and other aquatic
resources protected under CWA Section
404.

Final EISs

ERP No. F-AFS-L65285-AK, Chasina
Timber Sale, Harvesting Timber and
Road Construction, Tongass National
Forest, Craig Ranger District, Ketchikan
Administrative Area, AK.

Summary: Review of the Final EIS
was not deemed necessary. No formal
comment letter was sent to the
preparing agency.

ERP No. F-AFS-L65300-AK, Canal
Hoya Timber Sale, Implementation,
Stikine Area, Tongass National Forest,
Value Comparison Unit (VCU), AK.

Summary: Review of the Final EIS
was not deemed necessary. No formal
comment letter was sent to the
preparing agency.

Dated: July 21, 1998.
William D. Dickerson,
Director, NEPA Compliance Division, Office
of Federal Activities.
[FR Doc. 98-19884 Filed 7-23-98; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560-50-U

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

[ER-FRL-5493-91

Environmental Impact Statements;
Notice of Availability

Responsible Agency: Office of Federal
Activities, General Information (202)
564-7167 OR (202) 564-7153.
Weekly receipt of Environmental Impact

Statements
Filed July 13, 1998 Through July 17,

1998
Pursuant to 40 CFR 1506.9
EIS No. 980269, Draft EIS, AFS, ID,

Eagle Bird Project Area, Timber
Harvesting and Road Construction,
Idaho Panhandle National Forests, St.
Joe Ranger District, Shoshone County,
ID, Due: September 07, 1998, Contact:
Cameo Flood (208) 245-4517.

EIS No. 980270, Final EIS, FHW, NC,
US 70 Improvements Project, I-40 to
the Intersection of US 70 and US 70
Business, Funding and COE Section
404 Permit, Wake and Johnston
Counties, NC, Due: August 24, 1998,
Contact: Nicholas L. Graf, P.E. (919)
733-7842 ext. 260.

EIS No. 980271, Draft EIS, FHW, IN, US
231 Transportation Project, New
Construction from CR-200 N to CR-
1150'1, Funding, Right-of-Way Permit
and COE Section 404 Permit, Spencer
and Dubois Counties, IN, Due:
October 15, 1998, Contact: Douglas N.
Head (317) 226-7487.

EIS No. 980272, Draft EIS, NOA, MS,
Grand Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve (NERR),
Designation, To Conduct Research,
Educational Project and Construction,
East of the City of Biloxi, Jackson
County, MS, Due: September 07,
1998, Contact: Stephanie Thornton
(301) 713-3125 ext. 110

EIS No. 980273, Draft Supplement, FTA,
PR, Tren Urbano Transit Project,
Updated Information for the Minillas
Extension, Construction and
Operation, San Juan Metropolitan
Area, Funding, NPDES Permit, US
Coast Guard Bridge Permit and COE
Section 10 and 404 Permits, PR, Due:
September 07, 1998, Contact: Alex
McNeil (404) 562-3511.

EIS No. 980274, Final EIS, FRC, NB,
Kingsley Dam Project (FERC. No.
1417) and North Platte/Keystone
Diversion Dam (FERC. No. 1835)
Hydroelectric Project, Application for
Licenses, Near the confluence of the
North/South Platte Rivers, Keith,
Lincoln, Garden, Dawson and Gasper
Counties, NB, August 24, 1998,
Contact: Frankie Green (202) 501-
7704.
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EIS No. 980275, Draft EIS, FAA, NC,
Charlotte/Douglas International
Airport, Construction and Operation,
New Runway 17/35 (Future 18L/36R
Associated Taxiway Improvements,
Master Plan Development, Approval
Airport Layout Plan (ALP) and COE
Section 404 Permit, Mecklenburg
County, NC, Due: September 07, 1998,
Contact: Thomas M. Roberts (404)
305-7153.

EIS No. 980276, Draft EIS, BOP, PA,
Greater Scranton Area, United States
Penitentiary (USP) Construction and
Operation, Site Selection,
Lackawanna and Wayne Counties,
PA, Due: September 8, 1998, Contact:
DavidJ. Dorworth (202) 514-6470.

EIS No. 980277, Draft EIS, DOE, ID,
Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment
Project, Construction and Operation,
Site Selected, Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory (INEEL), Eastern Snake
River Plain, ID, Due: September 11,
1998, Contact: John Medema (208)
526-1407.

EIS No. 980278, Final EIS, AFS, ID,
North Round Valley Timber Sales and
Road Construction, Implementation,
Payette National Forest, New
Meadows Ranger District, Adams
County, ID, Due: August 24, 1998,
Contact: Kimberly Brandel (208) 347-
0300.

Amended Notices

EIS No. 980171, Draft EIS, COE, TX,
Dallas Floodway Extension,
Implementation, Trinity River Basin,
Flood Damage Reduction and
Environmental Restoration, Dallas
County, TX, Due: August 14, 1998,
Contact: Gene T. Rice, Jr. (817) 978-
2110. Published FR 05-15-98-
Review Period extended.

EIS No. 980267, Draft EIS, DOE, CA,
NM, TX, ID, C, WA, Surplus
Plutonium Disposition (DOE/EIS-
0283) for Siting, Construction and
Operation of three facilities for
Plutonium Disposition, Possible Sites
Hanford, Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory,
Pantex Plant and Savannah River, CA,
ID, NM, SC, TX and WA, Due:
September 16, 1998, Contact: G. Bert
Stevenson (202) 586-5368. This EIS
was inadvertently omitted from the
07-17-98 Federal Register. The
official 45 days NEPA review period
is calculated from 07-17-98.

Dated: July 21, 1998.
William D. Dickerson,
Director, NEPA Compliance Division, Office
of Federal Activities.
[FR Doc. 98-19885 Filed 7-23-98; 8:45 am]
BILING CODE 6560-50-P

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION

Notice of Public Information
Collection(s) Submitted to OMB for
Review and Approval

July 17,1998.
SUMMARY: The Federal Communications
Commissions, as part of its continuing
effort to reduce paperwork burden
invites the general public and other
Federal agencies to take this
opportunity to comment on the
following information collection, as
required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995, Public Law 104-13. An
agency may not conduct or sponsor a
collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid control
number. No person shall be subject to
any penalty for failing to comply with
a collection of information subject to the
Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) that
does not display a valid control number.
Comments are requested concerning (a)
whether the proposed collection of
information is necessary for the proper
performance of the functions of the
Commission, including whether the
information shall have practical utility;
(b) the accuracy of the Commission's
burden estimate; (c) ways to enhance
the quality, utility, and clarity of the
information collected; and (d) ways to
minimize the burden of the collection of
information on the respondents,
including the use of automated
collection techniques or other forms of
information technology.
DATES: Written comments should be
submitted on or before August 24, 1998.
If you anticipate that you will be
submitting comments, but find it
difficult to do so within the period of
time allowed by this notice, you should
advise the contact listed below as soon
as possible.
ADDRESSES: Direct all comments to Les
Smith, Federal Communications
Commissions, Room 234, 1919 M St.,
N.W., Washington, DC 20554 or via
internet to lesmith@fcc.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
additional information or copies of the
information collections contact Les
Smith at 202-418-0217 or via internet
at lesmith@fcc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

OMB Approval Number: 3060-0089.
Title: Application for Land Radio

Station Authorization in the Maritime
Services.

Form No.: FCC 503.
Type of Review: Revision of a

currently approved collection.
Respondents: Individuals or

households; Businesses or other for-

profit entities; Not-for-profit
institutions; State, Local or Tribal
Government.

Number of Respondents: 700.
Estimated Time Per Response: 45

minutes.
Frequency of Response: On occasion

reporting requirements.
Cost to Respondents: $76,224 ($115

application fee for a new station; $90
application fee to modify an existing
land station; postage).

Total Annual Burden: 525 hours.
Needs and Uses: FCC Rules require

that applicants file FCC Form 503 when
applying for a new station or when
modifying an existing land radio station
in the Maritime Mobile Service or an
Alaska Public Fixed Station. This form
is required by the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended, International
Treaties, and FCC Rules-47 CFR Parts
1.922, 80.19, and 80.29. The data
collected are necessary to evaluate a
request for station authorization in the
Maritime Services or an Alaska Public
Fixed Station, to issue licenses, and to
update the database to allow proper
management of the frequency spectrum.
FCC Form 503 is being revised to collect
Antenna Structure Registration Number/
or FCC Form 854 File Number, and
Internet or E-mail address of the
applicant. Due to changes in the
antenna clearance procedures, we no
longer need to collect certain antenna
information, such as the name of the
nearest aircraft landing area and the
distance and the direction to the nearest
runway. The instructions are being
edited accordingly.
Federal Communications Commission.
Magalle Roman Salas,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 98-19715 Filed 7-23-98; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 6712-01-P

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION

Notice of Public Information
Collection(s) Submitted to OMB for
Review and Approval

July 18, 1998.
SUMMARY: The Federal Communications
Commission, as part of its continuing
effort to reduce paperwork burden
invites the general public and other
Federal agencies to take this
opportunity to comment on the
following information collection, as
required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995, Pub. L. 104-13. An agency
may not conduct or sponsor a collection
of information unless it displays a
currently valid control number. No
person shall be subject to any penalty
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Burden Statement: The annual burden
for this collection of information is
estimated to average fourteen work
weeks of professional effort at $840 per
week, and seven work weeks of clerical
support at $360 per week for the
government. Approximately 2 10
requests may be made annually with an
average of one hour spent on each
request by both entities. The total costs
are attributed to labor hours and
overhead since there is no capital
investment required for this collection
of information. Burden means the total
time, effort, or financial resources
expended by persons to generate,
maintain, retain, or disclose or provide
information to or for a Federal agency.
This includes the time needed to review
instruction; develop, acquire, install,
and utilize technology and systems for
the purposes of collecting, validating,
and verifying information, processing
and maintaining information, and
disclosing and providing information;
adjust the existing ways to comply with
any previously applicable instruction
and requirements; train personnel to be
able to respond to a collection of
information; search data sources;
complete and review the collection
information; and transmit or otherwise
disclose the information.

Dated: August 3,1998.
Robert Perciasepe,
Assistant Administrator for Air and
Radiation.
[FR Doc. 98-21210 Filed 8-6-98; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560-50-P

comments on specific aspects of the
collection as described below.
DATES: Comments must be submitted on
or before October 3,1998.
ADDRESSES: Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response, 401 M. Street,
SW, MS 5101, Washington, DC 20460.

Remit Comments to: Sella M.
Burchette, S EPA/ERT, 2890
Woodbridge Ave., Blg 18, MS 101,
Edison, NJ 08837-3679.

To obtain a copy at no charge, please
contact Sella Burchette at (732) 321-
6726/FAX: (732) 321-6724/or
electronically at
burchette.sella@epamail.epa.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Affected entities: Entities affected by
this action are those State and local
employees engaged in hazardous waste
operations and emergency response in
the 27 States that do not have
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) approved State
plans.

Title: EPA Worker Protection
Standard for Hazardous Waste
Operations and Emergency Response,
EPA ICR #1426.03, OMB Control #2050-
0105, Expiration 1-31-99. This is a
request for renewal, without change, of
a currently approved collection.

Abstract: Section 126 (f) of the
Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA)
require EPA to set worker protection
standards for State and local employees
engaged in hazardous waste operations
and emergency response in the 27 States
that do not have Occupational Safety
and Health Administration approved
State plans. The EPA coverage, required
to be identical to the OSHA standards,
extends to three categories of
employees: those in clean-ups at
uncontrolled hazardous waste sites,
including corrective actions at
Treatment, Storage and Disposal (TSD)
facilities regulated under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA);
employees working at routine hazardous
waste operations at RCRA TSD facilities;
and employees involved in emergency
response operations without regard to
location. This ICR renews the existing
mandatory recordkeeping collection of
ongoing activities including monitoring
of any potential employee exposure at
uncontrolled hazardous waste site,
maintaining records of employee
training, refresher training, medical
exams, and reviewing emergency
response plans.

An agency may not conduct or
sponsor, and a person is not required to
respond to, a collection of information
unless it displays a currently valid OMB
control number. The OMB control

numbers for EPA's regulations are listed
in 40 CFR part 9 and 48 CFR Chapter
15.

The EPA would like to solicit
comments to:

(i) evaluate whether the proposed
collection of information is necessary
for the proper performance of the
functions of the agency, including
whether the information will have
practical utility;

(ii) evaluate the accuracy of the
agency's estimates of the burden of the
proposed collection of information;

(iii) enhance the quality, utility and
clarity of the information to be
collected; and

(iv) minimize the burden of the
collection of information on those who
are to respond, including though the use
of appropriate automated electronic,
mechanical, or other technology
collection techniques or other forms of
information technology, e.g. permitting
electronic submission of responses.

Burden Statement: The annual
recordkeeping burden for this collection
is estimated to average 10.64 hours per
site or event. The estimated number of
respondents is approximated at 100
RCRA regulated TSD facilities or
uncontrolled hazardous waste sites;
23,900 State and local police
departments, fire departments or
hazardous materials response teams.
The estimated total burden hours on
respondents: 255,427. The frequency of
collection: continuous maintenance or
records.

Send comments regarding these
matters, or any other aspect of the
information collection, including
suggestions for reducing the burden, to
the address listed above.

Dated: July 30, 1998.
Larry Reed,
Acting Office Director, Office of Emergency
and Remedial Response.
[FR Doc. 98-212 11 Filed 8-6-98; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560-50-P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

[FRL-61 39-8]

Agency Information Collection
Activities: Comment Request Up for
Renewal

AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: In compliance with the
Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C.
3501 etseq.), this document announces
that EPA is planning to submit the
following continuing Information
Collection Request (ICR) to the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB): EPA
Worker Protection Standard for
Hazardous Waste Operations and
Emergency Response, EPA ICR
#1426.03, OMB Control #2050-0105,
Expiration 1/31/99. Before submitting
ICR to OMB and Budget (OMB) for
review and approval, EPA is soliciting

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

[ER-FRL-5494-3]

Environmental Impact Statements;
Notice of Availability

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY: Office of Federal
Activities, General Information (202)
564-7167 OR (202) 564-7153.

Weekly receipt of Environmental
Impact Statements, Filed July 27, 1998
Through July 31, 1998, Pursuant to 40
CFR 1506.9.
EIS No. 980287, DRAFT EIS, COE, CA,

Los Angeles County Drainage Area
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(LACDA) Water Conservation and
Supply and Santa Fe-Whittier
Narrows Dams Feasibility Study,
Implementation, Los Angeles County,
CA, Due: September 21, 1998,
Contact: Ms. Debbie Lamb (213) 452-
3798.

EIS No. 980288, FINAL EIS, AFS, CA,
Eight Eastside Rivers, Wild and
Scenic River Study, Suitability or
Nonsuitability, Tahoe National Forest
and Lake Tahoe Management Unit,
Land and Resource Management
Plans, Alpine, El Dorado, Placer,
Nevada and Sierra Counties, CA, Due:
September 8, 1998, Contact: Phil
Homing (530) 478-6210.

EIS No. 980289, FINAL EIS, FHW, TX,
Loop 49 Southern Section
Construction, TX-155 to TX-110,
Funding, Tyler, Smith County, TX,
Due: September 8, 1998, Contact:
Walter C. Waidelich (512) 916-5988.

EIS No. 980290, DRAFT EIS, NPS, CA,
Redwood National and State Parks
General Management Plan,
Implementation, Humboldt and Del
Norte Counties, CA, Due: October 9,
1998, Contact: Alan Schmierer (414)
427-1441.

EIS No. 980291, DRAFT EIS, FHW, MN,
TH-23 Reconstruction, MN-TH-22 in
Richmond extending through the
Cities of Richmond, Cold Spring and
Rockville to I-94, Funding, Stearns
County, MN, Due: September 22,
1998, Contact: Cheryl Martin (612)
291-6120.

EIS No. 980292, DRAFT EIS, FHW, MO,
MO-63 Corridor Project,
Transportation Improvement
extending from south of the Phelps/
Maries County Line and South of
Route W near Vida, Funding and COE
Section 404 Permit, City of Rolla,
Phelps and Maries Counties, MO,
Due: October 3, 1998, Contact: Don
Neumann (573) 636-7104.

EIS No. 980293, FINAL EIS, FHW, TN,
Shelby Avenue/Demonbreum Street
Corridor, from I-65 North to I-40
West in Downtown Nashville,
Funding, U.S. Coast Guard Permit and
COE Section 404 Permit, Davidson
County, TN, Due: September 8, 1998,
Contact: James E. Scapellato (615)
736-5394.

EIS No. 980294, DRAFT EIS, NOA, MN,
Minnesota's Lake Superior Costal
Program, Approval and
Implementation, St. Louis and Cook
Counties, MN, Due: September 21,
1998, Contact: Joseph A. Uravitch
(301) 713-3155.

EIS No. 980295, DRAFT EIS, BLM, WY,
Carbon Basin Coal Project Area, Coal
Lease Application for Elk Mountain/
Saddleback Hills, Carbon County,

WY, Due: October 6, 1998, Contact:
Jon Johnson (307) 775-6116.

EIS No. 980296, FINAL EIS, BLM, AK,
Northeast National Petroleum
Reserve-Alaska (NPR-A), Integrate
Activity Plan, Multiple-Use
Management, for Land within the
North Slope Borough, AK, Due:
September 8, 1998, Contact: Gene
Terland (907) 271-3344.

EIS No. 980297, FINAL SUPPLEMENT,
AFS, MT, Helena National Forest and
Elkhorn Mountain portion of the
Deerlodge National Forest Land and
Resource Management Plan, Updated
Information on Oil and Gas Leasing,
Implementation several counties, MT,
Due: September 08, 1998, Contact:
Tom Andersen (Ext 277) (406) 446-
5201.

EIS No. 980298, FINAL EIS, COE, CA,
Montezuma Wetlands Project, Use of
Cover and Non-cover Dredged
Materials to restore Wetland,
Implementation, Conditional-Use-
Permit, NPDES and COE Section 10
and 404 Permit, Suisum Marsh in
Collinsville, Solano County, CA, Due:
September 08, 1998, Contact: Liz
Varnhagen (415) 977-8451.

EIS No. 980299, FINAL EIS, USA, MD,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Pilot
Testing of Neutralization/
Biotreatment of Mustard Agent (HD),
Design, Construction and Operation,
NPDES and COE Section 404 Permit,
Harford County, MD, Due: September
08, 1998, Contact: Mr. Matt Hurlburt
(410) 612-7027.

EIS No. 980300, DRAFT EIS, COE, AR,
Grand Prairie Area Demonstration
Project, Implementation, Water
Conservation, Groundwater
Management and Irrigation Water
Supply, Prairie, Arkansas, Monroe
and Lonoke Counties, AR, Due:
September 21, 1998, Contact: Edward
P. Lambert (901) 544-0707.

Amended Notices

EIS No. 980267, DRAFT EIS, DOE, CA,
NM, TX, ID, SC, WA, Surplus
Plutonium Disposition (DOE/EIS-
0283) for Siting, Construction and
Operation of three facilities for
Plutonium Disposition, Possible Sites
Hanford, Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory,
Pantex Plant and Savannah River, CA,
ID, NM, SC, TX and WA, Due:
September 16, 1998, Contact: G. Bert
Stevenson (202) 586-5368. The DOE
granted a 60-Day review period for the
above project.

EIS No. 980269, DRAFT EIS, AFS, ID,
Eagle Bird Project Area, Timber
Harvesting and Road Construction,
Idaho Panhandle National Forests, St.
Joe Ranger District, Shoshone County,

ID, Due: September 07, 1998, Contact:
Cameo Flood (208) 245-4517.
Published FR-07-24-98-Due Date
Correction.
Dated: August 4,1998.

Joseph C. Montgomery,
Environmental Specialist, Office of Federal
Activities.
IFR Doc. 98-21235 Filed 8-7-98; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560-50-U

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
[FRL-6139-5]

Notice of Proposed CERCLA Section
122(h)(1) Administrative Cost Recovery
Settlement

AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Proposal of CERCLA section 106
abatement action and section 122(h)(1)
administrative cost recovery settlement
for the Cecil's Transmission Repair site.

SUMMARY: U.S. EPA proposes to address
the potential liability of Buhl and Laura
Smith ("Settling Parties") under the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act of 1980, as amended ("CERCLA"),
42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq., by providing for
performance of removal actions to abate
an imminent and substantial
endangerment to the public health,
welfare or the environment resulting
from the actual or threatened release of
hazardous substances at or from the
Cecil's Transmission Repair Site ("the
Site"), located at 197 and 209 Collier
Road, Doylestown, Wayne County,
Ohio. U.S. EPA proposes to address the
potential liability of the Settling Parties
by execution of a CERCLA section
122(h)(1) Administrative Order on
Consent ("AOC"), prepared pursuant to
42 U.S.C. 9622(h)(1). The key terms and
conditions of the AOC may be briefly
summarized as follows: (1) The Settling
Parties agree to remove and dispose of
all hazardous waste located on the
portion of the Site they own, including
drums; (2) U.S. EPA provides the
Settling Parties a covenant not to sue for
recovery of response costs (past and
oversight costs) pursuant to section
107(a) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. 9607(a),
and contribution protection as provided
by CERCLA sections 113(f)(2) and
122(h)(4), 42 U.S.C. 9613(f)(2) and
9622(h)(4), conditioned upon
satisfactory completion of obligations
under the AOC. The Site is not on the
NPL, and no further response activities
at the Site are anticipated at this time.
The total response costs connected with
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responsibilities are to (1) evaluate the
standards of accreditation applied to
applicant foreign medical schools; and (2)
determine the comparability of those
standards to standards for accreditation
applied to United States medical schools.

For Further Information Contact: Bonnie
LeBold, Executive Director, National
Committee on Foreign Medical Education
and Accreditation. 7th and D Streets, S.W.,
Room 3082, ROB #3, Washington, D.C.
20202-7563. Telephone: (202) 260-3636.
Beginning September 28, 1998, you may call
to obtain the identity of the countries whose
standards are to be evaluated during this
meeting.

Dated: August 6, 1998.
David A. Longanecker,
Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary
Education.
[FR Doc. 98-21757 Filed 8-12-98; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4000-01-M

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Storage and Disposition of Weapons-
Usable Fissile Materials

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Notice of an amended Record of
Decision.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) prepared a final
programmatic environmental impact
statement, Storage and Disposition of
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials
(Storage and Disposition PEIS) (DOE/
EIS-0229, December 1996) in
accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
Council on Environmental Quality
NEPA implementing regulations, and
DOE implementing procedures. The
Storage and Disposition PEIS, among
other things, assesses the potential
environmental impacts of alternatives
and locations for storing weapons-
usable fissile materials (plutonium and
highly enriched uranium).

On January 14, 1997, DOE issued a
Record of Decision (Storage and
Disposition ROD), 62 FR 3014, (anuary
21, 1997), selecting weapons-usable
fissile materials storage and surplus
plutonium disposition strategies. For
plutonium storage, DOE decided to
consolidate part of its weapons-usable
plutonium storage by upgrading and
expanding existing and planned
facilities at the Pantex Plant (Pantex)
near Amarillo, Texas and the Savannah
River Site (SRS) near Aiken, South
Carolina. For plutonium currently
stored at the Hanford Site (Hanford)
near Richland, Washington, and other
DOE sites, DOE decided that surplus
weapons-usable plutonium would
remain at these sites until disposition

(or move to lag storage at a disposition
facility). The weapons-usable plutonium
stored at the Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site (RFETS), near Golden,
Colorado, would be moved to Pantex
and the SRS. However, the plutonium
destined for the SRS, i.e., non-pit,
weapons-usable surplus plutonium,
would be moved only if: (1) the
plutonium had been stabilized under
corrective actions in response to the
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
(DNFSB) Recommendation 94-1 and
packaged to meet the DOE storage
Standard 3013-96, Criteria for Safe
Storage of Plutonium Metals and
Oxides, (2) the construction and
expansion of the Actinide Packaging
and Storage Facility (APSF) at the SRS
had been completed, and (3) the SRS
had been selected in the upcoming
Record of Decision for the Surplus
Plutonium Disposition Environmental
Impact Statement as the immobilization
disposition site for surplus weapons-
usable plutonium.

In order to support the early closure
of the RFETS and the early deactivation
of plutonium storage facilities at the
Hanford site, DOE is modifying,
contingent upon the satisfaction of
certain conditions, some of the
decisions made in its Storage and
Disposition ROD associated with
surplus plutonium storage pending
disposition. Namely, DOE will take
steps that allow: (1) the accelerated
shipment of all non-pit surplus
weapons-usable plutonium from the
RFETS (about 7 metric tons) to the SRS
beginning in about 2000, in advance of
completion of the APSF in 2001, and (2)
the relocation of all Hanford surplus
weapons-usable plutonium (about 4.6
metric tons) to the SRS, between about
2002 and 2005, pending disposition.
However, consistent with the Storage
and Disposition PEIS ROD, DOE will
only implement the movement of
RFETS and Hanford non-pit, surplus
weapons-usable plutonium inventories
to the SRS if the SRS is selected as the
immobilization disposition site. DOE is
preparing the Surplus Plutonium
Disposition Environmental Impact
Statement (SPD EIS), draft issued July
1998, as part of the decision making
process for determining an
immobilization site. '

To accommodate the storage of
Hanford surplus weapons-usable
plutonium, DOE will expand the APSF
as planned in the Storage and
Disposition ROD. In addition, to
accommodate the early receipt and
storage of the RFETS surplus

' SRS has been identified by DOE as the preferred
site for the immobilization disposition facility.

plutonium, the Department will prepare
additional suitable storage space in
Building 105-K (i.e., K-Reactor) in the
K-Area at the SRS. Portions of Building
105-K will be modified to provide safe
and secure plutonium storage.
Safeguards and security features will be
upgraded, criticality monitoring devices
will be installed, structural features will
be inspected and repaired, roof vents
will be added, and doors will be
modified. Several areas in the facility
will be decontaminated and excess
equipment will be removed to provide
additional floor space.

Modifications will also include
dismantling and removing unused
process equipment in four building
areas: Stack Area, Crane Maintenance
Area, Crane Wash Area, and Process
Room.

Security systems in the four building
areas will be reactivated and upgraded
to support using them for plutonium
storage. Existing systems including the
K-Area security perimeter, security
control system and building water/
power ventilation support systems will
be used. Building modifications will
provide for truck loading and
unloading, material conformation,
shipping accountability measurements,
and storage. The Department will also
declassify (process the metal to produce
unclassified "buttons") some of the
RFETS plutonium materials using SRS's
FB-Line (in the F-Area) and after
declassification, package this material in
the APSF to meet the DOE storage
Standard 3013-96, Criteria for Safe
Storage of Plutonium Metals and
Oxides.

All plutonium materials shipped to
SRS will be stable and, except for
classified metal and/or parts, will be
packaged to meet the requirements of
the DOE Standard 3013-96, Criteria for
Safe Storage of Plutonium Metals and
Oxides, before shipment. All shipments
of plutonium to SRS will be by Safe
Secure Transport (SST) in accordance
with applicable DOE, U.S. Department
of Transportation and U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission requirements
and regulations. Some of the RFETS
plutonium material packaged and
shipped will be less than 50%
plutonium by weight; as a result, there
will be approximately 3% more total
weight of material and a corresponding
increase in the number of shipments
than considered in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, although the total
amount of plutonium in the material
will remain about the same.

Under the previous ROD, a maximum
of 10 metric tons of surplus plutonium,
including plutonium from RFETS and
existing onsite plutonium, would be
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stored at SRS in the APSF, pending
disposition, provided that SRS is
selected as the immobilization site
following completion of the Surplus
Plutonium Disposition EIS. Transfer of
plutonium from RFETS to SRS would
begin when the APSF is completed in
2001.

With this amended ROD, a total of
approximately 11.6 metric tons of
surplus weapons-usable plutonium from
Hanford and RFETS (in addition to
existing onsite SRS surplus plutonium,
for a total of approximately 14 metric
tons of surplus plutonium) could be
stored at SRS in the APSF and Building
105-K, pending disposition, provided
that SRS is selected as the
immobilization site. Transfer of
plutonium from RFETS to SRS would
begin when the modifications to
Building 105-K are completed, i.e., in
about 2000; shipments of plutonium
from Hanford to SRS would begin in
about 2002.

This amended ROD only alters DOE's
previous decision (Storage and
Disposition ROD) for the storage of non-
pit, surplus weapons-usable plutonium
currently located at the RFETS and
Hanford sites. No changes are being
made to other storage decisions or any
decisions associated with surplus fissile
material disposition.

In accordance with 10 CFR 1021.314,
DOE has prepared a Supplement
Analysis to determine if these changes
require a supplement to the Storage and
Disposition PEIS under the Council on
Environmental Quality Regulations at
40 CFR 1502.9(c). The Supplement
Analysis shows that the new proposed
action does not result in a substantial
change to environmental concerns
evaluated in the Storage and Disposition
PEIS. Also, the Supplement Analysis
shows that the proposed action does not
present significant new circumstances
or information relevant to the
environmental concerns evaluated in
the Storage and Disposition PEIS.
Therefore, based on the Supplement
Analysis, DOE has determined that a
supplement to the Storage and
Disposition PEIS is not required, and
DOE has decided not to prepare such a
supplement.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
further information on the long-term
storage or the disposition of weapons-
usable fissile materials, or to receive a
copy of the final Storage and
Disposition PEIS, the Storage and
Disposition EIS ROD or the Supplement
Analysis, contact: G. Bert Stevenson,
NEPA Compliance Officer, Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition (MD-4),
U.S. Department of Energy, 1000

Independence Avenue, SW.,
lWashington, DC 20585, (202) 586-
5368.

For further information on the DOE
NEPA process, contact: Carol M.
Borgstrom, Director, Office of NEPA
Policy and Assistance (EH-42), U.S.
Department of Energy, 1000
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20585, (202) 586-4600,
or leave a message at (800) 472-2756.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

A. Current Storage Program and
Original Decision for Surplus Weapons-
Usable Plutonium

DOE is currently phasing out the
storage of all weapons-usable plutonium
at RFETS. The phaseout involves
shipping all RFETS pits to Pantex, and
shipping all RFETS surplus non-pit,
weapons-usable plutonium to the SRS
(subject to certain conditions) starting in
about 2001. As decided in the January
1997 Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD,
the stabilized non-pit, surplus weapons-
usable plutonium would not be moved
unless and until: expansion of the
APSF 2 at the SRS had been completed;
the RFETS material had been stabilized
and packaged to meet the Criteria for
Safe Storage of Plutonium Metals and
Oxides for long-term storage under
corrective actions in response to the
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
Recommendation 94-1; and DOE had
decided to Immobilize plutonium at the
SRS. The Department also decided to
continue the current storage of surplus
plutonium at Hanford, the Idaho
National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), and
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
pending disposition (or movement to lag
storage); and to pursue a strategy for
plutonium disposition that would
immobilize surplus weapons-usable
plutonium in glass or ceramic forms and
would allow the burning of some of the
surplus weapons-usable plutonium
(mostly from pits) as mixed oxide fuel
in existing commercial light-water
reactors.

B. Need to Change Storage Program

Recently, DOE has estimated that
accelerating the closure of RFETS from
2010 to 2006 could save as much as $1.3
billion. Integral to achieving an
accelerated closure of the site would be

2 The APSF has been designed but not built.
Construction is scheduled to start in October 1998

and the facility is scheduled to be in operation by
October 2001. Expansion of the APSF refers to
Increasing the vault capacity of the facility to the

current design of 5,000 storage positions (sufficient
storage space for current SRS materials and RFETS

materials).

removal of the non-pit, surplus
weapons-usable plutonium to SRS two
years earlier than the current plan.
Removal of the surplus plutonium at
RFETS is only one of several steps to
realize the savings. Other steps are
proposed or ongoing pursuant to
separate NEPA review. DOE also
expects that the transfer of non-pit,
surplus weapons-useable plutonium
from Hanford to Savannah River could
save as much as $150 million in
upgrade and operating costs for
plutonium storage facilities at the
Hanford Site. As with the RFETS
plutonium, the transfer would not be
accomplished unless DOE decided to
locate the plutonium immobilization
facility at the Savannah River Site. The
implementation cost for the proposed
action is estimated to be approximately
$93 million.

Closing RFETS by 2006 would, among
other things, require the removal of non-
pit, surplus weapons-usable plutonium
metal and oxide from RFETS by 2002.
In order to remove all the non-pit,
surplus weapons-usable plutonium from
RFETS by 2002, DOE would have to
begin transferring the material to the
SRS by January 2000, prior to
completing the construction of the
APSF.

DOE has also reevaluated plutonium
storage operations at Hanford and
determined that transferring all (about
4.6 metric tons) non-pit, surplus
weapons-usable plutonium from that
site for storage could save the
Department as much as $150 million by
avoiding upgrade and operating costs
for plutonium storage facilities at the
Hanford Site. DOE is considering the
early transfer of plutonium from
Hanford to the SRS as a means of
achieving this savings.

These transfers would not occur
unless DOE decides to immobilize
plutonium at the SRS. A ROD to select
the immobilization site is anticipated in
early 1999 in the SPD EIS.

C. Proposed Action

The Department of Energy is
proposing to accelerate the movement of
all (about 7 metric tons) of non-pit,
surplus weapons-usable plutonium at
the RFETS and to move all (about 4.6
metric tons) of the surplus weapons-
usable plutonium at Hanford to the SRS
for storage pending disposition. The
RFETS plutonium would be shipped to
the SRS from about January 2000
through 2002. The Hanford plutonium
would be shipped to the SRS from about
2002 through 2005.

The plutonium would not be moved
to SRS unless the Department decides to
disposition (immobilize) the non-pit,
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surplus weapons-usable plutonium at
SRS, after completion of the final
Surplus Plutonium Disposition
Environmental Impact Statement. In
addition, the plutonium would not be
shipped until it were stabilized and
packaged to meet DOE Standard 3013-
96, Criteria for Safe Storage of
Plutonium Metals and Oxides in
response to Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board Recommendation 94-1.
This proposed action is consistent with
DOE's objective, as explained in the
ROD for the Storage and Disposition
PEIS, to reduce over time the number of
locations where plutonium is stored in
the DOE complex.

Starting in about January 2000, all
non-pit, surplus weapons-usable
plutonium (except for classified
plutonium) would be shipped to
Building 105-K. At Building 105-K, the
shipping containers 3 would be
unloaded using a battery powered fork-
lift truck. Material control and
accountability measurements would be
made at Building 105-K. The shipping
containers would then be loaded onto
metal pallets and transferred to a storage
location in the building. DOE would not
open any of the shipping containers in
Building 105-K. While in storage, the
containers would be inspected on a
regular basis to assure external
container integrity.3 DOE has
successfully used (and continues to use)
shipping containers for plutonium
storage at the SRS. No problems with a
loss of material confinement have been
experienced to date.

Portions of Building 105-K will be
modified to facilitate plutonium storage.
Safeguards and security features will be
upgraded, criticality monitoring devices
will be installed, structural features will
be inspected and repaired, and roof
vents will be added and doors will be
modified. Several areas in the facility
will be decontaminated and excess
equipment will be removed to provide
additional floor space.4

Modifications will include
dismantling and removing unused
process equipment in four building
areas: Stack Area, Crane Maintenance
Area, Crane Wash Area, and Process
Room. These areas total approximately
30,000 square feet, are within the

3 To support the proposed action, DOE would
purchase additional Type 9975 shipping containers,
which are Type B containers and would also be
used for storage. This would be done so that storing
the RFETS materials in shipping containers
pending disposition will not impact the
Department's supply of Type B shipping containers.

4A portion of these activities could be completed
as part of maintenance, clean-up, and
decontamination activities at SRS that DOE has
determined are categorically excluded from further
NEPA review.

security areas that existed for reactor
operations, and are adjacent to a
currently active highly enriched
uranium storage area. Security systems
in the four building areas will be
reactivated and upgraded to support
using them for plutonium storage.
Existing systems including the K-Area
security perimeter, security control
system and building water/power
ventilation support systems will be
used. Building modifications will
provide for truck loading and
unloading, material conformation,
shipping accountability measurements,
and storage.

Some of the RFETS plutonium is in a
classified form, which would restrict the
International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) from access to the material. DOE
intends to make the APSF vault, and
potentially Building 105-K, available for
IAEA inspection. As a result, the RFETS
plutonium needs to be declassified. To
accomplish this objective, DOE would
transfer the classified RFETS plutonium
to F-Area for processing (declassifying)
in the FB-Line facility at SRS. In the FB-
Line facility, the plutonium would be
melted using existing facilities and
equipment that are part of the
plutonium metal production process for
which the FB-Line facility was
designed. The declassification work
would not be done on a continuous
basis, but rather whenever processing
capabilities were available. The RFETS
plutonium would be fashioned into
metal "buttons" that are the traditional
FB-Line product. After the "buttons" are
fabricated, the material would be
transferred to the APSF and packaged to
meet the requirements of DOE's
plutonium storage standard. Then, the
material would be placed in type B
shipping containers and transported to
Building 105-K for storage.
Alternatively, the material could remain
in the APSF vault, if space is available
to allow for operational flexibility.

Some of the RFETS plutonium
materials would be less than 50%
plutonium by weight and would involve
approximately 3% more total weight of
material and a corresponding increase
in the number of shipments than
considered in the S&D PEIS.

Beginning in about 2002, SRS would
begin to receive from Hanford stabilized
plutonium packaged to meet DOE's
long-term standard for placement in the
APSF. Once APSF is operating, DOE
could transfer a portion of the RFETS
material from Building 105-K to the
APSF in order to provide for operational
flexibility. The plutonium from RFETS
and Hanford would remain in storage at
the APSF and Building 105-K pending

disposition along with existing SRS
surplus plutonium.

The plutonium would be transferred
in type B shipping containers by truck
using methods and routes described in
the Storage and Disposition PEIS (i.e.,
the Department of Energy's Safe Secure
Transport System).

If DOE decides to pursue the No
Action alternative for the disposition of
surplus plutonium in the SPD EIS
Record of Decision, the SRS, RFETS,
and Hanford materials would remain in
storage at their current sites in
accordance with the No Action
alternative. If the DOE decides to
immobilize surplus plutonium at
Hanford, the SRS and RFETS materials
would be shipped to Hanford in
accordance with the decisions reached
in the SPD EIS Record of Decision.

II. NEPA Process for Amending ROD

A. Supplement Analysis

Pursuant to DOE regulations in 10
CFR 1021.314, DOE has prepared a
Supplement Analysis, Supplement
Analysis for Storing Plutonium in the
Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility
and Building 105-K at the Savannah
River Site July 1998), to help determine
whether a supplement to the Storage
and Disposition PEIS is required under
the Council on Environmental Quality
Regulations, 40 CFR 1502.9(c). The
Supplement Analysis compares the
potential impacts of the new proposed
action to the impacts discussed for the
plutonium storage alternatives in the
Storage and Disposition PEIS. The
Supplement Analysis shows that the
new proposed action does not make a
substantial change to environmental
concerns evaluated in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. Furthermore, the
Supplement Analysis shows that there
are no new significant circumstances or
information relevant to environmental
concerns and bearing on the proposed
action or its impact.

B. Comparison of Potential Impacts

The facilities involved (i.e, Building
105-K and the APSF) are or will be
located in existing industrial areas at the
SRS.

* Land Resources, Site Infrastructure,
Geology and Soils, Biology Resources
and Cultural and Paleontological
Resources. There are no aquatic habitats
or wetlands in these areas nor are there
any threatened or endangered species.
None of the affected facilities have been
nominated for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places, and there are
no plans for such nominations.

Based on evaluations in the Storage
and Disposition PEIS and information
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incorporated in the Supplement
Analysis from the Final Environmental
Impact Statements on the Interim
Management of Nuclear Materials (DOE/
EIS-0220, October, 1995)(IMNMS EIS)
there would be little or no impact to
land resources, site infrastructure,
geology and soils, biology resources and
cultural and Paleontological resources
by the construction, operation and
expansion of the APSF. This is equally
true for Building 105-K since all storage
operations would occur within the
existing Building 105-K structure.

* It is expected that declassification
of the RFETS material would require
100 Mw hrs/yr of electricity. This work
would not require modification to the
FB-line's electrical system and is well
within the capacity of the facility and
the site.

* Packaging and Transportation. The
transportation routes to the SRS would
be the same as those assumed in the
Storage and Disposition PEIS (i.e.,
overland truck routes on interstate
highways and state roads).
Transportation operations would not
change. DOE estimates that the total
inter-site transportation impact
associated with transferring plutonium
from the RFETS and Hanford to the SRS
would be 0.07 potential latent cancer
fatalities, which would be
approximately the same as for the
Preferred Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS.5 DOE estimates that
the intra-site transportation activities
could add an additional 0.01 latent
cancer fatalities to the worker
populations

* Air Quality and Noise. Storage:
Accomplishing the proposed action,
including the modifications to Building
105-K, would add no significant air
quality and noise impacts above the
existing site baseline. Therefore, air
quality and noise impacts from the
plutonium storage aspects of the
proposed action would be essentially
the same as the air quality and noise
impacts from the Preferred Alternative
of the Storage and Disposition PEIS (i.e.,
the Upgrade With RFETS Non-Pit
Material alternative).

5 The impact is the sum of the impact of
transportation of RFETS non-pit plutonium under
the Preferred Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS and the incremental impact for
shipping the Hanford plutonium.

6In inter-site transportation analyses, non-
radiological accidents would be the greatest
contributor to fatalities. In the case of intra-site
transportation, impacts would be due primarily to
radiation doses received from normal transportation
operations. Effects from intra-site accidents, if any,
would likely be negligible. Historically, certified
containers maintain their Integrity in accident
situations.

Declassification/Repackaging: DOE
estimates there would be a small
increase in non-radiological air
emissions for declassification operations
(i.e., metal conversion operations in FB-
Line) above the non-radiological air
emissions estimated for the No Action
and the Upgrade alternatives in the
Storage and Disposition PEIS. Non-
radiological air emissions would be well
within State and Federal regulatory
limits. Repackaging activities are not
expected to involve the use of
chemicals, beyond a very small amount
of decontamination liquid.

* Water Resources. Storage: The
maximum impact to water resources,
above existing site baseline usage and
discharges, expected from plutonium
storage aspects of DOE's proposed
action would be about the same as
presented in the Upgrade With RFETS
and LANL Material alternative of the
Storage and Disposition PEIS,7 i.e., there
would be a 0.01% increase in water use
and a 0.1% increase in waste water
discharges. The water impacts from the
proposed action would have a negligible
effect on site water or waste treatment
capacity.

The impacts of radiological liquid
discharges from Building 105-K are
included as part of the No Action
alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. DOE expects there
would be no significant increase above
the No Action alternative discharge
levels since, during normal operations,
water is not in contact with plutonium
storage containers.

Declassification/Repackaging: DOE
estimates declassification operations
would cause a small and insignificant
increase in water usage beyond the
water requirement estimated for other
site operations.

Repackaging activities in the APSF
are expected to have essentially no
impact to water resources beyond the
site base line operations presented in
the No Action alternative of the Storage
and Disposition PEIS. 8 Repackaging
operations would not significantly
increase the use of water resources
beyond that required to operate the
industrial systems associated with the
APSF, e.g., chillers for air conditioning,
sanitary sewer, potable water, etc.,
because additional water is not used in
repackaging operations.

* Socioeconomics. Storage: The
socioeconomic impact of operating
Building 105-K for plutonium storage
would be essentially the same as the

7 Table 4.2.6.4-1 of the Storage and Disposition
PEIS.

8 Table 4.2.6.4-1 of the Storage and Disposition
PEIS.

impact described for the Preferred
Alternative of the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. The socioeconomic
impact of modifying Building 105-K
and operating both APSF and Building
105-K would be well within the
impacts described for the Consolidation
alternative of the Storage and
Disposition PEIS.

The socioeconomic impacts at RFETS
and Hanford of moving surplus
plutonium to SRS were analyzed in the
Storage and Disposition PEIS. The
analysis concluded that this action
would phase out plutonium storage at
RFETS and Hanford. Approximately 200
direct job losses at Hanford, in addition
to the 2000 at RFETS, would result.
Compared to the total employment in
those areas, the loss of these jobs and
the impacts to the regional economies
would not be significant. The proposed
action would not change the magnitude
of these impacts at RFETS, but cause
them to occur sooner.

Declassification/Repackaging: DOE
estimates there would be negligible
additional socioeconomic effects due to
operating the APSF for repackaging of
RFETS plutonium or operating FB-Line
for declassification purposes because
the existing site workforce would be
used.

* Public and Occupational Health
and Safety (normal operations). Storage.
Public and Non-Involved Workers:
Plutonium storage operations in
Building 105-K would not result in any
additional air or water radiological
impacts (beyond those currently
associated with other operations in
Building 105-K) because no shipping
containers or storage containers would
be opened in Building 105-K. Since air
and water emissions create impacts that
affect the non-involved workers and the
public, there would be no significant
additional radiological impact to the
public or non-involved workers from
normal operations in Building 105-K.
Therefore, the impact from the proposed
action to the public and non-involved
workers would be essentially the same
as the impact from the Preferred
Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS.

Involved Workers: DOE estimated that
the potential health impact from 50
years of APSF storage to individual
involved workers for the Preferred
Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS was a latent cancer
fatality risk of 5x10-3 and that 1.5x10'
latent cancer fatalities could occur in
the involved worker population. DOE
estimates that the potential health
impacts from 10 years of operating
Building 105-K to store plutonium
could result in a risk of latent cancer
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fatality for the average Building 105-K
involved worker of 1.5xlO- 3 and
2.6x10-2 latent cancer fatalities in the
Building 105-K involved worker
population. Since the Storage and
Disposition PEIS bases health impacts
on 50 years of storage, for comparison
purposes, the impacts from 50 years of
plutonium storage in the APSF are
added to the impacts from 10 years of
plutonium storage in Building 105-K.
Using this approach, the health impacts
from storing plutonium in the APSF and
in Building 105-K would be 0.18 latent
cancer fatalities in the involved worker
population of both facilities.

Health impacts to involved workers
for the plutonium storage aspects of the
proposed action in this Supplement
Analysis (0.18 latent cancer fatalities)
would be essentially the same as the
health impact estimated in the Preferred
Alternative of the Storage and
Disposition PEIS (0.15 latent cancer
fatalities).

Declassification/Repackaging
Radiological Impacts. Public, Non-
involved Workers, Involved Workers: For
declassification operations the potential
health effect from the postulated
radiation dose to the maximally exposed
member of the public at the Site
boundary would be 1.7x10- 6 latent
cancer fatalities. The potential health
effect from the postulated radiation dose
to the population surrounding the SRS
and to workers would be 0.068 latent
cancer fatalities and 0.078 latent cancer
fatalities, respectively, above those
predicted in the Preferred Alternative in
the Storage and Disposition PEIS.

For repackaging operations (i.e.,
repackaging all plutonium from the
RFETS in the APSF for 2 years) the
potential health effect from the
postulated radiation dose to the
maximally exposed member of the
public at the site boundary would be
7.5x10-' 2 latent cancer fatalities. The
potential health effect from the
postulated radiation dose to the
population surrounding the SRS and to
workers would be 1.5x10- 7 latent
cancer fatalities and 2.5x10-2 latent
cancer fatalities, respectively, above
those predicted in the Preferred
Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. The impacts from
repackaging, only the RFETS plutonium
that would be declassified in the FB-
Line would be less.

Building 105-K Modification. Public,
Non-Involved Workers, Involved
Workers: No impacts to non-involved
workers or the public would be
expected from the decontamination,
modification, removal, and construction
work because this work is not expected
to generate significant air or water

emissions. Work activities are confined
to the interior of Building 105-K and
airborne radioactivity levels are
routinely monitored during work.
Liquid sources would not be released
from the building during normal
decontamination, removal, or
construction work. The potential health
impact to workers, in the form of the
risk of latent cancer fatality, would be
4x10-4 for 18 months of
decontamination and construction work
and the number of latent cancer
fatalities that could be expected in the
worker population was estimated to be
2x10-2 . The risks associated with the
modification of Building 105-K are
approximately ten percent of the risks
estimated for storage of the plutonium
in the Preferred Alternative of the
Storage and Disposition PEIS.

Summary
Public: In the Storage and Disposition

PEIS, DOE estimated the potential
health impact to the population
surrounding the SRS from existing site
operations and for the Upgrade
Alternative over 50 years was 1.1 latent
cancer fatalities. Accomplishing the
new proposed action would slightly
increase that potential health impact to
about 1.2 latent cancer fatalities.
Emissions would remain within the
limits of the National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
permits for the APSF and Building 105-
K.

Workers: In the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, DOE estimated that
the potential health impact to the total
site workforce from existing site
operations over 50 years would be 5.3
latent cancer fatalities. Accomplishing
the proposed action would increase the
potential health impact to the site
workforce by 0.3 to 5.6 latent cancer
fatalities. This new estimate in total site
workforce health impact is slightly
greater than the health impact of 5.3
latent cancer fatalities estimated for the
Preferred Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS and is slightly lower
than the health impact of 5.7 latent
cancer fatalities that DOE estimated for
the Consolidation alternative in the
Storage and Disposition PEIS.

Storage Chemical Impacts. There
would be no significant impact to the
public or workers from hazardous
chemicals due to plutonium storage
operations in Building 105-K. There are
no industrial systems or other
operations involved in the plutonium
storage operations that would add to
existing Building 105-K chemical
impacts.

* Waste Management. Modifications
to Building 105-K: DOE estimates that

decontamination and removal activities
which would make Building 105-K
available for storage operations would
generate 750 cubic meters of low level
waste, which is less than 1% of the low-
level waste DOE expects to be generated
by SRS activities as described in the No
Action alternative of the Storage and
Disposition PEIS. DOE does not expect
to generate any significant quantities of
other wastes in order to modify Building
105-K. No high-level radioactive waste
would be generated.

Storage: DOE estimated that storing
plutonium in the APSF, as described in
the Preferred Alternative of the Storage
and Disposition PEIS, would not
generate any of the following
radioactive wastes: high-level,
transuranic, mixed transuranic, low-
level, mixed low-level or hazardous
(other than minor quantities). DOE
estimates that storing plutonium in
Building 105-K would not significantly
change the estimate for the Preferred
Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS.

Declassification/Repackaging: DOE
estimates that declassifying RFETS
plutonium would generate about: 88 m3

of transuranic waste; 4 m3 of mixed
waste; and 44 m3 of low-level
radioactive waste. No high-level waste
is expected. These additional amounts
of waste represent a small fraction of
these types of waste that are generated
at the site by other operations. The site
has sufficient capacity to accommodate
this increase in waste volume.

* Accidents. Storage: For the
Building 105-K design basis accidents,
DOE estimated that the maximum
impact to the population surrounding
the SRS could be 0.34 latent cancer
fatalities in the unlikely event that
plutonium were released to the 105-K
Building as a result of corrosion of a
storage container. This risk is greater
than the risk estimated for storage of
plutonium in the Preferred Alternative
and other alternatives of the S&D PEIS;
however, the risk would be comparable
to the same type of accident for the
storage of plutonium at SRS in existing
storage vaults as analyzed in the
Continuing Storage Alternative for the
Storage of Plutonium and Uranium in
the IMNM EIS. (The IMNM accident
analysis showed 0.31 latent cancer
fatalities for the population surrounding
SRS.) DOE will implement
administrative controls (including
scheduled surveillances) to limit actions
or conditions that might lead to a
release of radioactive materials under
accident conditions. The risk to the
maximally exposed member of the
public and non-involved worker would
also be greater than the risk for storage
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of plutonium estimated in the Preferred
Alternative and other alternatives of the
Storage and Disposition PEIS but would
be low (less than 3x10-3 latent cancer
fatalities).

For the postulated beyond design
basis accidents, DOE estimated that the
maximum impact to the population
could be 2.7x10-4 latent cancer
fatalities in the event of a vault fire. This
risk is greater than the risk estimated for
storage of plutonium in the Preferred
Alternative of the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, but low. The risks to
the maximally exposed public and the
non-involved worker would also be
greater than the risks for the storage of
plutonium estimated in the Preferred
Alternative of the Storage and
Disposition PEIS but would be
extremely small (less than 2x10-8 latent
cancer fatalities). DOE estimated that
the involved worker may be subject to
injury and, in some cases, fatality as a
result of potential beyond design basis
accidents.

Declassification/Repackaging: DOE
estimates that for declassification
operation in the FB-Line, the risk to the
public would be 1.2x10-3 latent cancer
fatalities, 2.6xl0-4 latent cancer
fatalities to the maximally exposed off-
site individual and 4.5x10-3 latent
cancer fatalities/yr to the non-involved
worker. These risks are slightly greater
than the risks for storage of plutonium
estimated in the Upgrade Alternative of
the Storage and Disposition PEIS, but
are low. For repackaging operations in
the APSF, the risks are low and similar
to the impacts presented for storage of
plutonium in the Preferred Alternative
of the Storage and Disposition PEIS (less
than 2x10-4 latent cancer fatalities).

* EnvironmentalJustice. For
environmental justice impacts to occur,
there must be significant and adverse
human health or environmental impacts
that disproportionately affect minority
populations and/or low-income
populations. The Supplement Analysis
shows that accomplishing the proposed
action would be within regulatory limits
and the impacts would be very low
during routine operations.

The same Supplement Analyses also
shows that accidents would not result in
a significant risk of adverse human
health or environmental impacts to the
population who reside within 80
kilometers of the SRS. Therefore, such
accidents would not have
disproportionately high or adverse risk
of impacts on minority or low-income
populations.

Based on the analysis in this
supplement analysis, no
disproportionate, high or adverse

impact would be expected on minority
or low-income populations.

C. Environmentally Preferable
Alternative

The environmental analyses in
Chapter 4 of the Storage and Disposition
PEIS indicate that the environmentally
preferable alternative (the alternative
with the lowest environmental impacts
over the 50 years considered in the
PEIS) for storage of weapons-usable
fissile materials would be the Storage
and Disposition PEIS Preferred
Alternative, which consists of No
Action at Hanford, Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Argonne National
Laboratory, and Nevada Test Site (NTS)
(no fissile materials are or would be
stored at the NTS) pending disposition,
phaseout of storage at RFETS, and
upgrades at the Oak Ridge Reservation,
SRS, and Pantex. The proposed action
as modified by this amended decision is
still the environmentally preferred
alternative.

III. Non-Environmental Considerations

A. Economic Analysis

DOE has estimated that accelerating
the closure of RFETS from 2010 to 2006
in accordance with the DOE Closure
2006 Rocky Flats Closure Project
Management Plan could save as much
as $1.3 billion. Closing RFETS by 2006
would require the removal of non-pit,
surplus weapons-usable plutonium
metal and oxide from RFETS by 2002.
The early removal of the RFETS non-pit,
surplus weapons-usable plutonium
supports the early deactivation,
decontamination, and decommissioning
of the RFETS plutonium storage and
packaging facilities.

DOE also expects that the transfer of
non-pit, surplus weapons-usable
plutonium from Hanford to the SRS,
could save as much as $150 million in
upgrade and operating costs for
plutonium storage facilities at the
Hanford Site. As with the RFETS
plutonium, the transfer would not be
accomplished unless DOE decided to
locate the plutonium immobilization
disposition facility at the SRS.

The implementation cost for the
proposed action is estimated to be
approximately $93 million.

B. Nonproliferation

From a nonproliferation standpoint,
the highest standards for safeguards and
security will be employed during
transportation and storage. There is no
change in this regard from the original
PEIS ROD.

IV. Amended Decision

Consistent with the Preferred
Alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, and the Supplement
Analysis, Storing Plutonium in the
Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility
and Building 105-K at the Savannah
River Site July 1998), the Department
has decided to reduce, over time, the
number of locations where the various
forms of plutonium are stored, through
a combination of storage alternatives in
conjunction with a combination of
disposition alternatives.

The Department has decided to
modify those aspects of the Storage and
Disposition ROD (62 FR 3014)
concerning the storage of weapons-
usable plutonium at RFETS and
Hanford, pending disposition. Other
aspects of the Storage and Disposition
ROD remain unaltered. DOE has
decided to:

* Modify an existing building (105-K)
at SRS to allow the receipt and storage
of RFETS non-pit, surplus weapons-
usable plutonium.

If the Department decides to select
SRS as the immobilization site in the
SPD EIS ROD, then the Department will:

* Ship all RFETS non-pit, surplus
weapons-usable plutonium (about 7
MT) to SRS beginning in about 2000
through about 2002;

* Store RFETS non-classified
plutonium metal and/or parts in
shipping containers in Building 105-K
at SRS beginning in about 2000;

* For RFETS classified surplus metal
and/or parts, declassify the material in
the FB-Line facility and repackage the
material in the APSF (after construction
of the APSF in about 2001). In the FB-
Line, the plutonium will be melted
using existing facilities and equipment
that are part of the plutonium metal
production process for which FB-Line
was designed;

* Store the declassified material in
Building 105-K in shipping containers
or the APSF vault if space is available;

* Ship all Hanford non-pit, surplus
weapons-usable plutonium
(approximately 4.6 metric tons) from
about 2002 through 2005 and store this
material in the APSF;

* Before shipment, all plutonium
transported from RFETS (except for the
classified metal and/or parts) and
Hanford will be stabilized9 and
packaged in accordance with DOE
Standard-3013-96, Criteria for Safe
Storage of Plutonium Metals and Oxides
for long-term storage. All shipments of
plutonium, including the classified
metal and parts, will be by SST in

9 Hanford plutonium fuel that is stable would not
need to be stabilized.
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accordance with applicable DOE, U.S.
Department of Transportation and U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
requirements and regulations.
Plutonium will be packaged in certified
Type B accident resistant packages for
transport; and

* The RFETS and Hanford Material
stored at SRS may be moved between
Building 105-K and the APSF to allow
for operational flexibility.

Some of the surplus plutonium at
RFETS and Hanford, approximately 1
metric ton at each site, is currently
under International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) safeguards as a
component of the United States
nonproliferation policy to remove
weapons-usable fissile materials from
use for defense purposes. DOE has
designed the APSF for IAEA safeguards
and intends that plutonium stored in
the APSF will be available for IAEA
safeguards. Surplus plutonium under
IAEA safeguards at RFETS and Hanford
that may be shipped to the SRS, will
remain available for IAEA safeguards in
the APSF. Since plutonium that may be
stored in Building 105-K will remain in
shipping containers and not be
accessible for full IAEA safeguards
controls (e.g., physical sampling,
destructive analyses), DOE is
considering, with the IAEA, the
application of IAEA verification
controls to ensure the plutonium stored
in Building 105-K is not diverted for
defense purposes. In addition, DOE
intends, as indicated in the Storage and
Disposition ROD, that DOE's program
for surplus plutonium disposition will
include IAEA verification as
appropriate.

If the DOE decides to pursue the No
Action alternative for the disposition of
surplus plutonium, the SRS, RFETS,
and Hanford materials would remain in
storage at their current sites in
accordance with the No Action
alternative in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS ROD. If the DOE
decides to immobilize surplus
plutonium at Hanford, the SRS and
RFETS materials would be shipped to
Hanford in accordance with the
decisions reached in the SPD EIS ROD.

V. Conclusion

Under the previous ROD, a maximum
of 10 metric tons of surplus plutonium,
including plutonium from RFETS and
existing onsite plutonium, would be
stored at SRS in the APSF, pending
disposition, provided that SRS is
selected as the immobilization site
following completion of the SPD EIS.
Transfer of plutonium from RFETS to
SRS would begin when the APSF is
completed in 2001.

With this amended ROD, a total of
approximately 11.6 metric tons of
surplus plutonium from both Hanford
and RFETS (in addition to existing
onsite SRS surplus plutonium, for a
total of approximately 14 metric tons of
surplus plutonium) would be stored at
SRS in the APSF and Building 105-K,
pending disposition, provided SRS is
selected as the immobilization site.
Transfer of plutonium from RFETS to
SRS would begin when the
modifications to Building 105-K are
completed, i.e., in about 2000;
shipments of plutonium from Hanford
to SRS would begin in about 2002.

DOE has decided to implement a
revised program to provide for safe and
secure storage of weapons-usable fissile
materials. DOE will prepare to advance
the consolidation of the storage of
weapons-usable plutonium by
modifying existing facilities at the SRS
in South Carolina, and phasing out
surplus plutonium storage at RFETS in
Colorado and Hanford in Washington.
Consistent with the Storage and
Disposition PEIS ROD, this Amended
ROD supports the Department's
objectives to phase out the storage of all
weapons-usable plutonium at the
RFETS and Hanford as soon as possible
and to reduce the number of sites where
surplus weapons-usable plutonium is
stored.

The decision process reflected in this
Notice complies with the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321 etseq.) and
its implementing regulations in 40 CFR
Parts 1500-1508 and 10 CFR Part 1021.

Issued in Washington, D.C., August 6,
1998.
Laura S. H. Holgate,
Director, Office of Fissile Materials
Disposition.
[FR Doc. 98-21744 Filed 8-12-98; 8:45 aml
BILLING CODE 6450-01-P

ADDRESSES: Amarillo Association of
Realtors, Amarillo, Texas.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jerry
S. Johnson, Assistant Area Manager,
Department of Energy, Amarillo Area
Office, P.O. Box 30030, Amarillo, TX
79120 (806) 477-3125.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Purpose of
the Committee: The Board provides
input to the Department of Energy on
Environmental Management strategic
decisions that impact future use, risk
management, economic development,
and budget prioritization activities.

Tentative Agenda

1:30 p.m. Welcome-Agenda Review-
Approval of Minutes

1:45 p.m. Co-Chair Comments
2:00 p.m. Immobilization
3:00 p.m. Break
3:15 p.m. Updates-Occurrence

Reports-DOE
3:45 p.m. Ex-Officio Reports
4:00 p.m. Low-Level Waste Seminar

Update
5:00 p.m. Task Force/Subcommittee

Minutes
5:30 p.m. Closing Remarks/Adjourn

Public Participation: The meeting is
open to the public, and public comment
will be invited throughout the meeting.
Written statements may be filed with
the Committee either before or after the
meeting. Written comments will be
accepted at the address above for 15
days after the date of the meeting.
Individuals who wish to make oral
statements pertaining to agenda items
should contact Jerry Johnson's office at
the address or telephone number listed
above. Requests must be received 5 days
prior to the meeting and reasonable
provision will be made to include the
presentation in the agenda. The
Designated Federal Official is
empowered to conduct the meeting in a
fashion that will facilitate the orderly
conduct of business. Each individual
wishing to make public comment will
be provided a maximum of 5 minutes to
present their comments at any time
throughout the meeting.

Minutes: The minutes of this meeting
will be available for public review and
copying at the Pantex Public Reading
Rooms located at the Amarillo College
Lynn Library and Learning Center, 2201
South Washington, Amarillo, TX phone
(806) 371-5400. Hours of operation are
from 7:45 am to 10:00 pm, Monday
through Thursday; 7:45 am to 5:00 pm
on Friday; 8:30 am to 12:00 noon on
Saturday; and 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm on
Sunday, except for Federal holidays.
Additionally, there is a Public Reading
Room located at the Carson County
Public Library, 401 Main Street,

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Environmental Management Site-
Specific Advisory Board, Pantex Plant,
Amarillo, Texas

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Notice of open meeting.

SUMMARY: Pursuant to the provisions of
the Federal Advisory Committee Act
(Pub. L. No. 92-463, 86 Stat. 770) notice
is hereby given of the following
Advisory Committee meeting:
Environmental Management Site-
Specific Advisory Board (EM SSAB),
Pantex Plant, Amarillo, Texas.
DATE AND TIME: Tuesday, August 25,
1998: 1:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
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Dated: March 30, 1999.
Judith Johnson,
Acting Assistant Secretary, Elementary and
Secondary Education.

[FR Doc. 99-8394 Filed 4-5-99; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4000-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Office of Arms Control and
Nonproliferation Policy; Proposed
Subsequent Arrangement

AGENCY: Department of Energy.

ACTION: Subsequent arrangement.

SUMMARY: This notice is being issued
under the authority of Section 131 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(42 U.S.C. 2160). The Department is
providing notice of a "subsequent
arrangement" under the Agreement for
Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of
Nuclear Energy Between the United
States of America and the European
Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM) and the Agreement for
Cooperation Between the Government of
the United States of America and the
Government of Canada Concerning the
Civil Uses of Atomic Energy.

This subsequent arrangement
concerns the transfer of 90,552,300
grams of natural uranium in the form of
hexafluoride from Cameco Corporation
in Canada to Urenco Limited in the
United Kingdom for toll enrichment.
The enrichment will not exceed 20%.
The material will then be transferred to
Northern States Power in Minneapolis,
MN for use in their commercial power
reactor.

In accordance with Section 131 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
we have determined that this
subsequent arrangement will not be
inimical to the common defense and
security.

This subsequent arrangement will
take effect no sooner than fifteen days
after the date of publication of this
notice.

Dated: March 30, 1999.
For the Department of Energy.

Edward T. Fei,
Deputy Director, International Policy and
Analysis Division, Office of Arms Control and
Nonproliferation.
[FR Doc. 99-8451 Filed 4-5-99; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 6450-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Office of Arms Control and
Nonproliferation Policy; Proposed
Subsequent Arrangement

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Subsequent Arrangement.

SUMMARY: This notice is being issued
under the authority of Section 131 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(42 U.S.C. 2160). The Department is
providing notice of a "subsequent
arrangement" under the Agreement for
Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of
Nuclear Energy Between the United
States of America and the European
Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM) and the Agreement for
Cooperation Between the Government of
the United States of America and the
Government of Canada Concerning the
Civil Uses of Atomic Energy.

This subsequent arrangement
concerns the transfer of 3,078,600 grams
of natural uranium in the form of
hexafluoride from Cameco Corporation
in Canada to Urenco Limited in the
United Kingdom for toll enrichment.
The enrichment will not exceed 20%.
The material will then be transferred to
Wolf Creek Nulcear Operation
Corporation in Burlington, KS for use in
their commercial power reactor.

In accordance with Section 131 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
we have determined that this
subsequent arrangement will not be
inimical to the common defense and
security.

This subsequent arrangement will
take effect no sooner than fifteen days
after the date of publication of this
notice.

Dated: March 30,1999.
For the Department of Energy.

Edward T. Fei,
Deputy Director, International Policy and
Analysis Division Office of Arms Control and
Nonproliferation.
[FR Doc. 99-8452 Filed 4-5-99; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6450-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Supplement to the Draft Surplus
Plutonium Disposition Environmental
Impact Statement

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Notice of Intent.

SUMMARY: The Department of Energy
(DOE) announces its intent to prepare a
supplement to the Surplus Plutonium
Disposition Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (SPD EIS) pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA). The SPD Draft EIS (DOE/EIS-
0283D) was issued for public comment
in July 1998. The Supplement will
update the SPD Draft EIS by examining
the potential environmental impacts of
using mixed oxide (MOX) fuel in six
specific commercial nuclear reactors at
three sites for the disposition of surplus
weapons-grade plutonium. DOE
identified these reactors through a
competitive procurement process. The
Department is planning to issue the
Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in
April 1999. DOE will publish a separate
Notice of Availability in the Federal
Register at that time. This Notice of
Intent describes the content of the
Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS,
solicits public comment on the
Supplement, and announces DOE's
intention to conduct a public hearing.
Consistent with 40 CFR 1502.9(c)(4) and
10 CFR 1021.314(d), DOE has
determined not to conduct scoping for
the Supplement.
ADDRESSES: Requests for information
concerning the plutonium disposition
program can be submitted by calling
(answering machine) or faxing them to
the toll free number 1-800-820-5156, or
by mailing them to: Bert Stevenson,
NEPA Compliance Officer, Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition, U.S.
Department of Energy, Post Office Box
23786, Washington, DC 20026-3786.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
general information on the DOE NEPA
process, please contact: Carol
Borgstrom, Director, Office of NEPA
Policy and Assistance, U.S. Department
of Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue,
S.W., Washington, DC 20585, 202-586-
4600 or leave a message at 1-800-472-
2756.

Additional information regarding the
DOE NEPA process and activities is
available on the Internet through the
NEPA Home Page at http://
www.eh.doe.gov/nepa.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
In October 1994, the Secretary of

Energy and the Congress created the
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
(MD) within the Department of Energy
(DOE) to focus on the elimination of
surplus highly enriched uranium (HEU)
and plutonium surplus to national
defense needs. As one of its major
responsibilities, MD is tasked with
determining how to disposition surplus
weapons-usable plutonium. In January
1997, DOE issued a Record of Decision
(ROD) for the Storage and Disposition of
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials
Final Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (S&D PEIS) (DOE/EIS-
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0229; December 1996). In that ROD,
DOE decided to pursue a strategy that
would allow for the possibility of both
the immobilization of surplus
plutonium and the use of surplus
plutonium as mixed oxide (MOX) fuel
in existing domestic, commercial
reactors. DOE is in the process of
completing the Surplus Plutonium
Disposition Environmental Impact
Statement (SPD Draft EIS) (DOE/EIS-
0283D; July 1998) to choose a site(s) for
plutonium disposition activities and to
determine the technology(ies) that will
be used to support this effort.

Related Procurement Action

To support the timely undertaking of
the surplus plutonium disposition
program, DOE initiated a procurement
action to contract for MOX fuel
fabrication and reactor irradiation
services. The services requested in this
procurement process include design,
licensing, construction, operation, and
eventual deactivation of a MOX facility,
as well as irradiation of the MOX fuel
in three to eight existing domestic,
commercial reactors, should the
decision be made by DOE to go forward
with the MOX program.

On May 19, 1998, DOE issued a
Request for Proposal (RFP) (Solicitation
Number DE-RP02-98CH10888) that
defined limited activities that may be
performed prior to issuance of the SPD
EIS ROD. These activities include non-
site-specific work primarily associated
with the development of the initial
conceptual design for the fuel
fabrication facility, and plans (paper
studies) for outreach, long lead-time
procurements, regulatory management,
facility quality assurance, safeguards,
security, fuel qualifications, and
deactivation. No construction would be
started on a MOX fuel fabrication
facility until the SPD EIS ROD is issued.
The MOX facility, if built, would be
DOE-owned, licensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and located at
one of four candidate DOE sites. DOE
has designated the Savannah River Site
as the preferred alternative for the MOX
fuel fabrication facility.

Based on a review of proposals
received in response to the RFP, DOE
determined in January 1999 that one
proposal was in the competitive range.
Under this proposal, MOX fuel would
be fabricated at a DOE site and then
irradiated in one of six domestic
commercial nuclear reactors.

Environmental Review During
Procurement Action

An environmental critique was
prepared in accordance with DOE's
National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) regulations at 10 CFR 1021.216.
Because an EIS is in progress on this
action, DOE required offerors to submit
reasonably available environmental data
and analyses as a part of their proposals.
DOE independently evaluated and
verified the accuracy of the data
provided by the offeror in the
competitive range, and prepared an
environmental critique for consideration
before the selection was made. The
Environmental Critique was used by
DOE to determine:

(1) if there are any important
environmental issues in the offeror's
proposal that may affect the selection
process; and

(2) if the potential environmental
impacts of the offeror's proposal were
bounded by impacts presented in the
S&D PEIS and SPD Draft EIS or whether
additional analysis was required in the
SPD Final EIS.

As required by Section 216, the
Environmental Critique included a
discussion of the purpose of the
procurement; the salient characteristics
of the offeror's proposal; any licenses,
permits or approvals needed to support
the program; and an evaluation of the
potential environmental impacts of the
offer. The Environmental Critique is a
procurement-sensitive document and
subject to all associated restrictions.
DOE then prepared a synopsis, which
summarizes the Environmental Critique
and reduces business-sensitive
information to a level that will not
compromise the procurement process.
The Synopsis will be filed with the
Environmental Protection Agency and
made available to the public.

Contract Award
As a result of the procurement process

described above, in March 1999, the
Department of Energy contracted with
Duke Engineering & Services, COGEMA,
Inc., and Stone & Webster to provide
mixed oxide fuel fabrication and reactor
irradiation services. The team, known as
DUKE COGEMA STONE & WEBSTER or
DCS, has its corporate headquarters in
Charlotte, NC. Subcontractors to DCS
include Duke Power Company,
Charlotte, NC and Virginia Power
Company, Richmond, VA, who will
provide the reactor facilities in which
mixed oxide fuel will be used upon
receipt of Nuclear Regulatory
Commission license amendments. Other
major subcontractors include Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, TN;
Belgonucleaire, Brussels, Belgium; and
Framatome Cogema Fuels of Lynchburg,
VA. Under the contract, the team will
also modify six existing U.S.
commercial light water reactors at three
sites to irradiate mixed oxide fuel

assemblies. These reactors sites are
Catawba in York, SC; McGuire in
Huntersville, NC; and North Anna in
Mineral, VA. The team will be
responsible for obtaining a license to
operate the fuel fabrication facility and
the license modifications for the
reactors from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Full execution of this
contract is contingent on DOE's
completion of the SPD EIS, as provided
by 40 CFR 1021.216(i).

Supplement to the Surplus Plutonium
Disposition Draft Environmental
Impact Statement

The purpose of the Supplement to the
SPD Draft EIS is to update the Draft by
including specific information available
as a result of the award of the DCS
contract. The Supplement to the SPD
Draft EIS will contain background
information on the SPD Draft EIS;
changes made to the SPD Draft EIS
(Section 1.7.2); a description of the
reactor sites (Section 3.7); impacts of
irradiating mixed oxide fuel in existing
light water reactors (Section 4.28);
Facility Accidents (Appendix K);
Analysis of Environmental Justice
(Appendix M); and the Environmental
Synopsis (Appendix 0).

DOE anticipates that the Supplement
to the SPD Draft EIS will be available in
April. DOE intends to hold an
interactive hearing in Washington, DC
in May 1999 to discuss issues and
receive oral and written comments on
the Supplement to the Draft SPD EIS.
The Notice of Availability will provide
specific information concerning the
date, time and location for the public
hearing.

Issued in Washington, DC this 31st day of
March 1999, for the United States
Department of Energy.
David Michaels,
Assistant Secretary, Environment, Safety and
Health.
[FR Doc. 99-8455 Filed 4-5-99; 8:45 aml
BILLING CODE 6450-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Office of Science; Biological and
Environmental Research Advisory
Committee

AGENCY: Department of Energy.

ACTION: Notice of open meeting.

SUMMARY: This notice announces a
meeting of the Biological and
Environmental Research Advisory
Committee. Federal Advisory
Committee Act (Public Law 92-463, 86
Stat. 770) requires that public notice of
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technological collection techniques or
other forms of information technology,
e.g., permitting electronic submission of
responses.

Burden Statement: The annual public
reporting and recordkeeping burden for
this collection of information is
estimated to average 3.03 hours per
response. It is estimated that any
individual may respond to synopses or
market research questions 5 times per
year. EPA anticipates publicizing
approximately 260 contract actions per
year, and conducting 3790 market
research inquiries. Burden means the
total time, effort, or financial resources
expended by persons to generate,
maintain, retain, or disclose or provide
information to or for a Federal agency.
This includes the time needed to review
instructions; develop, acquire, install,
and utilize technology and systems for
the purposes of collecting, validating,
and verifying information, processing
and maintaining information, and
disclosing and providing information;
adjust the existing ways to comply with
any previously applicable instructions
and requirements; train personnel to be
able to respond to a collection of
information; search data sources;
complete and review the collection of
information; and transmit or otherwise
disclose the information.

Dated: May 7,1999.
Lawrence G. Wyborski,
Acting Manager, Policy Service Center.
[FR Doc. 99-12249 Filed 5-13-99; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560-60-U

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
[ER-FRL-6242-6]

Environmental Impact Statements and
Regulations; Availability of EPA
Comments

Availability of EPA comments
prepared April 19, 1999 Through April
23, 1999 pursuant to the Environmental
Review Process (ERP), under Section
309 of the Clean Air Act and Section
102(2)(c) of the National Environmental
Policy Act as amended. Requests for
copies of EPA comments can be directed
to the Office of FEDERAL ACTIVITIES
AT (202) 564-7167.

An explanation of the ratings assigned
to draft environmental impact
statements (EISs) was published in FR
dated April 09, 1999 (64 FR 17362).

Draft EISs

ERP No. D-AFS-L65207-OR Rating
*LO, Young'n Timber Sales,
Implementation, Willamette National

Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan, Middle Fork Ranger District, Lane
County, OR.

Summary: EPA used a screening tool
to conduct a limited review of this
action. Based upon the screen, EPA does
not foresee having any environmental
objections to the proposed project.
Therefore, EPA will not be conducting
a detailed review.

ERP No. D-AFS-L65304-OR Rating
EC2, Moose Subwatershed Timber
Harvest and Other Vegetation
Management Actions, Central Cascade
Adaptive Management (CCAMA),
Willamette National Forest, Sweet
Home Ranger District, Linn County, OR.

Summary: EPA expressed
environmental concerns with the
proposed timber harvest due to entry
into roadless area and the potential for
impact to water quality and
recommended that the Forest Service
continue to monitor for water quality
impacts.

ERP No. D-COE-J36050-ND Rating
E02, Maple River Dam and Reservoir,
Construction and Operation, Flood
Control, Cass County Joint Water
Resource District, Cass County, ND.

Summary: EPA expressed
environmental objections to the project
on the basis of: (1) the lack of adequate
provisions to identify and protect
aquatic habitats, (2) exceedances of
water quality standards, (3) the
uncertainty of the mitigation, restoration
and conservation efforts, (4) the lack of
information on future flood control
activities, (5) future growth and
development impacts in the lower
watershed area, (6) a cumulative
impacts analysis that was limited to
water chemistry, (7) a substantial need
to address the watershed as a unit.

Final EISs
ERP No. F-AFS-L65255-AK, Control

Lake Timber Sale, Implementation,
Prince of Wales Island, Tongass
National Forest, AK.

Summary: Review of the Final EIS
was not deemed necessary. No formal
comment letter was sent to the
preparing agency.

ERP No. F-BLM-L65294-OR, Beaty
Butte Allotment Management Plan,
Implementation, Lakeview District, Hart
Mountain National Antelope Refuge,
Lake and Harney Counties, OR.

Summary: The Final EIS has
addressed the issues EPA raised in the
draft EIS.

ERP No. FS-COE-G32054-00, Red
River Waterway, Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas and Oklahoma and Related
Projects, New and Updated Information,
Red River Below Denison Dam Levee
Rehabilition, Implementation,

Hempstead, Lafayette and Miller
Counties, AR.

Summary: EPA has no objection to the
selection of the preferred alternative
described in the FSEIS.

Dated: May 11, 1999.
William D. Dickerson,
Director, Office of Federal Activities.
[FR Doc. 99-12265 Filed 5-13-99; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560-50-U

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

[ER-FRL-6242-5]

Environmental Impact Statements;
Notice of Availability

Responsible Agency: Office of Federal
Activities, General Information (202)
564-7167 or (202) 564-7153.
Weekly receipt of Environmental Impact

Statements
Filed May 03, 1999 Through May 07,

1999.
Pursuant to 40 CFR 1506.9.
EIS No. 990148, Final Supplement,

AFS, CO, Lakewood Raw Water
Pipeline for Continued Operation,
Maintenance, Reconstruction and/or
Replacement, Application for
Easement, Roosevelt National Forest,
Boulder Ranger District, in the City of
Boulder, CO, Due: June 07, 1999,
Contact: Jean Thomas (970) 498-1267.
The above DOA EIS should have
appeared in the 05/07/99 Federal
Register. The 30-day Comment
Period is Calculated from 05/07/99.

EIS No. 990149, Draft EIS, AFS, MT,
Bridger Bowl Ski Area, Permit
Renewal and Master Development
Plan Update, Implementation, Special
Use Permit and COE Section 404
Permit, Gallatin National Forest, in
the City of Bozeman, MT, Due: June
28, 1999, Contact: Nancy Halstom
(406) 587-6920.

EIS No. 990150, Final EIS, NPS, TX,
Lyndon B. Johnson National
Historical Park, Package 227, General
Management Plan, Implementation,
Blanco and Gillespie Counties, TX,
Due: June 14, 1999, Contact: Leslie
Starhart (830) 868-7128.

EIS No. 990151, Final EIS, FHW, MO,
IA, US 61, US 218 and IA-394
Highway Improvements,
Construction, Funding, US Army COE
Section 404 Permit, Lewis and Clark
Counties, MO and Lee and Henry
Counties, IA, Due: June 14, 1999,
Contact: Donald Neumann (573) 636-
7104.

EIS No. 990152, Draft EIS, FTA, VA,
Norfolk-Virginia Beach Light Rail
Transit System East/West Corridor
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Project, Transportation
Improvements, Tidewater
Transportation District Commission,
COE Section 404 Permit, City of
Norfolk and City of Virginia Beach,
VA, Due: June 28, 1999, Contact:
Michael McCollum (215) 656-7100.

EIS No. 990153, Legislative Final EIS,
USA, AK, Alaska Army Lands
Withdrawal Renewal for Fort
Wainwright and Fort Greely West
Training Area, Approval of Permits
and Licenses, City of Fairbanks, City
of North Pole and City of Delta
Junction, North Star Borough, AK,
Due: June 14, 1999, Contact: Cindy
Herdrich (970) 491-5347.

EIS No. 990154, Draft Supplement,
DOE, CA, NM, TX, ID, SC, WA,
Surplus Plutonium Disposition (DOE/
EIS-0283-S) for Siting, New and
Revised Information, Construction
and Operation of three facilities for
Plutonium Disposition, Possible Sites
Hanford, Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory,
Pantex Plant and Savannah River, CA,
ID, NM, SC, TX and WA, Due: June
28, 1999, Contact: G. Bert Stevenson
(202) 586-5368.

EIS No. 990155, Draft EIS, BLM, WY,
Wyodak Coal Bed Methane Project,
Road Construction, Drilling
Operation, Electrical Distribution
Line, Powder River Basin, Campbell
and Converse Counties, WY, Due:
June 28, 1999, Contact: Richard
Zander (307) 684-1161.

EIS No. 990156, Final EIS, UAF, ND,
Minuteman III Missile System
Dismantlement, Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) Launch
Facilities (LFs) and Missile Alert
Facilities (MAFs), Deployment Areas,
Grand Forks Air Forces Base, ND,
Due: June 14, 1999, Contact: Jonathan
D. Farthing (210) 536-3069.

Amended Notices

EIS No. 990103, Draft Supplement.
FHW, CA, CA-125 South Route
Location, Adoption and Construction,
between CA-905 on Otay Mesa to
CA-54 in Spring Valley, Updated and
Additional Information, Funding and
COE Section 404 Permit, San Diego
County, CA, Due: May 24,1999,
Contact: C. Glenn Clinton (916) 498-
5037. Published FR-04-09-99-Due
Date Correction.

EIS No. 990108, Draft Supplement EIS,
AFS, ID, Grade-Dukes Timber Sale,
Proposal to Harvest and Regenerate
Timber, Implementation, Cuddy
Mountain Roadless Area, Payette
National Forest, Weiser Ranger
District, Washington County, Idaho,
Due: June 01, 1999, Contact: Dautis

Pearson (208) 253-0134. Published FR
04-09-99 Review Period Extended.

EIS No. 990143, Draft EIS, TPT, CA,
Presidio of San Francisco General
Management Plan, Implementation,
New Development and Uses within
the Letterman Complex, Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, City and
County of San Francisco, CA, Due:
June 14, 1999, Contact: John Pelka
(415) 561-5300. Published FR-04-30-
99-Correction to Document Status
from a Draft Supplement to Draft.

Dated: May 11, 1999.
William D. Dickerson,
Director, Office of Federal Activities.

[FR Doc. 99-12264 Filed 5-13-99; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560-50-U

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

[FRL-6342-1]

RIN 2060-AH52

Public Meetings To Discuss Air Quality
Modeling and Infrastructure Issues
Associated With Alternative-Fueled
Vehicles

AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Notice of public meetings.

SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection
Agency intends to hold two public
workshops to discuss issues associated
with alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs)
(i.e., vehicles powered by fuels other
than gasoline). The first workshop
(which EPA will hold May 26,1999, in
Louisville, Kentucky), will focus on
issues associated with air quality
modeling of AFVs. The purpose of this
workshop is to facilitate an exchange of
information that will help EPA
determine which areas of its modeling,
if any, should be enhanced to better
estimate the air quality impacts of
alternative-fueled vehicles. The second
workshop will focus on issues related to
infrastructure development and creating
a sustainable market for AFVs.

DATES: The first workshop (on modeling
and AFVs) will be held on May 26,
1999, in Louisville, Kentucky, following
the Department of Energy's National
Clean Cities Conference. The date for
the second workshop (on infrastructure
development and creating a sustainable
market for AFVs) will be announced
later. Members of the public are invited
to attend as observers.
ADDRESSES: Questions about the
workshop should be addressed to: Barry
Garelick (202-564-9028;
garelick.barry@epa.gov) or Christine

Hawk (202-564-9672;
hawk.christine@epa.gov), 401 M Street,
S.W. (6406J), Washington, D.C. (20460).
The workshop will be held at the
Sellbach Hilton Hotel, 500 4th St,
Louisville, Kentucky 40202, 800 333-
3399 or 502-585-3200.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Barry Garelick (202) 564-9028.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: As this
Administration has long recognized, one
of the keys to moving forward
environmentally is moving forward
technologically. Progress towards
sustainable reductions in emissions
from the mobile source sector is
inextricably linked to technological
advancement. Motor vehicles are
significant contributors to ground-level
ozone, the principal harmful ingredient
in smog. They also emit other
pollutants, including particulate matter
and air toxics. Motor vehicle emissions
contribute to public health problems
such as asthma and other respiratory
problems, especially in children.

History has shown that the rise in
vehicle sales and vehicle miles traveled
every year has consistently led to
increases in the aggregate emissions
from the mobile source sector, despite
progress in reducing emissions from
gasoline-powered, conventional motor
vehicles. This places increasing
importance on technological
developments, including vehicles
powered by fuels other than gasoline.
There is particular interest in the
creation of vehicles whose emissions do
not increase as the vehicle ages. There
are a number of types of alternative fuel
vehicles (AFVs) in production and
under development. In the United
States, manufacturers are already selling
various types of AFVs, including
vehicles powered by electricity,
compressed natural gas, methanol, and
ethanol. The last year has also seen
dramatic developments in hybrid-
electric vehicle and fuel cell technology.

Congress and the Administration have
already recognized that they have an
important role to play regarding AFVs.
As part of the 1990 Amendments to the
Clean Air Act, Congress included
sections promoting increased numbers
of clean fuel fleet vehicles. The Clean
Fuel Fleet program, which began on
September 1, 1998, requires certain
nonattainment areas to adopt and
implement a program requiring certain
centrally-fueled fleets to include a
specified percentage of clean-fuel
vehicles in their new fleet vehicle
purchases. Additionally, Congress
passed the Energy Policy Act of 1992
(EPAct), which includes numerous
provisions designed to increase the
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AGREEMENT
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FROM NUCLEAR MILITARY PROGRAMS
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Denver Summit aCthe Eight;

a The statncrme of thc President of the Unitod Sltics on March l. 199S, that 200 tons of
fissilc matcrial will be withdrtwn from the U.S. nuclcu stockpilc and directing that these
materials will nevcr again bc used to build a nuclcar -vcapon: and

* Thc messagc of the Prcsidcnt of the Rusrsian Fcdcrttion to the paticipants of thc 41"
Gcncral Confcrercc of the IAEA. Septcmber 26. 1997. on step by stcp renoval from
nuclear dfcnse pogranms of up to 500 totancs of highty cstriched urainum and Axp to 5U
loncs ot pluionium rclcascd in thc process orniucicr disuranzent:

liavc airecd as follows:

- - -
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ARTICLE I

Thc purposcs of diis Agreemenl arc to:

a) Providc the sccatific and tadinical basis (or decisions on how plutonium.

subject to this Agreement. sball be nunagcd; and

b) Establish a frameworK for continued and cxpandcd sdcntirtc and tcchnical

cooperation for thc accomplishment of the objedive in paragraph a.

AR-nCLE Z

For purposes of this Agrccmcnt:

I. -Ptutoaium- mceas plutoniumi that has been withdrawn wmrn nucar military

progruaus and is no lonMrrcquircd for kcfns= purposcs.

2. 'MaagCmcnt o(pluzooiumn means the tsranscmnation of pluowium, into spent.

-uel or tcr ots cquially u b Lot nutdca weapory or o VhIt 0udb=

cxpvC deviccs. and may indude eqwncrs1io of plutonium and iS mtanufatu0c

iwto mOX fuel. usc of MOm Cud hi auu'ar reactors and Intobiliationt of

plutonium in various forns.

ARTICLE 3

1. The Partics shall:

2) Continue to coopcratc with small-scalc tcsts and demotistrations rcla(inig to

manftgCmcnt of plutoniurnm and

|h) As soon ad is practicable. also proctcd to pitol-scalc demonstrations of

technologics (or plutonium umnatcmchte *

2| The principal subject areas for thc PMties' coopcrativc cfforts shall bc:

a)' Convcrsion of nmclallic plutonium into oxide suitabic for Uise manufacturc of

M ' ODX fuel or nuclear power rcactors of(various tylvs:

b) Stabilixatio,% of unstabic forms of plutonium;

c) Use of plutonium in the (orm of MOX fucl in various typcs of nuclear powcr

reactors: .

*d) Immobilizatlon of plutonium. including wastCs and luard-to-procc5s forms;

and.

c) Disposal of immobilizcd forms of materials containing plutonium in dccp

gcological formations.

A RTICILE 4

1. The Parties shall dcsignatw Executive Agents to carry out the provisions of this

Agreement- The E.'tcutivc Agcnt (for the United States of America shall be the

U.S. Department of Encrgy and the E-xccutive Agent (or the Russian Fedcration

shall be thc Russian Ministry for Atomic Encrgy-
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-2. The Parties shall have the right. eonsistent with their rcpccti* laws and
regulations, and follbwing Writc noti6cKaaion to the othcrPary. to obtain
partidcpation. as necessary. In the Imptementation of this Agreement- by other
agencies. dcpartments. and units of thcir respective govtrnments.

3. To accomplish the objectives o0this Agreement. the Pantics shall cstablish a U.S.-
Russian Joint Steering Committee on Plutonium Manageint.L which shall
coardinatc and agree upon wvork undertaken under this Agreement. Each Party
shall designatc its mcmbers on the Joint Steering Committee. Decisions of the
Joint Steering Committee shall be taken by consensus.

4. The taSks of the Joint Steering Committee shall include:

a) Development of overall work programs and arcas or cooperation within the
seope of this Agreement:

b4 PdOidzatiO. coordination. review and approval of the cooperative projocts
under thi Acrcement wthin the rsojc9s made available by the Parties:

c) Resolution or any disputes that anay arise with respect to the scirntific and
technical work performed under this Agreement; and

d) Such otber mattcrs. as the Parties may ucgrec. that are within the scope of this
Agreement.

5. When agrcentent is reachxed on the performance of joint re seach, project~s. or
cxperimeuits under this Agreement. detailed procedumrs for perfornming the
activities involved shall be officially drawn up in the form of imptcmenting
arrangements. so be reviewed and approved by the Joint Steering Committcc.

ARTICLE s

Cooperation between the Partics within the framework o this Agreement mnay
includC the fohuWiang:

a) Sharing oft.tcicnific and technical information:

h) Dcvclopment of conceptual approachcs;

c) Rcscarch, experimcnts and small-scalc demonstrations of tcchnological
solutions

d) Design. construction. and operation of pilot-scalc facilities (or demotstrating
and testing technological solutions obtained as a result of rescarch:

c) Transfer ofcquipmrnt and non-nuclear materials:

1 Meetings. seminars. conerences. personnel asaigrnnents. and workshops (or
the sharing oftinformation:

g) Feasibiiity studies: and

h) Such other forms of cooperation within the scopc of this Agreement as the
Executive Agents m-ay agree upon in writing.
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ARTICLE 6

1. In *hc Im IkOcotabion of this Agrecgnent only undassticsd informauion shIl
be cxchZngd.

Z. In ordcr to preVent *aCCS hit by peopce and organizations not participating
in the implementation of this Agrccmcnt Infoirnatloi provided by the Panics
pursuant to- or produced as a result of. thWs Agrecment whiih is considered sensitive
by the Parties is io be hcldin oonridcr and must bc dearly desigated and marked.
The Putty transmitting the inWormation will desicnatc information as sensitive in
accordance with its internal laws and regulations. The Pany r"cicvt this
infornxation shall assign it a designatiott that provides a degrce of protcction at Cas5t
equivalent to that required by the Party that (urnished the infornation.

3. Sensitive information shall be handled in wcordance with the laws and
rcgutLiOss of the Party recciving the information. and shan not be disclosed or
tramsmitted to a third pwty not prticipatins pemahon of *ths Agreement
-ithout the writ;tt consent of the Party tranwtisig the information. According to.
Utc rcgulatios of the UWitc Stt sc ivnto ratoa shall be trsated as foreign
govcrnuemd informatiowi provided In cnfitdence and shall be proteetcd appropriatcly.
According to the norns and teubtions ofdte Rmssian Federtidn.sUc iWOnMoAt
shall be trcated as offidal Information with limited distribution and shall be protected
appropriately.

4. The: Parties shall assure eCective protcetoo and alloca(ion of rights to
intctlectual property transmitted or =tcated under this Agrecment. as set forth in this
Articlc and in the Annex to this Agreement. which forms an integral part of this

5. tnlorniation transmitted under this Agreement must be used solely in
accordance with this Agrm:meat.

6. The number ot pcope having asco=* to sCositivcinformation must bc limiteds
to the number necessafy tn implement this Agreement and other programs associated
with this Agrcmcnt. ;tnd siall bc etiined by the Panic? Executivec Agents.

ARTICLE 7

1. Materi3ts. equipmcnt and technologics craasfcrred unwdei the terms of this
Agrecment. shalt not bc us5d tor the producion of nudcar wcapons. any nudear
explosive devices. or for research or devcloppmcnt of such devices or (or the
furtherancc of any military purpose.

2. Matcrials. cquipmcnt fncd tcchnologics, transferred under the terms of this
Agreement. shili not be exported. reexportcd. or transferrcd trotn the jurisdiction ot
the rcciptent wvithouc thc written consent of the Parties.

3. Prior to (he export under the terms or this Agreement to a third party of any
equipment. materials or technologies. the Parties by rmitual agreement in writing'
shall define the conditions in accordance with which such iterms shall be exported. re-
e tportcd, or transtcrrcd Irom tle jurisdiction o( thc third party.

4. The Partics' Executive Agents shall take all ncasures necessary to ensurc
adequate physicil protection of nudcar materials. equipmnent. installations. and
nuicar tLcltnologies in icsjurisdiction. and shall apply critcria anid ivcls ot phvsic:it

___
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proteeti not Iowcr than those identified in the Convention on the Physical
Protection orfludear Material and in reconxmendatlons of the IAEA.

'ARTICLE 8

Equipnent. supplies. matcrials. services and activities provided or acquired by the
United States of America. its contractors. and their personnel for the
implementation of this Atrerment are (r"e technical atsistance and are thus. exempt
front customs duties and taces. The Russian Federation shall take all necessary
meCsurcs to exempt this equipment. shipments. materials. services. and work (ronm all
taxes. tariffs. cuitoms duties. and levies of thc Russian Federation and its
ins~trinenta;Iirjs.

ARTICLE 9

.1. Wihh the exception ( daims far damage or (nj#usy against individuals arising
from their premeditated actions. the Govcnmcgtt of the Russian Federation shall
bring ni daaint or otker l1egA prooeediaV aginsg the Goensmat 0( the United
Stocs of America and Its personnel or i;x contractors, sui oatiatosS. consultants.
Suppliers or subsuppliers of equipawent or sCeices Ut any tier and-their personnel. in
Any court i (ovum. for anydamage. indudinS indirect, direct ofcoosoquential
damage. arising from actiities undcnaken pursuant to this Agreement. to property
owVcdb r the Russian Fedetrioni This paragraph shall not appty to legal actions
brought by the Govcrnmeat of the Russian Fcdenrato to enforcc the provisions of
rontraeftco whicth it or a Russiat national or other 1cgal entity is a patty.

2. With the cxccption of dlaims for damage or injury against individuals arising
from !heir premeditated actions, the Government of the Russian Federation sthat)
provide for the adequate defense of. shall indcmni(y. and shall bring no claims or
other kegal proceedings against. the Government of the United States of Amcrica. and
its personnet or Uts eontractors. subcontractors. consulttnts. supplies or subsuppliers
o( cquipacnt or scres at any tier and their personncL in connection with thirJ-
panty daims, in any court or fortum. or any injury or danmage. indudingindirect.
direct. or consequential injury or damage. arising from activitics undcrtakcn pursuant
to this Agreement. occurring within or outside the territory of the Russian
Fccration. Nothing in this paragraph shall be consirued as acknowlcdgiasg the
jurisdIctIon of any court or forum over third-party claims to which this paragraph
applies. nor shall it be construed 9s watving the sovereign immunicy of cither Party
with respect to third-party claims that may be brought against it.

3. The Partics may. as necessary, conduct consultations regarding daims and
legil proceedings concerning this Anidc.

4. The provisions of this Article shall not prevent the Partics from providing
compensation in accordance with iheir national laws.

S. Nothing in this Anicle shall be interpreted to preecnt legal procecdings or
daims against nationats of the Russian Fcdcration or permanent residcnts of the
Russian Fcdcration.

ARTICLE 10

i. Joint activities under this Agreement shall be supported by funds and in-kind
contributions of equipment. material. and labor provided on n non-reimbursablc
basis for these purposes by the United States of America and the Russian Fedcration.
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Joint activitics may also be supported. In whok or in pat. from funds diretly (m.

other sourscs. includine noc-govcrnmnt funds and funds from th privntc stor.

2.. [I all cases the activities of. ad finail support ptovided by.. deUnited

States o Amcrnic under this Acecmcnt ire subject to the avalabtiity of

appropriated funds. In all cases. the acivities of. acd linandal support provided by.

thc Russian Federatlon under this Agrecawnt are subject to the availability of

appropriated funds.

ARTICLE II

In the event that a Party awards conuacts tor thc acquisition of articles and scrviscs.

including cocstruction. to implencnt this Agr-cmcit. such contacts shall bc awvrded

in Accordaoce nitb ihc laws and regulations of that Party.

ARTICLE 12

t. RcprestaCivt% of the US Department of Enerly shalt have the right upon

reasonabl notice to examinec and audit the usc do any support or mistance provided

by the US. Government io coneci"io with coopertion under this AV~er nt

during the life of this Agrceanent and for three years thereafter. Such examlcations

rmay be conduded at sites or icatdoins as acrecd to by the Parties' E'tccutive Agents.

* 2 The Parties lxecutive Agents shalt develop appropriate arrangements for

conducting audits and cxarnivations for all work pCrformed within the (ranework of

this Agreement.

ARTICLE 13

All questions regarding the inteiprpcatlon of ;pplication Af this Agictmcht shall be

resolved by means of consultation between thc Parties.

ARTICLE 14

I. This Agrccmcnt shall entcr into force on the date of slgnaturc. and shall

remain in force for five ycars. The Agreement may be extcndcd for successiVe rive-

year periods with the written consent of both Parties afccr jointrreview beore the end

of each five-year period. The Agreement may be amcndcd by written agreemcnt of

the Parties.

2. This Agrcentent may be terminated by :icher Party by sandiog wrinfcr notiee

throuth diplomatic channels of its intent to terminate the Agreement, in which case

the AgreemcAt shall termainalte six months from the date of the notification.

3. In the event that either Party exercises its right to terminate this Agreement.

the Patties may agree upon the implementation of existing contracts and projects

until their Compketion. and will settle any outstanding costs by mutual agreement. If

this Agreement is terminated or expires, the Parties agree that all sensitive

intormation and Intellectual property that was made available in the cotirse of the

Agreement shall continue to be treated in conformance with Article 6 o(this

Agreement. unless other arrangemcnts are mrade by written agreement of the Partics.
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D Oonc at Moscow this t'scnvity~ouizcd~ d i outy. 1998. in duplicatc in the Engish and
* Russian languages. both lexts beinglequably aithentic.

F.OR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STABE OF AMERICA:

FOR THE GOVERNMNTOQI THE
RUSSIAN FEERATION:

, _ .7



ANNEX
TO THE

AGREEMINT.
BETWEEN

THE GOVERNMENT
'OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND
THE GOVERNMENT

OFTHE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION

IN THE MANAGEMEN4T OF PLUTONIUM
THAT HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN

FROM NUCLEAR MILITARY PROGRAMS

U.I~LLECTUAL PROPERTY

Purxuant to Artidc 6 of this Agrcmcnt:

Thc Partkssshal casure adtquatc and efcfctivc protection of intdflcctual property

created or furnlshcd undkcr ihis AgrCemont and relevant imptemcuting agreements.

The Panics agrc to notify onC another in a timely fishion of any invCaLions or

0pTriihttd works crautin from scintirc and tcthnotoogica worlkpeforcd undcr

this Agrccenten and to seek protection for such intellectual property in a tirely

rashion. Rights to such intcellecual propcrty shall bc allocatcd as provided in this

Annex.

1. Scope

A. This Antex Is -applicbic to all coopcrative activities undertakcn pursuant to this

Agrcment. exeept as otherwisc specifically agreed by the Partics or their

Executivt Agents.

B. For purposca of this Agrcctncnt. -ioecilccual propcrtyf shall have (he meaning

found In AttidcI 2 of thc Convention Establishing thc World Intelectual

Property Organization. done at Stockholm. July. t4. 1961

C This Anncx addresses the allocation of rights gxd intcrsts hetwccn thc Parftics.

Each Party shall ensure that the ocher Parly can obWain the rlihts to intlilectual

property allocated in accordance with this Annex. by obtaining thosc rights fropr

its own participants through contrncts. license agrecments or other legal

documents. if neccssary. Tbis Annex does not othcrwisc alter or prcjudice the

allocation bctwcen a Party and its nationals or other regal entities, which shall be

determined by thit Partys laws and practices.

D. Disputes concerning intellcetual propcrty arising under this Agreement should

bc resolved through discussions betwecn the concerned parsicipating institutions.

or, if necessary. the Parties or their Executive Agents. Upon mutual agreement of

the Parties. a dispute shall be submitted to an arbitral tribunal for binding

.arbitra(ion in accordance with the Agrcemcnt and with thc applicabic rules of

international law.

E. Tcrnnation or expiration of this AgreemCnt shall not affect rights or obligations

undcr this Annex.

I
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* 11. Allocatton ofRithts

-A. Each Party shall be entitled to a notexdusivc. irrevocabl. royalty-rec license in

all countries to translate. reproduce. and pubrtdy distribute scienci6c and

technical journal tucdes. papers tcporis. and books dircIly aisug (mm

cooperation under this AgrecmcnL All ptublidy distibuted copies of a

copysighted work prepared under this provision. shall indicate the names of the

authors of the work untess an author expticidy declincs to be named.

B. Rights to all forms of intellectual propeny. othcr than those rights dcscribcd in

Paragraph ILA above. shall be alocted us folloowt.

(1) Visiting researchecrs shall receive intcilectuat property rights under the

policics of the host institution. In addition. eadc visiting rr cher named as

an invcntor or author shill beK eptitted to awards, bonuses bencGits. or any

other rmwards in accordance with the plicies of thc h6st Iszitutiotl.

(.) (a) For intelkectual propertycrutod during joint research. for emplc.

when thec Parties. kptttuin.orp a 6p nlh

agreed in advance on the scope of we. each Party salulbe emtitled to obtain

al rllhts and intcrests In its own country. Rights and lItersts in third

countrics will bc-dectmirned in implemntindg ftrceifCC If research is not

designated a -joint rcscarch" tq% the rclevant implementdng agreement.

rights to intcllectual property asing (rom the research will be allocated In

accordance with paragraph JB.(i above- In addition. each pernon nzmed as

an invcntoi or author shall be erilttid to receive award-s in aoccdanc with

the policics of the participating institutions.

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph lIB.-(2)(a) above. if a type of intcllectual

property is available ttnder the.ltaws of one Party but not the other Party. the

Parly whose laws providc for this type of protection shall be cntitled to all

rights And interests woddwidc. Pcrsons named as inventors or authors ot the

property shall nonetheless be contited to awards bonuses. benreits. or any

other rewards in accorJance with thC policiCe of the participating institution

of the Party obtainiog tights.

fitl. BS%%-nex Co ndentiall Istformadaft

In the cvent that information identified in a timely fashion as businessconfiidcntial is

rutunished or created under this Agreement. each Party and its participtnts shall

protect such information in accordance with applicable laws. regulatlons. and

administrative practices. Information may be identificd as "busincss-confidCntial it a,

person having thc information may derive An economic bcnefit from it or may obtain

a competitive advantatc over those who do not have it, the information is not

generally known or publicly available from -other sources. and the owncr has not

prcviously madc the information available without imposing in a timely manner an

obligation to kccp it confidential-

.. 7 .. ___ ....._ _



corJIAlW EJHIIE

Meo cWy FlpasilTenbCT8o&I COCAUIECHILIX UITUTou AmICPUKII It

FnpaBl3TCJ~bCTBso PoccuriCorkl 4pev.epaujill o Hlaytio-Tcximitecmom

COTpyAj11I'IcCTUC a 06aaCTII o6pauulCIII C nflyTOllizICtI 1iIKThU 1t3 1SOApubiX

DocilIlLix nporpar-ot

lipaBsITeCbCTBO CoeAltHeHH6lX WrTaTOB AMepIKK H npaBuTenbCTSo

POCCUrlCKOUt (Deepaunit, UMCHycMbte a .aanbliermlem CTopotiaMu,

npiluiMaS no BO4iIMamie:

3a~suneizte npe3ulteuToa Coemiu~licIbix WliTaToB ANmepUKH it POCCHrICKOII

4eACpaIuu OT 14 sHmapn 1994 ro~oa <c 0 iepacnpocTpaHemmI~H Opy)Kwug NmaccoBoro

y1int1TO)KeC11s ti CpeCACTB ero AsocTaBKH));

JeKnfapaLuio BcTpCqt Ha BblcweM ypOBile 8 MocKBC no. R1CpiorO

6e3onaclIOCTI 19-20 anpena 1996 rosa;

3aKAno'qCltlR AMeaaypapomiori BCTpetm -KcncpTos B llapiuc 28-31

oKTxr6pq 1996 roaa o 6e3onaCHOM H U M+CKTHBHOM o6patLemmH C AeJ1ALLuIMIICq

MaTcpIanaMu. onpez~eneleiubMi KaK 60nee UiC TpCGyIOUIiCCR Ang DOCHlbIX ItIICIne

flonoKcute, Kacaiotucccg jleJnlgllXCR MaTCpitanoJo 3atnloIIIITCJqblioro

KoMMIOIIHKC BcTpeqtt Ha BblCwCM ypOnIIC U CatCltepc c'rpafl SonbUXOR 3OCbMCPKII

OT 22 miaixm 1997 roia;

3aRSnInlHe flpCIUALCIITa CocAnuellUbIx WTaTOB AMcpHKH OT I MapTa 1995

rojia 0 TOM, '4TO 200 TOHi AWCJ1ULHXC MaTepHaJlOB 6yAyT BinBeAeHbl H3 RAepHOrO

apccflana CILA u HHKOria 6onee ue 6yAyT ucnonfb3oBalibl ARx co3AaHlH5

sXepHIOro Opy)K(H; H

06pat awlie nlpe3ti4euTa POCCHInCKOR 4cAepauIIS K ymaCTHHKaM 41-oui

ceccuIi reHepanbHot joH4epcIIuHH MArAT3 26 ceiTa6pR 1997 roAa o

flO3TfluOM H31RTUH t13 Itgeplbix BOCIHbix nporpamM AO 500 TOHH

BbtCOKoO6oratueHHoro ypaHa Ht AO 50 TOHf wniyTOHHR, BabCBo6O)K2aeMbtX B

npouecce ,u~epuoro pa3opyXKCHIIS;

CornacltJUICb o HHimecneJytloUeM:
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CTaTm 1

Uenbto HacToRUlero CorniawleliHA RHnJ1eTCS:

a). Bbipa6oTKa Hayquo-TeXHtU1CCKoro o6octioBaHi131 AnR npti[1sTlTI peuwewiltA o6

ticnonbmoaamilu nnyTOHM4R atrnIOiLUerOCst npeJAMeTom AaHHoro CornawCeHx.

6). onpeaeneHtle OCHOBHbiX tianpasneHart npoionfKeuHi H paCw1upettifl tiay'4Ho-

TexiuuqecKoro coTpyAHHteCTBa Ansn BbinoitHeHiim nojio)KeHIIR naparpacla a).

CTaTL. 2

ins utjeneu HacToniuxero Cor.aweHIi:

t. TepMvm <<nnyToHlsu)) o3HaqaeT tUlyTOlirt. 13LbqTblr H3 9ACepIlb[X BOeIIHbrX

nporpaMM is 6onee iie Tpe6yeMbtrl Annt BOCIIHblX uencu,

2. TCpMiUn <o6patLcilHC C nnyTomicMmo omiiaaCT ncpcuoA nnfyTOlMI B

oTpa6oTaBuiee TonfjHBO HnUH 8 xpyrue 4)opMbl, B paltior cTCenIci iie

nptirOAHbie jAnx UCnOnb3oBaHHJ1 B RAepUOM opyWKUU uJ1H ApyrHx RsCpuibiX

B3pblBHbIX yCTporiCTBaX H Mo0KCT BKJiO4aTb Komaepctuo nnyTOHtls.

npoH3BOJICTBO H3 nnyToliom cMeIlamilOro OKCHtiioro TonuIHBa (MOKC-

TOnTJHBa), HCnOjlb30oaHHe MOKC-TOnWnlBa 8 m~epuibtX peaKTOpaX U

HMMO611JIH3aUHIO nnyTOIIHX B pa3iH'iblX #OpMax.

CTaTrbs 3

1. CTOPOlit,t 6yayT:

a) npoaon)KaBTb COTpyAIIIpqCCTBO B o6nacTu MajioMacWTaGit.Ix icimbiTaIIirt il

AeMoIICTpauuHi B o6nacTH o6paiucitHsi C nnyToIIHCM; a TaK)KtC

6) TaK CKOPO, KaK 3To npCACTaaBmeTCR npaKTt'eCKH BOWMOUIMbIM, niepCXOllIT6 K

OnblTHO-npOMbtlUeimHblM ACMOIICTpaUHRM TexHonorH ino o6pauaeiiuio c

rulyToHueM.s

2. OCHOBIIbAMN HanpancRiHUMit coTpyAImIeCTBa CTOPOil 6yJyT:

a) Kouisepclim MeTanniHccKoro njiyToulll 8 OKCIIA, UPHrOAHbIr AnnI U3rOTOBnCHtlt

MOKC-TOnnHBa Ansl ,HepreTtqeCKHX xtepHbIX pCaKTOpOB pa3n1qH1b1X THUnOB

6) cTa6sillt3atstIR utecTa6iIbilbIX 4OpM flJIyTOHItRBE
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a) tcanwOb3oBaHmSe nfiyTOHltS B Bmme MOKC-TonrniBa B 3HCrepTl{eCKUX uxxepHbzx
peaKTopax pa3n;14HbIX TmInOB;

ri) uNmo6niAt3aUUa llnyTOHHR, BKJI[O1aR OTXOAbl if TpyAHO nepepa6aTblaaeMlTe
~OpMbl-; ;I

A) 3aXOpOHeHre Immo6im1!30oaammtix MaTepitanoo, COACp)aU.wHX rTnyTOHII , a
rJny6oKRx reoinorwitecMIx cfopuaUuhwx.

CTaTLtu 4

I. AnRt BblrIORICellSR 1OJ1OX(CUHHA uaCTORMInCrO CornaWIHUST CTOPOTMI
iia3ia'lalOT inCnOMUHTen6tibIC Opratbl. OT Coemmemmix 111TaTOB AMepHKII -
MUItllCTCP~TBO HCepreCTKH COeCAttlieHI.IX WllTaTOB AMCPHKH, 8 POCCUHICKOUl
(DeicpauRis KCnOUImTenbHbiM opraiom RBnMeTcR MSHU[CTePCT8o POCCHHCKOiS
OeaepaumtT tlO aTOMHlOrl MHepri4.

2. B COOTBCTCTBKi C 3aKOHlOAaTeJIbCTBOM U nPaBUnaMHt CTopou it Hnocne

nucbMciIeoro yw8~oMnmiuR apyrori CTOPOazl, Kawc~aR CTopolla npu
HCO6XOaHMOCT HMCCT IIPaBO nIPUBneKanT, K OCYIUCCTBnCIIlItO naIuIOrO
Cornawcuswi Apyrte npatluITCRCXTUlCUbtC arcuTctma, AcnapTamelma it
opramwnazmi CBOCiS CTpalM.

3. ,ZlRm BsunoniettAR ucneril uacTotujcro Cornawcusts CTOPOHIT6 couiaiOr
pOCCHffCKO-aMCpHkaucxHrf 06bAcJIICetibirl KoopAmiaLHoImIit11 KOMHTCT no
o6paLucnro c nryToHmeM, KOTOpwAt KOOpAHIrHpyCT H cornacoaBuaaeT pa6oTbl,
npOsoAHMbIe B PaMKaX HacToautero CornaaucHis. KaxcAax CTopoHa Ha3HataeT
CBOtlX npCAcTaBHTeJner B 061beAHHHewOM KoopAgfHaUROHHOM ICOMHTeTe.
PeweHli4R 06tbeAMCHHoro KoopRlamunouitoro KoMHTeTa lpUHIUMa8OTCS Ha

ocHone Kotlcecyca.

4. 3aattaMH 06benllemtHoro KoopAUHauoHnoro KOMHTeTa
RBrHtOTCI:
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a) OnpeiinetiHte o6nacTeii coTpyAHHW4eCTBa it pa3pa6oTKa o6uiero nnatia

pa6oT 8 pablKax HaCTORLUerO Cornameimx;

6) OnpemeneHfle npHopitTeToB, KoopaimHautm paccMoTpeHie ;i oAo6peHuie

coBmecTHbwx npoeKToB. OCYUeCTBTReCMbIX B paMKax HacToa(uero CorqnaujeHHs t1KB

npeienax pecypcoBs npeCAoCTaBueleHblX CTopoHaaMH;

B) Pa3pemeHite nio6bx cnopoB, KoTopbie MoryT Bo3HtfKHyTb B npotiecCe

Hay4Ho-TexHlHqecKou pa6oTA B paMKaX HaCTonluerO CornaWcumq;u

r) PaccMoTpeiuIe HmbiX BonpocOB no coranacillo CTOPOH, HaxOaJRU.UXCS B

paMKax uiacToswuero CornuaweHHAR.

5. ripu AOCTmKmewUIm norOBOpeliHOCTII O npOreoeHWiu COBMeCTHblX

HcclenoBaaHH9, npoCKTOB HAU 3KcneptiMeHTOB B paMKax HaCTOstucro

CornaweltHA, AleTanblublu tlJlaH Bb1inOileHHR 3TIIX pa6oT o0~ftUI~anbH0

cocTaBnReTcR B Bime Hcnonh{HTenibmblx AoroBopeIMocTex11 noanewKamLUx

pacCMOTpectllO H o0to6pettmO 06bhCAhHelmlblM KOOpAItHaUHOI IlbtM KOMHTeToM.

CTaTLR 5

COTPYA[I111CCTBO CTOPOII B paMKaX itacTOqtUcrO Cormauwcimln MOXKCT

nKntotaTb. CJICAyloLalIC nianpaasctitH:

a) 06MCII ilayqllo t1 TexitHIccKOrl tm1opmaauttert;

6) Pa3pa6oTKa KoltuenTyaJIbIbix noAXoAoJI;

a) HccneAOBsaTClbCKHC, 3 KcaCpusMCitTaSlblbie pa6oTW H MamnomacWTa
6 IlbIc

JRcMoIKCTpatut TeXHOAOrtiqeCKHX pCWCIIH;

r) rlpoeKTupoBaiWHC, CO3AalUHC H 3KclnnyaTauNH Onb[Tlio-npoMbLtWIeCIHb[X

ycTaliOBOK C UenblO ACMoHCTpaUHH H npOBepKH TexIOilorIIqeCKHX peWCllHU,

nioly'eHH6IX B pe3yflsTaTC HCCRICAOBaHHrl;

A) ncpeAaqy o6opyA0oaHll U HeSqAepHbIX MaTepHanOB;

e) BcTpe4H, ceMHHapbl, KOH4zepeHUHH, KomaHAHpOBKH H pa6otte

coseLuauis c ueniio o6Melta u1t4opMauierl;
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xK) TexHHKo-3KOo~uoieCKHe 060CHOBatHi;m

3) AIpyrse 4lOPMFl EdCOTPY~AHnweCTaBs pamixax nacTosiutero CoruiawneHHR no
C0BMeCTH0MIY COrJlaCtzO HCnnoUITelb~iblX 0ptrIHOD, Sb6Ip3XC~HHOMy B
I'lhIcbmCMeloM Slf~e.

CTaTtSI 6

L B pamxaX HacToA~ulero CornawellSi ocyUjiecTBn1ReTcR oGmeH TO~bK(O
tieceKpeTHorl HH~lopmauiflie.

2. C uienw~o a~pCLOTBpaLueHHR AocTyna rnHL ai opraHH~atuirit He
y4aCTOYIOEUUfX B BLIQOJTHeHHI{ Havroamer~o Cornawel-iffl K KH4)OpmaLWEE.
nepei~aeaemog CTopouamrn u pamKax Hac-rostitero Cornawemn Kitu no yqeHHO
B pe3yinbTraTr ero ocyLixec-raneiuRA. II Cq1I~ainuxegca CTopoiiamtt
KOH4nUi~eatumaJmbHOrl C 3TOri1 H41,4opMaustert ciie~yeT 06patL~aTbCSI KaK C
KoHti~leIuumanbHoA Him4pmausierl. Tamca HH4~opmalulig anoiia 6b1AT MteTKO
onpene~nemi H 06031-atielta. OupeAenewte HH4)OpMaLXHH B xaC'4CTBC

icoml4)zeuifiia1Ihuorl ocy~uecimmeTcx Cropo~oiofl nepe.4aiomete 1111(opmaulf 1, B
COOTUeTCTBRH-, c ee 3aKOKBMH IC npaBmna&H. CTopoua, aIpHUHHmaiouia 3-y
ni~ipopmatuto, tip;uciatfaacer Krtaccu4nmatmio, o6ecuemmatowyfo, eg TaKicyo

cTcnelub 3aulmuttHAIIocTH, KOTOpaRi. no0 KpaiAHCi mepe, pa~nioueuima
U1111E0Ilcnocmi, Trpe6yemorl CTopotioi, icoTOpa. npenoc~aBrnia 3TY

iiii1p)pmaWmo.

3.06pauxemhle C tcoug4Kacitimantm1 ofi HH4~opma[aHcr ocyLUCCTBASWjTCRj B
COOrBCTCT81tit C 3aKo(tamf £4 rrpasmamiH CmopowI nosry-aouxcfl HI(dJopma~lflo,
nptt{qcm 3Ta lH4~opmaitts tie pa~riiawaerct it tie nepe~taeTcx TpeTteil cropone, Etc
y~ac'mytowert a -peaii1,1allu{l Etacroguxero Cor-nawxetta, 6C3 [IHCEmC[CEEoro
cornacta CTopoH6b, nepeJ~aBwei Hcu~opmaunlo. B COOTBeTCT8IMI C Hopmamit it
[npaBuflMH CoejxrnieHtwuX WTa-roB AmepHKHw. c TaKor un4H£opmauneirt
o6,pa~uaiorcsu KaK C HH4)opmautier, znpiIHamJexcaucii llHOCTPaHHOMY

npaol[TCJI16CTBy, nepe~aianoi KOH(~HA=BWJHanH0. 3Ta HH4)opmaLfmq
o6ccae'4Haaer cR C0TsTCTB3YfWtae maLtaori. B cooTseTCTBIM C HopmaMu it
Cnpashinamit Poccar~ic~on 4£eAepawHH c wotO 1,14popmauttert o6pauxaioi-cR KaK co

estywte6itort HH4]opmauueri orpaHw~eHHoro pacnpocTpaHeHHR. HI 3Ta HHI4OpMaIMR

o6ecnequwaecst COOT13CTCTBYIOWUCri muaLWiT1.
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4.CTOPOHbI o6cCneUUHBalOT 3iekrtIIBHYIO 3aUuITy HHTenneKTYanJLIIO0i
co6cTBeHHocTtl it pacnpeaeneHl-ite npaB Ha ufHTenneKTyainbHyio co6cTBeHHocT,
nepenaHRyio uInU C03AaHHYtO B pabmKaX HaCvOrmuero CormaweH-R, KaK :3TO
yKa3aHO B llacToRluelt CTaTbe H B rlpHJlowcemHIt K uaCTOmxeMy CornalweHMrO,
KOTOpOeC 5nsieTcR HeoTmeMnehtori maCTLio acToXnUero CorniaWeHHX.

5.IHH4opMauuRs, nepeimaesae B PaMKaX HacToquaero Cormawemix,
AOJIX(Ha uCnOJib3oBaThCR liCKICr04HTTeCJHO B UlIRX, YCTaHOBCeHHEiX HaCTOJwtM
CornawetmeM.

6.4HcnRo iUU, HMeioLwuix AOcTyn K KOH+UnneIlmmaJlbHoR tHHOpMaaumi,
Aorni-Ho 6btTb orpaHUteHo tHHcnoM, Heo6XoJixMbuM Anx peani3aurni HacToRtuero
CornaweIHMR a ipyrtx CBR3auubiX c HHM nporpamm H onpeixeJTeTCA
tCicOnuITenbu6iMf opraiiamii CTopoIH.

CTaTwi 7

1. MaTcepaanb, o6opyAoBaulHC H TexIuonorHH, nepepaaaeMbic no
HaCTOSIUCMY Cornawet[HIo, He 6yiyTr Hcnonb3oBaTbcR Anx npOH330AflCT3a

smepioro opyp*ca, JltO6blx eACpibtX B3pblBHbiX YCTPOrCTB HJuH ARA

HccneAouamigi Hat pa3paGoTKH TaKHX yCTpOicTu, a TaKme Ang stcnolb3ollal(HR B
BOCiHfbMx uCIAsX.

2. MaTcpHanw, o6opyaioeaime u TexHonorIIm, ncpenaaaemwe no
HacToRuAeMy CornaweHmao, HC IBJIRJOTCR rlpCAMCTOM 3KCnOpTa, pelKC"lOpTa HiJ1U
nCpCAaIH 13-110A IOpUCARUKUlHH nonytiaTcna 6C3 fuCbMeCtIorO cornacUR CTOPOII.

3. Ao uiaqana 31KCfopTibIx nocTaBOK rpcmeTe cTopone caKcoro-nul6o
o6opygoBailut, MaTepuanoiB .HfH TemXionorsIi B pamKaX HaCTOMu4cO
Cor1natuciHR, CTopoHbt no 11B3atMHMy cornactio B nlHCLMeHmOM BiUAc
OnpeJXCJIAIOT yCIIOBHR, 8 COOTBeTCTBHU C KOTOpWMH 3TU rlpCAMeT61 3KCInOpTa
Moryr :KCl1OpTHpo~aTbCS, Pe3KCllOPTI(POaTbCR HnH nepeCPAaBaTbCg 13-flo

lOpHCAsHXUHH TPTLeTC CTOpOHbI.

4. HCnOJIHHTen 6.Hbie opratibi CTopotI Aonmtii nlpeAnpmiHmaTET BCe
HeO6XOftH4ble Mepbl jUt o6ecneweitux COOTaeTCTByiOIZeA :Hw3'icoCKoH 3a.11,Tbl
xaepHblx MaTepHamoB, o6opyAoBaHHSl, ycTaHOBOK H RAaepHbX TeXHuonoraur,
HaXOARJIWUtXCA R XO - IOpHXHCaHKUHei, a Tame npuIIMeC-UT TaKHe Kpt1TepfHI it
YPOBIIIIH 4H13H4eCKOH 3auulTbl, KOTOp1Ce He Htme KpHTepCes U ypoHiefi
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otlpenee~eHIlbIX B Konaeiusut no 4m l3H4eCKOr 3aUI;rT rre ~~ptbix ma-epiiarioa it B
peKomC~aim~Lix MAF-AT-3.

CTaTbIU 8

06opynaoBatmre, nocTanxti, maTeptianbi, ycnyrit i pa6Omr.,
npeaocrawhixembie lwni apu6peTaembic CoeA[IHCHernMz1 WfTaTamH AmepiiiK, ax
nflpOApqa'HKam~i, cy6nlO-aplfAfllKamH tH Hx nCpcOHajioM B uejiitx peantl~allIn
HacTomaIero Corstawemot, awvuar~cq 6e3o33me3AN~oi TCXH~ti'ecKoui noIotlmO1, 13
OTI-oUweili3H KoTopbix npipimeHaeTCqi OCBO6O2KECHHe oT ynnami -ramoKei1HiWX
noWRIH ir itanaoroa. PoccuricKaR 4)e~epauux ripeAputiunmaeT BCe Heo6xo~tfmhle
mepbi Angi ocoo6oxcAeniiuT Taxoro o6opyno~alissr, nocTaBolc, maTeptianoB, yciiyr is
pa6oT OT BCeX tianorou, Taplrdoo, T-amomemiw x nowJimI it c6opOS POCC14iiiCKO
4DeLaepausitir ce opratioB.

CT2TbR9 9

1.3a HCKIcIo~IelitfCi n1pCTC13HA KC oTJ~eJditIm rniiuahi 'a yu.xcp6 twit
Teneccuoe nO~peXiCAel~lie, nsHBwHxcx pe2yJnhTaTom ttx npeCl~amCpcIimbix
AeA~CT~llfrH, flpastirenbCTr30 POCCRtACKOr (De~epaUtiH tie npczi6RBliReT npeTcumiti Ri
tie BO36y)KAaeT cy~e6itbix pa36HpalTenbCT1 8 CSR323 C AeaTCJIUIIoCTIo1,
OCYUieCTBA1RCMori so ncnOAHCIIHC ifacTonUxero Cornaweaitm, flpoTHU
rlpa8HITCJI6CTBa Coeanne~nbitx WTlaroa AMCpHKH H era nepcotinair HRm cr-a
nOAPsuA¶4HKOS, cy6rrojpRA4~HICOB, KOH[Cy~bTalITOEI, n1ocTaBUIIK0D Hnn i
cy6noc-raanItHcos o6opygoartmuwsinti: ycityr ira at~o6om ypoBthc it Six nepcouwiaa -ia
rno6ori yutaep6, smico'4as soceesimwil, flpsumoi mmri BTophit'mali yuicpG
HkiyIutccTay, piPaHAJTmaCtLLemy PocCaircKorl iOeAepaumt. HacroiuwmAi nyitr nce
npliMCHqerCXC K FnpaBoaLmm Ae~CTatum, ocyUJaCCuJtCmbmm n1pasHTCJnCTBom

Poccsi~cc~or 4)eAepatthK Aurs o6ccneqtesnt B3(afUIoRCHHA nou~oceUH~i Koiirparcoo,
CTbpOIIOA KOTOPbIX RBJIeCC 0110, poccitctii4k~f rpawKAaiHHH HnIH IOPHiAs4CCIOC

2.3a ucKmot0teHmie rpereHf3Hi K oueaJLIb[ibm .nwmam~ 3a yatep6 HJUI-

Te~iecHoe flospewlcfemici. XBHBUIIHXCR pe3yJlTaTOTM Hx nPe~lamepemmizx
ixeiACTSHAi npasuTern.CTOO Poccshtcmorl 4YeAepautisn o6ecrie'wsacT Hausnexautyio
3a11tiTy, 0C806o)K~iaeT oT maTephsaubImort oTIeTcTj~ewiOCTlS, tie npea-bquiA~eT
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npe~eH~u9 I tiie So36ywclaeT cy~e6Hbix pa36HpaTeJIt.CTB npOT11B [IpaBHTeInbCTBa

COeMHueHHbIX UTaTroB Am~epI1Ki H era nepcol-a1ia, )nOA~PAR11iHKOB.

cy6noUpRanHKoB, roi-cyJnbTallTOB. nOCTaBuxIIKoB Will Cy6nloc-rBW1U1KOB

o6opyxloBaHHg runst yc31yr Ha iiIo6Om ypO1HC it ux iepCOHany n riofpeTeH31 SMM

TpeThiUX CTOPOH B CBA313 c IlenTenbHlOCTbK) SO HCnoflHeHtte HaCTORLLucro

CornawemiHR B rno6om cyre 3a, TeAcCHoe notspe)K2eHie 1131t ytep6. n~cjoqas1

Koctsetmoe, apmioe stin BTopHtI1oe TeneCHOC noaspewzxemieHI HIHr yuep6,

nlpllItHeHHbIC B npeaeflaX H 3a rnpeCjteaMH TeppHTOPl*H PoccriicKori C()euepauHtt.

Htt4TO a HcacToxilem nyHicTe He IIcTonxoBbtBaeTcx iKaK flpim3aHte topsiCtiHKuIIm

rnio6oro cy~fa HaA npeTeH31IRMH TpeTbHX CTOpOH, K xoTopbim IlpttbeHxeTCA

ulacToRlIufll nyHnCr, HKi KaK OTKa3 OT BIMMyHMTeTa rocy~lapCTsa rno6orl 113 CTOPOH

B oTHoWetiHK B03M0)KH6IX npeTeH3I1TR K HHIM TpeTbHX CTOpOH.

3. CTOPOibt mor-yT B cny'iae Heo6xoRHmoc1II npOBOflhl-Tb Ko0HcyjihTaWiHH B

CBWMIt C npeTeH3HRMH It cyuie6Hbcmi pa 36HPaTCJlbCTBam~f. K~acatotiUHuIC

HaCTORuLICri CTaTbti.

4. 11o310)KeHlta HacToau~eri CraTbn He 1{CKJt0qatOT 1BO3MO)KHOCTII

nlpeJ~oCTaBAiClHA3.CT0POHamR K0MnleHCatH 13 COOTBCTCTBIttf C TIX HautioInanbHbtM

3aKOllO~taTeJtbCTBOM.

5. HINTO B HaCTOSLI.Ierl CTame Hie HCToniKoBbuBaeTcX KaK npcnRTCTBYIOU~eC

CYACe5HIIM pa36sipaTeflbcTflam 11111 npCTCHl3tiM K rPa31(lauam POCC~IMCKOrt

(ICAzCpawldm II13H JIHUaM, nOCTO'IuIH0 npowK&AatoLumIl a TcpplTopIiIu PoccnlriCKorl

(DcACpaUHHI.

CTaTt.R. I0

1. Colimec m iaA JCSITCJRbH0CTb B pamKaIx JaHuIoro CornlauwcHH

4mnaanciipyeTCI 113 4~oHAon, ebAAenIiHb[X ia 3TH ufliK COCJIHICIHHbIMH WJTaTaMII
Ameptuct H POCCHiACKOiI 0celepatktC1{ H B s~uie npe~toc-raB1HHA HMil

maTepifafloB, o6opy,~oBaHHR H ycJnyr 3KCnepToB Ha 6e3113Me3HAI4~ ocHoBe.

CoamecTucaR AesrreabiOCTb. TaK)Ke moKcCT 6b6m npo4HHaHcflpoBaHa. qaCTHqIHO

HJim rnonHOCThIO HenIocgecJTDCHHO H3 APyIIIx . CT~q1HuKoB, 8KflIoqast

HenpaBHTenibcTBeHHble 4~OHJ~bl 1 qaCTHbIA ceKcTop.

2. . Ba Bcex cny'4axax JITCJ4bHoCTb Ba pamKaX HacTo.aLtero corjautellig It eC

(~fica!-CO~aa nIoAAep)KKa COeCAH~eHHIbIMH WUaramtaM ANtepHim 3a~sHCHT OT

HajtI141,1 aCCI~r`HORaHHbtX CpeiACTB. Bo Bcex c31y'4as AleRTeflbHocTb a pamKax
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HacToauLero Cornawemisi ui ec ctmHantcoBax nodAqepxKKa PoccduicKok O~ejcepawuel

3amBHCIIT OT HanwiHsR aCcurHOBuaHHbX cpeACTB

CTaT651 I1

B cay'iae 3ano1emoiet KoH-rpaK-ra CO CTOPOHOIt Ha npao6peTelme
npcl.UfCTOD U ycAyr, BKmoIaqaR CTpOUTCnIbCTsO, c uenwo sulnonnemlz IlacToawCro

CorrnaweuiwH, 3T1i KOHTpaKTbl 3aKJmmO~alOTcR 8 COOTBeTCTBSIII C 3aKolaM it
rpaBlinaMiI NTOH CTOPOHbM.

CTaT3ba 12

1. npeAtcTaBHTernH MfllltcTepcT8a 2HepreTHCK CWIA HMeIOT npaso npit
yaexoMnemim B pa3yMHbie cpoKt nPOI30AIITh npoeepKH H peam3mio
tcnonlb3oBamg a nio6orl nOMOUtU II COAeiCTBuSR, npeACTaBanieuuot
1paBlUTCJbCTBoM Coe.nuticimbinx WTaTOs AMepuKUH a paMKax CoTpyIaHH4CecTBa

npCelyCM0Tperiuoro HIacTORulutM CorilawcnfCM, B3 TCeliCif e bCero CpOKa1 elicT-uR
HacToatuero Cornawecix it Tpex neT no HcTcWcImIH1 ero cpoKa 4CHlCTP3HXR.

floJo6Hbte nPO8PKH MOryr nPOBQOAUT6CR Ha TeppilTOputt HnU MCCTaX CTopoII,
oupeAenclmHbix no B3aHMIOI4 AortOsOpCHfIIOCTt MeAXy( stinoJU(HTCJi6HbtMH

oprautamm CTOPOII.

3. MIcnonmiTCnbIlble OpraHbi CTOPOIU pa3pa6aTbluaiOT
CoOTBeTCTBYnOyUHC npoueAypbi AuR nponoeAcutitl npOUCpOK it peall3t7i Bccx pa6oT,

nb!UOJUIS!CMbiX B pamKax uaCTORwero Cornawultm.

CTavIsi 13

13cc BOfpOCLI, OTHOCAU1tUCCA K TOJIKOB311111O SIMI 11PHMCIICIIUIO IlOnOX(CItUIi
uamimloro CornaawecuHs, peWalOTCR nyTeM npODCAcllmI KOIICyJbTaUUH MC)Key

CTOPOIIaMH.

CTaTbSI 14

1. HaCTO.RLUee Cornawetime BCT1yraCT 8 cHuy C zaTml nOuAnHcail"R I

AeHCTByeT B TCeHeHe 5 neT. CPOK ero ArC[CTBUU MOxceT 6SITb nPOt5CH Ha

O~tepCAHewC 5-neTrie nepROrbt c nuci~Mellioro corinacifs o6eMX CTopoI nocne
COBMCCTH0rO paCcMoTpeHIIR AEO OKOHqaHUS Ka)KAoro 5-neTHero neploAa.
HacToRuee CorslaweHHe MOXiCT 6LITb mucrieteo no B3aHMMHOMy cornactlo
CTOPOH B rmHCbMcEHOM BHAe.
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2. ACeICTSHCe taCTOstRUerO COrnaWetIIsi OtOWCT 6bITE. npeKpaiiieHo mno6ori H3

CTOPOH nyTe~t tianpaBcsluix ruccCIbleffIforo yBe1ohmefilufR 0 TaKOM faxtepemtifi no
AIflIJIOMaTIIqCCKHM KaHanaM. B 3TOM Cny'ae liacTORIulee Cornawuime
npeKpaulaeT AeitcTsHe no HCTe'eHmmt weCTH Ntecsues co aHR Hanpaanel-iia
yBeiomilncimL

3.B cniyae npeKpalueimt ILCT1CTBt0 xaaoHoro Cornawenl-I no JiHFitaTtlBe
OAHOA 113 CTOpOH, CTOpoHbI mo1yrrosoplTiMCK 0 BbilnOJ1INiHHH Cy~ileCTBYIOULIIX
KOuITpaKToB H npoeKTos B nonHom o6-berte if no B3aHMHoA )oroBOPeHHOCTH
yperymlIpoBaTb Bonpoc 0 Heonnat4eHHbUX CteTaX. CTOpOHbI COrnaCHbI, 4TO B

cJIy'ae npepamuemni HAUsH OKOHyaHsss cpoKa zeriCTBHR HaCTOswuero CornaweHstsR.

o6pauielile CO BCeiS KOu4~tieHUwtaJIt6HOA uliwOpmauueH H HHTe~jeXKTyaJnbiuOrI
co6CTseuiocmio, noiiy4eHIloii n xoAe ocyw~ecmTBAem1iR HacToRulero Corlawelcim,
6YAeT H unpeab OCytaeCTDJITbCR B COOTBeTCTBtAHr CO CTaTbert 6 itacTORwsero
CornaweimA, ecnf CTOpoIfaMtt [IC 6yi.ct . iOCT0rityro mm{iX AoroBopelmlIocTert a
nsiCImeCImoi 4opMc.

COBEPIIIEHO II 199 r., B ll.ByX

3K3CMnjispax, iamKAbil iHa aurnUirCKoM II pyCCKOM q3blKax, nputtcmt o6a TCKCTa
HMCIOT OJIfiHaKOBiYO cpJy.

3A nPAI3HITEJIlCTBO 3A nPABHTEJlbCTBO
COEIUIIEHIUIX WITATOB

AMEPHKH POCC fI'ICKOiR DEJIEPAUFI4

X j ' .
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nHlPJIO)*KEHH4E

tc Corniiawcjumao
Mealy nlpanllTen.bCTBol&w CoeJltmnemimbix [lITaTOB A~tepsKcis it

FlpaBllTeAbCTBOM PoccURCIcofl C eazcpauati o itayntuo-TextutlecKom.

COTpyfhIl'ICCTBe B o6JiaCTi o6patuicisist C anyTOuIlnCht, 1mSIT61hrt 113 StACpIbIX

BOCillibiX upOrpuMm

l4nTenneKTyanbHaR co6cTBeHHocTb

B COOTBCTCT8HH CO CTaTbeci 6 HaCToxLixerO CornaUeHHt:

CTOPOIabl o6ecne'lwsaloT aleKBaTHyIO H 3$4eKTllBHyIO mauUry
mlTTenneKTyantiol co6cTBeHHOCTU, co3AaBaeMofi Hun npeaocTaBnemtuoir B
pamsax IiacToauicro Cornateiumi u COOTBeTCTBy1OUUKx ticnonoHtTenb"ULX
cornatueitlu.

CTopoHBI AOrOBOPtiUnC, cBoeBpeMeHHo YBe.IAOMJItTh, apyr nipyra o Uiccx
tH3o6peTeHUItX, pe3ynbTarax iaywHo-Texvim'ecKo9, HayiHO-um{OpMaUHO11HOil

ACeTCeblfOCTH U pa6OTax, BbtnOJiHmeMbix B paMKaX ifacToSuuero CornawellUm, I1a
KOTOpb1C pacnpOCrpa~saorca anTopcKie npaoa, a TaKC CTpCMHThCR K
cBOcBpcMeittHor SaWaTC o6LCKToB -TrAneJJKTyanAlOrl co6CTDelluOCTH.

PacnpeAenelme npas Ha TaKyuO HuTcnniekTyawbHuyio C06CTBeIloCTb,
OCyICCTsTnReTca 8 COOTOCTCT5UII C nOJ1O)CCtuRMH IIaCTORUCro rlpsJIoXciwsg.

* t-. 06JlaCTI. llpilSthllIClUR

A. 14aCTORLgeC * [pHnO)KettiC paCqlpOCTpail$CTCA Ha UCIO COuMCCT1ryio
ACSRTCnbifOCTb, OCYUICCTBnRCMYIO 8 COOTBCTCTBHN c CornawcusieM, cCnU
CTopoIbi uwn HX ucnoAunH.ezut.HitC opraHM [IC AOrOBOPUJ1UCL lHiaqC.

S. Jrn ueWne HaCTORUXCrO Cornaweimum "HHTclneKlyabimiam

co6CTseelHocTb" HMeeT mHatieHleC, oipeACejiCHHOe B CTaTme 2 KoHBe1huH4,

y4pemmmaloWeri BCeMHpHytO opraHUmauImo HHTeniexTyanbHoH co6cTBelioCTH,

3aKmnoqeilHOA 8 CTOicroibme 14 HlOnR 1967 r.

B. HaCTORtUee IIpUnOteH~e KacaeTcR pacmpeAcunemis npaB U yqeTa
UHTCpeCOB CTopoII. Ka*AtaR CTOPOHea 06eCneqHBaeT nonyqeitue Apyrort
CTOPOUOrI npas Ha UHTennjeKTYalbHYIO C06CTBCHHOCT6, nepe8aitHyIo B
COOTseTC1BHH C HaCTOaUtiM nlpuoIoxceHem, nyTerd nptio6peTeHHX 3TUX npaB OT
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ce co6cTmeHHblx yqaCTHUKOB nocpeMCTBOM 3aKnttaqeiltR KOHTpaKTOB,

JnHUCH3HOHlbtlX aoroBOpOU unAH cocTaieHlig npu HeO6XOAIIMOCTH HHbIX
IopmumIweCicx zxOKYMCHTOB. HacTosmUee lpHtiO)KeHile HHKOUIM UtHtIM o6pa30M He
133eCHseT H He HaHOCSIT yuep6a lOpm.Ky a pacnpeaeneHHH npaB Ha
uHTenneKTyanBHylo CO6CTsetHOCTb Meme*ay CTOPOHOIt I ce paxaaHaMH HnH
lopiIAtqecxCUM;I nlHUaMU, KOTOPbIit onpeC.zei1eTCR 3aKOHaMItH lnPaKTHIKO 3TOU
CTOPOIIbl.

r. CnopHble ,aonpOc61 OTHOCIITCnJi.O MITCnneKTyan.bIIOH cO6CTseIllOCTtf,
BO3HmaKlmOuLie B paMXaX HaCTOstuero Corna-1weit, AOnSHHb1 pa3PpeWaTbCa
lyreM nponeBeHtix o6cyuxaeHsRA me*Ay COOTaeTCT8yfOtOUMlf yt4aCTBytottHMH u

ero BbInonHeHHH yqpevi{ceHsRnMm mn6o, ecnu 3TO Heofto;xHMo, me*ay
CTopoHaMH HnH UX HCnOAHHTenbHtMtl opraHaMH. no B3aHMHOMY cornacnio
CTOPOH CnOpHblil Bonpoc nepeAaeTca xa paccMoTpeHtle ap6HTpa)KHoro cyAa =nR
ero pa3pculelsns, o6R3aTenbImoro Aml CTopoH, B COOT5CTCTBHH C CornaweitneM IH

nptliu19tiCMbhIu nonoxweiO)CIMms mexc(uyiiapoaiiioro npaua.

,. fpeKpau.eutie Htin oKoHmatue CpoKa AesecTBiR HacTosuaero
CornaweHin tie anReT Ha npasa HnH O6;E3aTenmCTBa, BblTexamOmUe U3
1{acTOauiero HpHJno)weimm.

II. PacnpAcnc[Iclte upaS

A. Ka*caoR CTOPOIte npeAocT1aDsReTC9 HIetCKnl`OqHrTCnbuiaR, 6C30T3blBmIaR,
6C3UO3Me3nAuan nHClI3Jux BO acex c-pattax Ha nfCeCoA, iOCnpotineAemiie H
ny6nHqHoe pacUpoCTpatteitnc itayltblx H TeX1tH~eCKHX )KypllanlHIWX CTaTek,
AOKlnaAos, OTeTosB H KutIr, HeCnOCPCACTOCIIH(O nOArOTOBAnClIlWX a PC3ynJbT2TC
CO6MCCThioli pa6oTbl it paMKcax HacToxuuero Cornawetuiia. Bo ucCx ny6tnqllo
pacnpocTpaimcemix 3mmCinnspac oxpaH.Rehmix aBTOpCXHM npaI3OM pa6oT,
nOArOTOefCHH61X B COOTSCTCTBHH C HaCTORtUmM lOltOX(CHE{CM, YKa3biBatOTCIt
uMCena HX OBTOpOB, 3a MCKJUO9CCeltieM TCX Cjiyqacs, Kor~a 3BTOP OnpCAneCIIIo
abipam3u xejtaHHC OCTaTbCs atlOlURM11u1M.

s. nlpaaa Ha BCC BHAU mUtTeiqcCTyaff6HORi Ca6CTReHHoCTH, HOMRMO TeX
npaB, KOTOPbZC 3noXCHW abimwe B naparpa4fe ILA, pacpp1elenwoTcst cne.oyitoiM
o6pa3oM:

(1Ip) fpuriTaweHHblC HCCRCAROaTCJH nonjyqaloT npasa ua

UHiTenneiKTyajibHYKO CO6CTBC!HHOCTn B COOT TBeTeTBHH C npaBHnaaMs npUHt4MatotUeU
HX OpraHH3aUHH. B ixonometuee K 3OMY, Kaicabirt ap1rniaU1cHHbirt
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siccneCAoBaTenb, npmtiaHetbzil KaK H3o6peTaTeClb 11ui aTop, UiMeeT npaBO Ila
nonyfyeHite Bo3HarpaXCAeHH, npeMtits, npH6bUtH AunlH mo6oix UHbtX
BO3HarpaclaeHslrl B COOTBCTCTHHH C npaBIIiiaMUt flpIHHMaIOW1UCI opraHtl3aumiH.

(2) (a) B oTHoWCHniH mineeTyanbo CO6cTeeHTCHOCTH, co3AaHHofl B
xofe COBMeCTtitX mccneA0oaHHri, eCJIH CTOpOHit, yacToytoL4wie OPaHK3aLtKH
HJIH COTrpyjHHKH npemaapwrenhbo cornacosanH o61eM pa6oT, KaIcnor CTopoHe

npCaOCTaBnxioTCcR npaBa H BuIOAbI B crpaHe. npaBa U BuroAbt B TpeTt.Hx

cTpauax onpeAenfRiOTCx 8 HCnInHHTeJlbHbIX coriiaweHHXX. EcnH
uccneAoBaTemtcbxast pa6oTa ne onpeneneHa KaK "coBMecTHbie HccnenoBaHHR" a

COOTBeTCTBytlotUM HCfOnIHHTCJTbHOM COrnJaXeHHH, TO upaBa Ha
HHTeCneKTyanbHypo C06CTBeHHOCTh, C03AaHHYIO B paMKaX TaKori

mcczeAoBaTenbcKok pa6oTb[, paCllpeAeCR.lIOTCR B COoTeTCTtBHH C lnpBpAeHHbFM
BbLUIe naparpa4)oM 11.; (1). B AononueHue K 3TOMy, KxaBUOe IIHUO, nPH3HaHHOe

KaK H3o6peTaTen6s ni asTop, HMeeT npaso Ha so3HarpaxcAeHKx B COOTBeTCTBHH C

npaomnamu Y4aCTDy1OlUHX OpraHH3auitfl.

(6) HecMoTpaI ta nonooxceHua nptiseHeHHOrO BhuXIe naparpaela 2a), ecnfl
nlpaoB Ha KaKOR-nH6o BHA HHTelneicTyanbuoil C06CTBeCHHOCTH AeCiCTSHTenlbuo

COrJlaCt(O 3aKOHoAaTeJII.CTsy rOCYAapCTBa OAHOR CTOPOHUb, HO He eiSicTBHTeniTHO

coriacIuo 3aKOHOA3TCJIbCTBY rOCyAapCTra Apyrolt CTOpOHbl, TO CTopoua.
3aKouojAaTelbCTBO KOTOpOH o6ecne4iHsaeT TaKpO 3aWUHy, rOny'iaeT ace npaBa H
BbWrOAtb 80 sCeX cTpauax MHpa. TeM Re MeHee, RHua, npHl3HaHHbie KaK

H3O6peTaTenH Hnti aBTopbi IIHTcnneKTyanlbHOi co6cBeiHocCTH, HMCIOT npano ita
nonyxieutne 1O3HarpaXA eH fHl, upeMHr, npH6EinH HnH mno66lx HHbIX

DO3o1arpawKIemrl B cooTDeTCTUUU c npaBisnaMH y4aCTBYIOaumX OpraHM3aU1H.

111. .Atcjonasu coC14MsAeaUUAJbnlast naaopztausss

B TOM cJay'ae, ec"n D paMIax HlacTrosxIcro CornawcSi-HR npcaocTaunqieTCR
W)H CO3AaeTCsR HH4iOpMaax, cBoespcmcuuHo onpeAcJtcuHar KaK Aenooaa
KOIi4eHACetIiUabHawi, TO xaxcAax CTopotta H ce y4acTIuwKH ocytU[cTBTJiOT 3aUsHTy
TaKOU mItpOpMaruu a COOTBeTCTBM C clpHMCHeHMbtMH 3aKoHaMH, ipao3"naMH H
aAMutiHCTpaTtlBHog npaicorul. HuH4OpMauiix MOxCeT onpenenTbCg KicaK
"AenoBaR KOH4HmAeHu~anbtia", ecnii tcaKoe-n"6o jumo, pacnoitaratoutee
HHtFOPMaLUICf, MOX(eT H38AJC'b U3 nee :OiiOMH4eCKYO 8bVrOAY unuIH nOny4HTb
KOstKYPCHTuftC npewmyuxecrBa nepeA TCMe, iCTO TaKO KH4OpMaUteU He
o6JanaeT, ecnu HH4OpMaLHA UUHpOKO lue H3secmTa JnI60 He AocTynHa H3 A4pyrnX
HCTOHIIKOB U ec1nU BsaAenCU paHee ue npeAocTasxsuI 3Ty HH4fopMaUHio 6e3

csoeapemeHHoro BseAeHti o6RwaTenbcTaa coxpaHRThee KOH4uieHHUIanLbHOCT6.



Appendix B
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

NEPA DISCLOSURE STATEMENT FOR PREPARATION OF EIS FOR DOE
SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations at 40 CFR 1506.5(c), which have been adopted by
the the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) (10 CFR 1021), require contractors who will prepare an EIS to execute
a disclosure specifying that they have no financial or other interest in the outcome of the project. The term
"financial interest or other interest in the outcome of the project" for purposes of this disclosure is defined in the
March 23, 1981, guidance "Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's National Environmental Policy Act
Regulations," 46 FR 18026-18038 at Question 17a and b.

"Financial or other interest in the outcome of the project" includes "any financial benefit such as a promise of
future construction or design work in the project, as well as indirect benefits the contractor is aware of (e.g., if
the project would aid proposals sponsored by the firm's other clients)." 46 FR 18026-18038 at 18031.

In accordance with these requirements, the offerer and any proposed subcontractors hereby certify as follows:
(check either (a) or (b) to assure of your proposal).

(a) X Offerer and any proposed subcontractors have no financial or other interest in the outcome of the project.

(b) _ Offerer and any proposed subcontractor have the following financial or other interest in the outcome of
the project and hereby agree to divest themselves of such interest prior to award of this contract.

Financial or Other Interests

1.
2.
3.

Certified by:

Signature

Casey Koontz
Name

Contract Representative
Title

Science Applications International Corporation
Company |

August 14, 1997
Date



Appendix C
Adjunct Melter Vitrification Process

C.1 ADJUNCT MELTER AS AN IMMOBILIZATION TECHNOLOGY VARIANT

The adjunct melter vitrification process was identified in the Storage and Disposition of Weapons- Usable Fissile
Materials Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (Storage and Disposition PEIS) (DOE 1996)
as a possible technology variant for immobilizing surplus plutonium. It is a homogenous immobilization
approach similar to the new, stand-alone vitrification facility evaluated in the Storage and Disposition PEIS,
except that the approach would use some existing facilities and infrastructure at the Savannah River Site (SRS).

In the adjunct melter approach, plutonium would be immobilized, using modified facilities in Building 221-F,
into a borosilicate glass frit that would be temporarily stored in individual cans. This frit would be mixed in the
new adjunct melter facility with high-level waste (HLW) supplied from the Defense Waste Processing Facility
(DWPF). The blended feed would be melted and poured into DWPF canisters to produce a radiation field in the
final product that would meet the Spent Fuel Standard (UC 1996).

C.2 EVALUATION OF IMMOBILIZATION TECHNOLOGY VARIANTS

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) examined six immobilization technology variants to determine the more
promising variants for further development. The six variants were divided into two categories-the external
radiation barrier approach and internal radiation barrier approach-as follows:

I. External barrier 1. Ceramic immobilization in existing facilities
(Can-in-canister variants) 2. Glass immobilization in existing facilities

II. Internal barrier 3. Vitrification in new, stand-alone facilities
(Homogenous variants) 4. Vitrification with an adjunct melter in existing

(DWPF at SRS) and new facilities
5. Ceramic immobilization in new, stand-alone

facilities
6. Electrometallurgical treatment in existing and

new facilities

Nine evaluation criteria, similar to those used in the screening of alternatives for analysis in the Storage and
Disposition PEIS, were used to qualitatively evaluate the six immobilization technology variants:

1. Resistance to theft and diversion by unauthorized parties
2. Resistance to retrieval, extraction, and reuse by host nation
3. Technical viability
4. Environmental, safety, and health compliance
5. Cost effectiveness
6. Timeliness
7. Fostering progress and cooperation with Russia and other countries
8. Public and institutional acceptance
9. Additional benefits

The evaluation concluded that the external barrier variants would be superior to the internal barrier variants in
terms of timeliness, higher technical viability, much lower costs, and, to a lesser extent, slightly lower
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environmental and health risks (UC 1997). As a result of this evaluation, the can-in-canister variants (1 and 2)
were considered reasonable alternatives for analysis in the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact

Statement (SPD EIS) and are compared with the homogenous vitrification and ceramic immobilization facilities
(3 and 5) evaluated in the Storage and Disposition PEIS. DOE decided, in the Record of Decision for the
Storage and Disposition PEIS, not to pursue the electrometallurgical treatment option (6) because its technology
is less mature than vitrification or ceramic immobilization. Although use of the adjunct melter (4) may be viable
from a technical standpoint, it would cost twice as much as the can-in-canister approach and would take 1 to 5
years longer to implement. Based on the relative sizes of the facilities, their use of existing facilities and
infrastructure, and the processing steps associated with their operation, specific environmental impacts associated
with the adjunct melter approach would be expected to result in environmental impacts ranging between those
of the new facility (homogenous) variants and the two can-in-canister variants. The adjunct melter's lack of an
environmental advantage combined with its timeliness, cost, and technical shortcomings make it less reasonable
than the can-in-canister approach. Thus, it is not included as a reasonable alternative for detailed environmental
analysis in the SPD EIS. For completeness, a description of the vitrification process using the adjunct melter with
DWPF at SRS is provided below.

C.3 ADJUNCT MELTER VITRIFICATION PROCESS

A simplified flow diagram using a new adjunct melter at SRS is shown in Figure C-1. The disposition process
would begin with the conversion of feed materials to plutonium oxide at Building 221-F. This oxide would be

blended by a dry feed preparation process to prepare a consistent feedstock and fed into a melter along with glass
frit to initiate the first stage of vitrification. The first-stage melter would dissolve the plutonium oxide into the
borosilicate glass and convert the mixture to a flit containing about 10 percent plutonium by weight. The
assumed nominal feed of plutonium over the life of the adjunct melter vitrification process would be 50 t
(55 tons) over a 10-year period.

The plutonium glass frit would then be stored in small steel cans and transported as needed to the new adjunct
melter facility adjacent to DWPF. Standard DWPF operations receive two main feedlines from the SRS HLW
tank farms to be vitrified-a washed tank sludge and an aqueous HLW precipitate that contains highly
radioactive cesium 137. In the adjunct melter process, some of the aqueous HLW precipitate would be diverted
from the DWPF, via an interarea pipeline, to the adjunct melter facility. At the adjunct melter facility, the
plutonium glass frit would be mixed with DWPF frit and the aqueous HLW precipitate in a melter feed tank, and
slurry fed to the melter, producing a homogenous glass melt that would then be poured into DWPF canisters. The
surplus plutonium contained in the canisters would be dissolved in the glass and uniformly integrated with fission
products. The canisters would then be stored on the site awaiting final disposal at a geologic repository pursuant
to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
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Appendix E
Facility Data

This appendix presents predesign data on the construction and operations requirements for the proposed surplus

plutonium disposition facilities. Tables E-1 through E-24 present data on schedule, construction area

requirements, operation area requirements, construction employment requirements, major construction resource

requirements, operation employment requirements, and operation resource requirements for each of the four

candidate U.S. Department of Energy sites (the Hanford Site [Hanford], Idaho National Engineering and

Environmental Laboratory [INEEL], the Pantex Plant [Pantex], and the Savannah River Site [SRS]). For the

candidate lead assembly fabrication facilities at Argonne National Laboratory-West, Hanford, Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and SRS, the schedule, operation employment

requirements, and operation resource requirements are presented in Tables E-25 through E-28.

The alternatives addressed in the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement (SPD EIS)

provide options for the collocation of facilities at Hanford in the Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.

Resource requirements for the pit conversion facility are the same whether the facility is collocated with the other

facilities or is installed alone. There are differences, however, in such requirements for the immobilization and

mixed oxide (MOX) facilities as indicated in Tables E-8 through E-24.

E.1 PIT CONVERSION FACILITY

Table E-1. Pit Conversion Facility Schedule
Activity Calendar Year

Research and development 1995-2002

Integrated-process demonstrations 1998-2002

Facility design 1999-2001

Construction 2001-2003

Permitting and licensing 1999-2004

Startup and operation 2004-2014

Deactivation and stabilization 2015-2017

Note: Schedule dates are approximate based on latest information. Actual timing may cause some
activities to start later in the reference year and end sometime past the end year shown here.
Source: UC 1998a-d.

Table E-2. Pit Conversion Facility Construction Area Requirements

Function Hanford INEEL Pantex SRS

Laydown area, ha (acres) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94)
(including spoils, topsoils, etc.)

Warehouse area, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Staging area, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Temporary parking, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

New roads, km (mi) 0.13 (0.08) 1.3 (0.81) 3.1 (1.93) 1.8 (1.12)

Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and
converted to the English values.
Source: UC 1998a-d.
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Table E-3. Pit Conversion Facility Operation Area Requirements

Land-Use Area Hanford INEEL Pantex SRS

| New process facilities, ha (acres) 0(0) 0(0) 1.1 (2.72) 1.1 (2.72)

| New support facilities, ha (acres) 0.09 (0.22) 0.09 (0.22) 1.5 (3.71) 1.5 (3.71)

Security area, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

New parking lots, ha (acres) 0.4 (0.99) 0.4 (0.99) 0.4 (0.99) 0.4 (0.99)

Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures
and converted to the English values.
Source: UC 1998a-d.

I

I
I

Table E-4. Pit Conversion Facility Construction
Employment Requirements (2001-2003)

Employees Hanford INEEL Pantex SRS

Craft workers 220 290 853 853

Management and
administrative 44 58 171 171

Total employment 264 348 1,024 1,024

Note: Includes construction staff data provided in the data reports.
Source: UC 1998a-d.

Table E-5. Pit Conversion Facility Major Construction Resource Requirements (2001-2003)

Resource Requirements Hanford INEEL Pantex SRS

Electricity (MWh) 5,100 5,100 5,100 5,100

Fuel, 1 (gal) 260,000 (68,684) 330,000 (87,176) 990,000 (261,528) 990,000 (261,528)

Water, 1 (gal) 6,000,000 12,000,000 36,000,000 36,000,000
(1,585,020) (3,170,040) (9,510,120) (9,510,120)

Concrete, m3 (yd3) 4,200 (5,494) 5,700 (7,456) 18,000 (23,544) 18,000 (23,544)

Steel, t (tons) 140 (154) 190 (209) 1,900 (2,094) 1,900 (2,094)

Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values.
Source: UC 1998a-d.

Table E-6. Pit Conversion Facility Annual Employment
Operation Requirements

Employees Hanford INEEL Pantex SRS

Officials and managers 6 6 6 6

Professionals 65 65 65 65

Technicians 179 179 179 179

Office and clerical 14 14 14 14

Craft workers 42 42 42 42

Operatives 22 22 22 22

Laborers 5 5 5 5

Service workers 67 25 67 67

Total employment 400 358 400 400

Source: UC 1998a-d.
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Table E-7. Pit Conversion Facility Annual Operation Resource Requirements
Resource Requirements

Electricity (MWh)

Coal, t (tons)

Natural gas, m3 (ft3)

Hanford
28,000

NA

NA

Fuel oil,a I (gal) 38,000 (10,038)

Water, 1 (gal) 62,000,000
(16,378,540)

Hydrogen, m3 (ft3) 450 (15,892)

Nitrogen, m3 (ft3) 2,200 (77,693)

Oxygen, m3 (ft3) 330 (11,654)

Argon, m3 (ft3) 14,000 (494,410)

Chlorine, m3 (ft3) 62 (2,190)

Helium, m3 (ft3) 4,800 (169,512)

Sulfuric acid, kg (lb) 570 (1,257)

Phosphoric acid, kg (lb) 240 (529)

Oils and lubricants, kg (lb) 1,600 (3,527)

Cleaning solvents, kg (lb) 140 (309)

Polyphosphate, kg (lb) 67 (148)

Polyelectrolyte, kg (lb) 240 (529)

Liquid nitrogen, kg (lb) 1,100 (2,425)

Aluminum sulfate, kg (lb) 940 (2,072)

Bentonite, kg (lb) 470 (1,036)

a Fuel oil includes gasoline, diesel, and lube oil.
Key: NA, not applicable.

INEEL
15,000

2,100 (2,315)

NA

38,000 (10,038)

49,000,000
(12,944,330)

450 (15,892)

2,200 (77,693)

330 (11,654)

14,000 (494,410)

63 (2,225)

4,800 (169,512)

100 (220)

240 (529)

1,600 (3,527)

140 (309)

0 (0)

240 (529)

1,100 (2,425)

970 (2,138)

490 (1,080)

Pantex
16,000

NA

1,300,000
(45,909,500)

38,000 (10,038)

48,000,000
(12,680,160)

450 (15,892)

2,200 (77,693)

330 (11,654)

14,000 (494,410)

62 (2,190)

4,800 (169,512)

470 (1,036)

240 (529)

1,600 (3,527)

140 (309)

70 (154)

240 (529)

1,100 (2,425)

960 (2,116)

480 (1,058)

SRS
16,000

2,400 (2,646)

NA

38,000 (10,038)

48,000,000
(12,680,160)

450 (15,892)

2,200 (77,693)

330 (11,654)

14,000 (494,410)

62 (2,190)

4,800 (169,512)

470 (1,036)

240 (529)

1,600 (3,527)

140 (309)

0 (0)

240 (529)

1,100 (2,425)

960 (2,116)

480 (1,058)

Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to
the English values. Resource requirements less than 50 kg/yr (110 lb/yr) are not listed.
Source: UC 1998a-d.
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E.2 IMMOBILIZATION FACILITY

Table E-8. Ceramic or Glass Immobilization Facility Schedule

Activity Calendar Year

Research and development 1995-2002

Integrated-process demonstrations 1997-2003

Design and construction 1999-2005

Permitting and licensing 1999-2005

Startup and operation 2005-2016

Deactivation and stabilization 2016-2019

Note: Schedule dates are approximate based on latest information. Actual timing may cause some

activities to start later in the reference year and end sometime past the end year shown here.

Source: UC 1999a-d.

Table E-9. Ceramic or Glass Immobilization Facility
Construction Area Requirements

Hanford SRS
Collocation

Function Alone with PDCF with MOX New

Laydown area, ha (acres) (including spoils, 1.8 (4.45) 4.5 (11.1) 4.5 (11.1) 9.7 (24.0)

topsoils, etc.)

Warehouse area, ha (acres) 2.6 (6.4) 2.6 (6.4) 2.6 (6.4) 2.6 (6.4)

Staging area, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Temporary parking, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Waste storage area, ha (acres) 0.1 (0.25) 0.1 (0.25) 0.1 (0.25) 0.1 (0.25)

New roads, km (mi) 0 (0) 0.25 (0.16) 0.3 (0.19) 0.6 (0.37)

Key: MOX, mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility; PDCF, pit disassembly and conversion facility.

Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures

and converted to the English values.
Source: UC 1999a-d.
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Table E-10. Ceramic or Glass Immobilization Facility
Operation Area Requirements

Hanford SRS
Collocation

Land-Use Area Alone with PDCF with MOX New
New process facilities, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.55 (1.36)

New support facilities, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0.23 (0.57) 0.34 (0.84) 0.16 (0.40)

Security area, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

New parking, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0.6 (1.5) 0.72 (1.8) 2 (4.94)

Key: MOX, mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility; PDCF, pit disassembly and conversion facility.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant
figures and converted to the English values.
Source: UC 1999a-d.

Table E-11. Ceramic or Glass Immobilization Facility
Construction Employment Requirements (2001-2005)

Hanford
Collocation

Employees Alone with PDCF with MOX
Craft workers 1,049 1,063 1,306

Management and administrative 174 176 218

Total employment 1,223 1,239 1,524

Key: MOX, mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility; PDCF, pit disassembly and conversion facility.
Source: UC 1999a-d.

SRS

New

2,564

428

2,992
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Table E-12. Ceramic or Glass Immobilization Facility
Major Construction Resource Requirements (2001-2005)

Hanford SRS
Collocation

Resource Requirements Alone with PDCF with MOX New

Electricity (MWh) 91,000 74,000 77,000 32,000

Fuel, 1 (gal) 290,000 750,000 960,000 4,700,000

(76,609) (198,128) (253,603) (1,241,599)

Coal, t (tons) NA NA NA 1,800 (1,984)

Water, 1 (gal) 220,000,000 230,000,000 250,000,000 330,000,000

(58,117,400) (60,759,100) (66,042,500) (87,176,100)

Concrete, m3 (yd3) 1,900 (2,485) 17,000 (22,236) 22,000 (28,776) 77,000 (100,716)

Steel, t (tons) 420 (463) 3,100 (3,417) 4,000 (4,409) 25,000 (27,558)

Key: MOX, mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility; NA, not applicable; PDCF, pit disassembly and conversion facility.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and

converted to the English values.
Source: UC 1999a-d.

Table E-13. Ceramic or Glass Immobilization Facility
Annual Employment Operation Requirements

Hanford SRS
Collocation

Alone with PDCF with MOX New

Employees 17 t 50 t 17t 50 t 17 t 17 t 50 t

Officialsandmanagers 14 14 16 16 16 14 14

Professionals 29 29 33 33 33 29 29

Technicians 188 220 200 232 200 196 212

Officeandclerical 12 12 15 15 15 12 12

Craft workers 32 32 36 36 36 32 32

Service workers 60 60 80 80 80 52 52

Total employment 335 367 380 412 380 335 351

Key: MOX, mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility; PDCF, pit disassembly and conversion facility.

I Source: UC 1999a-d.
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Table E-14. Immobilization Facility Annual Operation Resource
Requirements at Hanford

Ceramic Glass

Resource Requirements 17 t 50 t 17 t 50 t

Electricity (NIWh) 28,000 29,000 28,000 29,000

Coal, t (tons) NA NA NA NA

Natural gas, m3 (IV) NA NA NA NA

Fuel oila I (gal) 69,000 (18,228) 69,000 (18,228) 69,000 (18,228) 69,000 (18,228)

Water, 1 (gal) 58,000,000 62,000,000 55,000,000 60,000,000
(15,321,860) (16,378,540) (14,529,350) (15,850,200)

Hydrogen, m3 (f3 ) 290 (10,241) 320 (11,301) 290 (10,241) 320 (11,301)

Oxygen, m3 (I13) 350 (12,360) 400 (14,126) 350 (12,360) 400 (14,126)

Nitrogen,b mi3 (IV) 990,000 1,400,000 990,000 1,400,000
(34,961,850) (49,441,000) (34,961,850) (49,441,000)

Argon,bm 3'(IV) 200,000 330,000(11,653,950) 130,000 130,000
(7,063,000) (4,590,950) (4,590,950)

Helium,b rn3 (IV) 8,600 (303,709) 10,000 (353,150) 8,600 (303,709) 10,000 (353,150)

[Text deleted.]

Process water, 1 (gal) 110 (29) 110 (29) 110 (29) 110 (29)

Precursor, kg (lb) 11,000 (24,251) 31,000 (68,343) NA NA

Binder, kg (lb) 350 (772) 960 (2,116) NA NA

[Text deleted.]
Frit, kg (lb) NA NA 29,000 (63,933) 55,000 (121,253)

Stainless steel canisters, kg (lb) 50,000 (110,230) 140,000 (308,644) 62,000 (136,685) 170,000 (374,782)

Absorbents, kg (lb) 1,100 (2,425) 1,100 (2,425) 1,100 (2,425) 1,100 (2,425)

Hydraulic fluid, 1 (gal) 400 (106) 400 (106) 400 (106) 400 (106)

Oil,' I (gal) 1,400 (370) 1,400 (370) 1,400 (370) 1,400 (370)

Sodium hypochlorite, kg (lb) 57 (126) 57 (126) 57 (126) 57 (126)

Polyphosphate, kg (lb) 84 (185) 84 (185) 84 (185) 84 (185)

Corrosion inhibitor, kg (lb) 100 (220) 100 (220) 100 (220) 100 (220)
a Fuel oil includes gasoline, diesel, and oil.
b Includes process and nonprocess chemicals.
c Includes cutting oil and lubricating oil.
Key: NA, not applicable.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values. Resource requirements less than 50 kg/yr (110 lb/yr) are not listed, except for lubricants.

Source: UC 1999a, 1999b.
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Table E-15. Immobilization Facility Annual Operation Resource Requirements

Collocated With Pit Conversion Facility at Hanford

Ceramic Glass

Resource Requirements

Electricity (IvWh)

Coal, t (tons)

Natural gas, m3 (ft3)

Fuel oila 1 (gal)

Water, I (gal)

Hydrogen, m3 (ft3)

Oxygen, m3 (fW3)

Nitrogen,b m3 (ft 3)

Argon,b m3 (ft3)

Heliumb m3 (ft3)

[Text deleted.]

Process water, 1 (gal)

Precursor, kg (lb)

Binder, kg (lb)

[Text deleted.]

Frit, kg (lb)

Stainless steel canisters, kg (lb)

Absorbents, kg (lb)

Hydraulic fluid, 1 (gal)

Oil,c 1 (gal)

Sodium hypochlorite, kg (lb)

Polyphosphate, kg (lb)

Corrosion inhibitor, kg (lb)

17t

23,000

NA

NA

100,000 (26,417)

68,000,000
(17,963,560)

290 (10,241)

350 (12,360)

990,000
(34,961,850)

200,000
(7,063,000)

8,600 (303,709)

110 (29)

11,000 (24,251)

350 (772)

NA

50,000 (110,230)

1,100 (2,425)

400 (106)

1,400 (370)

74 (163)

110 (243)

130 (287)

50t

24,000

NA

NA

100,000 (26,417)

72,000,000
(19,020,240)

320 (11,301)

400 (14,126)

1,400,000
(49,441,000)

330,000
(11,653,950)

10,000 (353,150)

110 (29)

31,000 (68,343)

960 (2,116)

NA

140,000 (308,644)

1,100 (2,425)

400 (106)

1,400 (370)

74 (163)

110 (243)

130 (287)

17t

23,000

NA

NA

100,000 (26,417)

68,000,000
(17,963,560)

290 (10,241)

350 (12,360)

990,000
(34,961,850)

130,000
(4,590,950)

8,600 (303,709)

110 (29)

NA

NA

29,000 (63,933)

62,000 (136,685)

1,100 (2,425)

400 (106)

1,400 (370)

74 (63)

110 (243)

130 (287)

so t

24,000

NA

NA

100,000 (26,417)

72,000,000
(19,020,240)

320 (11,301)

400 (14,126)

1,400,000
(49,441,000)

130,000
(4,590,950)

10,000 (353,150)

110 (29)

NA

NA

55,000 (121,253)

170,000 (374,782)

1,100 (2,425)

400 (106)

1,400 (370)

74 (63)

110 (243)

130 (287)

a Fuel oil includes gasoline, diesel, and oil.
b Includes process and nonprocess chemicals.
c Includes cutting oil and lubricating oil.
Key: NA, not applicable.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values. Resource requirements less than 50 kg/yr (110 lb/yr) are not listed, except for lubricants.

Source: UC 1999a, 1999b.
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Table E-16. Immobilization Facility Annual Operation Resource Requirements
Collocated With MOX Facility at Hanford

17 t

Resource Requirements
Electricity (MWh)

Coal, t (tons)

Natural gas, m3 (ft3)

Fuel oil,a I (gal)

Water, 1 (gal)

Hydrogen, m3 (ft3)

Oxygen, m3 (ft3)

Nitrogen,' m3 (ft')

Argonb m3 (fo)

Helium," m3 (fW3)

Ceramic

[Text deleted.]

Process water, 1 (gal)

Precursor, kg (lb)

Binder, kg (lb)

[Text deleted.]

Frit, kg (lb)

Stainless steel canisters, kg (lb)

Absorbents, kg (lb)

Hydraulic fluid, 1 (gal)

Oil,' 1 (gal)

Sodium hypochlorite, kg (lb)

Polyphosphate, kg (lb)

Corrosion inhibitor, kg (lb)

24,000

NA

NA

100,000 (26,417)

70,000,000 (18,491,900)

290 (10,241)

350 (12,360)

990,000 (34,961,850)

200,000 (7,063,000)

8,600 (303,709)

110 (29)

11,000 (24,251)

350 (772)

NA

50,000 (110,230)

1,100 (2,425)

400 (106)

1,400 (370)

81 (179)

120 (265)

140 (309)

Glass
24,000

NA

NA

100,000 (26,417)

70,000,000 (18,491,900)

290 (10,241)

350 (12,360)

990,000 (34,961,850)

130,000 (4,590,950)

8,600 (303,709)

110 (29)

NA

NA

29,000 (63,933)

62,000 (136,685)

1,100 (2,425)

400 (106)

1,400 (370)

81 (179)

120 (265)

140 (309)

-

a Fuel oil includes gasoline, diesel, and oil.
b Includes process and nonprocess chemicals.
c Includes cutting oil and lubricating oil.
Key: NA, not applicable.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant
figures and converted to the English values. Resource requirements less than 50 kg/yr (110 lb/yr) are not listed,
except for lubricants.
Source: UC 1999a, 1999b.
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Table E-17. Immobilization Facility Annual Operation Resource Requirements at SRS

Ceramic Glass

Resource Requirements 17 t 50 t 17 t 50 t

Electricity (IVIWh) 23,000 24,000 23,000 23,000

Coal, t (tons) 1,200 (1,323) 1,200 (1,323) 1,200 (1,323) 1,200 (1,323)

Natural gas, m3 (ft3) NA NA NA NA

Fuel oil,a 1 (gal) 69,000 (18,228) 69,000 (18,228) 69,000 (18,228) 69,000 (18,228)

Water, 1 (gal) 100,000,000 110,000,000 100,000,000 110,000,000

(26,417,000) (29,058,700) (26,417,000) (29,058,700)

Hydrogen, m3 (ft3) 290 (10,241) 320 (11,301) 290 (10,241) 320 (11,301)

Oxygen, m3 (ft3) 350 (12,360) 400 (14,126) 350 (2,360) 400 (14,126)

Nitrogen,b m3 (f1) 990,000 1,400,000 990,000 1,400,000

(34,961,850) (49,441,000) (34,961,850) (49,441,000)

Argonb m3 (f1) 200,000 330,000 130,000 130,000

(7,063,000) (11,653,950) (4,590,950) (4,590,950)

Helium,b m3 (19) 8,600 (303,709) 10,000 (353,150) 8,600 (303,709) 10,000 (353,150)

[Text deleted.]

Process water, 1 (gal) 110 (29) 110 (29) 110 (29) 110 (29)

Precursor, kg (lb) 11,000 (24,251) 31,000 (68,343) NA NA

Binder, kg (lb) 350 (772) 960 (2,116) NA NA

[Text deleted.]

Frit, kg (lb) NA NA 29,000 (63,933) 55,000 (121,253)

Stainless steel canisters, kg (lb) 50,000 (110,230) 140,000 (308,644) 62,000 (136,685) 174,000 (383,600)

Absorbents, kg (lb) 1,100 (2,425) 1,100 (2,425) 1,100 (2,425) 1,100 (2,425)

Hydraulic fluid, 1 (gal) 400 (106) 400 (106) 400 (106) 400 (106)

Oil,c 1 (gal) 1,400 (370) 1,400 (370) 1,400 (370) 1,400 (370)

Sodium hypochlorite, kg (lb) 130 (287) 130 (287) 130 (287) 130 (287)

Polyphosphate, kg (lb) 190 (419) 190 (419) 190 (419) 190 (419)

Corrosion inhibitor, kg (lb) 230 (507) 230 (507) 230 (507) 230 (507)

a Fuel oil includes gasoline, diesel, and oil.
b Includes process and nonprocess chemicals.
c Includes cutting oil and lubricating oil.
Key: NA, not applicable.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values. Resource requirements less than 50 kg/yr (110 lb/yr) are not listed, except for lubricants.

Source: UC 1999c, 1999d.
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E.3 MOX FACILITY

Table E-18. MOX Facility Schedule
Activity Calendar Year

MOX team selection and contract negotiation 1999

Design 2000-2001

Permitting and licensing 2000-2006

Construction 2002-2004

Cold startup 2005

Hot startup 2006

Operation 2006-2015

Deactivation and stabilization 2015-2019
(nominal 3 years)

Note: Schedule dates are approximate based on latest information. Actual timing may cause some
activities to start later in the reference year and end sometime past the end year shown here.
Source: UC 1998e-h.

Table E-19. MOX Facility Construction Area Requirements
Hanford

Function FMEF New INEEL Pantex SRS

Laydown area, ha (acres) (including spoils, 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94)

topsoils, etc.)

Warehouse area, ha (acres) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Staging area, ha (acres) 0.65 (1.61) 0.65 (1.61) 0.65 (1.61) 0.65 (1.61) 0.65 (1.61)

Temporary parking, ha (acres) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94)

Waste storage area, ha (acres) 1 (2.47) 1 (2.47) 1 (2.47) 1 (2.47) 1 (2.47)

New roads, km (mi) 1 (0.62) 1 (0.62) 1 (0.62) 2 (1.24) 2 (1.24)

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values.
Source: UC 1998e-h.

Table E-20. MOX Facility Operation Area Requirements
Hanford

Land-Use Area FMEF New INEEL Pantex SRS

New process facilities, ha (acres) 0 (0) 1.0 (2.47) 1.0 (2.47) 1.0 (2.47) 1.0 (2.47)

New support facilities, ha (acres) 0.47 (1.16) 0.24 (0.59) 0.24 (0.59) 0.24 (0.59) 0.24 (0.59)

Security area, ha (acres) 3 (7.41) 3 (7.41) 3 (7.41) 3 (7.41) 3 (7.41)

New parking, ha (acres) 2 (4.94) 2(4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94) 2 (4.94)

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values.
Source: DOE 1999; UC 1998e-h.
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Table E-21. MOX Facility Construction Employment Requirements (2002-2004)
Hanford

Employees FMEF New INEEL Pantex SRS

| Craft workers 1,263 1,471 1,471 1,471 1,471

| Management and administrative 641 679 679 679 679

| Total employment 1,904 2,150 2,150 2,150 2,150

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Note: Total employment includes construction workers during cold and hot startup years.

I Source: DOE 1999; ORNL 1998.

Table E-22. MOX Facility Major Construction Resource Requirements (2002-2004)
Hanford

Resource Requirements FMEF New INEEL Pantex SRS

Electricity (MWh) 74,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000

[Text deleted.]
Fuel, I (gal) 330,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000

(87,176) (264,170) (264,170) (264,170) (264,170)

Water, I (gal) 50,000,000 69,000,000 69,000,000 69,000,000 69,000,000
(13,208,500) (18,227,730) (18,227,730) (18,227,730) (18,227,730)

Concrete, m3 (yd3) 6,300 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
(8,240) (19,620) (19,620) (19,620) (19,620)

Steel, t (tons) 2,400 6,100 6,100 6,100 6,100
(2,646) (6,724) (6,724) (6,724) (6,724)

i[Text deleted.]
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values. Resource requirements less than 50 kglyr (110 lb/yr) are not listed.

I Source: DOE 1999; ORNL 1998.

Table E-23. MOX Facility Annual Employment Operation Requirements
Hanford

Employees FMEF New INEEL Pantex SRS

Office managers and 86 86 86 86 86
professionals

Technicians, operatives, 268 268 268 268 268

laborers, and service workers

Office and clerical 12 12 12 12 12

Craft workers 19 19 19 1 9 1 9

Total employment 385 385 385 385 385

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Note: Total employment during normal operations, after cold and hot startup years.
Source: DOE 1999; ORNL 1998; UC 1998e-h.

I
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Table E-24. MOX Facility Annual Operation Resource Requirements
Hanford

FMEFResource Requirements
Electricity (MWh)

Coal, t (tons)

Natural gas, m3 (ft3)

Fuel oil,a 1 (gal)

Water, 1 (gal)

Hydrogen, m3 (ft3)

Nitrogen, m3 (ft3)

Oxygen, m3 (ft3)

Argon, m3 (ft3)

Helium, m3 (ft3)

Phosphoric acid, kg (lb)

Sodium nitrate, kg (lb)

Sodium hydroxide, kg (lb)

Ethylene glycol, kg (lb)

Lubricant zinc stearate, kg (lb)

[Text deleted.]

Nitric acid, m3 (ft3)

Silver nitrate kg (lb)

Solvent, 1 (gal)

[Text deleted.]

Hydroxylamine nitrate, kg (lb)

[Text deleted.]

Oxalic acid dihydrate, kg (lb)

New

46,000

NA

NA

63,000
(16,643)

68,000,000
(17,963,560)

23,000
(812,245)

10,000,000
(353,150,000)

74 (2,613)

500,000
(17,657,500)

21,000
(741,615)

100 (220)

500 (1,102)

76 (168)

300 (661)

300 (661)

46,000

NA

NA

63,000
(16,643)

68,000,000
(17,963,560)

23,000
(812,245)

10,000,000
(353,150,000)

74 (2,613)

500,000
(17,657,500)

21,000
(741,615)

100 (220)

500 (1,102)

76 (168)

300 (661)

300 (661)

INEEL
30,000

2,100 (2,315)

NA

63,000
(16,643)

68,000,000
(17,963,560)

23,000
(812,245)

10,000,000
(353,150,000)

74 (2,613)

500,000
(17,657,500)

21,000
(741,615)

100 (220)

500 (1,102)

76 (168)

300 (661)

300 (661)

Pantex
30,000

NA

1,100,000
(38,846,500)

63,000
(16,643)

68,000,000
(17,963,560)

23,000
(812,245)

10,000,000
(353,150,000)

74 (2,613)

500,000
(17,657,500)

21,000
(741,615)

100 (220)

500 (1,102)

76 (168)

300 (661)

300 (661)

SRS
30,000

890 (983)

NA

63,000
(16,643)

68,000,000
(17,963,560)

23,000
(812,245)

10,000,000
(353,150,000)

74 (2,613)

500,000
(17,657,500)

21,000
(741,615)

100 (220)

500 (1,102)

76 (168)

300 (661)

300 (661)

180 (6,357)

140 (309)

15 (3.97)

180 (6,357)

140 (309)

15 (3.97)

180 (6,357)

140 (309)

15 (3.97)

180 (6,357)

140 (309)

15 (3.97)

180 (6,357)

140 (309)

15 (3.97)

660 (1,455) 660 (1,455) 660 (1,455) 660 (1,455) 660 (1,455)

7,000
(15,432)

7,000
(15,432)

7,000
(15,432)

7,000
(15,432)

7,000
(15,432)

Reillex HPG resin (wet basis), 160 (353) 160 (353) 160 (353) 160 (353) 160 (353)

kg (lb)
a Fuel oil includes gasoline and oil.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility; NA, not applicable.
Note: For purposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to
the English values.
Source: DOE 1999; ORNL 1998; UC 1998e-h.
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E.4 LEAD ASSEMBLY FABRICATION FACILITY

Table E-25. Lead Assembly Fabrication Facility Schedule
Activity Calendar Year

Equipment procured 2000-2001

Facility design 1999-2001

Facility permitting 2000-2002

Facility modification 2001-2002

Lead assembly fabrication (operation) 2003-2006

Deactivation and stabilization 2010-2013

Note: Schedule dates are approximate based on latest information. Actual timing may cause
some activities to start later in the reference year and end sometime past the end year shown
here.
Source: O'Connor et al. 1998a-e.

Table E-26. Lead Assembly Fabrication
Annual Employment Operation Requirements

Employees Number of Employees
Officials and managers 1

Professionals 4

Technicians 31

Office and clerical 2

Craft workers 5

Operatives 8

Service workers 9

Total employment 60
Source: O'Connor et al. 1998a-e.

Table E-27. Lead Assembly Fabrication Construction Resource Requirements

Resource Requirement ANL-W Hanford LLNL LANL SRS

Electricity (MWh) NR NR NR NR 2,800

Fuel oila 1 (gal) NR NR NR NR 45,000 (11,888)

Water, 1 (gal) NR NR NR NR 15,000,000 (3,962,550)

Industrial gases, m3 (ft3) NR NR NR NR 57 (2,013)

Concrete, m3 (yd3) NR NR NR NR 19 (25)

Steel, t (tons) NR NR NR NR 45 (50)

a Fuel oil includes gasoline, diesel, and oil.
Key: ANL-W, Argonne National Laboratory-West; LANL, Los Alamos National Laboratory; LLNL, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory; NR, not reported.
Note: ANL-W, Hanford, LLNL, and LANL require minor modifications to existing buildings; therefore, no significant
construction resource requirements are expected.
Source: O'Connor et al. 1998a-e.
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Table E-28. Lead Assembly Fabrication Annual Operation Resource Requirements

Resource Requirement ANL-W Hanford LLNL LANL SRS

Electricity (MWh) 720 1,200 720 720 720

Coal, t (tons) NA NA NA NA 60 (66)

Natural gas, m3 ('V) NA NA 55,000 55,000 NA
(1,942,325) (1,942,325)

Fuel oil,a I (gal) 61,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000

(16,114) (3,170) (3,170) (3,170) (3,170)

Water, 1 (gal) 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,600,000

(422,672) (422,672) (422,672) (422,672) (422,672)

Argon, m3 (ft) 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000

(565,040) (565,040) (565,040) (565,040) (565,040)

Helium, m3 (If) 10 (353) 10 (353) 10 (353) 10 (353) 10 (353)

Hydrogen, m3 (ft3) 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

(35,315) (35,315) (35,315) (35,315) (35,315)

Nitrogen, m3 (ft3) 5,300 5,300 5,300 5,300 5,300

(187,170) (187,170) (187,170) (187,170) (187,170)

Oxygen, m3 (IV) 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

(176,575) (176,575) (176,575) (176,575) (176,575)

Sodium nitrate, kg (lb) 85 (187) 85 (187) 85 (187) 85(187) 85(187)

Alcohol, l (gal) 230 (61) 230 (61) 230 (61) 230 (61) 230 (61)

General cleaning fluids, 1 (gal) 230 (61) 230 (61) 230 (61) 230 (61) 230 (61)

a Fuel oil includes gasoline, diesel, and oil.
Key: ANL-W, Argonne National Laboratory-West; LANL, Los Alamos National Laboratory; LLNL, Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; NA, not applicable.
Note: Forpurposes of the SPD EIS, metric values provided in the data reports were rounded to two significant figures and converted to

the English values. Resource requirements less than 50 kg/yr (110 lb/yr) are not listed.
Source: O'Connor et al. 1998a-e.
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Appendix F
Impact Assessment Methods

This appendix briefly describes the methods used to evaluate the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects
of the alternatives for surplus plutonium disposition. The same methodologies were also applied to the
assessment of impacts at each of the proposed lead assembly and postirradiation examination sites. Included are

impact assessment methods for air quality and noise, geology and soils, water resources, ecological resources,
cultural and paleontological resources, land use and visual resources, infrastructure, waste management,
socioeconomics, human health risk and hazardous chemicals, facility accidents, transportation, environmental
justice, and cumulative impacts. Each section is organized so that first the affected resource is described and then
the impact assessment method is presented. Detailed descriptions of the methods for facility accident and
transportation impact analyses are presented as Appendixes K and L, respectively.

Although impacts were generally described as either major or minor, this assignment was made in different ways,
depending on the resource. For air quality, for example, estimated pollutant emissions from the proposed surplus
plutonium disposition facilities were compared with the appropriate regulatory standards or guidelines. For

human health risk estimated radionuclide exposure to humans from the proposed facilities were compared with
applicable dose limits. Comparison with regulatory standards is a commonly used method for benchmarking
environmental impact and is done here to provide perspective on the magnitude of identified impacts.

Other indicators of impact were also established to focus the analysis on impacts that could be major. The
analysis of waste management impacts, for example, focused on alternatives where additional waste generation
would be a large percentage of current site waste generation, although a major impact was suggested only where
waste generation would exceed the capacity of existing waste management facilities. Cumulative impacts were

also evaluated with a view to ensuring that actions with minor impacts individually could not have major impacts
collectively.

Impacts in all resource areas were analyzed consistently; that is, the impact values were estimated using a
consistent set of input variables and computations. Moreover, efforts were made to ensure that calculations in
all areas used accepted protocols and up-to-date models. Finally, like presentations were developed to facilitate
the comparison of alternatives.

The impact assessment methods used to evaluate the effects of irradiating mixed oxide (MOX) fuel at the
proposed domestic, commercial reactor sites (see Section 4.28) are generally the same as those applied to assess
the impacts of the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives at each of the candidate U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) sites. Where there is a difference in the impact assessment method, the nature of the deviation and a
discussion of the impact assessment methods used for the reactor sites are provided. Otherwise, if no specific
exception is noted, the impact assessment methods applied to the candidate DOE sites were also applied to the
proposed reactor sites.

F.1 AIR QUALITY AND NOISE

F.1.1 Description of Affected Resources

F.1.1.1 Air Quality

Air pollution refers to any substance in the air that could harm human or animal populations, vegetation, or

structures, or that unreasonably interferes with the comfortable enjoyment of life and property. For purposes of
the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement (SPD EIS), only outdoor air pollutants

were addressed. They may be in the form of solid particles, liquid droplets, gases, or a combination of these
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forms. Generally, they can be categorized as primary pollutants (those emitted directly from identifiable sources)

and secondary pollutants (those produced in the air by interaction between two or more primary pollutants or by

reaction with normal atmospheric constituents, which may be influenced by sunlight). Air pollutants are

transported, dispersed, or concentrated by meteorological and topographical conditions. Thus, air quality is

affected by air pollutant emission characteristics, meteorology, and topography.

Ambient air quality in a given location can be described by comparing the concentrations of various pollutants

in the atmosphere with the appropriate standards. Ambient air quality standards have been established by Federal

and State agencies, allowing an adequate margin of safety for protection of public health and welfare from the

adverse effects of pollutants in the ambient air. Pollutant concentrations higher than the corresponding standards

are considered unhealthy; those below such standards, acceptable.

The pollutants of concern are primarily those for which Federal and State ambient air quality standards have been

established, including criteria air pollutants, hazardous air pollutants, and other toxic air compounds. Criteria

air pollutants are those listed in 40 CFR 50, National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards

(EPA 1997a). Hazardous air pollutants and other toxic compounds are those listed in Title I of the 1990 Clean

Air Act (CAA) as amended, those regulated by the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

(NESHAPs), and those that have been proposed or adopted for regulation by the respective State or are listed in

State guidelines. Also of concern are air pollutant emissions that may contribute to the depletion of stratospheric

ozone or global warming. Construction activities, particularly those that involve modification of existing

facilities, may be subject to certain NESHAPs requirements, for example, the reporting, training, and work

practice requirements for asbestos renovation (EPA 1997b). Provisions of other NESHAPs requirements, such

as those for benzene (EPA 1997c), would likely not apply because the amounts stored and used for construction

and operation of these facilities would be small. Provisions of NESHAPs for radionuclides are discussed in

Chapter 5 and Appendix F. 10.

Areas with air quality better than the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for criteria air pollutants

are designated as being in attainment; areas with air quality worse than the NAAQS for such pollutants, as

nonattainment areas. Areas may be designated as unclassified when sufficient data for attainment status

designation are lacking. Attainment status designations are assigned by county, metropolitan statistical area,

consolidated metropolitan statistical area, or portions thereof. Air Quality Control Regions designated by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are listed in 40 CFR 81, Designation of Areas for Air Quality

Planning Purposes.

For locations that are in an attainment area for criteria air pollutants, prevention of significant deterioration (PSD)

regulations limit pollutant emissions from new sources and establish allowable increments of pollutant

concentrations. Three PSD classifications are specified with the criteria established in the CAA amendments.

Class I areas include national wilderness areas, memorial parks larger than 2,020 ha (5,000 acres), and national

parks larger than 2,430 ha (6,000 acres), and areas that have been redesignated as Class I. Class II areas are all

areas not designated as Class I. No Class III areas have been designated.

Designation as a nonattainment area for criteria air pollutants triggers control requirements designated to achieve

attainment status by specified dates. In addition, facilities that constitute major new emission sources cannot be

constructed in a nonattainment area without permits that impose stringent pollution control requirements to

ensure progress toward compliance.

The region of influence (ROI) for air quality is that area around a site potentially affected by air pollutant

emissions caused by the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives. The air quality impact area normally

evaluated is the area in which concentrations of criteria air pollutants would increase more than a significant

amount in a Class II area. Significance varies according to the averaging period: 2,000 ptg/m3 for 1 hr for carbon
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monoxide; 25 zg/m3 for 3 hr for sulfur dioxide; 5 ig/m3 for 24 hr for sulfur dioxide and particulate matter with

an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 10 microns (PM10); and 1 pg/M3 annually for sulfur dioxide, PM, 0,

and nitrogen dioxide (EPA 1 997d). Generally, this covers a few kilometers downwind from the source. For

sources within 100 km (62 mi) of a Class I area, the air quality impact area evaluated would include the Class I

area if the average 24-hr increase in concentration were greater than lcg/m3. The size of the ROI depends on

emission source characteristics, pollutant types, emission rates, and meteorological and topographical conditions.

For purposes of this analysis, where most of the sites are large, impacts were evaluated at the site boundary, along

roads within the sites to which the public has access, and anywhere else the contributions to pollutant

concentrations could exceed the established significance levels.

Baseline air quality is typically described in terms of pollutant concentrations modeled for existing sources at each

site and background air pollutant concentrations measured near the sites. For this analysis, concentrations for

existing sources were obtained from existing source documents or by modeling recent emissions data. Data from

the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a) were incorporated where appropriate.

The maximum concentrations of toxic air pollutants at or beyond the site boundary were compared with Federal

and State regulations or limits. To determine human health risk (see Appendix F. 10), modeling outputs on

chemical concentrations in air were weighed against chemical-specific toxicity values. Emissions of radionuclides

to the air (see Appendix F. 10) were evaluated in terms of a total dosage standard.

F.1.1.2 Noise

Sound results from the compression and expansion of air or some other medium when an impulse is transmitted

through it. Sound requires a source of energy and a medium for transmitting the sound wave. Propagation of

sound is affected by various factors, including meteorology, topography, and barriers. Noise is undesirable sound

that interferes or interacts negatively with the human or natural environment. Noise may disrupt normal activities

(e.g., hearing, sleep), damage hearing, or diminish the quality of the environment.

Sound-level measurements used to evaluate the effects of nonimpulsive sound on humans are compensated by

an A-weighting scale that accounts for the hearing response characteristics (i.e., frequency) of the human ear.

Sound levels are expressed in decibels, or in the case of A-weighted measurements, decibels A-weighted. The

EPA has developed noise-level guidelines for different land-use classifications. Some States and localities have

established noise control regulations or zoning ordinances that specify acceptable noise levels by land-use

category.

Noise from facility operations and associated traffic could affect human and animal populations. Because most

nontraffic noise associated with construction and operation of the proposed facilities would be distant from offsite

noise-sensitive receptors, the contribution to offsite noise levels should be small. Impacts associated with

transportation access routes, including noise from increased traffic, could result in small increases in noise along

these routes. The ROI for each of the sites includes the site and surrounding areas, including transportation

corridors, where proposed activities might increase noise levels. Transportation corridors most likely to

experience increased noise levels are those roads within a few miles of the site boundary that carry most of the

site's employee and shipping traffic.

Sound-level data representative of site environs were obtained from existing reports and from calculations of the

sound levels typical of prevailing traffic volumes along the transportation corridors. The acoustic environment

was further described in terms of existing noise sources for each site.
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F.1.2 Description of Impact Assessment

F.1.2.1 Air Quality

Potential air quality impacts of pollutant emissions from construction and normal operations were evaluated for

each alternative (see Table F-1). That assessment included a comparison of effects of each alternative with

applicable Federal and State ambient air quality standards and concentration limits. The more stringent

standards, EPA or State, served as the assessment criteria. Criteria for hazardous and toxic air pollutants include

those listed in Title Iml of the 1990 CAA Amendments, NESHAPs, and standards and guidelines adopted by the

respective states. The State ambient standards are the same as or more stringent than the Federal ambient

standards. The Federal primary ambient standards define levels of air quality that EPA "judges are necessary

with an adequate margin of safety, to protect the public health" (EPA 1997a). The

Federal secondary ambient standards define levels of air quality that EPA "judges are necessary to protect the

public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant" (EPA 1997a). The surplus

plutonium disposition incremental change in concentrations of pollutants was compared with the PSD Class II

allowable increments. Impacts on Class I PSD areas were evaluated where there was a Class I area within 100 km

(62 mi) of the site.

Operational air pollutant emissions data for each alternative (other than No Action) were based on engineering

design reports; construction emissions data for each alternative, on engineering design reports, emission factors

for construction equipment listed in Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors: Mobile Sources

(EPA 1991:vol. II, 7-1-7-7), and emission factors for fugitive dust from construction listed in Compilation of

Air Pollutant Emission Factors (EPA 1996a:13.2-1; 13.2-2; 13.2.2-1-13.2.2-8; 13.2.3-1-13.2.3-7;

13.2.4-1-13.2.4-9; 13.2.5-1-13.2.5-21). Traffic emissions were estimated using EPA's MOBILE5b and

PART 5 emissions calculation models.

For each alternative, contributions to offsite air pollutant concentrations were modeled on the basis of guidance

presented in the Guideline on Air Quality Models (EPA 1997e). The EPA-recommended Industrial Source

Complex Model, Version 3 (ISC3), was selected as the most appropriate model to perform the air dispersion

modeling, because it is designed to support the EPA regulatory modeling program and is capable of handling

multiple sources and source types. The short-term version of ISC3, ISCST3, was used to calculate concentrations

with averaging times of 1 to 24 hours and annual average concentrations. Concentrations for the No Action

Alternative were based on information provided in the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a).

For each reactor site proposed for irradiation of MOX fuel, the contributions to offsite air pollutant

concentrations were modeled using the EPA long-term version of the ISC3 model, ISCLT3, for annual average

concentrations, and the SCREEN3 model, for short-term average concentrations. Emissions were based on

information provided by Duke Engineering and Services, COGEMA Inc., and Stone and Webster as summarized

in the MOXFuel Fabrication Facility and Nuclear Power Reactor Data Report (DOE 1999).

The modeling analysis incorporated conservative assumptions, which tend to overestimate the pollutant

concentrations. The "highest-high" concentration for each pollutant and averaging time was selected for

comparison with the applicable assessment criterion, instead of the less conservative EPA-recommended

"highest-high" and "highest second-highest" concentration for long-term and short-term averaging times,

respectively. The concentrations evaluated were the maximum occurring at or beyond the site boundary or a

public access road, and included the contribution of the alternative and that of existing onsite sources. Available

monitoring data, which reflect both onsite and offsite sources, were also taken into consideration. Concentrations

of the criteria air pollutants, hazardous air pollutants, and toxic air compounds were presented for each

alternative. Construction equipment activity emissions were evaluated as a volume source for each
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Table F-1. Impact Assessment Protocol for Air Quality and Noise

Required Data

Resource Affected Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Air quality
Criteria air pollutants and Ambient concentration Emission (kg/yr) of air Contribution of proposed

other regulated (pg/m3) of air pollutants, pollutants from facility alternative to concentrations

pollutantsa and concentrations of and facility construction of each pollutant at or

pollutants from existing or modification; source beyond site boundary; total

sources at site characteristics (e.g., concentration of each
stack height and pollutant at or beyond site
diameter, exit boundary; percent of
temperature and applicable standard
velocity); shipments
and workforce
estimates

Toxic/hazardous air Ambient concentrations Emission rate (kg/yr) of Contribution of proposed

pollutantsb (pg/m3 ) of toxic air toxic air pollutants from alternative to concentrations
pollutants; concentrations facility; source of each pollutant at or

of pollutants from existing characteristics (e.g., beyond the site boundary;

sources at site stack height and total concentration of each
diameter, exit pollutant at or beyond site
temperature and boundary; percent of
velocity) applicable standard

Noise Sound levels at sensitive Descriptions of major Increase in day/night average

offsite receptors (e.g., at construction and sound level at sensitive
nearby residences, along operation sources; receptors
major access routes); sound shipment and workforce
levels at noise-sensitive estimates
wildlife habitat (nearby
threatened and endangered
wildlife habitat)

a Carbon monoxide; hydrogen fluoride; lead; nitrogen oxides; ozone; particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal
to 10 gg; sulfur dioxide; total suspended particulates.

b Title m11 pollutants, pollutants regulated under the National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants, and other State-regulated

pollutants.

alternative using the ISC3 model. The total concentration, including the contribution from each alternative and

the percent of the applicable standard, were presented. This percentage reflects the variability of the No Action

concentrations, the standards and guidelines among sites and the differences among the alternatives.

The effects of traffic related to construction and operation for each alternative were evaluated by calculating the

emissions of criteria pollutants from worker vehicles and shipping activities.

One year of sequential hourly onsite meteorological data from the sites and upper-air data for appropriate

locations from the National Climactic Data Center were used in the air quality modeling. For consistency, the

data were for the same year considered in the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a).

Additional assumptions were incorporated in the air quality modeling at each site. For example, to model

emissions from a generic process stack for MOX fuel fabrication, a single source within the facility was used,

assuming a stack height of 8 m (26 ft), a stack diameter of 0.3 m (1 ft), a stack exit temperature equal to the
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ambient temperature, and a stack exit velocity of 0.03 m/s (0.1 ft/s). Where they could be obtained, however,

actual stack locations and stack parameters were used to model pollutant concentrations.

The analysis tends to overestimate pollutant concentrations, since the location of the maximum site boundary

concentrations due to surplus plutonium disposition facilities was assumed to be the same as the location of

maximum concentrations of other pollutant sources at the site.

Ozone is typically formed as a secondary pollutant in the ambient air (troposphere). It is formed from such

primary pollutants as nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds, which emanate from vehicular (mobile),

natural, and other stationary sources. It is not emitted directly as a pollutant from the sites. Although ozone may

thus be regarded appropriately as a regional issue, specific ozone precursors, notably nitrogen dioxide and volatile

organic compounds, were analyzed as applicable to the alternatives under consideration.

The CAA, as amended, required that Federal actions conform to the host State's "State Implementation Plan."

A State Implementation Plan provides for the implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of NAAQS for the

six criteria pollutants: sulfur dioxide; PMo; carbon monoxide; ozone; nitrogen dioxide; and lead. Its purpose

is to eliminate or reduce the severity and number of violations of NAAQS and to expedite the attainment of these

standards. No department, agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Government shall engage in or support in

any way (i.e., provide financial assistance for, license or permit, or approve) any activity that does not conform

to an applicable implementation plan. The final rule for Determining Conformity of General Federal Actions

to State or Federal Implementation Plans (EPA 1993) took effect on January 31, 1994. Hanford, Pantex, the

Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, the Savannah River Site, and Los Alamos National

Laboratory are within areas currently designated as attainment for criteria air pollutants. Therefore, the surplus

plutonium disposition alternatives being considered at these sites are not affected by the provisions of the

conformity rule. Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS) is in an area designated nonattainment

for ozone, PMO, and carbon monoxide. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is in an area designated

nonattaining for ozone. Applicability of the conformity rule to the RFETS is discussed in Section 4.2.1.7 on No

Action.

Emissions of potential stratospheric ozone-depleting compounds such as chlorofluorocarbons were not evaluated

because no emissions of these pollutants were identified in the engineering design reports.

Emissions of pollutants that are potential contributors to global warming (e.g., carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide

chlorofluorocarbons, and methane) were evaluated using emission data in the engineering design reports. These

emissions were compared with annual releases of these pollutants from other sources (EPA 1997f).

F.1.2.2 Noise

Also addressed in the SPD EIS assessment were the onsite and offsite acoustic impacts of construction and

operation of the proposed facilities (see Table F-1). That analysis drew from available information (e.g.,

engineering design reports) on the types of noise sources and the locations of the proposed facilities relative to

the site boundary and noise-sensitive locations. Its focus was the degree of change in noise levels at sensitive

receptors (e.g., residences near the site boundary and along access routes, and schools along access routes) with

respect to ambient conditions. (A change in noise level of less than 3 decibels is generally not detectable by the

human ear. An increase of 10 decibels is roughly equivalent to a doubling of the perceived sound.) Most

nontraffic noise sources associated with construction and operation of the surplus plutonium disposition facilities

are far enough from offsite noise-sensitive receptors that the contribution to offsite noise levels should be small.

Projections of traffic noise during construction and operations were based on the employment and shipment

projections provided in the engineering design reports.
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F.2 GEOLOGY AND SOILS

F.2.1 Description of Affected Resources

Geologic resources include consolidated and unconsolidated earth materials, including mineral assets such as ore

and aggregate materials, and fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas. Geologic conditions include hazards

such as earthquakes, faults, volcanoes, landslides, and land subsidence. Soil resources include the loose surface

materials of the earth in which plants grow, usually consisting of mineral particles from disintegrating rock,

organic matter, and soluble salts.

The ROI for geology and soils includes all areas subject to disturbance by construction and operation of surplus

plutonium disposition facilities, and those areas beneath these facilities that would remain inaccessible for the

life of the facilities.

Geology and soils were considered with respect to natural conditions that could affect the alternative, as well as

those portions of the resource that could be affected by the alternative. Geology and soil conditions that could

affect the integrity and safety of the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives include large-scale geologic

hazards and attributes of the soil beneath the proposed facility. Geology and soil resources that could be affected

by the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives include economically valuable mineral resources and prime

farmland soils.

F.2.2 Description of Impact Assessment

Facility construction and operations for the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives were considered from the

perspective of impacts on specific geologic resources and soil attributes. Construction impacts would

predominate in effects on geologic and soil resources; hence, key factors in the analysis were the land area to be

disturbed during construction and occupied during operations (see Table F-2). The main objective was avoidance

of the siting of facilities over unstable soils (i.e., soils prone to liquefaction, shrink-swell, or erosion).

Table F-2. Impact Assessment Protocol for Geology and Soils
Required Data

Resource Affected Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Soil attributes Presence of any unstable Location of Location of facility on unstable soils
soils at proposed facility proposed
location facility on the

site

Valuable mineral and Presence of any valuable Location of Destruction or rendering inaccessible of

energy resources mineral or energy proposed valuable mineral or energy resources
resources at proposed facility on the
facility location site

Prime farmland soils Presence of prime Location of Conversion of prime farmland soils to

farmland soils at proposed nonagricultural use
proposed facility facility on the
location site

Included in the geology and soil impact analysis was consideration of the risks to the proposed facilities of

large-scale geologic hazards such as faulting and earthquakes, lava extrusions and other volcanic activity,

landslides, sinkholes, and salt dissolution (i.e., conditions that tend to affect broad expanses of land). In the

Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a:4-45-47, 4-148-150, 4-204-206, 4-309-311), hazards from the

large-scale geologic conditions at each candidate site were assessed for proposed long-term storage facilities. The
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supporting data and findings of that analysis, which focused on the presence of the hazard and the distance of the

facilities from it, were reviewed and accepted as generally applicable to the surplus plutonium disposition

facilities and therefore are incorporated by reference. Efforts were also made to determine if locating the surplus

plutonium disposition facilities at a specific site could destroy, or preclude the use of, valuable mineral or energy

resources.

Pursuant to the Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA) (7 USC 4201 et seq.), and the regulations (7 CFR 658)

promulgated as result thereof, the presence of prime farmland was also evaluated. This act requires agencies to

make FPPA evaluations part of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, the main purpose being

to reduce the conversion of farmland to nonagricultural uses by Federal projects and programs. Prime farmland,

as defined in 7 CFR 657, is land that contains the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for

producing crops. It includes cropland, pasture land, rangeland, and forest land. Potential prime farmlands not

acquired prior to June 22, 1982, the effective date of the FPPA, are exempt from its provisions (DOE

1996b:4-22).

F.3 WATER RESOURCES

F.3.1 Description of Affected Resources

Water resources are the surface and subsurface waters that are suitable for human consumption, agricultural

purposes, or irrigation or industrial/commercial purposes, and that could be impacted by the proposed action.

This analysis involved the review of engineering estimates of expected water use and effluent discharges from

proposed construction, operation, maintenance, and decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of the

proposed facilities, and ultimately the impacts of the activities on the local surface water and groundwater.

F.3.2 Description of Impact Assessment

The water resources evaluation for the SPD EIS tiers from the corresponding analysis presented in the Storage

and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a). Its purpose was to evaluate the differences in the impacts where changes

would be incurred in the assumed water usage to accommodate the facilities involved in the planned disposition

activities. Determination of the impacts of the alternatives on water resources (see Table F-3) consisted of a

comparison of field-generated data with regulatory standards, design parameters commonly used in the water and

wastewater design industry, and accepted industry standards.

Certain assumptions were integral to this analysis: (1) that all water and sewage treatment facilities would be

approved by the appropriate permitting authority, and thus that the impacts of project-specific withdrawals from

the water treatment plants and effluent discharges from the sewage treatment plant would be in accordance with

established standards; (2) that the sewage treatment facilities would meet the effluent limitations imposed by their

respective National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits; and (3) that any storm-water

runoff from construction or operation activities would be handled in accordance with the regulations of the

appropriate permitting authority. It was also assumed that, during construction, siltation fencing or other erosion

control devices would be used to mitigate short-term adverse impacts from siltation, and that, as appropriate,

storm-water holding ponds would be constructed to lessen the impacts of rainfall events on the receiving streams.
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Table F-3. Impact Assessment Protocol for Water Resourcesa

Required Data

Resource Affected Environment

Surface water quality Surface waters near the
facilities in terms of
stream classifications and
changes in water quality

Groundwater quality Groundwater near the
facilities in terms of
classification, presence of
designated sole source
aquifers, and changes in
quality of groundwater

Surface water Surface waters near the
availability facilities, including

average flow; 7-day,
10-year low flow; and
numbers of downstream
users

Groundwater availability Groundwater near the
facilities, including
numbers of all
groundwater users,
existing water rights for
major water users, and
contractual agreements
for water supply use
within impacted area

Flooding impacts Locations of 100- and
500-year floodplains

Facility Design
Anticipated effluent

quantity and quality

Quantity and quality of
anticipated
withdrawals from, or
discharges to,
groundwater

Volume of
withdrawals from,
and discharges to,
surface waters

Volume of
withdrawals and
discharges to
groundwater

Measure of Impact
Noncompliance of surface water

quality with relevant standards of
Clean Water Act or with State
regulations

Concentrations of contaminants in
groundwater exceeding standards
established in accordance with Safe
Drinking Water Act or State
regulations

Changes in availability to downstream
users of water for drinking,
irrigation, or animal feedingb

Changes in availability of
groundwater for human
consumption, irrigation, or animal
feeding

Facility location on the Construction of facilities in a
site oo

a For flows above the design capacity of existing water and sewage treatment systems.
b An impact is assumed if withdrawals exceed 10 percent ofthe 7-day, 10-year low flow ofthe receiving stream.
c A floodplain assessment is a prerequisite to construction on a floodplain.

Further assumptions regarding water resources impacts were based in part on results of the analysis. The first

step in the analysis was to determine whether any revisions in project water and wastewater flows had occurred

between the time of the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a) and the collection of data for the SPD EIS.

If no revisions were necessary, and if no evidence of an impact on water resources was presented in the Storage

and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a), then it was assumed that no such impact would be incurred. If the analysis

reflected a revision downward in the assumed water use for a proposed activity, and there was no impact for that

activity in the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a), then no impact was attributed to that activity. If the

analysis reflected an increase in water use, then an evaluation of the design capacity of the water and wastewater

treatment facilities was made to determine whether their design capacity would be exceeded by the additional

flows. If the combined flow (i.e., the existing flow plus those from the proposed activities) were less than the

design capacity of the water and sewage treatment plants, then it was assumed that there would be no impact on

water availability for local users or on the receiving stream from sewage treatment plant effluent discharges. If

the flows from the proposed facilities were found to exceed the design capacity of the existing water or sewage

treatment facilities, then the following extensive analyses of the impact of these flows were conducted.

Surface Water Availability. The analysis of the potential impacts on water availability entailed comparing the

rate of surface water use for the specific alternative, the associated effluent discharges, and the use and

classification of water in downstream waterways. For facilities intending to use surface water, an evaluation was
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made of the total use and the 7-day, 10-year low-flow conditions of the receiving stream. Discharges of effluent

back into the receiving stream were included in the evaluation. If net losses were found to exceed 10 percent of

the 7-day, 10-year low flow, an impact was assumed. Where groundwater was the source of water, discharges

to surface water were interpreted as adding to the flow in the receiving stream. If the increases exceeded

200 percent of the 7-day, 1 0-year low flow, then an impact was assumed.

Surface Water Quality. The evaluation of the surface water quality impacts focused on the quality and quantity

of the effluent to be discharged and the quality of the receiving stream upstream and downstream from the

proposed facilities. The evaluation of effluent quality featured review of the expected design parameters, such

as the design average and maximum flows, as well as the effluent parameters reflected in the existing or expected

NPDES permit. Those parameters include biochemical oxygen demand, total suspended solids, metals, coliform

bacteria, organic and inorganic chemicals, radionuclides, and any other parameters that affect the local

environment. Water quality management practices were reviewed to ensure that NPDES permit limitations

would be met. Factors that currently degrade water quality were also identified.

During construction, the receiving stream could be affected by construction site runoff and sedimentation. Such

impacts relate to the amount of land disturbed, the type of soil at the site, the topography, and weather conditions.

They would be minimized by application of standard management practices for storm-water and erosion control.

During operations, receiving waters could be affected by increased runoff from parking lots, buildings, or other

cleared areas. Storm water from these areas could be contaminated with materials deposited by airborne

pollutants, automobile exhaust and residues, and process effluents. Impacts of storm-water discharges could be

highly specific, and mitigation would depend on management practices, the design of holding facilities, the

topography, and adjacent land use. Data from the existing water quality database were compared with expected

flows from the new facilities to determine the relative impacts on the quality of the water in the receiving stream.

Groundwater Availability. Effects of the proposed action on groundwater supplies were determined by

analyzing potential withdrawal rates for the construction and operation phases of the action. Estimates of

withdrawal from the affected aquifers were provided. Additionally, instances in which groundwater use could

exceed a large portion of the locally developed groundwater supplies were identified.

Groundwater Quality. Potential groundwater quality impacts associated with effluent discharges during the

construction and operation phases were examined. The groundwater quality projections were then weighed

against Federal and State groundwater quality standards, effluent limitations, and drinking water standards to

determine the impacts of each alternative. Also evaluated were the effects of construction and operation activities

on the movement of existing groundwater contamination plumes, and the consequences thereof for groundwater

use in the area.

Floodplain Impacts. Once the regional 100- and 500-year floodplains were identified from maps and other

existing documents, the likely impacts of proposed surplus plutonium disposition facility construction and

operation activities were analyzed. For any facilities proposed for location in a floodplain, a floodplain

assessment would be prepared, as necessary. Where possible, the surplus plutonium disposition facilities were

sited to ensure compliance with Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, and 10 CFR 1022,

Compliance With Floodplain/Wetlands Environmental Review Requirements.

F.4 ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

F.4.1 Description of Affected Resources
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Ecological resources include terrestrial and aquatic resources (plants and animals), wetlands, and threatened and

endangered species that could be affected by proposed construction and operations at the proposed surplus

plutonium disposition sites. In accordance with the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a), the ROI for

habitat impacts from facility construction and operations is the area within a 1.6-km (1-mi) radius of the proposed

facilities.

F.4.2 Description of Impact Assessment

The proposed alternatives would involve, at a minimum, land disturbance during modifications to existing

facilities and may require site clearing for construction of new facilities (see Table F-4). Accordingly, ecological

impacts were assessed in terms of potential disturbances or loss of nonsensitive terrestrial and aquatic habitats

and the potential effects on nearby sensitive habitats. For purposes of the SPD EIS, sensitive habitats include

those areas occupied by threatened and endangered species, State-protected species, and wetlands.

Table F-4. Impact Assessment Protocol for Ecological Resources
Required Data

Resource Affected Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Nonsensitive terrestrial Vegetation and wildlife Area disturbed by Decrease in acreage of undisturbed

and aquatic habitats within a 1.6-km (1-mi) construction of proposed local and regional nonsensitive
radius of proposed facility habitats
facility locations

Sensitive terrestrial and Sensitive species habitats Area disturbed by Decrease in extent of sensitive

aquatic habitats, within a 1.6-km (1-mi) construction of proposed habitats in ROI
including wetlands radius of proposed facility Determination by USFWS and

facility locations State agencies that facility
construction could disturb
sensitive habitats

Key: ROI, region of influence; USFWS, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

F.4.2.1 Nonsensitive Habitat Impacts

During the construction phase, ecological resources could be affected through disturbance or loss of habitat

resulting from site clearing, land disturbance, human intrusion, and noise. Terrestrial resources could be directly

affected through changes in vegetative cover important to individual animals of certain species with limited home

ranges, such as small mammals and songbirds. Likely impacts include increased direct mortality and

susceptibility to predation. Activities associated with the construction and operation of facilities (e.g., human

intrusion and noise) could also compel the migration of the wildlife to adjacent areas with similar habitat. If the

receiving areas were already supporting the maximum sustainable wildlife, competition for limited resources and

habitat degradation could be fatal to some species. Therefore, the analysis of impacts on terrestrial wildlife was

based largely on the extent of plant community loss or modification.

Construction or modification of facilities, and the operation thereof, could directly affect aquatic resources

through increased runoff and sedimentation, increased flows, and the introduction of thermal and chemical

changes to the water. However, various mitigation techniques should minimize construction impacts, and

discharges of contaminants to surface waters from routine operations are expected to be limited by engineering

control practices. Therefore, impacts are expected to be minimal.

F.4.2.2 Sensitive Habitat Impacts
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Impacts on threatened and endangered species, State-protected species, and their habitats during construction of

the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities were determined in a manner similar to that for nonsensitive

habitats. A list of sensitive species that could be present at each site was compiled. Informal consultations were

initiated with the appropriate U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) offices and State-equivalent agencies as

part of the impacts assessment for sensitive species. Plans were developed for preconstruction surveys, as

necessary, to deternine the presence of any Federal- or State-listed species within the ROI. Those plans call for

consulting the USFWS and various State agencies to confirm that potential impacts on sensitive habitats are

acceptable or can be mitigated.

Most construction impacts on wetlands are related to the displacement of wetlands by filling, draining, or

dredging activities. Operational impacts thereon could result from effluents, surface water or groundwater

withdrawals, or the creation of new wetlands. Loss of wetlands resulting from construction and operation of the

surplus plutonium disposition facilities was addressed by comparing data on the location and areal extent of

wetlands in the ROI with the land area requirements for the proposed facilities.

F.5 CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

F.5.1 Description of Affected Resources

Cultural resources are the indications of human occupation and use of the landscape as defined and protected by

a series of Federal laws, regulations, and guidelines. For the SPD EIS, the potential impacts of proposed surplus

plutonium disposition activities were assessed separately for each of the three general categories of cultural

resources: prehistoric, historic, and Native American. Paleontological resources are the physical remains,

impressions, or traces of plants or animals from a former geological age, and may be sources of information on

paleoenvironments and the evolutionary development of plants and animals. Although not governed by the same

historic preservation laws as cultural resources, they could be affected by the proposed surplus plutonium

disposition activities in much the same manner.

Prehistoric resources are physical remains of human activities that predate written records; they generally consist

of artifacts that may alone or collectively yield otherwise inaccessible information about the past. Historic

resources consist of physical remains that postdate the emergence of written records; in the United States, they

are architectural structures or districts, archaeological objects, and archaeological features dating from 1492 and

later. Ordinarily, sites less than 50 years old are not considered historic, but exceptions can be made for such

properties if they are of particular importance, such as structures associated with Cold War themes. Native

American resources are sites, areas, and materials important to Native Americans for religious or heritage

reasons. Such resources may include geographical features, plants, animals, cemeteries, battlefields, trails, and

environmental features.

The primary ROI used for the cultural and paleontological resource analyses encompasses the land areas directly

disturbed by construction and operation of the proposed facilities. The natural setting of those resources was

considered a contextual component thereof.

F.5.2 Description of Impact Assessment

The SPD EIS study addressed the potential direct and indirect impacts on cultural resources at each of the

candidate sites from the proposed action and alternatives (see Table F-5). The assessment of direct impacts

focused on ground-disturbing activities and alterations to existing resources, particularly those listed or eligible

for listing on the National Register of Historic Places (National Register), and those considered important to
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Table F-5. Impact Assessment Protocol for Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Required Data

Resource
Prehistoric resources

Historic resources

Native American
resources

Paleontological
resources

Affected Environment
Site cultural resource

inventory/management
plan reflecting listing or
eligibility for listing on
National Register

Existing programmatic
agreements

Site cultural resource
inventory/management
plan reflecting listing or
eligibility for listing on
National Register

Existing programmatic
agreements

Site cultural resource
inventory/management
plan reflecting listing or
eligibility for listing on
National Register

Existing programmatic
agreements

Resources identified
through consultations with
Native American tribal
governments

Site cultural resource
inventory/management
plan

Existing programmatic
agreements

Facility Design
Location of proposed

facility on the site
Areas to be disturbed

Location of proposed
facility on the site

Areas to be disturbed

Location of proposed
facility on the site

Areas to be disturbed

Location of proposed
facility on the site

Areas to be disturbed

Measure of Impact
Potential for physical destruction,

damage, or alteration; isolation or
alteration of the character of the
property; introduction of visual,
audible, or atmospheric elements out
of character; and neglect of resources
listed or eligible for listing on the
National Register

Noncompliance with existing laws,
regulations, and programmatic
agreements

Potential for physical destruction,
damage, or alteration; isolation or
alteration of the character of the
property; introduction of visual,
audible, or atmospheric elements out
of character; and neglect of resources
listed or eligible for listing on the
National Register

Noncompliance with existing laws,
regulations, and programmatic
agreements

Potential for disturbance of Native
American resources as determined
through consultations with potentially
affected Native American tribal
governments (per DOE Order 1230.2)

Noncompliance with existing laws,
regulations, and programmatic
agreements

Potential for appropriation, excavation,
injury, or destruction of resources
without permission (per Antiquities
Act of 1906)

Noncompliance with existing laws,
regulations, and programmatic
agreements

Native Americans. Potential indirect impacts of surplus plutonium disposition activities were also assessed-

impacts associated with reduced access to a resource site, as well as impacts associated with increased traffic and

visitation in sensitive areas.

For specific sites, depending on the alternative, more detailed information was required (e.g., file investigations,

Native American consultations, implementation of the Native American policy of DOE, predictive modeling) to

determine the types, numbers, and locations, as well as the National Register eligibility or importance in other

respects of resources in the proposed project area.
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Plans were drawn up for consultation with each State Historic Preservation Officer and reviews of existing DOE

site cultural resource surveys and management plans to determine the National Register eligibility and importance

of the resources, and to assess measures designed to mitigate the impacts of the proposed actions.

The measure of impact on a particular resource will depend largely on specific cultural resource management

agreements with the candidate sites, the consultations with State Historic Preservation Officers and affected

Native American tribes, and overall compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

F.6 LAND RESOURCES

F.6.1 Description of Affected Resources

Land resources include the land on and contiguous to each candidate site; the physical features that influence

current or proposed uses; local urban and rural population density; pertinent State, county, and municipal land-use

plans and regulations; land ownership and availability; and the aesthetic characteristics of the site and

surrounding areas.

Land resources analysis for the SPD EIS determined the potential beneficial or adverse impacts on land use and

visual resources for the defined ROI. The ROI for land use at each candidate site varies due to disparities in

population density and growth trends, the extent of Federal land ownership, adjacent land-use patterns and trends,

and other geographic or safety considerations. The ROI for visual resources includes those lands within the

viewshed of the proposed action and alternatives.

F.6.2 Description of Impact Assessment

F.6.2.1 Land-Use Analysis

Requirements for the SPD EIS included estimating the impacts of the alternatives on land use within each DOE

site, adjacent Federal or State lands, adjacent communities, and wildlife or resource areas. At issue were the net

land area affected; its relationship to conforming and nonconforming land uses; current growth trends, land

values, and other socioeconomic factors pertaining to land use; and the projected modifications to other facility

activities and missions consistent with the proposed alternatives (see Table F-6). Land-use impacts could vary

considerably from site to site, depending on existing facility land-use configurations, adjoining land uses, plans

for transportation security, proximity to residential areas, and other environmental and containment factors.

Evaluation of existing land uses at each of the potentially affected sites required review of existing and future

facility land-use plans. Where land adjacent to the proposed site is managed by local government, applicable

community general plans, zoning ordinances, and population growth trend data were reviewed. Where such land

is managed or under the jurisdiction of a Federal or State land management agency, the respective agency resource

management plans and policies were reviewed. Total land area requirements include those areas to be occupied

by the footprint of each building and nonbuilding support area in conjunction with all paved roads, parking areas,

graveled areas, and construction laydown areas, and any land graded and cleared of vegetation. Land area

requirements were identified using proposed facility data reports.
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Table F-6. Impact Assessment Protocol for Land Resources
Required Data

Resource
Land use;
area used

Compatibility with
existing or future
land-use plans,
policies, or regulations

Visual resources

Affected Environment
Total site acreage;

available acreage

Existing facility and
regional land-use
configurations;
applicable plans,
policies, or regulations

Delineation of nearby
visual resources and
viewsheds, including
Class I areas

Facility Design
Location of proposed

facility on the site; total
land area requirements

Location of proposed
facility on the site;
facility D&D
procedures; expected
modifications of other
facility activities and
missions to
accommodate proposed
alternatives

Location of proposed
facility on the site;
facility dimensions and
appearance

Measure of Impact
Facility land requirements greater

than 30% of available acreage

Incompatibility with existing facility
or adjacent land use;
encroachment by disturbed area
onto sensitive lands protected by
existing management plans or
policies; significant long-term or
permanent loss of land use
resulting from facility
construction, operation, or D&D

Significant reduction of assigned
VRM classification for a notable
viewshed

Key: D&D, decontamination and decommissioning; VRM, Visual Resource Management.

F.6.2.2 Visual Resources Analysis

Visual resource impacts are changes in the physical features of the landscape attributable to the proposed action.

Visual resource assessment was based on the Bureau of Land Management Visual Resource Management (VRM)

classification scheme (DOI 1986a, 1986b). Impacts on scenic or visual resources were analyzed by identifying

existing VRM classifications and documenting any potential reductions therein at each of the alternative locations

as a result of the proposed action or alternatives (see Table F-6). Existing class designation was derived from

an inventory of scenic qualities, sensitivity levels, and distance zones for particular areas. The elements of scenic

quality are landforms, vegetation, water, color, adjacent scenery, scarcity, and cultural modification. Scenic value

is determined by the variety and harmonious composition of the elements of scenic quality. Sensitivity levels are

determined by user volumes and user attention. Distance zones concern the visibility from travel routes or

observation points.

Important concerns of the visual resources analysis were the degree of contrast between the proposed action and

the surrounding landscape, the location and sensitivity levels of public vantage points, and the visibility of the

proposed action from the vantage points. The distance from a vantage point to the affected area and atmospheric

conditions were also taken into consideration, as distance and haze can diminish the degree of contrast and

visibility. A qualitative assessment of the degree of contrast between the proposed facilities or activities and the

existing visual landscape was also presented. Reduction of an assigned VRM classification could result if the

affected area could be seen from the vantage point with a high sensitivity level.

F.7 INFRASTRUCTURE

F.7.1 Description of Affected Resources

Site infrastructure includes physical resources required to support the construction and operation of facilities.

It includes the capacities of the onsite road and rail transportation networks; electric power and electrical load

capacities; natural gas, coal, and fuel oil capacities; and water supply system capacities.
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The ROI is generally limited to the boundaries of DOE sites. However, should infrastructure requirements exceed

site capacities, the ROI would be expanded (for analysis) to include the sources of additional supply. For

example, if electrical demand (with added facilities) exceeded site availability, then the ROI would be expanded

to include the likely source of additional power: the power pool currently supplying the site.

F.7.2 Description of Impact Assessment

In general, infrastructure impacts were assessed by evaluating the requirements of each alternative against the

site capacities. An impact assessment was made for each resource (road networks, rail interfaces, electricity, fuel,

and water) for the various alternatives (see Table F-7). Tables reflecting site availability and infrastructure

requirements were developed for each alternative. Data for these tables were obtained from reports describing

the existing infrastructure at the sites, and from the data reports for each facility. If necessary, design mitigation

considerations conducive to reduction of the infrastructure demand were also identified.

Resource
Transportation

Roads (km)
Railroads (km)

Electricity
Energy consumption

(MWh/yr)
Peak load (MW)

Fuel
Natural gas (m3/yr)
Oil (l/yr)
Coal (t/yr)

Water (l/yr)

Table F-7. Impact Assessment Protocol for Infrastructure
Required Data

Affected Environment Facility Design Measu

Site capacity and current Facility requirements Additional requii
usage facilities) exceed

Site capacity and current Facility requirements Additional requii
usage facilities) exceed

Site capacity and current Facility requirements Additional requi
usage facilities) exceed

Site capacity and current Facility requirements Additional requi
usage facilities exceec

ire of Impact
rement (with added
ing site capacity

rement (with added
ing site capacity

rement (with added
ding site capacity

rement (with added
ming site capacityv . S

Any projected demand for infrastructure resources exceeding site availability can be regarded as an indicator of

environmental impact. Whenever projected demand approaches or exceeds capacity, further analysis for that

resource is warranted. Often, design changes can mitigate the impact of additional demand for a given resource.

For example, substituting fuel oil for natural gas (or vice versa) for heating or industrial processes can be

accomplished at little cost during the design of a facility, provided the potential for impact is identified early.

Similarly, a dramatic "spike" in peak demand for electricity can sometimes be mitigated by changes to operational

procedures or parameters.

F.8 WASTE MANAGEMENT

F.8.1 Description of Affected Resources

The operation of surplus plutonium disposition support facilities would generate several types of waste,

depending on the alternative. Such wastes include the following:

* Transuranic: Waste containing more than 100 nCi of alpha-emitting transuranic (TRU) isotopes with

half-lives greater than 20 year per gram of waste, except for (1) high-level waste; (2) waste that DOE

has determined, with the concurrence of EPA, does not need the degree of isolation required by

40 CFR 191, and (3) waste that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has approved for
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disposal, case by case in accordance with 10 CFR 61. Mixed transuranic waste contains hazardous
components regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

* Low-level: Waste that contains radioactivity and is not classified as high-level waste, TRU waste, or
spent nuclear fuel,' or the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium or
thorium from any ore processed primarily for its source material. Test specimens of fissionable material
irradiated for research and development only, and not for the production of power or plutonium, may be
classified as low-level waste, provided the TRU concentration is less than 100 nCi/g of waste.

* Mixed low-level: Low-level waste that also contains hazardous components regulated under RCRA.

* Hazardous: Under RCRA, a solid waste that, because of its characteristics, may (1) cause or
significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating
reversible illness, or (2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of, or otherwise managed.
Hazardous wastes appear on special EPA lists or possess at least one of the following characteristics:
ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity. This category does not include source, special nuclear,
or byproduct material as defined by the Atomic Energy Act.

* Nonhazardous: Discarded material including solid, liquid, semisolid, or contained gaseous material
resulting from industrial, commercial, mining, and agricultural operations, and from community
activities. This category does not include source, special nuclear, or byproduct material as defined by
the Atomic Energy Act.

The alternatives for surplus plutonium disposition could have an impact on existing site facilities devoted to the
treatment, storage, and disposal of these categories of waste.

For new facilities, construction wastes would be similar to those generated by any construction project of

comparable scale. Wastes generated during the modification of existing nuclear facilities, however, could produce
additional radioactive or hazardous demolition debris.

For all but nonhazardous wastes, DOE chose to combine the liquid and solid waste generation estimates into one
waste generation rate for ease of comparison to site waste generation rates. Liquid waste was converted from
liters to cubic meters using a conversion factor of 1,000 liters per cubic meter. This is likely to be conservative
because it includes the volume of the liquid waste before treatment.

Waste management activities in support of the disposition of surplus plutonium would be contingent on Records
of Decision (RODs) issued for the Final Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste (DOE 1997a).

Depending on future waste-type-specific RODs, in accordance with that EIS, wastes could be treated and
disposed of on the site or at regionally or centrally located waste management centers. The ROD for hazardous
waste issued on August 5, 1998, states that most DOE sites will continue to use offsite facilities for the treatment
and disposal of major portions of nonwastewater hazardous waste, with the Oak Ridge Reservation and SRS
continuing to treat some of their own hazardous waste on the site in existing facilities where this is economically
favorable. According to the TRU Waste ROD issued on January 20, 1998, TRU and TRU mixed waste would
be treated on the site according to the current planning-basis Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste
Acceptance Criteria and shipped to WIPP for disposal. The impacts of disposing of TRU waste at WIPP are

' Fuel withdrawn from a nuclear reactor following irradiation, the constituent elements of which have not been separated by reprocessing.
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described in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Disposal Phase Final Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statement (DOE 1997b). Current schedules for shipment of TRU waste to WIPP would accommodate shipment

of contact-handled TRU waste from surplus plutonium disposition facilities beginning in 2016 (DOE 1997c: 17).

Therefore, it is assumed TRU waste would be stored on the site until 2016.

F.8.2 Description of Impact Assessment

As shown in Table F-8, impacts were assessed by comparing the projected waste stream volumes generated from

the proposed activities at each site with current site waste generation rates and storage volumes.2 Furthermore,

projected waste generation rates for the proposed activities were compared with processing rates and capacities

of those existing treatment, storage, and disposal facilities likely to be involved in managing the additional waste.

Most likely, each waste type would be managed at many different facilities; for simplicity, however, it was

assumed that the entire waste volume would be managed at one treatment facility, one storage facility, and one

disposal facility.

Table F-8. Impact Assessment Protocol for Waste Management
Required Data

Resource
Waste management
capacity

TRU waste
Low-level waste
Mixed low-level

waste
Hazardous waste
Nonhazardous waste

Disposal capacity for
transuranic waste
(including mixed TRU
waste)

Affected Environment
Site generation rates

(m3/yr) for each waste
type

Site management
capacities (in3 ) or rates
(m3/yr) for potentially
affected treatment,
storage, and disposal
facilities for each waste
type

TRU waste volume (in3 )

expected to be disposed
of at WIPP

Canacitv at WIPP (mi3 )

Facility Design
Construction and operation

generation rates (m3/yr)
for each waste type

Total TRU waste generated
(m3) for SPD facilities

Measure of Impact
SPD facility waste generation rates

are a large percentage of existing
site generation rates and a large
percentage of capacities of
applicable waste management
facilities

Combination of SPD facility TRU
waste generation and existing TRU
waste generation exceeds capacity
of WIPP

-~---J-- __I__

Key: SPD, surplus plutonium disposition; TRU, transuranic; WIPP, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

F.9 SOCIOECONOMICS

F.9.1 Description of Affected Resources

Socioeconomic impacts may be defined as the environmental consequences of a proposed action in terms of

demographic and economic changes. Two types of jobs would be created as a result of DOE's adopting any of

the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives: (1) construction-related jobs, transient in nature and short in

duration, and thus less likely to impact public services; and (2) jobs related to plant operations, required for a

decade or more and thus possibly creating additional service requirements in the ROI.

2 For the SPD EIS, only the impacts relative to the capacities of waste management facilities were considered. Environmental impacts
of waste management facility operation are evaluated in other facility-specific or sitewide NEPA documents.
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F.9.2 Description of Impact Assessment

Before the socioeconomic analyses could begin, the socioeconomic environment had to be defined for two
geographic regions, the regional economic area (REA) and ROI. The REA is used to assess potential effects of
an action on the regional economy. REAs are the broad markets defined by the economic linkages among and
between the regional industrial and service sectors and the communities within a region. These linkages
determine the nature and magnitude of any multiplier effect associated with a change in economic activity.

For example, as work expands at a given site, the money spent on accomplishing this work flows into the local
economy; it is spent on additional jobs, goods, and services within the REA. Using the Regional Input-Output
Modeling System developed by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce, the
regional economic impacts of a proposed project can be estimated over the life of the project.

Similarly, potential demographic impacts were assessed for the ROI. The ROI could represent a smaller
geographic area-one in which only the housing market and local community services would be significantly
affected by a given alternative. Site-specific ROIs were identified as those counties in which at least 90 percent
of the site's workforce reside. This distribution reflects existing residential preferences for people currently

employed at the sites and was used to estimate the distribution of new workers required to support the
alternatives.

For each REA, data were compiled on the current socioeconomic conditions, including unemployment rates,
economic sector activities, and the civilian labor force. For each ROI, statistics were compiled on the housing
demand and community services. These data were combined with population forecasts developed using Census
Bureau data to project changes to reflect the various siting alternatives being considered. Site-specific data were
then used to help determine whether the overall workforce would be increased by the alternatives being considered
(see Table F-9).

In some cases, a site's overall workforce was projected to decrease at the same time additional workers would
be needed to support an alternative under consideration in the SPD EIS. In these cases, there would be little
change in the site's overall workforce from current levels, and thus very little change in requirements for
community services would be expected from a particular alternative. In the alternative, where the projected
increases in the site workforce were greater than current levels, the impacts on community services were assessed
by determining the increase in community services required to maintain the current status.

F.10 HUMAN HEALTH RISK DURING NORMAL OPERATIONS

F.10.1 Description of Affected Resources

Assessments for the SPD EIS aimed in part at enhancing public understanding of the potential impacts of each
of the alternatives on their own health and that of workers. Included was a description of the radiological and
chemical releases resulting from construction activities and normal operations for each alternative, including No
Action, and the impacts on public and occupational health.

The risks from radiation were not added to those from hazardous chemicals, given the considerable uncertainty
as to their combined effects. Impacts of some chemicals are enhanced by radiation, while those of others are not
affected or can even be reduced. The reverse also holds true: chemicals can increase, decrease, or not influence
radiological effects.

For the public, impacts on individuals (maximally exposed and average exposed) and on the population within
80 km (50 mi) of the site were evaluated; for workers, the focus was impacts on individuals and on the total
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Table F-9. Impact Assessment Protocol for Socioeconomics
Required Data

Resource
Workforce
requirements

REA civilian labor
force

Unemployment rate

Health care services
Number of hospital
beds per 100,000
residents

Number of
physicians per
100,000 residents

Housing-Percent of
occupied housing units

Schools
Percent operating
capacity for school
districts in ROI

Teacher-to-student
ratio

Community services
Ratio of police to
100,000 residents

Ratio of firefighters
to 100,000 residents

Affected Environment

Site workforce projections
from DOE sites

Labor force projections
based on State population
projections

1996 unemployment rates in
counties surrounding sites
and in host States

Latest available rates based
on telephone interviews
with area hospitals and
State hospital associations

Latest available rates based
on AMA data

Latest available rates from
the Census Bureau

Latest available rates based
on telephone interviews
with school districts

Latest available rates based
on telephone interviews
with school districts

Latest number of sworn
officers based on
telephone interviews with
police departments

Latest number of firefighters
based on telephone
interviews with fire
departments

Facility Design
Estimated construction and

operating staff requirements
and timeframes

Estimated construction and
operating staff requirements
and timeframes

Estimated construction and
operating staff requirements

Estimated influx of new
health care facilities to meet
construction and operating
staff requirements

Estimated influx of new
health care employees to
meet construction and
operating staff requirements

Estimated influx of new
housing units needed for
influx of construction and
operating staff requirements

Estimated influx of new
students generated by
movement of employees
and their families into ROI

Estimated influx of new
students generated by
movement of employees
and their families into ROI

Estimated influx of new
officers to meet construction
and operating staff
requirements

Estimated influx of new
firefighters to meet
construction and operating
requirements

Measure of Impact
Workforce requirements added

to sites' workforce
projections

Workforce requirements as a
percentage of the civilian
labor force

Projected change in
unemployment rates

Projected change in numbers to
maintain current rates

Projected change in numbers to
maintain current rates

Projected change in numbers to
maintain current rates

Projected change in operating
capacity for school districts
in ROI

Projected change in number of
teachers to maintain current
teacher-to-student ratio

Projected change in number of
officers to maintain current
police-to-resident ratio

Projected change in number of
firefighters to maintain
current firefighter-to-resident
ratio

Key: AMA, American Medical Association; REA, regional economic area; ROI, region of influence.

facility workforce. The basic health risk issue addressed was whether any of the alternatives would result in

undue numbers of health effects (e.g., cancers among workers or the public). Because protection of human health

is regulated by DOE, EPA, NRC, and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), estimates
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of public and worker doses and associated health risks are also necessary to demonstrate that surplus plutonium

disposition facilities are being designed in compliance with the applicable standards issued by these agencies.

F.10.2 Description of Impact Assessment

F.10.2.1 Public Health Risks

The health risks to the general public were determined in the following ways: (1) for present operations, doses

stated in the most recent environmental or safety reports were used to calculate health risks; and (2) for operations

of the proposed facilities, incremental radiological and chemical doses were modeled using specific facility data

and site-dependent parameters and converted into their associated health risks.

Radiological and chemical impacts associated with the No Action Alternative were estimated from projected

releases from all site facilities that are expected to be operating at the time the actions assessed in the SPD EIS

are under way. For each of the other alternatives, radiological and chemical effluents were obtained from facility

data reports specific to each surplus plutonium disposition process.

F.10.2.1.1 Radiological Risks

Public health risk assessments from radiological releases during normal operations of the proposed facilities at

the candidate sites were performed using the Generation II computer code, to calculate doses from inhalation,

ingestion of terrestrial foods, drinking water, fish, and direct exposure to radiation in plumes or on the ground.

This type of assessment uses site-dependent factors, including meteorology, population distributions, agricultural

production, and facility locations on a given site. As reflected in Table F-10, doses were calculated for the

maximally exposed individual (MEI) member of the public, for the average exposed member of the public, and

for the total population living within 80 km (50 mi) of a given release location (NRC 1977:1.109.30).

Total site doses were compared with regulatory limits and, for perspective, with background radiation levels in

the vicinity of the site. These doses were also converted into a projected number of fatal cancers using a

risk estimator of 500 fatal cancers per 1 million person-rem derived from data prepared by the National Research

Council's Committees on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations and by the International Commission on

Radiological Protection (ICRP 1991). The calculated health effects were compared with those arising among the
same population groups from other causes.

[Text deleted.]

F.10.2.1.2 Chemical Risks

The potential impacts on the offsite public from exposure to hazardous chemicals released to the atmosphere as

a result of the construction or routine operation of the proposed facilities were evaluated. The receptor considered

in these evaluations was the MEI member of the offsite population at each candidate site. The ME1 is the

hypothetical individual in the population who has the highest potential exposure.
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Table F-10. Impact Assessment Protocol for Human Health Risk
Required Data

Risk Affected Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Radiation: public
Offsite MEI dose via Current annual dose (mrem) to Annual radionuclide release
airborne pathways MEI via all airborne pathways rates (Ci) to air from

at site proposed facility.
Stack height.
Location of proposed facility on

the site.

Annual dose greater than 10 mrem via
airborne releases (NESHAPs limit),
and 5 mrem (airborne external
[10 CFR 50]).

Offsite MEl dose via Current annual dose (mrem) to Annual radionuclide release Annual dose via liquid releases greater

liquid pathways MEI via all liquid pathways at rates (Ci) to liquid pathways. than 4 mrem (SDWA) and 3 mrem

site (10 CFR 50).

Offsite MEI dose via Current annual dose (mrem) to Annual radionuclide releases to Annual dose greater than 100 mrem via

all pathways, MEI via all pathways at site air and via any other pathway all pathways (DOE 5400.5 and

including air, water, Annual radionuclide release (e.g., direct radiation) from 10 CFR 20)

and others (e.g., rates to air and water from site proposed facility.
direct radiation) release locations Stack height.

Joint frequency meteorological Location of proposed facility on
data the site.

Water dilution factors Exposure information
Distances from radionuclide associated with other

release points to site boundary potential pathways (e.g.,
for 16 cardinal directions direct radiation).

Exposure information associated
with other potential pathways
(e.g., direct radiation from
each site area)

Dose to population Current annual population dose
within 80 km (50 mi) (person-rem) via all pathways
of site via all at site
pathways Projected population distribution

within an 80-km (50-mi)
radius from radionuclide
release points

Latest available milk, meat, and
vegetable distributions within
an 80-km (50-mi) radius from
radionuclide release points

Joint frequency meteorological
data

Water usage values (e.g., fish
harvest, number of water
drinkers)

Water dilution factors

Annual radionuclide release
rates (Ci) to air and liquid
from proposed facility.

Stack height.
Location of proposed facility on

the site.

Annual population dose greater than
100 person-rem via all pathways
(proposed 10 CFR 834).
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Table F-10. Impact Assessment Protocol for Human Health Risk (Continued)
Required Data

Risk Affected Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Radiation: occupational

Average dose to
involved (facility)
workere

Average dose to
noninvolved (site)
worker'

Total dose to
involved (facility)
workers

Total dose to
noninvolved (site)
workers

Not applicable

Current annual average dose
(mrem) among all
noninvolved workers at site

Not applicable

Current annual total dose
(person-rem) among all
workers at site

Number of noninvolved workers

Annual average dose (mrem) to
the facility worker.

Not applicable.

Annual total dose (person-rem)
among all facility workers.
Number of facility workers.

Not applicable.

Annual dose of more than 750 mrem.
This value represents 15% of 10 CFR
835 and 10 CFR 20 limit of
5,000 mrem/yr and 37.5% of DOE
administrative control level of
2,000 mrem/yr, and has been chosen
to ensure that dose received by
average worker is well below dose
limits and administrative control level.
Annual dose of more than
5,000 mrem/yr for commercial plants
(10 CFR 20).

Annual dose of more than 250 mrem.
This value represents 5% of
10 CFR 835 limit of 5,000 mrem/yr
and 12.5% of the DOE administrative
control level of 2,000 mrem/yr, and
has been chosen to ensure that dose
received by average worker is well
below dose limits and administrative
control level.

Annual dose of more than 750 mrem
times number of involved workers.
Annual dose of more than
5,000 mrem/yr for commercial plants
(10 CFR 20).

Annual dose of more than 250 mrem
times number of noninvolved workers
at site.

Radiation: construction workers

Average dose to
construction workera

Total dose to
construction workers

Level of existing contamination
and dose expected from
working in that area of site

Annual average and total dose
to construction worker.

For average worker, 50% of values
given above for public's MEI. This is
based on interpretation of a
construction worker as a member of
the public and application of a
reduction factor of 2 in going to an
average rather than a maximally
exposed worker.

For total workforce, number of workers
in workforce times doses for an
average worker.

Numbers of construction
workers.
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Table F-10. Impact Assessment Protocol for Human Health Risk (Continued)
Required Data

Risk Affected Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Hazardous chemicals: public

Offsite MEI latent Distribution of population in Airborne release (kg/yr) of Probability of latent cancer incidence

cancer incidence risk ROI hazardous chemicals. for MEL.
Joint frequency meteorological

data

[Text deleted.]
a More meaningful in determining health risk than dose to maximally exposed worker, which varies significantly each year. Monitoring,

however, will ensure that dose to the maximally exposed worker remains within regulatory limits.
Key: CFR, Code of Federal Regulations; MEI, maximally exposed individual; NESHAPs, National Emission Standards for Hazardous

Air Pollutants; ROI, region of influence; SDWA, Safe Drinking Water Act.

As a result of releases from construction and routine operation of facilities, receptors are expected to be

potentially exposed to concentrations of hazardous chemicals that are below those that could cause acutely toxic

[ health effects. Acutely toxic health effects result from short-term exposure to relatively high concentrations of
contaminants, such as those that may be encountered during facility accidents. Long-term exposure to relatively

lower concentrations of hazardous chemicals can produce adverse chronic health effects that may include both

| carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic effects. However, the health effect endpoint evaluated in this analysis is limited

to the probability of an excess latent cancer incidence for the offsite population MEI because only carcinogenic
chemicals are expected to be released from the proposed actions.

| Estimates of airborne concentrations of hazardous chemicals were developed using the ISC air dispersion model.

l This model was developed by EPA for regulatory air-dispersion-modeling applications (EPA 1996b). ISC3 is

the most recent version of the model and is approved for use for a wide variety of emission sources and

conditions. The ISC model estimates atmospheric concentrations based on the airborne emissions from the

[ facility for each block in a circular grid comprising 16 directional sectors (e.g., north, north-northeast, northeast)

at radial distances out to 80 km (50 mi) from the point of release, producing a distribution of atmospheric
concentrations. The offsite population MEI is located in the block with the highest estimated concentration.

For carcinogenic chemicals, risk is estimated by the following equation:

Risk = CA x URF

where

Risk = unitless probability of cancer incidence
CA = contaminant concentration in air (in ug/m3)

| URF = cancer inhalation unit risk factor (in units of cancers per pg/n3)

Cancer unit risk factors are used in risk assessments to estimate an upper-bound lifetime probability of an
individual developing cancer as a result of exposure to a particular concentration of a potential carcinogen.

| For the proposed actions, benzene is the only potential carcinogen that may be released to the atmosphere during

l facility construction activities (UC 1998a, 1998b, 1998c, and 1998d). EPA considers benzene to be a human
| carcinogen based on several studies that show increased incidence of nonlymphocytic leukemia from occupational

l exposure, increased incidence of neoplasia in rats and mice exposed by inhalation and gavage, and increases in

| chromosomal aberrations of bone marrow cells and peripheral lymphocytes in workers exposed to benzene and

in laboratory studies with rabbits and rats (EPA 1997g).
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F.10.2.2 Occupational Health Risks

F.10.2.2.1 Radiological Risks

Health risks from radiological exposure were determined for two types of workers: the facility worker, (i.e., the

worker inside one of the plutonium-processing facilities or one of the commercial plants); and the site worker (i.e.,

the worker elsewhere on the site but not involved in plutonium processing). Health risks to individual workers

and to total workforces were assessed.

The facility worker's dose was based on data from design reports on specific surplus plutonium disposition

facilities or from the commercial plant historical data. It was assumed that the noninvolved site worker only

receives a dose that results from his or her primary onsite activities. No additional dose to these workers would

be expected from surplus plutonium disposition facility operation.

Worker doses were converted into the number of projected fatal cancers using the risk estimator of 400 fatal

cancers per 1 million person-rem given in the International Commission on Radiological Protection

Publication 60 (ICRP 1991). This risk estimator, compared with that for members of the public, reflects the

absence of the most radiosensitive age groups (i.e., infants and children) in the workforce.

F.10.2.2.2 Hazardous Chemical Risks

Impacts of exposures to hazardous chemicals for workers directly involved in the proposed actions were not

quantitatively evaluated. The use of personal protective equipment by the workers, as well as the use of

engineering process controls, will limit worker exposure to levels within OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits

(in 29 CFR 1910) or American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists Threshold Limit Values.

F.11 FACILITY ACCIDENTS

F.11.1 Description of Affected Resources

Processing any hazardous material poses a risk of accidents impacting involved workers (workers directly

involved in facility processes), noninvolved workers (workers on the site but not directly involved in facility
processes), and members of the public. The consequences of such accidents could involve the release of

radioactive or chemical material or the release of hazardous (e.g., explosive) energy, beyond the intended

confines of the process. Risk is determined by the development of a representative spectrum of accidents, each

of which is conservatively characterized by a likelihood (i.e., expected frequency of occurrence) and

a consequence.

For the purpose of this analysis, involved workers were defined as workers in the immediate vicinity of the

process involved in the accident; noninvolved workers, as workers located at the closer of 1,000 m (3,281 ft) from

the accident (emission) source or the site boundary; and members of the public, as persons residing outside the

site boundary and within 80 km (50 mi) of the facility.

F.11.2 Description of Impact Assessment

To avoid duplication, the analysis of potential accidents performed for the SPD EIS took full cognizance of the

corresponding analyses in the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE 1996a), including accident sequence

development, source term definition, and consequence analysis. The analysis focused on the likelihoods and

consequences of a variety of a bounding spectrum of accidents postulated for each alternative, from

high-consequence, low-frequency accidents to low-consequence, high-frequency accidents.
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One objective of the accident analysis, a follow-on to a hazard analysis, was to translate each source term into

a probabilistic distribution of consequences based on site-specific modeling of meteorological dispersion of the

hazardous material and resulting uptake of that material by members of the human population. To predict the

impacts of postulated accidents on the health of workers and the public, source terms were translated into

consequences using the Melcor Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS2).

Metrics used to measure the impact of each accident include the accident frequency, the mean and 95th percentile

doses for the noninvolved worker at the closer of 1,000 m (3,281 fit) or the site boundary, the mean and 95th

percentile doses for the MET at the site boundary, and the mean and 95th percentile doses for members of the

general public within 80 km (50 mi) of the facility. Additionally, the individual doses were translated into the

probability of latent cancer fatality, and the dose to the general public into the expected number of latent cancer

fatalities (see Table F-i 1). Additional information on the development of accident sequences, source term

definition, and consequence analysis can be found in Appendix K.

Table F-11. Impact Assessment Protocol for Facility Accidents

Required Data

Accident Affected Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Operational events Meteorological data Accident source Radiological dose at 1,000 m (3,281 ft) from
External events Data on population terms accident source
NPH events within 80 km (50 mi) Accident frequencies Probability of latent cancer fatality given dose

of facility Facility location at 1,000 m (3,281 ft)
Site boundary data Radiological dose to offsite MEI

Probability of latent cancer fatality given dose
at site boundary

Dose to general public within 80 km (50 mi)
of facility

Latent cancer fatalities among general public
within 80 km (50 mi) of facility

Key: MEI, maximally exposed individual; NPH, natural phenomena hazard.

F.12 TRANSPORTATION

F.12.1 Description of Affected Resources

Overland transportation of any commodity involves a risk to both transportation crew members and members

of the public. This risk results directly from transportation-related accidents and indirectly from the increased

levels of pollution from vehicle emissions, regardless of cargo. The transportation of plutonium, radioactive

waste, or other nuclear materials can pose additional risks owing to the unique properties of the material.

Accordingly, DOE, NRC, and the U.S. Department of Transportation have instituted strict policies and

regulations governing the transport of such materials. The requirements are applicable throughout a shipment's

ROI, which encompasses the onsite roadways, as well as the public roads between DOE sites and between DOE

sites and commercial sites. For site-to-site transport, for example, shippers are required to use interstate

highways predominantly.

F.12.2 Description of Impact Assessment

The risk from incident-free transportation was assessed for persons living within 0.8 km (0.5 mi) of the route;

the risk from hypothetical accidents, for persons living within 80 km (50 mi) of the route. Assessment of the
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human health risks of overland transportation is crucial to a complete appraisal of the environment impacts of

transportation associated with the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives.

The impacts associated with overland transportation were calculated per shipment, and then multiplied by the

number of shipments. This approach allowed for maximum flexibility in determining the risk for a variety of
alternatives (see Table F-12).

Fundamental assumptions of this analysis were consistent with those of the Storage and Disposition PEIS (DOE

1996a), and the same computer codes, release data, and accident scenarios were used. The HIGHWAY computer

program was used for selecting highway routes for transporting radioactive materials by truck. The HIGHWAY

database is a computerized road atlas that currently describes approximately 386,242 km (240,000 mi) of roads.

A complete description of the interstate system and all U.S. highways is included in the database. Most of the

principal State highways and many local and community roadways are also identified. The code is updated

periodically to reflect current road conditions, and has been benchmarked against the reported mileages and
observations of commercial trucking firms.

The first analytic step in the ground transportation analysis was to determine the incident-free and accident risk

factors per shipment for transportation of the various types of hazardous materials. As with any risk estimate,

the risk factors were calculated as the product of the probability and the magnitude of the exposure. Accident

risk factors were calculated for radiological and nonradiological traffic accidents. The probabilities (much lower

than unity [i.e., 1]) and the magnitudes of exposure were multiplied, yielding risk numbers. Incident-free risk

factors were calculated for crew and public exposure to radiation emanating from the package and for public

exposure to the chemical toxicity of the transportation vehicle exhaust. The probability of incident-free exposure

is unity.

The RADTRAN 4 computer code (Neuhauser and Kanipe 1995) was used for the incident-free and accident risk

assessments to estimate the impacts on collective populations. RADTRAN 4 was developed by Sandia National

Laboratories to calculate population risk associated with the transportation of radioactive materials by a variety

of modes: truck, rail, air, ship, and barge. Calculations are in terms of the probabilities and consequences of
potential exposure events.

The RISKIND computer code (Yuan et al. 1995) was used to estimate the incident-free doses to MEIs and to

develop impact estimates for use in the accident consequence assessment. This code was developed for DOE's

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management to analyze the exposure of individuals during incident-free

transportation. It also allows for a detailed assessment of the consequences for individuals and population
subgroups of severe transportation accidents in various environmental settings.

RISKIND calculations supplemented the collective risk results achieved with RADTRAN 4; they addressed areas

of specific concern to individuals and population subgroups. Essentially, the RISKIND analyses answered the
"what if" questions, such as, "What if I live next to a site access road?" or "What if an accident happens near my

town?"

Radiological doses, expressed in units of rem, were multiplied by the ICRP 60 ( ICRP 1991) conversion factors

and the estimated numbers of shipments to produce risk estimates in units of latent cancer fatalities. The vehicle

emission risk factors were calculated in terms of latent fatalities; the vehicle accident risk factors, in fatalities.

The nonradiological risk factors were multiplied by the number of shipments.

For each alternative, risks of both incident-free and accident conditions were assessed. For the incident-free
assessment, risks were calculated for "collective populations" of potentially exposed individuals and for MEIs.

(The collective population risk is a measure of the radiological risk posed to society as a whole by the
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Table

Risk Affe
Incident-free transportation

Radiation dose to
crew

Radiation dose to Popula
public (0.5 i

On-link Numb(
Off-link high)
During stops Traffic

route
Maximally exposed
crew member

Maximally exposed
member of public

Health risks from
vehicle emissions

F-12. Impact Assessment Protocol for Transportation
Required Data

cted Environment Facility Design Measure of Impact

Origin and destination of
shipments

Characterization of
vehicles and material
shipped

Origin and destination of
shipments

Characterization of
vehicles and material
shipped

ation within 0.8 km
mi) of route
er of persons using a
[way
conditions along

Origin and destination of
shipments

Characterization of
vehicles and material
shipped

Location of workers
Origin and destination of

shipments
Characterization of

vehicles and material
shipped

Origin and destination of
shipments

Characterization of
vehicles

Dose and latent cancer fatalities to
crew

Dose and latent cancer fatalities to
public

Radiation doses compared with
10 CFR 20 limits (2 mrem/hr
and 100 mrem/yr)

Radiation doses compared with
10 CFR 20 limits (2 mrem/hr
and 100 mrem/yr)

Fatalities

Transportation accidents
Radiological risk to Population within 80 km
public (50 mi) of route

Nonradiological risk Traffic conditions along
to public route
(nonradiological)

Maximally exposed
individual

Origin and destination of
shipments

Characterization of
vehicles and material
shipped

Origin and destination of
shipments

Origin and destination of
shipments

Characterization of
vehicles and material
shipped

Doses and latent cancer fatalities

Fatalities

Doses and latent cancer fatalities

Key: CFR, Code of Federal Regulations.

alternative being considered. It was the primary means of comparing the various alternatives.) The accident

assessment had two components: (1) a probabilistic risk assessment, which addressed the probabilities and

consequences of a range of possible transportation accident environments, including low-probability accidents

with high consequences and high-probability accidents with low consequences; and (2) an accident consequence

assessment, which concerned only the consequences of the most severe transportation accidents postulated.
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F.13 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

F.13.1 Description of Affected Resources

Constituting the affected environment are the low-income and minority populations residing in the potentially
affected area. For the analysis of environmental justice relative to incident-free transportation, that area was
defined as a corridor 1.6 km (1 mi) wide centered on rail or truck routes. For analyses pertaining to transportation
accidents and evaluations of environmental justice in facility environs, it consisted of the geographical area within
an 80 km (50 mi) distance of the accident site or facility.

Minority populations were split among four groups: Asians, Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans. The
population group designated as Hispanic includes all persons who identified themselves as having Hispanic
origins, regardless of race. For example, a person self-identified as Asian and of Hispanic origin was included
among Hispanics. Persons self-identified as Asian and not of Hispanic origin were included in the
Asian population.

Block group spatial resolution was used throughout the analysis (see Table F-13). The Census Bureau defines
block group to include 250-500 housing units with 400 being typical. The minority population residing in the
affected area was determined from data contained in Table P12 of Standard Tape File 3A published by the
Census Bureau (DOC 1992). Low-income populations were estimated from data in Table P121
(DOC 1992:B-28, B-29), which provides statistical data characterizing income status relative to the poverty
threshold for each block group.

F.13.2 Description of Impact Assessment

Formal requirements for inclusion of environmental justice concerns in environmental documentation were
initiated by Executive Order 12898, FederalActions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations
and Low Income Populations, issued in February 1994. The Council on Environmental Quality has oversight
responsibility for implementation of the Executive order in documentation prepared under the provisions of
NEPA. The Council issued draft guidance for environmental justice in May 1996 (CEQ 1997). These guidelines
provide the foundation for evaluation of environmental justice in the SPD EIS.

Analysis of environmental justice for the SPD EIS focused on the "block group," one of the geographical
aggregations of demographic data typically provided by the Census Bureau (DOC 1992). Block groups provide
the finest spatial resolution available for evaluation of low-income populations. It is rare, however, that the
boundaries of block groups coincide with those of affected areas. Uniform population distribution within block
groups is also uncommon. Such uniformity was assumed, however, for purposes of SPD EIS population
estimates. Thus, for each block group, the percentage of the population included in the population count equaled
the percentage of the geographical area of the block group that lay within the affected area. An upper bound for
the potentially affected population was obtained by including the total population of partially included block
groups in the population count; a lower bound, by excluding the total population of such block groups from the
count.

The following definitions were used in the evaluation:

Minority individuals: Persons who are members of any of the following population groups: Asian or
Pacific Islander, Black, Hispanic, or Native Americans (American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut). This
definition includes all persons except those self-designated as not of Hispanic origin and as either White
or "Other Race" (one of the classifications used by the Census Bureau in the 1990 census).
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Resource
Minority populatior

Table F-13. Impact Assessment Protocol for Environmental Justice

Required Data
Affected Environment Health Effects Measure

I Minority population data at Disproportionate
block group spatial population dos(
resolution from Table P12 population (CE
of STF3A (DOC 1992)

Distribution within 80 km Population dose for sectors
(50 mi) of each candidate within 80-km (50-mi)
site radius of candidate site

of Impact
ly high annual
e to minority
IQ 1997:app. A)

Distribution within 1.6 km
(1 mi) of transportation
corridors

Population dose for areas
within 1.6-km (1-mi)
radius of transportation
corridor

Low-income
population

Low-income population
data at block group spatial
resolution from
Table P121 of STF3A
(DOC 1992)

Disproportionately high annual
population dose to low-income
population (CEQ 1997:app. A)

Distribution within 80 km Population dose for sectors
(50 mi) of each candidate within 80-km (50-mi)
site radius of candidate site

Distribution within 1.6 km Population dose for areas
(1 mi) of transportation within 1.6-km (1-mi)
corridor radius of transportation

corridor

Key: CEQ, Council on Environmental Quality; DOC, U.S. Department of Commerce; STF, Standard Tape File.

* Minority population: The total number of minority individuals residing within a potentially

affected area.

* Low-income individuals: All persons whose self-reported income is below the poverty threshold as

adopted by the Census Bureau (DOC 1992:app. B, B-28).

* Low-income population: The total number of low-income individuals residing within a potentially

affected area.

If the analysis of health or other environmental effects showed that the actions consistent with the proposed

alternatives would have significant impacts on the general population, then additional analysis of impacts on the

minority and low-income populations was conducted. The analysis method was identical to that described for

the evaluation of radiological impacts on the general population. Given the impracticality of extrapolating block

level population and income data, minority and low-income populations within each block group were assumed

to increase in direct proportion to the increase in general population from the year 1990 to the year of interest.

F.14 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a

period of time (40 CFR 1508.7). The cumulative impact analysis for the SPD EIS involved combining the

impacts of the SPD EIS alternatives (including No Action) with the impacts of other past, present, and reasonably

foreseeable activities.
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[Text deleted.]

In general, cumulative impacts were calculated by adding the values for the baseline,3 the maximum impacts from

the proposed activities at the candidate sites, and other future actions. This cumulative value was then weighed

against the appropriate impact indicators to determine the potential for impact. Table F-14 shows the selected

indicators of cumulative impacts evaluated in the SPD EIS. The analysis focused on the potential for cumulative

impacts at each candidate site from DOE actions under detailed consideration at the time of the SPD EIS (see

Table F-15). Non-DOE actions were also considered where information was readily available. Public documents

prepared by agencies of Federal, State, and local government were the primary sources of information for the

non-DOE actions.

Table F-14. Selected Indicators of Cumulative Impact

Category Indicator
Resource use Land occupied

Electricity use
Water use
Workers required

[Text deleted.]
Air quality
Human health

Percent of NAAQS for criteria pollutants

Offsite population
MEI dose
Total dose
Latent cancer fatalities

Workers
Average dose
Total dose
Latent cancer fatalities

Waste generation Site waste generation rate versus capacity
TRU waste
LLW
Mixed LLW
Hazardous waste
Nonhazardous waste

Transportation Number of offsite trips
MEI dose
Risk of latent cancer fatality

Key: LLW, low-level waste; MEl, maximally exposed individual; NAAQS,
National Ambient Air Quality Standards; TRU, transuranic.

It is assumed that construction impacts would not be cumulative because such construction is typically of short

duration and construction impacts are generally temporary. However, waste created during construction as well

as any radiation doses received by construction workers have been added to the cumulative totals for all

3 The conditions attributable to actions, past and present, by DOE and other public and private entities.
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Table F-15. Other Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Actions Considered
in the Cumulative Impact Assessment for Candidate DOE Sites

Activities Hanford INEEL Pantex SRS LLNL LANL ORNL

Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable X X X X X
Fissile Materials

Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium X X

Interim Management of Nuclear Materials at SRS X

[Text deleted.]
Tritium Supply and Recycling X

Waste Management X X X X X X

Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and INEL X X X
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel X X X

Tank Waste Remediation System X

Shutdown of the River Water System at SRS X

Radioactive releases from nuclear power plant sites, X X
Vogtle and WNP

Hanford Reach of the Columbia River Comprehensive X
River Conservation Study

FEIS and Environmental Information Report for X
Continued Operation of LLNL and SNL

Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant and X
Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapons
Components

Stockpile Stewardship and Management X X X X

[Text deleted.]
Management of Plutonium Residues and Scrub Alloy X

at Rocky Flats
Spent Nuclear Fuel Management (SRS) X

DWPF Final Supplemental X

Supplemental EIS for In-Tank Precipitation Process X
Alternatives

Construction and Operation of a Tritium Extraction X
Facility at SRS

Supplement Analysis for Storing Plutonium in the X
Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility and
Building 105-K at SRS

Los Alamos Site-Wide EIS X

Hanford Remedial Action and Comprehensive Land X
Use Plan

Advanced Mixed Waste Treatment Project X

Construction and Operation of the Spallation Neutron X
Source

Long-Term Management and Use of Depleted X
Uranium Hexafluoride

Key: DWPF, Defense Waste Processing Facility; LANL, Los Alamos National Laboratory; LLNL, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory; ORNL, Oak Ridge National Laboratory; SNL, Sandia National Laboratories; WNP, Washington Nuclear Power.
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proposed surplus plutonium disposition activities. D&D of the proposed facilities was not addressed in the

cumulative impact estimates. Given the uncertainty regarding the timing of D&D, any impact estimate at this

time would be highly speculative. A detailed evaluation of D&D will be provided in follow-on NEPA

documentation closer to the actual time of those actions.

Recent sitewide NEPA documents (see Table F-1 6) provide the latest comprehensive evaluation of cumulative

impacts for the sites.

Table F-16. Recent Comprehensive National Environmental Policy Act
Documents for the DOE Sites

Site Document Year ROD Issueda

Hanford Tank Waste Remediation System, Hanford Site, Richland, Washington, Final 1996 February 1997

Environmental Impact Statement

INEEL DOE Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Idaho National 1995 March 1996
Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

Programs Final Environmental Impact Statement

Pantex Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Continued Operation of the 1996 January 1997
Pantex Plant and Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components

SRS Savannah River Site Waste Management Final Environmental Impact 1995 October 1995

Statement

LLNL Final Site- Wide Environmental Impact Statementfor Continued Operation of 1992 January 1993
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

LANL Final Site-Wide Environmental Impact Statementfor Continued Operation of 1999 Pending
the Los Alamos National Laboratory

a Date of the first ROD issued.
Key: ROD, Record of Decision.
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Appendix G
Air Quality

This appendix presents detailed information that support the air quality impact assessments in Chapter 4. Data

are provided for the four candidate U.S. Department of Energy sites: the Hanford Site (Hanford), Idaho National

Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), the Pantex Plant (Pantex), and the Savannah River

Site (SRS).

G.1 HANFORD

G.1.1 Assessment Data

Emission rates for criteria, hazardous, and toxic air pollutants at Hanford are presented in Table F. 1.2.2-1 of the

Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmatic Environmental Impact

Statement (Storage and Disposition PEIS) (DOE 1996a:F-6). These emission rates were used as input into the

modeled No Action Alternative pollutant concentrations presented in that environmental impact statement (EIS)

and reflect projected Hanford facility emissions for 2005. The storage alternative selected for Hanford results

in no change in these concentrations (DOE 1996a:4-34). In addition to the concentrations projected for 2005,

the concentrations for the Phased Implementation Alternative-Phase II Operation of the vitrification facilities

presented in the Tank Waste Remediation System Final EIS (DOE 1996b:5-68) were included in the estimate

of the No Action concentration for surplus plutonium disposition as shown in Table G- 1. Other onsite activities

related to programs analyzed in EISs for spent nuclear fuel and waste management are also included. Other

activities at Hanford that may occur during the time period 2005-2015 are discussed in the cumulative impacts

section. Radiological impacts, including those from emissions to the air, are discussed in Appendix J.

Table G-1. Estimated Concentrations (Ag/m 3 ) From No Action at Hanford
Averaging PEIS Estimated Tank Waste Other Onsite

Pollutant Period Base Year (2005) Remediation From PEIS No Action

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 0.08 34 0 34.1
1 hour 0.30 48 0 48.3

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 0.03 0.12 0.1 0.25

PM,, Annual <0.01 0.0079 0 0.0179
24 hours 0.02 0.75 0 0.77

Sulfur dioxide Annual <0.01 0.02 1.6 1.63
24 hours <0.01 1.6 7.3 8.91
3 hours 0.01 3.6 26 29.6
1 hour 0.02 4.0 29 32.9

Total suspended Annual <0.01 0.0079 0 0.0179
particulates 24 hours <0.02 0.75 0 0.77

Benzene Annual (a) 0.000006 0 0.000006
[Text deleted.]
a No sources of this pollutant have been identified at the site.
Key: PEIS, Storage and Disposition PEIS.
Source: DOE 1996a:4-34, 4-912; 1996b:5-68.
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G.1.2 Facilities

G.1.2.1 Pit Conversion Facility

G.1.2.1.1 Construction of Pit Conversion Facility

Potential air quality impacts from modification of the Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) and

construction of support facilities for pit disassembly and conversion at Hanford were analyzed using the Industrial

Source Complex Model, Short-Term, Version 3 (ISCST3) as described in Appendix F. 1. Construction impacts

result from emissions from diesel fuel-burning construction equipment, particulate matter emissions from soil

disturbance by construction equipment and other vehicles (construction fugitive emissions), operation of a

concrete batch plant, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes. Emissions from these sources

are summarized in Table G-2.

Table C-2. Emissions (kg/yr) From Construction of
Pit Conversion Facility in FMEF at Hanford

Diesel Equipment and
Construction Fugitive

Pollutant Emissions Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 1,000 11,300

Nitrogen dioxide 2,400 3,040

PM,, 3,500 10,300

Sulfur dioxide 160 0

Volatile organic 200 1,400
compounds

Total suspended 9,300 10,300
particulates

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1998a.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations from construction activities are summarized in Table G-3.
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Table C-3. Concentrations (ug/m 3 ) From Construction of
Pit Conversion Facility in FMEF at Hanford

Most Stringent
Averaging Standard or

Pollutant Period Guideline' No Action Contribution Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.277 34.4

1 hour 40,000 48.3 1.88 50.2

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0199 0.27

PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.029 0.047

24 hours 150 0.77 0.323 1.09

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.00133 1.63

24 hours 260 8.91 0.0148 8.93

3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.1 29.7

1 hour 660b 32.9 0.301 33.2

Total suspended Annual 60 0.0179 0.0771 0.095

particulates 24 hours 150 0.77 0.857 1.63

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.1.2 Operation of Pit Conversion Facility

Potential air quality impacts from operation of the pit conversion and support facilities at Hanford were analyzed

using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Operational impacts result from emissions from emergency diesel

generators, process emissions, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes. Emissions from these

sources are summarized in Table G-4. Emergency generators were modeled as a volume source. The process

stack for radiological emissions was modeled with a 36 m (118 ft) height, 3.88 m (12.7 ft) diameter, stack exit

temperature of 20 C (68 F), and an exit velocity of 3.3 m/s (10.8 fWns). There was no boiler modeled because

heating requirements would be met using electric power (UC 1998a).

Table G-4. Emissions (kg/yr) From Operation of
Pit Conversion Facility in FMEF at Hanford

Emergency
Pollutant Generator Process Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 520 0 41,800

Nitrogen dioxide 2,000 0 11,200

PM,, 50 0 38,100

Sulfur dioxide 34 0 0

Volatile organic
compounds 58 0 5,150

Total suspended
particulates 50 0 38,100

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC I 998a.
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Maximum air pollutant concentrations resulting from the emergency diesel generators and process sources, plus

the No Action concentrations, are summarized in Table G-5. Radiological impacts, including those from

emissions to the air, are discussed in Appendix J.

Table G-5. Concentrations (jg/m3 ) From Operation of Pit Conversion Facility
in FMEF at Hanford

Most Stringent
Averaging Standard or

Pollutant Period Guidelinea No Action Contribution Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.144 34.2
1 hour 40,000 48.3 0.978 49.3

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0166 0.267

PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.000415 0.0183
24 hours 150 0.77 0.00461 0.775

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.000282 1.63
24 hours 260 8.91 0.00313 8.91
3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.0213 29.6
1 hour 660b 32.9 0.064 33.0

Total suspended Annual 60 0.0179 0.000415 0.0183
particulates 24 hours 150 0.77 0.00461 0.775

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.2 Immobilization Facility

G.1.2.2.1 Construction of Immobilization Facility

Potential air quality impacts from modification of FMEF and construction of support facilities for plutonium

conversion and immobilization (ceramic or glass) at Hanford were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in

Appendix F. 1. Construction impacts result from emissions from diesel fuel-burning construction equipment,

particulate matter emissions from soil disturbance by construction equipment and other vehicles (construction

fugitive emissions), operation of a concrete batch plant, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and

wastes. Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-6.
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Table G-6. Emissions (kg/yr) From Construction of
Immobilization Facility in FMEF at Hanford

Diesel Construction Concrete
Pollutant Equipment Fugitive Emissionsa Batch Plant Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 1,170 0 0 39,900

Nitrogen dioxide 3,010 0 0 10,700

PM10  230b 193b 65b 36,400

Sulfur dioxide 310 0 0 0

Volatile organic 240 0 0 4,920

compounds

Total suspended 230 193 65 36,400

particulates
a Does not include fugitive emissions from the concrete batch plant.
b PM10 emissions were assumed to be the same as total suspended particulate emissions for the purpose

of this analysis resulting in some overestimate of PM,0 concentrations.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1999a, 1999b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations from construction activities are summarized in Table G-7.

Table G-7. Concentrations (Azglm 3 ) From Construction of
Immobilization Facility in FMEF at Hanford

Most Stringent
Averaging Standard or

Pollutant Period Guideline No Action Ceramic or Glass Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.324 34.4

1 hour 40,000 48.3 2.2 50.5

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.025 0.275

PM1 0  Annual 50 0.0179 0.00405 0.022
24 hours 150 0.77 0.158 0.928

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.00257 1.63

24 hours 260 8.91 0.0286 8.94

3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.194 29.8
1 hour 660b 32.9 0.583 33.5

Total suspended Annual 60 0.0179 0.00405 0.022

particulates 24 hours 150 0.77 0.158 0.928

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.2.2 Operation of Immobilization Facility

Potential air quality impacts from operation of immobilization (ceramic or glass) and support facilities at Hanford

were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Operational impacts result from emissions from

emergency diesel generators, process emissions, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes.

Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-8. Emergency generators were modeled as a volume

source. The process stack for radiological emissions was modeled with a 35.6 m (116.8 ft) height, 3.88 m

(12.7 ft) diameter, stack exit temperature of 20 C (68 F), and an exit velocity of 3.3 m/s (10.8 fr/s). There was

no boiler modeled because heating requirements would be met using electric power (UC 1999a, 1999b).
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Table G-8. Emissions (kg/yr) From Operation of
Immobilization Facility in FMEF at Hanford

Emergency Ceramic or
Pollutant Generator Glass Process Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 980 0 46,400

Nitrogen dioxide 4,530 0 12,500

PM,, 320 0 42,400

Sulfur dioxide 300 0 0

Volatile organic 370 0 5,720
compounds

Total suspended 320 0 42,400
particulates

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1999a, 1999b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations resulting from the emergency diesel generators and process sources, plus

the No Action concentrations, are summarized in Table G-9. Radiological impacts, including those from

emissions to the air, are discussed in Appendix J.

Table G-9. Concentrations (pug/m 3 ) From Operation of
Immobilization Facility in FMEF at Hanford

Most Stringent
Averaging Standard or No Ceramic

Pollutant Period Guideline' Action or Glass Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.271 34.4
1 hour 40,000 48.3 1.84 50.1

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0376 0.288

PM 10  Annual 50 0.0179 0.00265 0.021
24 hours 150 0.77 0.0295 0.799

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.00249 1.63
24 hours 260 8.91 0.0277 8.94
3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.188 29.8
1 hour 660b 32.9 0.564 33.5

Total suspended Annual 60 0.0179 0.00265 0.021
particulates 24 hours 150 0.77 0.0295 0.799

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.3 MOX Facility

G.1.2.3.1 Construction of MOX Facility

Potential air quality impacts from construction of new mixed oxide (MOX) and support facilities at Hanford were

analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Construction impacts result from emissions from diesel

fuel-burning construction equipment, particulate matter emissions from soil disturbance by construction

equipment and other vehicles (construction fugitive emissions), operation of a concrete batch plant, employee

vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes. Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-10.
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Table G-10. Emissions (kg/yr) From Construction of New MOX Facility at Hanford

Diesel Construction Concrete Batch
Pollutant Equipment Fugitive Emissionsa Plant Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 3,840 0 0 37,600

Nitrogen dioxide 10,080 0 0 10,100

PM,, 768b 6,880 1,460 34,400

Sulfur dioxide 1,020 0 0 0

Volatile organic 792 0 0 4,640

compounds
Total suspended 768 13,600 1,460 34,400

particulates
Toxicsc 0 <1 0 0

a Does not include fugitive emissions from the concrete batch plant.
b PM,, emissions were assumed to be the same as total suspended particulate emissions for the purpose of this analysis,

resulting in some overestimate of PM,, concentrations.
Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) could be emitted during construction.

Source: UC 1998b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations from construction activities are summarized in Table G-1 1.

Table C-11. Concentrations (gg/m3 ) From Construction of New MOX Facility at Hanford

Most Stringent Standard
Averaging or

Pollutant Period Guideline' No Action Contribution Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 1.06 35.1
1 hour 40,000 48.3 7.22 55.5

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0836 0.334

PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.0744 0.092
24 hours 150 0.77 3.27 4.03

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.00846 1.64
24 hours 260 8.91 0.094 9.
3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.64 30.3

1 hour 660b 32.9 1.92 34.8

Total suspended Annual 60 0.0179 0.132 0.15

particulates 24 hours 150 0.77 5.88 6.66

Toxicsc Annual 0.12 0.000006 0.000008 0.000014

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
c Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) may be emitted during construction and were analyzed as benzene.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.3.2 Operation of MOX Facility

Potential air quality impacts from operation of the new MOX and support facilities at Hanford were analyzed

using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Operational impacts result from emissions from emergency diesel

generators, process emissions, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes. Emissions from these

sources are summarized in Table G-12. Emergency generators were modeled as a volume source. The process

stack for radiological emissions was modeled with a 35.6 m (116.8 ft) height, 0.3048 m (1.0 ft) diameter, stack

exit temperature of 20 C (68 F), and an exit velocity of 0.03 m/s (0.1 ft/s). There was no boiler modeled

because heating requirements would be met using electric power (UC 1998b).
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Table G-12. Emissions (kglyr) From Operation of
New MOX Facility at Hanford

Emergency
Pollutant Generator Process Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 374 0 34,200

Nitrogen dioxide 1,738 0 9,170

PM,, 122 0 31,200

Sulfur dioxide 114 0 0

Volatile organic 142 0 4,210
compounds

Total suspended 122 0 31,200
particulates

[Text deleted.]
| [Text deleted.]

Source: UC 1998b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations resulting from the emergency diesel generators and process sources, plus

the No Action concentrations, are summarized in Table G-13. Radiological impacts, including those from

emissions to the air, are discussed in Appendix J.

Table G-13. Concentrations (lg/m 3 ) From Operation of New MOX Facility at Hanford
Most Stringent

Averaging Standard or
Pollutant Period Guidelinea No Action Contribution Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.103 34.2
1 hour 40,000 48.3 0.704 49.0

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0144 0.264

PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.00101 0.0189
24 hours 150 0.77 0.0113 0.781

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.000946 1.63
24 hours 260 8.91 0.0105 8.92
3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.0715 29.7
1 hour 660b 32.9 0.214 33.1

Total suspended particulates Annual 60 0.0179 0.00101 0.0189
24hours 150 0.77 0.0113 0.781

[Text deleted.]
a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
[Text deleted.]
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.4 Pit Conversion and Immobilization Facilities

G.1.2.4.1 Construction of Pit Conversion and Immobilization Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from modification of FMEF and construction of support facilities for pit disassembly

and conversion and plutonium conversion and immobilization (ceramic or glass) at Hanford were analyzed using

ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Construction impacts result from emissions from diesel fuel-burning

construction equipment, particulate matter emissions from soil disturbance by construction
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equipment and other vehicles (construction fugitive emissions), operation of a concrete batch plant, employee
vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes. Emissions from these sources are summarized inTable G-14.

Table G-14. Emissions (kg/yr) From Construction of Pit Conversion and
Immobilization Facilities in FMEF at Hanford
Pit Conversion Immobilization

Diesel Equipment Construction
and Construction Diesel Fugitive Concrete

Pollutant Fugitive Emissions Vehicles Equipment Emissions' Batch Plant Vehicles
Carbon monoxide 1,000 11,300 3,060 0 0 40,000
Nitrogen dioxide 2,400 3,040 7,890 0 0 10,700
PM,, 3,500 10,300 6 0 0 b 6,770 560b 36,500
Sulfur dioxide 160 0 800 0 0 0
Volatile organic 200 1,400 620 0 0 4,930

compounds
Total suspended 9,300 10,300 600 13,100 560 36,500

particulates
a Does not include fugitive emissions from the concrete batch plant.
b PMto emissions were assumed to be the same as total suspended particulate emissions for the purpose of this analysis resulting in some

overestimate of PM, 0 concentrations.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1998a, 1999a, 1999b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations from construction activities are summarized in Table G-15.

Table G-15. Concentrations (jig/m3 ) From Construction of Pit Conversion and
Immobilization Facilities in FMEF at Hanford

Most Stringent Immobilization
Averaging Standard or Pit (Ceramic

Pollutant Period Guideline' No Action Conversion or Glass) Total
Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.277 0.846 35.2

1 hour 40,000 48.3 1.88 5.76 55.9
Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0199 0.0654 0.335
PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.029 0.0651 0.112

24 hours 150 0.77 0.323 2.96 4.05
Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.00133 0.00664 1.64

24 hours 260 8.91 0.0148 0.0737 9.
3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.1 0.502 30.2
[Text
deleted.]
1 hour 660b 32.9 0.301 1.5 34.7

Total suspended Annual 60 0.0179 0.0771 0.117 0.212
particulates 24 hours 150 0.77 0.857 5.58 7.21

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.
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G.1.2.4.2 Operation of Pit Conversion and Immobilization Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from operation of pit conversion, immobilization (ceramic or glass), and support

facilities at Hanford were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Operational impacts result from

emissions from emergency diesel generators, process emissions, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials

and wastes. Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-1 6. Stack parameters used for modeling

were as stated previously.

Table G-16. Emissions (kg/yr) From Operation of Pit Conversion and
Immobilization Facilities in FMEF at Hanford

Pit Conversion Immobilization
Emergency Emergency Ceramic or

Pollutant Generator Process Vehicles Generator Glass Process Vehicles'

Carbon monoxide 520 0 41,800 1,460 0 57,100

Nitrogen dioxide 2,000 0 11,200 6,790 0 15,300

PM,, 50 0 38,100 480 0 52,100

Sulfur dioxide 34 0 0 450 0 0

Volatile organic 58 0 5,150 550 0 7,040
compounds

Total suspended 50 0 38,100 480 0 52,100
particulates

I

a For 50-t (55-ton) case.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1998a, 1999a, 1999b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations resulting from the emergency diesel generators and process sources, plus

No Action concentrations, are summarized in Table G-17. Radiological impacts, including those from emissions

to the air, are discussed in Appendix J.
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Table G-17. Concentrations (jg/mm) From Operation of Pit Conversion
and Immobilization Facilities in FMEF at Hanford

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide

PM,,

Sulfur dioxide

Total suspended
Darticulates

.

Averaging
Period

8 hours
1 hour

Annual

Annual
24 hours

Annual
24 hours
3 hours
[Text
deleted.]
1 hour

Annual
24 hours

Most Stringent
Standard or
Guidelines'a
10,000
40,000

100

50
150

50
260

1,300

No
Action

34.1
48.3

0.25

0.0179
0.77

1.63
8.91

29.6

32.9

0.0179
0.77

Pit Conversion

0.144
0.978

0.0166

0.000415
0.00461

0.000282
0.00313
0.0213

0.064

0.000415
0.00461

Immobilization
(Ceramic or Glass)

0.404
2.75

0.0563

0.00398
0.0443

0.00373
0.0415
0.282

0.847

0.00398
0.0443

Totalb
34.6
52.

0.323

0.0223
0.819

1.63
8.95

29.9

33.8

0.0223
0.819

6600

60
150

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.

b The concentrations for ceramic and glass are the same for both 17-t and 50-t cases.
c At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.5 Pit Conversion and MOX Facilities

G.1.2.5.1 Construction of Pit Conversion and MOX Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from modification of FMEF and construction of support facilities for pit disassembly

and conversion and MOX fuel fabrication at Hanford were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1.

Construction impacts result from emissions from diesel fuel-burning construction equipment, particulate matter

emissions from disturbance of soil by construction equipment and other vehicles (construction fugitive

emissions), operation of a concrete batch plant, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes.

Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-18.
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Table C-18. Emissions (kg/yr) From Construction of Pit Conversion and MOX Facilities
in FMEF at Hanford

-

Pit Conversion
Diesel Equipment

MOX

Construction
and Construction Diesel Fugitive Concrete

Pollutant Fugitive Emissions Vehicles Equipment Emissionsa Batch Plant Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 1,000 11,300 778 0 0 37,300

Nitrogen dioxide 2,400 3,040 2,009 0 0 10,000

PM1O 3,500 10,300 154b 2,830 435b 34,100

Sulfur dioxide 160 0 204 0 0 0

Volatile organic 200 1,400 160 0 0 4,600

compounds

Total suspended 9,300 10,300 154 5,590 435 34,100

particulates

Toxicsc 0 0 0 <1 0 0

a Does not include fugitive emissions from the concrete batch plant.
b PMO emissions were assumed to be the same as total suspended particulate emissions for the purpose of this analysis resulting in some

overestimate of PM,0 concentrations.
c Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) could be emitted during construction.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1998a, 1998b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations from construction activities are summarized in Table G-19.

Table C-19. Concentrations (ug/m3 ) From Construction of Pit Conversion
and MOX Facilities in FMEF at Hanford -

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide
PM,0

Sulfur dioxide

Total suspended
particulates

TrwicsC

Averaging
Period

8 hours
1 hour
Annual
Annual
24 hours

Annual
24 hours
3 hours
[Text
deleted.]
1 hour
Annual

24 hours

Annual

Most Stringent
Standard or
Guidelinea

10,000
40,000

100

50
150

50
260

1,300

660b

60
150

0.12

No Action
34.1
48.3

0.25

0.0179
0.77

1.63
8.91

29.6

32.9

0.0179
0.77

0.000006

Pit Conversion
0.277
1.88

0.0199
0.029
0.323

0.00133
0.0148
0.1

0.301

0.0771
0.857

0

MOX
0.215
1.46

0.0167
0.0274
1.32

0.00169
0.0188
0.128

0.384

0.05 1
2.4

0.000008

Total
34.6
51.6

0.287

0.0743
2.41

1.63
8.94

29.8

33.6
0.146
4.03
0.000014

-

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
c Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) could be emitted during construction and were analyzed as benzene.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.
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G.1.2.5.2 Operation of Pit Conversion and MOX Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from operation of pit conversion, MOX, and support facilities at Hanford were

analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Operational impacts result from emissions from

emergency diesel generators, process emissions, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes.

Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-20. Stack parameters used for modeling were as stated

previously.

Table G-20. Emissions (kg/yr) From Operation of Pit Conversion
and MOX Facilities in FMEF at Hanford

Pit Conversion MCOX

Emergency Emergency

Pollutant Generator Process Vehicles Generator Process Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 520 0 41,800 374 0 34,200

Nitrogen dioxide 2,000 0 11,200 1,738 0 9,170

PM10  50 0 38,100 122 0 31,200

Sulfur dioxide 34 0 0 114 0 0

Volatile organic compounds 58 0 5,150 142 0 4,210

Total suspended particulates 50 0 38,100 122 0 31,200

[Text deleted.]
[Text deleted.]
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1998a, 1998b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations resulting from the emergency diesel generators and process sources, plus

the No Action concentrations, are summarized in Table G-21. Radiological impacts, including those from

emissions to the air, are discussed in Appendix J.
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Table G-21. Concentrations (jig/M3 ) From Operation of Pit Conversion
and MOX Facilities in FMEF at Hanford

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide

PM,,

Sulfur dioxide

Averaging
Period

8 hours
1 hour

Annual

Annual
24 hours

Annual
24 hours
3 hours
[Text
deleted.]
I hour

Annual
24 hours

Most Stringent
Standard or
Guideline'

10,000
40,000

100

50
150

50
260

1,300

660b

60
150

No Action
34.1
48.3

0.25
0.0179
0.77
1.63
8.91

29.6

32.9
0.0179
0.77

Pit
Conversion

0.144
0.978
0.0166
0.000415
0.00461
0.000282
0.00313
0.0213

0.064
0.000415
0.00461

. MOX
0.103
0.704
0.0144
0.00101
0.0113

0.000946
0.0105
0.0715

0.214

0.00101
0.0113

Total
34.3
50.0

0.281

0.0193
0.786
1.63
8.92

29.7

33.2
0.0193
0.786

Total suspended
particulates

[Text deleted.]
a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
[Text deleted.]
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.6 Immobilization and MOX Facilities

G.1.2.6.1 Construction of Immobilization and MOX Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from modification of FMEF and construction of support facilities for collocating

immobilization (ceramic or glass) and MOX facilities at Hanford were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in

Appendix F. 1. Construction impacts result from emissions from diesel fuel-burning construction equipment,

particulate matter emissions from disturbance of soil by construction equipment and other vehicles (construction

fugitive emissions), operation of a concrete batch plant, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and

wastes. Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-22.
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Table G-22. Emissions (kg/yr) From Construction of Immobilization
and MOX Facilities Collocated in FMEF at Hanford

Immobilization (Ceramic or Glass) MOX

Construction Concrete Construction Concrete
Diesel Fugitive Batch Diesel Fugitive Batch

Pollutant Equipment Emissionsa Plant Vehicles Equipment Emissions' Plant Vehicles

Carbon 3,900 0 0 49,000 778 0 0 37,300

monoxide

Nitrogen 10,100 0 0 13,100 2,009 0 0 10,000

dioxide

PM,, 7 70b 8 ,8 60b 7 33 b 44,700 154 2,830 43 5 b 34,100

Sulfur dioxide 1,020 0 0 0 204 0 0 0

Volatile 800 0 0 6,040 160 0 0 4,600

organic
compounds

Total 770 16,900 733 44,700 154 5,590 435 34,100

suspended
particulates

Toxicsc 0 0 0 0 0 <1 0 0

a Does not include fugitive emissions from the concrete batch plant.
b PM,, emissions were assumed to be the same as total suspended particulate emissions for the purpose of this analysis resulting in some

overestimate of PM,, concentrations.
Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) could be emitted during construction.

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1998b, 1999a, 1999b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations from construction activities are summarized in Table G-23.

Table G-23. Concentrations (ug/m') From Construction of Immobilization
and MOX Facilities Collocated in FMEF at Hanford

Most Stringent Immobilization
Averaging Standard or (Ceramic

Pollutant Period Guidelinea No Action or Glass) MOX Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 1.08 0.215 35.4

1 hour 40,000 48.3 7.34 1.46 57.1

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0838 0.0167 0.351

PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.0849 0.0274 0.13

24 hours 150 0.77 3.85 1.32 5.94

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.00846 0.00169 1.64

24 hours 260 8.91 0.094 0.0188 9.02

3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.64 0.128 30.4

[Text
deleted.]
1 hour 660b 32.9 1.92 0.383 35.2

Total suspended particulates Annual 60 0.0179 0.153 0.051 0.222

24 hours 150 0.77 7.05 2.4 10.2

Toxicsc Annual 0.12 0.000006 0 0.000008 0.000014

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
c Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) could be emitted during construction and were analyzed as benzene.
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.
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G.1.2.6.2 Operation of Immobilization and MOX Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from operation of the collocated immobilization (ceramic or glass) and MOX and

support facilities at Hanford were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Operational impacts

result from emissions from emergency diesel generators, process emissions, employee vehicles, and trucks

moving materials and wastes. Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-24. Stack parameters

used for modeling were as stated previously.

Table G-24. Emissions (kg/yr) From Operation of Immobilization
and MOX Facilities Collocated in FMEF at Hanford

Immobilization MOX

Emergency Ceramic or Glass Emergency
Pollutant Generator Process Vehicles Generator Process Vehicles

Carbon monoxide 1,460 0 52,700 374 0 34,200

Nitrogen dioxide 6,790 0 14,100 1,738 0 9,170

PM,0  480 0 48,100 122 0 31,200

Sulfur dioxide 450 0 0 114 0 0

Volatile organic 550 0 6,490 142 0 4,210
compounds

Total suspended 480 0 48,100 122 0 31,200
particulates

[Text deleted.]I
[Text deleted.]
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: UC 1998b, 1999a, 1999b.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations resulting from the emergency diesel generators and process sources are

summarized in Table G-25. Radiological impacts, including those from emissions to the air, are discussed in

Appendix J.
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Table G-25. Concentrations (tg/m3 ) From Operation of Immobilization
and MOX Facilities Collocated in FMEF at Hanford

Most Stringent Total
Averaging Standard or Immobilization With Ceramic

Pollutant Period Guidelinea No Action (Ceramic or Glass) MOX or Glass

Carbon 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.404 0.103 34.6
monoxide 1 hour 40,000 48.3 2.75 0.704 51.8

Nitrogen Annual 100 0.25 0.0563 0.0144 0.321

dioxide

PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.00398 0.00101 0.023
24hours 150 0.77 0.0443 0.0113 0.825

Sulfur Annual 50 1.63 0.00373 0.000946 1.64
dioxide 24 hours 260 8.91 0.0415 0.0105 8.96

3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.282 0.0715 30

[Text
deleted.]
1 hour 660' 32.9 0.847 0.214 34

Total Annual 60 0.0179 0.00398 0.00101 0.0229

suspended 24hours 150 0.77 0.0443 0.0113 0.825

particulates

[Text deleted.]
a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.
b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
[Text deleted.]
Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility.
Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.7 Pit Conversion, Immobilization, and MOX Facilities

G.1.2.7.1 Construction of Pit Conversion, Immobilization, and MOX Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from modification of FMEF for pit disassembly and conversion and plutonium

conversion and immobilization (ceramic or glass), and new construction of MOX and support facilities at

Hanford were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Construction impacts result from emissions

from diesel fuel-burning construction equipment, particulate matter emissions from soil disturbance by

construction equipment and other vehicles (construction fugitive emissions), operation of a concrete batch plant,

employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes. Emissions from these sources are summarized in

Table G-26.

Maximum air pollutant concentrations from construction activities are summarized in Table G-27.
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Table G-26. Emissions (kg/yr) From Construction of Pit Conversion and Immobilization Facilities in
FMEF and MOX in New Construction at Hanford

Pit Conversion Immobilization MOX

Diesel
Equipment &
Construction Concrete Construction Concrete

Fugitive Diesel Construction Batch Fugitive Batch

Pollutant Emissions Veh EquipmentFugitive Emissions' Plant Veh Diesel Equipment Emissions' Plant Veh

Co 1,000 11,300 3,060 0 0 40,000 3,840 0 0 37,600

NO, 2,400 3,040 7,890 0 0 10,700 10,080 0 0 10,100

PM,, 3,500 10,300 600b 6,770 560b 36,500 768b 6,880 1,460b 34,400

so2 160 0 800 0 0 0 1,020 0 0 0

VOC 200 1,400 620 0 0 4,930 792 0 0 4,640

TSP 9,300 10,300 600 13,100 560 36,500 768 13,600 1,460 34,400

Toxics& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <1 0 0

a Does not include fugitive emissions from the concrete batch plant.
b PM,1 emissions were assumed to be the same as TSP emissions for the purpose of this analysis resulting in some overestimate of PM1O

concentrations.
c Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) could be emitted during construction.

Key: CO, carbon monoxide; FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility; NO2, nitrogen dioxide; SO2, sulfur dioxide; TSP, total

suspended particulates; Veh, vehicles; VOC, volatile organic compounds.
Source: UC 1998a, 1998b, 1999a, 1999b.

Table C-27. Concentrations (ug/m 3 ) From Construction of Pit Conversion and Immobilization

Facilities in FMEF and MOX in New Construction at Hanford

Most Stringent Immobilization
Averaging Standard or No Pit (Ceramic or

Pollutant Period Guidelinea Action Conversion Glass) MOX Total

Carbon monoxide 8 hours 10,000 34.1 0.277 0.846 1.06 36.3

1 hour 40,000 48.3 1.88 5.76 7.22 63.2

Nitrogen dioxide Annual 100 0.25 0.0199 0.0654 0.0836 0.419

PM,, Annual 50 0.0179 0.029 0.0651 0.0744 0.186

24 hours 150 0.77 0.323 2.96 3.27 7.32

Sulfur dioxide Annual 50 1.63 0.00133 0.00664 0.00846 1.65

24 hours 260 8.91 0.0148 0.0737 0.094 9.09

3 hours 1,300 29.6 0.1 0.502 0.64 30.9

[Text
deleted.]
1 hour 6 6 0 b 32.9 0.301 1.5 1.92 36.6

Total suspended Annual 60 0.0179 0.0771 0.117 0.132 0.344

particulates 24 hours 150 0.77 0.857 5.58 5.88 13.1

Toxics' Annual 0.12 0.000006 0 0 0.000008 0.000014

a The more stringent of the Federal and State standards is presented if both exist for the averaging period.

b At Hanford, the level is not to be exceeded more than twice in any 7 consecutive days.
c Various toxic air pollutants (e.g., lead, benzene, hexane) could be emitted during construction and were analyzed as benzene.

Key: FMEF, Fuels and Materials Examination Facility. (

Source: EPA 1997; WDEC 1994.

G.1.2.7.2 Operation of Pit Conversion, Immobilization, and MOX Facilities

Potential air quality impacts from operation of the three surplus plutonium disposition and support facilities at

Hanford were analyzed using ISCST3 as described in Appendix F. 1. Operational impacts result from emissions

from emergency diesel generators, process emissions, employee vehicles, and trucks moving materials and wastes.

I Emissions from these sources are summarized in Table G-28. Stack parameters used for modeling were as stated

I previously.
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